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To my Parents.

Introduction

Robotics is more than just aword, it is areality. It means,
essentially, the doing of something with computer-controlled
machines. These machines are different. They are different
as people are different and are given to different likes and
dislikes, tasks and interests. There are some who say that
robotics is an art, the art of getting the impossible from
machines. There are others who say that robotics is ascience,
the science of doing with uncanny quickness and precision,
tasks which we as humans can do, but don't like to do, or find it
very boring to do. Then, there is the impossible. In this
category we find chores where breathing is impossible, or
where we would burn up readily.
Recall amachine that cleans the hulls of large ships: a
scrubber. It is equipped with fast rotating brushes of special
alloys and agripping force to cause the scrubber to adhere to
the side of the ship under water. That little scrubber does all
its cleaning automatically, under programmed instructions
from its computerized brain.
There is astory about aman on an automobile assembly
line. He was agood worker, intelligent, and aggressive. He
became bored with the task of continually inserting bolts into
pre-drilled holes, hour after hour. One day he decided not to
ix

insert the bolts as he had been inserting them in the past—
just to give his task some interest and variation. He crossthreaded them, used short bolts and sometimes didn't use any
bolts at all. Your imagination can fill out the further details of
this story and what interesting and imaginative things you can
come up with as you think about the various people who
bought those cars!
Robots can scrub or put bolts in holes forever—
assuming that the power is kept on and the mechanics don't
fail. Robots do not get tired or bored or even interested in
what is going on. They just do what their little computerized
brains tell them to do. Of course, some robots have really big
brains but require knowledgeable, scientific human types to
keep them operating smoothly.
You will, no doubt, immediately think of other applications for these machines. Although we hate to admit it, we can
come up with one more reason for having amachine do tasks
for us. They can do it better! Yes, it's true, they can do it better,
for alonger period of time, and more consistently than any
human can ever do. You see they have one advantage—they
do not get tired!
If we ask the fundamental question, will machines and
computers take over the world? We will find that we've a
disagreement on our hands. Some look at the exploding field
of robotics and say there is no doubt that someday machines
will control everything. These persons worry about jobs and
activities and—yes, it is true —a loss of control over the
machines by the humans who make them. They envision that
someday machines will be making machines which control
machines, etc. ad infinitum.
One thing is sure, no one has ever seen a machine
making love, so there may be hope. Indeed, there is hope for
all of us for an ever increasingly pleasurable future due to the
fact that machines are around and doing things for us.
Iextend my gratitude to the many companies and individuals who provided me with information, discussions, questions, and answers for this book. Their illustrations are most
informative. Now, for atrip through the fascinating world of
advanced robotics, turn this page and keep going.
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Definitions,
Examples, and Ideas

What is robotics? This is not anew word but it may be an
unfamiliar one. Automation is another somewhat similar word
that applies in many instances to the same idea or concept. It
is only through the magic of the big screen TV and science
fiction stories that the word robot has come into such prominence. It is now almost ahousehold word. The word robot has
come to be associated with the C3POs of other worlds; those
mechanical, man-like units of metal and electronics that play
roles in stories of the future. It is interesting that the word
robot can also mean an unthinking robot being who performs
some task automatically. It is not considered normal for a
human because that is the way machines are supposed to
operate.
Machines act and do not think—or at least do not think or
reason as humans think and reason.
Robots do have memory banks that are usually programmed in some manner. They do speak and seem able to
understand human speech. Because we have so many varieties of solid-state circuits nowadays, no one is surprised
when arobot speaks, or acalculator, game, TV or automobile
speaks in a distinct monotone, but remember, they don't
think!
1

The word robot comes from the Czechoslovakian word
robotnik meaning slave, servant, or compulsory service. The
word has been defined as being descriptive of an automaton or
aperson who acts or works mechanically without thinking for
himself. By definition, arobot pilot is adevice which serves
as an automatic pilot in an airplane for example. Note that the
word automatic appears in the definition.
During World War II the concept of an automatic pilot
was extended to guided missiles (also called robot bombs). It
kept them flying upright and capable of executing steering
commands sent from an automatic ground computercontroller. This points to another link in the system—the data
or command transmission link.
The exploration of space has provided robots of amuch
more sophisticated variety. These mechanical marvels seem
to be able to think and act on their own as they travel into the
vastness of the cosmos. These robots have the ability to
sense situations and conditions. Automatically they extend
measuring or photographic instruments from protective housings and sample the ether, or planets, or asteroids. They
place the information in memory banks and then send it,
slowly, allowing plenty of time for accurate transmission,
back to the controller-computer on earth where the data is
assembled, enhanced, and displayed for human consideration
and amazement. When so programmed, these robot marvels
steer themselves down to aplanet's surface. They land carefully, adjust themselves, and communicate their status, position, and findings, in this new environment. It has been rumored that the Russians have developed this type robot to
such astate of perfection that they land on the moon, take
samples, lift off, and return to earth without the assistance of
human control in flight or during on-planet actions. They act
like the mechanical men of Karel Copek's playR. U.R. even if
they do not have humanoid appearance.
There can be no doubt that man is moving toward that
day when some type of machine will be used in almost every
human capacity. The scientists believe that people would like
to have this machine look somewhat human, and so they
spend considerable time in an effort to develop mechanical
2

eyes, ears, vocal chords, arms, hands, legs, and amethod of
locomotion which simulates human walking. Everyone is delighted when amechanical machine, looking very much like a
Middle Ages knight-in-armour clumps around and performs
some act of asemi-useful nature, or utters sounds which are
human words, all in proper response to voiced human commands.
While it all seems relatively normal, response of a
machine to human commands uttered vocally is not simple. It
is the world of algorithms which is what the scientists and
engineers call their magic equations. Algorithms instruct and
control the machine and everything it does. Associated with
every type of mechanical device which does anything, there is
some type of controlling device which reads an algorithm. In
order to understand and communicate directly, we should
also have some understanding of algorithms which are used in
both operational and developmental situations to make things
come alive.
When we consider all the parts of the world of robotics,
we are talking about robotics. In the Introduction Ihave
described this as being the art or science of controlling
machines such that they do something. We now consider what
that something might include and thus consider in more detail
what we might mean by saying that robotics is an art.
Art is defined as askill acquired by experience or study.
It also has been defined as the systematic use of knowledge
or skill in making or doing things, and the use of skill
and imagination in the production of things of beauty, or the
things produced which are so considered. So it seems from
these definitions that robotics means machines, computers,
mathematics, algorithms, science, engineering, and some artistry. If we try to come up with asimple kind of definition for
robotics we might try: The design, use, and operation of
machines, which are computer controlled by algorithm, to do
human-desired tasks.
This definition does not include any specification as to
the shape or size or type of machine, nor does it limit itself to
adefinition of aphysical output—although that kind of output
is usually associated with the word robot. Notice also that we
3

have indicated the machine must be controlled by an algorithm and implied in this definition is some type of computer. We try not to limit the machine to either fixed or
mobile construction, and we do not limit the machine to an
autonomous operating condition. You may take the extreme
position that the human brain is also acomputer! This means
that waldos are also robots.
The incorporation of ahuman's brain somewhere within
the flow pattern of operational commands for amechanized
unit has to be considered at some stage, even though it may be
by-passed at later stages and in subsequent operations of the
electromechanically directed unit. If you ask what this means,
Iwould respond, "We are referring to the teaching stage in
development of asystem which will then become autonomous.
"What about self learning?" you might ask. That comes
under the heading of adaptive control, which simply means
that the machine can adapt itself to changing conditions of
input that determine its operational output. In this case the
machine is equipped with sensors that can recognize changes
in the position of objects that it is to pick up and convey to
another place. As it determines these changes, its sensor
input can cause changes or modifications to its controlcomputer program so that the machine's mechanical movements can be modified to adjust its pick up arm or hand or
gripper and continue to do its task without fault. Adaptive
control capability is still controlled by the original algorithm,
though.
le

The ability of amachine to do things of aconstructive
nature depends upon the accuracy, sensitivity, number, and
type of it's sensors. Consider for amoment the human ability
to pick up apencil. The sensors involved would be the eyes,
which determine at every instant the relative position of the
hand, arm, and fingers to the pencil, and the skin sensors,
which feel the pencil when it is touched. The sense of feel
allows the brain to determine the tightness of grip and position of the grip necessary to pick up the pencil. The eyes help
the brain determine where to move the pencil. If the underly-
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ing command of operation was "Pick up the pencil and write
50 on a paper" the eyes would also have determined the
position of the paper, the skin sensors would have determined
that the paper and pencil met under the proper circumstances,
and then the algorithm causing the fingers to make the movements to write 50 would have been initiated.
What the human machine is getting throughout this operation is feedback from all the various sensors necessary for
this kind of operation. Sensors provide input signals of what
the hand is doing. What the hand is doing is the machine's
output. When amachine inputs signals from its own output
this is called feedback, and this is vital to the operation of any
machine considered under the heading of robotics. Feedback
is a concept long known in engineering circles and in the
world of servomechanisms. What is new in the world of
robotics is the type, size, and accuracy of the sensors, and the
ability to compute very complex equations very quickly to
determine exact operational signals for the robot.
The human body is one big mass of sensors. Almost
every point on the skin's surface is sensitive to heat and
pressure in ranges from the smallest puff of wind to the
largest rib-smashing blow, and from abitter winter morning
to ahumid summer scorcher. Add to this the hearing sensors,
the visual sensors, and the taste and smell sensors and you
have apretty complex and sensitive package. To enrich your
thinking along this line, consider that pencil picked up afew
paragraphs ago. How does the brain know that it is apencil
when the eye sensors see it? If you answer that the brain has a
stored image of along slender multisided object with asharp
point, then you are getting close to the kind of thinking used to
define algorithms in robotics. Think of how many images our
brains must have in storage on arelatively permanent retention basis, and how it discards old images and incorporates
new images. Then consider this thought provoking definition:
Robotics is the science of making machines man-like in action
and operation.
- To discuss arobot is one thing, to examine it is another.
Let's take alook at one kind of robot. The Grivet Series 5

5

industrial robot in Fig. 1-1 might be asurprise because it
consists of asingle automated arm that performs under the
direction of acontrol unit, the TARC (Fig. 1-2).
The Grivet responds to the teaching instructions of the
person holding the teaching box in Fig. 1-1. We are assured
that teaching this kind of robot to do important industrial
tasks is easy. In fact, the American Robot Corp. says that this
unit is designed to be extremely simple to use and to maintain. What about maintenance? Robotic devices are electromechanical machines and thus their ability to function and to
keep functioning for long unattended periods of time depends
on how the designer planned for maintenance—and possibly
troubleshooting, or diagnostics.
Iam reminded of asituation concerning the development
of anew guided missile robot system. Many manufacturers
and scientists were present and deeply involved in the planning for the system. When it came time to consider maintenance and repair, everyone agreed that the system would
"almost never" break down or need such attention. Just in
case it should, atesting unit was to be devised which would
automatically run tests and isolate troubles so quick and
effective repairs could be made. You guessed it! The complexity of the testing unit was of such magnitude that it became
advisable to consider a testing unit to test this testing unit!
We want our robot systems to be as free from troubles
and maintenance as possible, but what testing and maintenance they have should be easy to perform, consistent in
application, and totally effective in operation.
Look back at Fig. 1-1. This Grivet robot has been designed for industrial applications where ajob handling objects
weighing less than three pounds is the primary concern. It can
be taught what to do for aparticular task with just afew
minutes of instruction, using the hand held teaching unit. A
close-up of this unit is shown in Fig. 1-3. Simplicity may be a
key to easy maintenance.
TEACHING A ROBOT
Robot Master John Galaher of the American Robot Corp.
informs us that this box controls extension and contraction of
6
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Fig. 1-3. The teaching unit (pendant) for the Grivet robot (courtesy American
Robot Corp.).

the arm and rotation of the hand gripper, wrist, elbow, and
shoulder. One sets this kind of robot into its permanent
location, programs it to accomplish the task desired, and then
removes the teaching unit. The arm, under direction of
TARC, will now go to work doing what you have told it to do.
In this case it may replace aperson on abatch separation line,
or change objects from one conveyor belt to another. It is
9

man-like in that it can do the kind of job that a man did
previously.
"Robotics is the science of making machines man-like in
action and operation." This seems to be an accurate definition
and you will note that it does not say that the machine has to
look man-like (or woman-like) in appearance, although it
doesn't rule it out either!
EMULATING HUMAN ACTIONS
In many discussions of the capabilities of arobot arm
such as the one in Fig. 1-1, it is stated the arm will emulate
human actions. Perhaps you are familiar with this word. It
seems an important one.
"To emulate" means to strive to excel, or to exceed, or
to equal. In this case the arm emulates the task which was
formerly done by ahuman. Of course we have to consider the
possibility that the task will be anew one, or one in anew
environment or location which has never been performed by
anyone, human or not. We imagine that production will require awhole list of tasks, resulting in afinal product or
service. We look at the performance of these tasks as an
example, and we have to make some comparisons, so we
naturally make the comparison between the machine accomplishment and ahuman accomplishment.
GRIVET-ROBOT ARM DYNAMICS
Let's examine that Grivet robot arm in more detail using
Fig. 1-4 to guide our thinking.
In A we see the static condition of the arm. It is tightly
positioned against its base, and it does nothing. In B it has
been sent signals to extend, and from the illustration we can
see through what angles rotary motion can be accomplished,
and also via these same angles atranslatory motion is made
for the gripper. This is easy to understand if you imagine that
section 1 of the arm moves or rotates downward, while
section 2 moves or rotates back, and section 3, the wrist,
rotates downward to remain on alevel line from the starting
position. Notice also that the arm itself can rotate through 360
10

Fig. 1-4. The statics and dynamics of the Grivet robot (courtesy American Robot
Corp.).

degrees around the base pedestal so that the gripper can
move an object from here to there, in asideways motion.
How can it be said that this mechanical arm emulates a
human action? Let's take the situation where the arm, by
definition, is to excel ahuman capability; do it better than a
human can. To begin, assume the arm and the human are equal
in speed, accuracy, and general operation. Time passes, the
human tires, the machine does not. Now the machine excels
the human operation. One can also visualize that the machine
requires no breaks or time off for lunch and doesn't care
whether there is light in the area or not (unless it is equipped
with avisual type sensor). It doesn't care whether it is day or
night. Thus, perhaps, to use the word emulate is to state the
situation somewhat correctly. In this case emulate refers to
only those actions that the arm is capable of performing. It
obviously cannot duplicate everything ahuman arm is capable
11

of. This, of course, brings us to the type and kind of task
where the human emulates the robot. The robot performs in a
delightful manner as long as it is working properly and
nothing goes wrong, and as long as all conditions of its task
remain the same. But, unless it is an adaptive type robot, any
change in the conditions of its job or task will not be accounted
for until it has been re-programmed to compensate for those
changes. The human, naturally, compensates automatically.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
One definition of artificial is that which is made by man to
imitate nature. One can conclude therefore that artificial
intelligence is aman-made imitation of nature. One can also
assume that an imitation can never be equal to the real thing.
In robotics the actions of amachine may be of such a
complex and delicate nature that one almost assumes the
machine has a human-like mind direct its actions. Such
machines have enough logical capabilities that what they are
able to do seems uncanny. But if we fathom the human mind
slightly further we find out that there is one aspect of the
human mind which, so far as we now know, cannot be duplicated by amachine. That is the ability of the human mind to
question. A machine analyzes, performs, has logic, and can
make selections, but does it ever ask why?
Scientists are learning more about the human brain and
its functions all the time. This marvelous electro-chemical
device is said to be capable of doing billions of operations per
second, of storing incredible amounts of information for extremely long periods of time, and of using such information in
the solution of both new and old situations. It has been said
that ahuman is the sum total of what he has learned—and he
learns all the time. Since everything is fluid and changing, the
human must constantly adapt and learn and adjust to meet
changing conditions and situations.
So, some say that the only tasks and operations ahuman
can perform are those that he or she learned to do previously,
either by instruction, or by trial and error. Understanding
this, one begins to think that arobot might be able to do as
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much as ahuman if it has acomputer with alarge enough
memory bank to store all the information that comes to it in
the form of learning (structured instruction) or in the form of
feedback (trial and error). These trials are generated by some
interior command arising from some need which its sensors
can determine. The machine then senses aneed, and looks
through its memory banks for asolution. Finding none, it
takes the closest approximation to asolution—some action
which will cause the sensor information to change—tries it,
and senses the result. If an improvement in the original
sensed need results, the direction of the trial is correct. If no
improvement results, or the need gets worse, then the direction of the trial is incorrect.
In this example we find the machine doing what many
humans might do to solve aproblem. But nowhere in this
example is the concept of the machine stopping all operations
and asking itself "Why is there aneed of this kind?" This is
what humans will do under similar circumstances. We do not
know how to program amachine to ask that kind of question,
exactly, although it may be approximated in complex programs.
WHO IS PROGRAMMED AND WHY?
Are we all programmed? That is aphilosophical question
which we, perhaps, might have to consider as we make
mechanical machines more nearly like humans. We think of
programming as afunction related to computers and we think
of the microcomputer being closely associated with robotics.
These small, cheap computers have become the foundation
behind the concept of robots or automated and intelligent
machines. It is said that even computers are aform of robotics. They do have mechanical outputs (printers and graphing devices) as well as visual display outputs and many other
output devices. What kinds of orders do they obey?
In the beginning such amachine is told to do task one and
then do task two and from there it operates on certain conditions. For this example, the orders have been stated as
follows.

13

1. Do fthen g
2. If C then felse g
3. While C do f
What is implied, but not apparent, in using these orders
is that the computer may be evaluating and scrutinizing
masses of data which govern the use of these orders. It is far
beyond the ability of the human mind to evaluate this data in
the same systematic, logical, unemotional, and timely manner
that the computer does in arriving at, say, an implementation
of step 2above. One might suspect that the human mind is
programmed to evaluate certain amounts and types of data,
and computers are programmed for another type. Human
conclusions usually must be aconsensus before the conclusions are accepted. We note that machines follow a manspecified routine to evaluate even the greatest amounts of
data, but can only evaluate those types that man understands
how he evaluates!
We can think through this problem by imagining that we
are in afast modern aircraft and suddenly, ahead, is another
aircraft bearing down on us. Should we dive, climb, turn left,
or turn right? What will the other pilot do? What if he maneuvers in such away that the intercept possibility increases? It
is possible that you have had asimilar experience while you
were walking down the sidewalk. Another human approached. You moved to your left, and he moved at the same
time to his right. You moved to your right, and he mived to his
left. There was no way you two could prevent bumping into
each other. The consequences here were not disasterous;
they would be disastrous in an airplane. Could acomputer
have solved the situation in either case? The FAA says yes.
They have installed collision avoidance computers and control systems (robots, if you will), on board test aircraft for
futher evaluation. The results look very promising. Collision
avoidance systems are used on board ships at the present
time.
What can the machine do that the human cannot do under
these conditions? It has the ability to evaluate more data,
faster, and evaluate it in amore complex routine than the
human mind is capable of. For example, using radar sensors
the computer can determine in an instant if the other aircraft
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is going up or down relative to your position. It can determine
the speed of movement in all directions and predict or anticipate collision or no collision. The solution to the problem is
then flashed to the human in aform he can most quickly and
accurately assimilate—perhaps alight to indicate the direction he should steer his aircraft. The job is done well and
safely by the two minds, electronic-mechanical and electrochemical, working together!
In acase where the human response time is too long,
delayed, or cannot be accomplished in the time interval
necessary, the secondary part of the machine operation—the
robot steering—takes over and for afew precious seconds
handles the aircraft. Aircraft autopilots, which steer aircraft
along precision courses, at given altitudes, have long been
recognized and accepted. They are being given additional
duties all the time and tests have been conducted flying a
passenger type aircraft from takeoff to touch-down without
human hands ever touching the controls.
THE HUMAN MEMORY PROBLEM
The problem is that we forget. We also cannot assimilate
much information at one time. It comes into our minds slowly,
we retain it when we use it, and we lose if it we neglect using
it for any length of time. Computers normally won't do that.
Failure can mean the loss of memory in a computer, but
normally the computer can accept, sort, and store all kinds of
information quickly and for avery long period of time. Many
computer memories today are magnetic tapes, magnetic bubbles, or various types of discs. Some are solid-state units
which have information "burned" into them, so that when
energized they immediately form voltages and currents
which translate into data.
Sixty executives, all presidents of corporations were
asked to select anumber from zero to nine and they were
asked to do this 100 times each. At the same time acomputer
was programmed to select, at random, anumber from zero to
nine.,and it was permitted to do this 100 times. It was
predicted that the presidents would choose the same number
at least 10 percent of the time. That was not exactly correct.
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They selected the same number 12.3 percent of the time; at
least those who had increased their corporate profits during
the previous operating years did this. Those presidents
whose companies lost money selected the same number only
8.3 percent of the time. The computer selected the same
number 10 percent of the time as predicted by laws of probability. This test was said to indicate that the successful executive had strong and accurate intuition and the results were
reported in Time magazine. When these results were
analyzed it was said that man's inefficiency, emotions, and the
nuances with which aman reads data may inhibit his thinking
or affect the accuracy of his conclusions. Using acomputer to
predict trends or to select courses of action based on evaluations of reams of data and then tempering the prediction with
human judgment seems to be the best way to gain the utmost
from the two worlds.
When we consider the world of advanced robotics, then,
we must concern ourselves with the problem of how much
intelligence we can build into amachine, how it will use that
capability, and when we must insert ourselves into the control loops to achieve the best of the two worlds. We have to
decide when the machine can function alone, and when it must
be aided by human intelligence. Of course, it goes without
saying that we will be forever trying to fabricate acomplete
mechanical-electronic-chemical mind which will permit humans to specify our commands and relax while everything is
done for us! It has been shown by R.S. Aha of Grumman
Aerospace that man's thinking process might be specified as
shown in Fig. 1-5. In this block diagram form we can easily
imagine how the brain of avery intelligent robot might function.
MORE ON THE GRIVET ROBOT
We learn still more from adeeper examination of the
Grivet robot's characteristics. The arm sections as well as
the whole arm itself are moved by direct current stepping
motors which have built-in integral shaft encoders. This
means that amotor can drive any arm section to within plus or
minus .004 inch of agiven position when the same command is
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re-issued. The motors are driven by a single-board microcomputer which can be connected to, and accepts data
from, external lines. This computer has abuilt-in diagnostic
capability to pinpoint machine-operational problems. The
microcomputer uses a nonvolatile memory cartridge for
program storage. Its controller is a16-line, optically isolated,
TTL-compatible unit.
Although the arm is electrically positioned, the gripper,
or end-effector or hand, is pneumatically operated. The robot
has abuilt-in air compressor to power this end unit. The use
of pneumatics means very fast responses are possible.
ROLE OF MATHEMATICS IN ROBOT-ARM OPERATION
In an earlier discussion we mentioned the algorithm, or
equation which amachine's computer solves to permit the
robotic machine to function as the designers desired it should
function. Considering the Grivet robot arm, we can gain a
good insight into just what this means.
In Fig. 1-3 we examined the teaching pendant as the little
box is called. On it we have seen that there are switches to
control various movements of the various segments of the
arm. We imagine, then, that when we want the arm to do a
particular task, we just move the proper button and watch that
segment of the arm move until it is in the proper position for
the next segment to be moved. We next cause that segment to
move until it reaches the proper position, and then we change
switches to cause the next segment to move, and so on.
What if we make a mistake? If we are teaching the
machine by using the little pendant to control the arm, what
happens if we "overshoot" the desired position and have to do
some manipulating and jockeying around to get the arm segment into the proper position? Will the robot arm then also
jockey around each time it moves? What happens in this case?
You can imagine that aperson manipulating that arm for the
first time would certainly not be able to handle the control
pendant switches so perfectly that the arm would move
exactly and precisely to each desired and necessary position
for the completion of the required task. You merely need to
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try your hand at radio control of some small model with
reasonably tight control to verify this idea.
So, what happens? You guessed it! Within a robot is
placed abit of artificial intelligence that is given the prime
directive to assist both the human and the arm so that each,
given its own faults, will not inhibit correct operation. The
human fault is jockeying the controls when teaching. If the
robot has afault it would be its eagerness to respond, which it
does with alacrity. So the computer's task is to eliminate the
human fault and compensate for the robot fault to bring about a
perfectly delightful operation which is pleasing to the human
and maybe to the robot also!
Let us look at the computer and bring it under tight
scrutiny for a moment. We know its job will be to solve
equations and in this case they have to be equations of motion.
We also know that when solving an equation of motion there
must always be areference point. In this case it is the base
pedestal of the robot arm. Imagine that this pedestal is set
into the floor, or mounted thereto in such amanner that it
points north and thus the directions of south, east, and west
are also defined. Another way of looking at this coordinate
designation would be to say that north equals forward, south
becomes backward, or reverse, east is right and west is left of
the base structure. We can so define this arrangement if we
imagine ourselves being located in the space occupied by the
pedestal and have the specified body relationships.
From our location we look at the end point, or gripper, or
tool to be positioned which is mechanically fastened to the
end of the wrist. That is the point which we want to move to a
given location in compliance with aseries of commands. We
will, of course, also want that end tool or gripper or whatever
to do something at each end point. It might pick up an object, it
might set down and release an object, it might position a
welding element, it might operate apaint sprayer, it might
draw a path from the beginning of movement to the end
movement such as is done in graphics, it might wire-wrap a
terminal or aseries of terminals, etc. But the end point must
move from somewhere to somewhere else very accurately
and in such amanner that aduplication of its action will also be
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exact—perhaps for thousands of movement operations. Its
repeatable positioning must be present and very accurate.
Remember the Grivet operation is within plus or minus .004
inch!
So what does the computer do? The computer remembers the starting point and the end point of the gripper for
each cycle of operation. A cycle will be defined here as that
series of movements required to perform one task. The computer then computes the best path through three-dimensional
space for the gripper to move to accomplish the task the
human led it through so laboriously, and the resulting path
equation or algorithm will be solved by the computer each
time it runs the arm through that cycle. We thus learn that the
gripper may not go through the same points in threedimensional space that we put it through when we taught it
where it was to move. It might move along an entirely different set of spatial coordinates to accomplish the same task
better and more efficiently. It definitely will not remember
any jockeying we might have done, or manipulating we might
have had it do to get it where we humans desired it to be when
it finally got there. All those little breaks will have been
removed from the motion-path commands and the result, to
everyone's delight, will be asmooth, direct operation.
WHAT IS A TASK?
We have used the word task and it may have adifferent
meaning to different people. A task may mean one completed
action, or one complete cycle. Here it means amovement of
an arm-section point to one specified position in aseries of
end-point positions in order to accomplish ajob. The endpoint is the tip of the gripper or hand. Many tasks make a
cycle. We consider one job accomplished when one cycle has
been completed.
A vector is aline that has both direction and magnitude.
In Fig. 1-6 we find three vectors with fixed lengths—V1, V2,
and V3 —and these represent the three arm segments of a
robot such as the Grivet. They are attached to each other and
to the base at one point as shown. Each arm segment can
move independently. In this two-dimensional drawing all of
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1ST SECTION POINT

Fig. 1-6. Vectors describe the position of the end point' position of each arm segment.

12 UNITS UP <

the angles cannot be shown. VI moves up or down by opening
or closing the angle alpha (a). V2 moves left or right (as
shown here) by opening or closing the angle beta (ß). V3
moves up or down, and so moves its tip which we imagine to
be the robot's gripper, by opening or closing the angle gamma
(y). With alittle imagination you can visualize the simultaneous movement of all three vectors such that the end point
might be moved up, down, left, right, or in acombination of
these directions as required by the tasks. Of course, V3 could
be longer so that if the angle gamma were reduced to zero, the
end point would come around to the first section point and,
equipment permitting, would coincide with that position. As
shown, the end point has been moved up 12 units and out
along the positive axis 26 units.
We might imagine that the end point is awelding flame or
contact point for an electric welding unit. We might also
imagine that we want the end point to move up from where it
is shown to point above it, and that when doing this movement, the arc will be energized by another command so that
welding would take place along the strip T—M. In your
mind's eye, visualize how the vectors must move through
their angles to keep that end point pressed against the metal
being welded along the strip T—M. Angle beta will increase,
as will angle gamma. It is possible, but not probable that the
angle alpha would increase during this operation.
This is a two-dimensional drawing using just the updown and left-right movements of the end point. In actual
practice arobot arm will move in three dimensions, so that
there would be arotation of the vectors into and out from the
paper also. This might happen if the end point had agripper
which was to pick up something from aconveyor belt on one
side and move it to another conveyor belt located on the other
side. The mathematics of the operation would then have to be
such that the gripper might move down along the T—M line
as shown, until the gripper tip was level with the origin point
(0) or in direct contact with the X axis.
In the Grivet-type robot — and others of this type—the
arm movement is specified to the computer in the form of the
first section point, the second section point, and the third
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section or gripper point. When these points have been fed into
the computer for all the tasks needed to complete the job, and
in the proper sequence, the computer will solve the necessary trigonometric relationships for the best movement to
reach each end point. If you need to refresh your memory
concerning task and job definitions this is agood time to go
back and do so.
GIVING THE ROBOT SOME INTELLIGENCE
We have indicated that arobot arm might be able to pick
up objects from one conveyor belt and move them to another
belt. There might be many objects on the first belt and the arm
might be programmed just to pick up selected items and not
all of them. There are two basic methods of accomplishing
this. First, give the robot some eyes, and then match the
shape of things on the belt against memorized shapes in the
robot's memory. The memory bank here might be acassette
tape, so that if you wanted to change the shape of objects
recognized, you would simply change the cassette software.
Another method might be by identification of the position of the object on the first conveyor belt. With aconstant
rate of movement by the conveyor, and precision dumping of
objects onto its surface, the objects should come by the robot
station in precisely separated distances. The arm could then
be easily programmed to pick up anything (within its gripper
capability) spaced that distance apart, move it, and return for
the next object. A problem might arise if the object belt
happened to slow down, the objects happened to be placed on
the belt incorrectly so the gripper could not easily grasp
them, the conveyor belt happened to speed up for some
reason.
One use of this idea is the welding of automobile bodies
by robots. The bodies come by at precise speeds and precise
positions. The arms move to precise positions also and weld
and weld and weld. .. and do agood job of it! In robot systems
where some intelligence in the form of contact feedback is
incorporated, if the body happens to be just alittle out of line,
the arm will move to compensate for this discrepancy, also a
speed monitoring system on the conveyor track or whatever,
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will keep the robot system informed so that even if the line
speeds up or slows down, the arm will adjust to compensate
for this change. No doubt you have thought of other ways in
which the robot might sense or determine or find objects on
that first conveyor belt. Some other means which have been
considered are: temperature of the body, size of the body,
and—believe it or not—actual recognition of the body even if
it happens to be in some unusual orientation on the belt! This
latter case is very important because it means that such
robots can actually detect and pick out specified objects
among many other objects on abig tray or on the belt surface.
This is important in some assembly-type operations.
Giving the robot intelligence then means that it will have
acomputer to solve motion movements, it will have sensors
to assist it in accomplishing its job, and it will have some kind
of anticipation and adjustment circuit in case its program
doesn't exactly fit every situation.
In many current situations where robot arms, or robots
with fixed locations, are used and there are amultitude of
robots "employed" on aline, it is possible to have one intelligent robot controlling the operations of many other dumb
robots. The tasks may be similar, and the jobs may be the
same. In some cases the intelligent robot may control another
robot in such a manner that the second robot does some
operations or jobs which assist or complete the job the first
robot is performing. This is the case when one robot with one
arm actually needs two arms to do the job. The solution is to
get asecond one-armed robot and program it from the first
one so that the necessary actions are then accomplished.
Another form of intelligence built into arobot such as the
Grivet is that of delay. This means, in human terms, the
programming necessary to cause the arm to wait for an object
to arrive on the conveyor belt, if it has not arrived when the
arm is moving to pick it up. Robot arms can move very fast. It
may be necessary to tell the robot to move its arm into a
pickup position and then wait aspecified time before moving
to actually pick up the object. Suppose arobot arm puts on a
bottle cap and then has to screw it down on the bottle. That
takes time. The arm must not move the bottle until the
screwing operation has been completed.
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THE ROBOT DIAGNOSTICS
It has been said of an intelligent robot that it, like its
human counterpart, is always checking itself to see if it is
okay. A human begins to moan when it gets asore throat, or
when muscles ache, or when the stomach is upset. A robot
moans also, but in adifferent tone, as its sound comes from a
bell, or siren, or screeching of gears, or clang of parts. Both
the machine and the human must have some means of diagnostics to find out what the cause of the problem may be.
With humans there is conversation and a probe into
"memory banks" to find related experiences to give clues to
the trouble. Second there is aprobe of memory banks to find
out what to do in case the problem justifies amore serious
approach than an aspirin, bed rest, or other nice homey
remedies. Probably the diagnostics will start with atemperature reading, then pulse reading, then X rays, and so on. Of
course it will involve aprobe of the memory banks of some
good physician who will try to relate the problem to something in his experience. He will then probe for the cure used
or effective treatment to reduce or eliminate the problem.
With robots the approach is much the same. Within a
good robot system there will be sensors to monitor the
various moving parts. Simple remedies will be found in the
minds of attending humans once the robot has voiced its
complaint by means of its sensors and indicators. Within the
intelligent robot's brain will be found memory banks that
know what the motor speeds should be, when amotor or other
shaft has cracked or broken, when there is an oil leak or
pressure leak in aflexible line, or that there is no voltage or
incorrect voltage to some critical point in the system. The
memory banks recognize these problems because they have
been programmed with the correct operational conditions,
and thus, by comparison they can determine when something
is wrong.
Some robot systems constantly monitor all parts of their
systems just to make certain that afailure does not occur.
When the machine senses that something is going wrong, it
may alert its human operator and say that it needs maintenance, or it may shut itself down while keeping its indicators
on to tell its human companion where to look and what to do to
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get it going again. These kinds of systems run adiagnostic
check on themselves when they are first energized to see that
everything is all right.
In aprevious paragraph we discussed the need for atest
system to test the tester, etc. If you combine that knowledge
with this series of paragraphs you can determine the difference in requirements. Here the memory banks of the computers have the necessary knowledge to know when an output is
correct or not. If the monitoring feedback, for example, does
not correlate with what is in the memory banks, either because the memory bank information has changed or the
monitoring information has exceeded specified limits, then
the system shuts down or reduces operation to asafe value.
Meantime there is an automatic alarm to the human supervisor to do some checking and find out what the problem
might be. Alarms might be visual, in ahigh sound-density
situation, or even be a remote paging system in case the
human is not around. With the modern technological advancement in synthetic speech capability, the machine might
just start speaking to its human supervisor: "I've got apain in
my tentacle!"
ROBOT COMMUNICATION
Let's expand voice communication slightly and think
about robots talking to robots. Some people write about the
danger of having robots communicate with each other. One
writer says, "Many Americans fear this new age of computers
that talk to other computers and operate machines. Technology is moving so fast, in so many areas, that people are afraid
of it because they are not familiar with it."
In assembly line operations where many robots do the
same type of job, it is useful for one machine to direct the
work of other machines. The Grivet series, for example is
so designed that one might have four slaves and one master or
supervisor for these four units. It is said that the operation of
many such machines is "orchestrated" so that they can perform process control, handle inventories, handle outputs and
inputs to stockage areas, and control the flow of items in batch
lots on various types of moving tracks, belts, or whatever.
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Ask yourself what that word orchestrated means? If we
devote some thought to it, we realize that in alarge orchestra
there are many different instruments, different parts to the
melody and harmonic effects which all blend together in order
to produce the final, ear pleasing sound. Thus we arrive at the
conclusion that orchestrating a group of robots means the
blending together of many different processes, automatically
performed in atimely, coordinated manner to bring about the
fabrication of something, or the completion of some process
comprised of many parts. It could, of course, also mean the
systematic and coordinated demolition of something if that
were the process desired! Robots take many forms even
when they work singly as shown in Fig. 1-7.
Yes, robots on assembly lines talk to one another. They
may communicate that they have completed atask, they may
ask for help from anearby machine so that two arms can be
brought to bear on aprocess instead of the one with which
each robot is normally equipped. They may govern the flow of
materials or regulate the inspection and processing of the
materials as required. We can imagine one robot at the end of
an assembly line, trying to fit some parts together and finding
it difficult, communicating via its own computer and connecting lines back to the robot which is responsible for machining
the parts: "Hey Buster! Get on the ball down there! Reduce
your product by 1/10,000,000 inch!" We can also imagine an
old robot instructing anew one in the tasks it must perform.
One big problem in manufacturing is that there are many
small and different batches of parts and items which must be
made. This means, of course, that the robot assembly line
must change its actions and operations whenever anew batch
is to be handled. Consider an assembly line of up to 30 robots
in length. What a way to get into a new dimensional system-30 robots in length! Normally, people would simply use
new approaches and methods to handle the new and different
batches as they come down the line. What do the robots do?
If there is achange in products and there is good and
orchéstrated communication between and among the robots
concerned, ahuman merely inserts anew program cartridge
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into the master computer. The human changes the memory
for just one robot in this system and does not have to change
the memory of all the robots as he or she might have to do if
they were operating as individual units. It is advisable to have
good, complete communication among the robots in manufacturing or processing plants!
People who fear these connections, will learn that the
communication is not intelligent reasoning, as sometimes
takes place when humans communicate. Among robots, the
communication consists of a series of drive and feedback
signals, which cause the robot receiving the information to do
something. When it does what it is supposed to do the reverse
communication takes place which informs the master that it
did what it was supposed to do, and to what degree of precision it did it. If the reverse communication doesn't take place,
the master knows the slave isn't working properly.
COSTS
Of course robots cost money. They start at $10,000.00
per unit for manufacturing types, and $3,000 for some of the
android types we will discuss in another chapter in this book.
Android types are hobbyist's toys right now, but imagine that
someday they will be household servants and let us all live life
in Utopia!
But, what about costs in the manufacturing situation?
One might evaluate the cost of programming and operating a
robot vs the cost of using human hands to do the job in cost per
hour. Remember that the robot doesn't complain, doesn't
worry, doesn't take rest breaks or lunch breaks, is always on
time, and can work 24 hours a day without getting tired
(worn-out maybe, but not tired). Each robot has an operating
cost per hour which can be compared to the human cost per
hour and when the purchase has been amortized the relative
costs of the two will show something interesting. Although
the robot won't ask for araise, its operating costs will increase somewhat simply because the costs of energy will
increase, and it uses energy. It doesn't get tired, but it should
have some kind of normal maintenance routine and humans do
not normally have to be maintained on the job. It is true that
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the robot machines will do lots of jobs humans don't like to do
and it will do them well. This will release humans to do other,
more profitable work. So, if humans are to become future
Robot Masters then they must prepare themselves now for
profitable and rewarding jobs. Technology will not stand still.
FEEDBACK ACCURACY
We show, in Fig. 1-8, akind of illustration which may
indicate how the accuracy of measurement of the end device
position may affect the general operation of the robot as a
whole.
Along the X axis we have the physical position which can
be measured by the feedback potentiometer, ac wave comparison unit, pressure feedback, or whatever. Along the Y
axis we have the accuracy of repeatable operations which are
performed time after time after time. Note that we never
reach aperfect operational state. If nothing else, Murphy's
Laws will prevent that from happening. But we do reach a
close proximity to the state of blissful perfection, providing
that the feedback measuring elements each can provide the
high degree of accuracy required.
We have shown alinear drop off of accuracy. This may
not be exactly correct. Each machine may have adifferent
curve even though each machine may be constructed exactly
the same. The operational environment, the type of load, the
use to which the robot machine is put may well affect its
repeatable accuracy. From this illustration, then, we begin to
get some understanding of the complexity needed and the
precision required in order to exactly locate and assemble
small batch parts, or to perform operations where a few
millimeters of movement may be the whole ball park. We are
reminded that difficult measurements are not exactly impossible. Back in the Dark Ages of the 50's when the atomic bomb
was being developed, there came arequirement to measure
extremely small amounts of U-235. Using a delicate, and
almost unthinkably precise, balance the scientists concerned
were able to measure U-235 in amounts of millionths of an
ounce. Of course you would not even dream that such a
measuring unit might be used in other than a laboratory
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Fig. 1-8. Feedback accuracy and measurement.
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operation—or would you? Think what that kind of measurement possibility would mean in terms of precision feedback of
an advanced robot!
Now we are imagining the use of amachine robot to do
jobs that are being performed by humans using microscopes.
This requires them to move with slow, delicate precision
because the slightest error could be costly or irreversible.
We imagine that if such precision could be accomplished by
robots the costs of many items of modern technology might be
reduced and their reliability might be vastly increased. The
key to this precision is the ability of the machine to function
on the smallest of signals, and to physically measure the
smallest value we can think of.
This leads to another problem area—maybe it's Murphy's Laws again. The smaller the signal or the more sensitive the feedback, the greater the danger from extraneous
electrical and mechanical noise. Noise means error signals
and noise is the enemy which must be overcome in the fight
for greater precision and better computation.
SPEED OF OPERATION
In astudy of servomechanisms, which form the basis for
all robotic operations, we find that the greater the speed of
movement the harder it is to prevent overshoot and oscillation. There are, of course, mathematical solutions to many of
these kinds of problem, and they are used. We want to plan
beyond the present day capability and consider what the truly
maximum speed of operation of arobot system or an individual robot might be. We are considering power behind the
movement, and such amounts of power that the overshoot and
oscillation problems again rear their ugly heads.
How fast is fast? Why do we need to increase the speed of
operation? Is it useful, or required, or just adesirable development? Is productivity, and therefore profits, dependent
upon speed of operation? Do we want to work toward that
ultimate blinding speed of assembly, or are we going as fast as
we can go considering our knowledge, and capability of making advanced robot machines. Consider the CYRO 5 + 2
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advanced robot made by Advanced Robotics Corporation.
This machine has two coordinated arms instead of one to
accomplish welding operations. One hand has a five-axis
torch motion (x,y,z,c,a,) and the second hand has two-axis
standard motion. Both hands are said to move smoothly and
accurately to accomplish many tasks. Of course the coordinated motions must be computer directed or program directed.
Computers are being improved every day and their
speed of operation, output capability, and controllability increase every minute. It seems that we must expect physical
motions from our Advanced Robot machines to keep pace, and
these motions, at vastly increased speeds, must be accomplished without overshoot or oscillations. Also required
will be the ability to perform, for long periods of time, these
fast and precise operations, i.e. ahigh degree of reliability and
very low down time ratios. In Fig. 1-9 we illustrate the GYRO
5+ 2type robot and some motions and jobs associated with it.
It is interesting that this robot is said to move in rectilinear coordinates. One must envision that this is accomplished through computerization of the angular type
coordinates and movements which evolve from the movement of the end device shown at B. It is said that rectilinear
type construction provides a stiffer structure for greater
accuracy and smoothness than would acomparable angular
movement type. Also, it is claimed that arectilinear system
provides greater safety since people tend to think in rectilinear coordinates and thus can anticipate the machines
motions.
If one examines Fig. 1-9 (A) it is easy to see what is
meant by the rectilinear motion. The arm moves up and down,
in and out, and its support column can move left and right.
There is no turning of the arm or its support column elements.
There are rotary motions associated with the end gripper or,
in this case, the welder unit. No doubt some will say that
there are certain advantages for the rotary movement systems. That, of course, will be a function of what kind of
machine is being manufactured and its particular application. I
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Fig. 1-9. (A) Cyro 5-plus-2 two arm advanced robot. (B) Movement of "end unit"
of Cryo 5-plus-2 (courtesy Advanced Robotics Corp.).
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would suspect that there is ause for each type of machine, and
that usage may govern what type advanced robot is procured
by amanufacturer.
SAFETY
In advanced robotics we must always be conscious of
safety just as we would be conscious of this requirement in
any plant or operation where machines are used. For the
advanced type robots we have so far considered, we recall
that they are usually fixed in place, that they have acertain
radius of operation, or space volume in which their actions are
confined, and thus, regardless of how they move or what they
do, if we restrict ourselves from entering that action space
around each robot, we should be safe enough.
If there is a malfunction which should, by some very
unique and very unusual condition, cause the separation of the
physical parts of a robot from its base structure, then, of
course, that might make unsafe any other volume of space
around the unit. But this is acase which is so rare that one
might consider it just doesn't happen. Normal safety procedures such as are well developed and practiced in machinecontaining plants and operations, will normally suffice, and
will protect those humans involved when they are in the same
physical areas as the advanced type robotic machines. One
would wear protective glasses if the machine is producing
particles of any type which might be injurious, or if the rays
from the operation (welding) might be injurious to the eyes.
Clothing must be such that sparks or whatever type of
remnants might be cast off from the tasks performed will not
ignite or penetrate or cause other troubles to the human
contained therein. Proper footwear would be very nice to
have over your toes just in case you are close and the gripper
opens prematurely, dropping alarge object to the floor. Normally, however, one would be walking or spending much time
near the robot assemblies. Observation is through instruments and TV type tubes and visual inspection from isolated
and protected control booths. Only in the case of trouble with
aparticular machine is human presence required in its particular space. Then adequate precautions are taken when
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initiating the repairs and that will serve until that day when
the advanced type robots repair themselves!
The mobile type robot may present another situation. Its
volume of active space may also be confined but that might be
alarge space and amoving space and one must then practice
safety as one does in the street with moving automobiles! We
can just imagine our reaction if we are in alarge building and
suddenly, silently, this monster machine comes bearing down
on us with its four arms waving madly. The arms are moving—not because it is angry, for robots don't get that way—
because that is the way advanced robots normally move! Of
course we could be on the regular robot track as defined by
some invisible substance on the floor and it may be just
moving from one job location to another in accord with some
of its prime directives. Yes, unless it is programmed to stop
for obstructions it might well run over us! But even that,
somehow seems remote as apossibility. Certainly, any advanced robot of the mobile class will have such sensors that it
will stop and inquire—perhaps verbally—if it encounters
anything unusual in its path, or on its job, or during its
performance of its normally scheduled and programmed
tasks.
ROBOTIC SPEECH
Not many years ago it was considered almost impossible
to make a machine which could actually talk back to its
operator. As we well know, that impossibility has been replaced by fact. One of the companies in the forefront of speech
synthesis in Texas Instruments, whose Speak and Spell solid
state learning aid has started the machine talking revolution.
Figure 1-12 shows the chip which resulted from many years of
research and development in the speech producing effort.
The heart of TI's Solid State Speech systems is this little
monolithic speech synthesis chip which was invented by TI. It
actually generates electronic signals which, when reproduced
on aloudspeaker system, sound like the human voice. The
chip -models the characteristics of the human vocal tract.
Machines that speak, either to acknowledge or convey
information, are deemed the next area of the technological
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Fig. 1-12. Voice synthesizer chip (courtesy Texas Instruments).

revolution according to TI. They are engaging in abig program of research and development related to computers,
industrial machines, telecommunications, automobiles, and
to the entertainment market. Now even an automobile, properly equipped with asmall diagnostic computer, will tell the
mechanic what is wrong or what needs adjustment in or on an
engine. How nice that concept is for the backyard mechanics!
If the machines will only explain carefully and in detail exactly
how to correct the problem, as well as telling you what the
problem is, then we've got it made! That you will find more
and more speaking machines in every phase of our lifestyle is
almost guaranteed by such indicators as TI's separate speech
organization to serve as afocal point for all their new applications and developments in this field. Let's take acloser look at
that chip by examining Fig. 1-13. You can amaze yourself by
examining Fig. 1-12 and locating the Pipeline Multiplier chip
and then looking at Fig. 1-13 to see what is inside that little
device! But as you see from Fig. 1-13, that's only apart of the
circuitry involved.
TI defines synthetic speech as either aword, phrase, or
sentence, or acomplete or unique sound. A lot depends on its
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use, duration, and application. A word, for example, is defined
as asecond of "utterances", and only TI can explain what is
meant by that! Perhaps that is related to the 100 word vocabulary of the chip in Fig. 1-12, which can be spoken or
uttered in 100 seconds. Of course improvements in vocabulary, and if required, speed of making the sounds, will be
produced as the need arises. We are truly approaching that
day when all commands and instructions to our advanced
robots will be given by simple speech commands, and the
robots will also advise us of their condition and when they
need maintenance they will provide us with any other information pertinent to the overall job, simply by telling us
verbally, or vocally, or making some sounds! As pointed out by TI it is relatively easy to increase a
robot's or machine's vocabulary. This can be done in many
instances simply by appending asound to an existing sound.
In the polled-status mode, the host CPU (Central Processing
Unit) issues the address of aword, sets the talk command, and
polls this status bit to determine that the word has been
spoken. Delays between words and sentences are inserted by
addressing the particular delay word which is processed as if
it was just another word.
The monolithic speech synthesis chip uses Linear Predictive Coding (LPC), which duplicates the human vocal tract.
As this name implies, LPC is alinear equation which formulates amathematical model of the human vocal tract. Thus it is
possible to predict aspeech sample based on previous samples. LPC is atechnique of analyzing and synthesizing human
speech by determining from the original speech adescription
of the time varying pitch and energy using digital filters which
also reproduce human sounds when excited by random or
periodic inputs. Because digital impulses themselves cannot
be used to drive loudspeakers, it is necessary to have, on that
same chip, aDigital -to-Analog (DIA) converter which transforms the digital information into signals required to energize
the loudspeaker or earphone. On the chip shown in Fig. 1-12,
an 8-bit Digital -to-Analog Converter is used. This is identified in the lower right hand corner of Fig. 1-13. Codes for the
twelve synthesis parameters (10 filter coefficients, 1pitch,
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and 1energy) serve as inputs to the synthesizer chip. These
codes may be stored in aROM (Read Only Memory). When
the codes are decoded by on-chip circuitry (Fig. 1-13) they
produce the time varying signals descriptive of the LPC
model, or human voice sounds.
The input to the digital filter takes two forms, as we have
stated. They may be periodic or random. The periodic input is
used to reproduce voiced sounds that have a definite pitch
such as vowels or voiced fricatives (sounds formed and pronounced by forcing the breath through a narrow opening
between the teeth, lips, etc, such as f, s, v, and z). In the TI the
fricatives are z, b, or d. A random input to the chip models
unvoiced sounds such as s, f, tand sh. The speech synthesis
chip has two separate logic blocks which generate the voiced
and unvoiced sound patterns. The output from the digital
filter, drives the Digital-to-Analog Converter and that drives
an amplifier which drives the speaker. The rest of the chip, as
shown in Fig. 1-13, consists of the integrated array multiplier
the advanced 10-stage lattice filter, the adder and multiplier,
and the delay circuits. A complex bit of circuitry, but since it
is all on achip it is easy to obtain and use.
A final note about the speed of operation. With the unit
shown (and newer units will have ahigher speed of operation)
the rate is about two inputs per each five microseconds. TI
says it takes twenty multiply and accumulate operations to
generate each speech sample, but the circuits can still generate up to 10,000 speech samples per second!

SUMMARY
Throughout this chapter Ihave presented aglimpse of
what the world of robotics consists of. We have found that it is
avast world indeed, encompassing mechanical engineering,
electronic-electrical engineering, light, sound, chemistry,
atomic and computer engineering. Some disciplines which we
have not mentioned may be found in this field. So we learn
that it is abig area of study, design, and development. We
have called advanced robotics ascience and an art and we
have presented asimple type of definition: "The design, use,
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and operation of machines, which are computer controlled to
do human desired tasks." We also indicated that within the
control framework might be ahuman brain as apart of the
computing system.
There is an organization, dedicated to manufacturing
type robotics which has given a somewhat different type
definition of arobot. The Robot Institute of America has come
up with atypical engineering type definition: A reprogrammable, multifunction manipulator designed to move material,
parts, tools, or specialized devices, through various programmed motions to perform a variety of tasks. The manipulator in this case is what we have called the end product
(or tool) holder, or gripper.
While it is true that robots of any type, industrial or not,
will get smarter as time progresses and will be able, through
use of many sensors which humans do not have, to accomplish
many tasks relating to jobs we have for them, in a most
pleasing manner, they still must be programmed by someone.
The user may not develop the software necessary, but someone has to develop it, and someone has to develop the command instructions so that an android robot, for example, will
respond to your spoken commands.
Webster's dictionary has another definition of arobot,
and from this can be derived another definition of the world of
robotics: "A robot is amachine in the form of ahuman being
that performs the mechanical functions of ahuman being." Of
course, this has been the general concept carried about in
many human minds for along time, but it is not necessarily a
true definition as we apply it to today's electromechanical
marvels. The Madison Avenue personnel devote hours and
hours to research and planning and burn much midnight oil to
prepare sales pitches which involve the magic word
"robot(s)", and in many instances what they define as arobot,
for sales purposes, is not arobot at all. We have to make
allowances for the kind of sales personnel who jump on the
bandwagon, and present things which are not exactly correct,
according to the definitions presented herein.
It is very interesting that the Lord Company of Erie,
Pennsylvania hopes to market, arobot hand made out of akind
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of sponge and filled with agrid of wires and sensors which are
so arranged that it will have an almost human sense of touch
and feel! Robots are here now! Let's move ahead in our study
of some advanced types, and some hobby types.
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While industry plans and researches and builds toward an
automated improvement in their operations, there are some
companies who are looking into the possibilities associated
with the so called domesticated robots. These are special
household and office machines which, they say, will become
as familiar in the future as ahousehold pet, and they will do
much more than any pet—even though it be well trained.
We now examine some types of domestic robots as they
appear today in various market places. Through the courtesy
of Quasar Industries, we show an example of what adomesticated android might look like in Fig. 2-1. Particularly interesting is the robot's somewhat formidable vision window, which
seems somehow to conceal things that we really shouldn't
know about. In the market place, trade fairs, on TV, and on
stage robots of the type shown are being seen more and more
often, and their capabilities are being enhanced every year so
that they are approaching the state where they might be
called android instead of robot.
THE-ANDROID EXPLAINED
What is an android? In the field of robotics there is agood
and precise definition.
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android —A human appearing type of machine which
duplicates in appearance and some actions the human
body and its functions. May converse, and does respond
to external stimulii with pre-programmed responses.
This is the type envisioned by sci-fi writers as the
companion to the hero in far-out escapades.
Iadd, in this writing, that the conversation capability is now
enhanced by acapability to formulate responses by analyzing
the questions asked, and thus it does not depend solely on
programmed responses as was the case in the past. Also we
must now add that the android is capable of sensing and
analyzing to amuch more advanced degree than it was in the
past.
So what is the definition of arobot? A natural follow up
question.
robot —A general term which stands for an automated
unit which does have some kind of human symbolization
in its operation or physical structure. It may not look
human, but it seems to be able to perform human type
functions and actions.
In this book we shall find that there are many industrial
robots in operation and that they do, indeed, perform many
human-type mechanical functions. Usually we will find that
they are programmed in some manner to perform the tasks
that they have to accomplish to do ajob. We also note here
that the most advanced type of electrochemical-mechanical
machine it is possible to conceive of has been defined in these
same references as acybert. So, while we consider the word
android because it is well known, and conjures up visions of
C3P0 in Star Wars, when we consider household tasks we
really have to think of acybert. We will also use the word
robot because it is commonly used, and is understood to
represent atype of machine which can do things, as indicated
in our definition.
We find that one of the tasks confronting us at this
moment is sorting out what kind of machine we are to be
concerned with. The machine gets adifferent name each time
its intelligence and mechanical ability advance, it seems. In
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Fig. 2-1. A domesticated android (on the right) (courtesy Quasar Industries).

order not to get lost in semantics, Isuggest that you choose a
name which has meaning to you and use that. What we will be
considering is athing like that in Fig. 2-1!
SOME MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Examine Fig. 2-2 for some of the mechanical details of
this kind of robot. Here we find something concerning the
dimensions and sizes of the various external parts of the body.
We also learn something of the movement of this type robot.
Of course these considerations can be changed with some
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Fig. 2-2. Mechanical details of one type robot.
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adjustment of the drive motors and limit switches and control
mechanisms. It is to be noted that movement is accomplished
by electrical signals to two motors, one on each side of the
body, with two more wheels—fore and aft—used as stabilizers. One would suspect that the drive motors in some applications would be stepping motors driven by aseries of pulses.
This permits very precise control. When the motors are in
step together and in sync the robot goes straight, and turning
capability comes when one motor is stepped faster than the
other. The amount of stepping difference governing the speed
of angular rotation, or turning.
The power supply would, in any type of autonomous
robot or android, be a battery. One would desire a light
weight, long life, easily and quickly re-chargeable, high ampere capacity unit. Of the types common at present the nickel
cadmium or silver-zinc batteries come closest to meeting
these ideals. Other types will be an outgrowth of developments for the space exploration programs, and for the expected electric automobiles which so many manufacturers are
now researching. An ideal robot will have its own charging
unit built-in and the unit will be able to find awall socket itself
and govern its own charging operation. Some robots have
been built which can do this at the present date.
WHAT WILL A DOMESTIC ANDROID DO?
One of the questions posed is "What will it do?" If one is
planning beyond just the construction of arobot, then one
must plan tasks for it and determine how the robot will
perform those tasks. Here is alist of what Quasar Industries
believes adomestic android can be programmed to do:
*Answer the door when guests arrive. Take their garments, place them, and announce the visitors.
*Using a standard tray, serve pre-mixed drinks hors
d'oeuvres, and perhaps even meals, provided someone replenishes the tray.
*Using several accessories, the robot will, vacuum
rugs, polish floors, and dust general living areas, being guided
by acomputer program.
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*Monitor the average home or apartment for fire,
smoke, or unauthorized entry during any specified time
period.
*Constantly monitor the house temperature and adjust
by direct control (mechanical) or by remote control (sending
signals to another unit).
*Monitor children during play or rest-time, or monitor
convalescing persons sounding an alarm if the normal activities change significantly.
*Respond verbally to verbal commands and questions
and provide information which is stored in its memory banks.
*Help provide education, amusement, and display cultural information.
*Cut the grass, rake the yard, take the dog for awalk,
and other outdoor activities.
The ideas associated with "What will it do?" are not at
the zero level. There are more ideas in this area of thinking
than there are dollars to develop them. This means that the
most important tasks will be automated first and then the
smaller or less useful tasks and jobs will be accomplished
later. It could be interesting for you to sit down and with a
pencil and paper make apriority list of the tasks and jobs
around your home, carrying this list out as far as you can
possibly vision the work to be done.
Quasar gives us atitilating thought in an example of a
homemaker who is getting ready to go to work. Having
decided that the rug needs vacuuming, the command unit is
taken up and the homemaker commands the domestic android
quickly with the date, time, and function code. The robot then
sends aconfirming reply. Even the concept of having arobot
prepare meals is not really far-fetched. It might be if the
meals were prepared in the manner shown in Fig. 2-3.
However much amazement might be provoked by having
such arobot prepare meals, there is acertain danger when
such a machine fools around with flames, heat, or microwaves. The microwaves are not supposed to cause interference, but they might!
One suspects that the meal-preparing robot chef will not
be a machine as shown in Fig. 2-3, but will be a built-in
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expansion of the time-cooking oven which is currently on the
market. It would seem that we already have acomputerized
cook, what we need is amechanical preparer and amechanical
device to get those dishes into areally good dishwasher. So,
perhaps acombination of machines is needed in the kitchen.
One, arobot to get things from cold storage and prepare the
dishes, another machine to cook them, and finally, the robot to
serve the meal, and place the dishes in the dishwasher. The
automatic garbage disposal for everything, papers, broken
dishes, bent utensils or anything, must also be present and in
operation to clean up the rest of the mess. We offer adiagram
in Fig. 2-4. As shown, you would simply tell the input microphone what the menu for the three daily meals is to be,
state the time the meal is to be served, and note that all
ingredients are on file. The computer takes over and directs
the conveyors and ovens and stoves and robots to the end that
the meals are prepared and delivered to the table at the times
specified. Of course the human responsibility will be to insure
that the bins and refrigerator stores are kept full and in proper
placement. Eventually one might be able to eliminate human
errors in this job by getting food delivered in response to
computer instructions and sent directly to the food bins or
freezers, automatically. Thus, once the meals are planned for
the week, month, or year, the time frame being of your own
choosing, all one has to do is to be there on time and eat!
We see the use of mechanical-electrical androids or
robots in this example. Let us consider the same job from a
slightly more serious perspective. We then ask ourselves if it
is possible to completely automate akitchen. The vision of a
completely automated kitchen does not have robots or androids. It will have amultitude of machines and conveyors and
arms such as the ones we have shown in this book. The "pick
and place" one-arm industrial robots can do the task of picking

1

and placing various food items, mixing and combining ingredients, and selecting various tools needed for those various
chores. Fixed-location two-handed robots are currently being
used in some factories for various types of assembly and some
machines have vision sufficiently well developed to be able to
pick out various things from other groups or items, so why
51
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robot-controlled

isn't it likely that food could be an item from which selection
must be made.
Let us consider some types of robots currently developed and learn what they can do. The University of Rhode
Island engineers have developed Mark IV, arobot that can
select parts from ajumble of parts in abin. Some people at
California's Stamford Research Institute have developed a
seeing robot arm which can select the proper tool from many
tools on abench and use that tool to bolt down the cover on a
small engine. At Carnegie-Mellon University they are working to enable arobot's brain to accept orders spoken in the
human voice and, they say, the machine can now distinguish
among some 1,000 words spoken to it, and it will ignore
strange type human sounds which are not words. Joseph
Engelberger of Unimation believes that the future world of
humanistics will be laced with robots of the HAL type, and
this, you will recall, is the type robot which doesn't appear as
arobot at all, but is aspace station controlled by computers
and machines. Here we are considering akitchen in ahousehold.
THE AUTOMATED KITCHEN CONCEPT
Examine Fig. 2-5. The premise upon which the sketch is
based is that you sit down at aserving table and speak aloud
what you desire. A computer will recognize the voice (it won't
serve anyone whose voice is not on record) and cause the
various plates to be prepared and served at the table in the
proper locations. Once the meal is concluded and you tell the
computer that aclean-up is in order, the plates and all will be
removed and everything will be returned to the prepreparation state—even to the ordering of such stores and
foodstuffs as are necessary to replenish those supplies used
in the meal!
Look again at Fig. 2-5. There are many loops of control
necessary. Here and there one will assume that there are
"pick and place" type robot arms, mounted to fixed stands.
These select, mix, prepare, and place foods, equipment, and
utensils as necessary. As you will see there are many direct
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feed type units such as from the food supply bins. We assume
also that somehow these bins will have been pre-loaded,
either automatically or by human effort.
You need a lot of conveyor belting as shown by the
double lines. Then you will need quite afew "pick and place"
type robots and some quite intelligent robots which can detect the various kinds of foods, do the proper mixing and
selection of plates and pots and pans and such in order to cook
the food. A small microcomputer directs the whole operation
and it receives its input from the people seated around the
table, this input being an order for whatever kind of food is
desired. Notice that the computer has atalk-back capability
so that if it does not understand, or you do not give it instructions in the proper manner it can request arepeat or correction. Even if you do have an automated system it must be told
every shade of every task and function that it is to perform,
otherwise it will send the silver to the garbage and the
garbage into the dishwasher. If you are so inclined, take a
pencil and paper and improve on the system shown. It could
be easier to just have pre-planned meals and assign acode
number to them. When you sit down to get breakfast you
simply say "Bring me A-21" and you can get your toast, eggs,
bacon, coffee, etc.
When we consider the automation of arange of activities
as shown in Fig. 2-5, then timing of the various processes is
very important. On an assembly line where it takes afinite
time for various items to reach various assembly or distributing positions, any delay in a sub-activity must mean that
somehow the computer will recognize this and delay the later
activities until the product has reached the position where the
next activity starts. We must also, then, realize that in the
completely automated kitchen (or any other activity related
to this concept) that there will have to be many sensors along
the way which will feed information to the central computer
so that it knows what is going on every place at every instant.
This will also stop the machinery in the event of amalfunction
or abreakdown at some point in the system. Voice communication to the machinery is not at all impossible. It is being
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done all the time. I've enjoyed playing chess with avocal
computerized chess opponent and was delighted, once, when
it said in its charactertistic flat tone; "I lose." Ihave also seen
adevice called aROBOT 1, made by Heuristics, Inc. which
plugged right into an Apple II computer and enabled aperson
to control asmall battery operated car by voice commands;
forward, reverse, stop, left, right and straight. The system
used a radio link to the controlled vehicle and required a
special program to make the computer operate correctly with
the other parts of the system.
You will think of other examples of voice control and no
doubt you will realize that various Universities and research
organizations are working constantly nowadays to develop
voice systems which respond to only afew selected individuals. This prevents troubles which could arise from having
anyone being able to operate a system.The use of vocal
commands to computers enables the skilled person to free
their hands for more useful functions than trying to type on a
keyboard. With the added capability of recognizing apersons'
particular voice and taking the information that voice conveys
and turning it into some action, we have the essentials of the
man-machine integration in the world of robotics. Through
voice communication we have found ameans to affect anearly
instantaneous communication to, and with, machines; called
robots, or androids, or automated kitchens!
So we consider again Fig. 2-5 and imagine how such a
system would operate. Once the command for breakfast, for
example, has been given to the computer, the computer then
alerts the various parts of the system to be ready to comply
with later commands as they are issued.
First, on the right side of the figure, is acommand to the
food bin that releases the proper items in proper amounts
onto the conveyor belt. Commands also go to the refrigeration unit and its controlling robot (the circle with the Xinside)
so that as the refrigerated items are issued, the robot will
place them on the belt alongside the bin order. If the food is
frozen-,then it must be sent to the microwave oven for thawing. This will take alittle time and so adelay is now neces-
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sary. When the food has properly thawed, the robot will place
it in its proper position so that it becomes apart of the order
on the belt.
As the meal ingredients move along the conveyor belt
they arrive at the second position. Here, those foods which
must be cooked are taken from the belt, placed into the proper
pot or pan which has been issued from storage. Some food
items may not need cooking and so will move on along the belt
to robot 3who has the big job of combining all the prepared
food and placing it in the proper dish or bowl for table use.
This same multi-armed robot will place the empty pots and
pans on the return belt so that they will go to the dishwasher
where they will be cleaned and stored automatically. Can't
you just imagine this robot #3 being afour armed, multidigited unit, whirling and waving its arms, as it performs its
assigned tasks? Of course, remember that all the while everything is going on, sensors are relaying information back to the
computer about everything that is happening and when and
how it is happening.
The food, in the proper dishes, the silver, etc., arrive at
the table and now robot 4begins to serve the meals, each to
its proper recipient. The computer directs the order of serving by the order of voice commands, first voice is first served,
etc. After areasonable time, or when ordered, robot number 5
begins to remove the dishes in some pre-programmed order.
Robot 5puts the dishes on the converyor where robot 6will
see to it that the garbage goes one way and the dishes and
silver return to the dishwasher to be washed and then proceed automatically on to the dish-silver storage shelves.
HOW TO PREVENT THINGS FROM GETTING OUT OF HAND
Prevention before cure, must be the motto concerning
automated operations. Think of the modern aircraft with their
many complex and intricate devices and their automated
electromechanical control elements. How do they prevent
mishaps? It is done through redundancy. Space robots are so
designed that they have duplicate and even triplicate systems
that function should the primary system fail or have amalfunction. In the coming world of robotics, redundancy and reliabil58

ity will make the systems complex, but they will operate with
aminimum of failures and problems. The great wizards of
mathematics will manipulate their symbols and tell us exactly
whether asystem needs to have duplicate, triplicate or quadruplicate systems in order to achieve reasonable reliability.
That means that in general the machine or system will operate correctly most of the time. It does not say that the system
will ever be perfect!
In acontrol system the product of the reliabilities of the
various sub units will make up the total reliability of the
system. For example, if you have ten units, each with a
reliability of 99 percent, then the total reliability to be expected will be the product of .99 taken ten times or about 88
percent. What this shows is that each subsystem must have a
reliability figure on the order of 100 percent—or as near to it
as possible—in order to ever get close to that 98.5 percent
total system reliability. You get close to 100 percent on a
subsystem by giving it duplication. Reliability engineering of
robots in the forthcoming age will be of immense importance
and responsibility and will attract the best engineers and
scientists that our educational systems can produce.
WHAT ABOUT ROBOT PERSONALITY?
The world of robotics means an integration between
people and machines and so some people have considered and
made studies of what it can mean to warm blooded, emotional
human beings to deal with non emotional, no-blood-at-all
electromechanical devices. The studies attach importance to
the types of machines which "seem to think," rather than
those which are simply complicated or complex. Homo sapiens are adifficult lot, even when they are behaving correctly, so we are informed. It seems that it is much easier for
these Homo sapiens to work with machines if the machines in
some way reflect their own physical features. Thus we find
that some robot manufacturers such as Quasar spend alot of
time considering how different personality traits might be
displayed by their display robots.
Figure 2-6 is courtesy of Quasar, and from it you can
begin to imagine the considerations that are being made to
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insure that these promotional display robots attract and
amuse the human population instead of provoking and
generating fear. It is easy to understand how arobot's appearance can range from friendly to frightening. Perhaps the day
has come when the box type robot or the barrel shaped robot
is passe./
The good engineer designs for fast operation, efficiency,
low maintenance requirements, and reasonable cost. He is
not concerned, really, with how the thing looks, or is packaged, unless the size and shape must conform to aparticular
volume for some very pertinent reason. There are packaging
experts who can design appropriate housings for the electromechanical mechanisms. Perhaps they will be called in to
help shape the robot machines of the future when the field of
robotics demands that we have robots having personalities
and bodies to match.
Consider the inanimate human models that we see in
the fashionable department stores nowadays. Those models
aren't cheap, and the store wouldn't buy them if there wasn't
proof that they add to sales. If the same holds true for display
robots or androids than we have to ask, "Just how human do
we want this robot to appear?"
The real "macho" type could be as lifelike as Yul Brynner
in Westworld, the movie in which robots run wild. The pretty
type could be as attractive as those female mannikins displaying the latest fashion gowns in the finest haute couture salons.
But, do we want them that realistic? The cost of cramming all
of the machinery into that kind of package would be tremendous. Would the economic advantages of this type of robot
over one that looks like C3P0, in Star Wars, be worth the
development costs?
What about the bad psychological effects? Perhaps
people feel more comfortable working with amachine that
looks like amachine than they do with amachine that, due to
its personalizing, seems to possess some kind of nonunderstandable intelligence. When amachine seems to be
alive it can and probably does, generate some kind of fear in
some Homo sapiens. That fear, of course, is usually afear of
the unknown. Since we are conditioned objects in space, and
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Fig. 2-6. Display robot's dress (sales promotional androids) (courtesy Quasar
Ind.).
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since our conditioning is aresult of what we see and hear and
experience, and since we see monsters on TV, etc., then
perhaps the personalizing of machines may engender in the
subconscious some kind of relationship which could be detrimental. Who knows?
NUCLEAR INSPECTION ROBOT CONCEPT
It is awell-known fact that one of the primary areas of
robot functioning will be the ones in which mankind has
trouble operating. These involve deep space, any place where
there is low or high pressure or no oxygen, underwater
situations, extremes of heat or cold, and environments in
which there is high toxicity or possible nuclear contaminants.
A robot designed for this latter type environment has
been investigated by many companies, one of whom is the
Hughes Aircraft Industry with their Mobots. Another is
Quasar Industries of New Jersey. It is informative to us to
examine, by way of instrumentation and operation concepts,
what such anuclear inspection robot are able to do in this kind
of nuclear contaminated environment, or in an environment
where inspection is necessary and malfunction means contamination. With both the Hughes Mobot, which has multiple
arms, video cameras, and is remotely controlled from a
switchboard, and the Quasar BIOT, there is amobility capability which permits moving the robot to an area within its
mobile range.
The BIOT is afour footed, mechanical, humanoid robot.
The designer says it is six feet high with aweight of 525
pounds, awidth of 30 inches, and aground clearance of some 3
inches. Its mobility is through wheels which would be self
inflating and self repairing. It uses batteries for power, and
the movements of its various limbs and tools and grippers is
controlled by electric units with hydraulic assistance. It, too,
has four arms, each with elbows and interchangeable hands. It
has ameans of optical reconnaisance in color, acomputer
control unit, and both hard-wire and radio frequency communication and control. It could use voice recognition as one
means of decoding commands and instructions.
In order to have maximum operational and sensory capa62

bility the unit is envisioned as having two video color cameras
in its head-unit with an auto-couple-panning capability and tilt
and zoom control. Each arm bank would also be covered by a
TV camera. Other sensors would be adoupler and sidelooking radar for guidance and inspection, X-ray close-scanning,
Sonic close-scanning, and Geiger probes for very close
monitoring. It would also have agas analyzer as part of its
sensory equipment. The tool hands could include tri -pincers,
grip/lifts, adjustable torque wrenches, bi -pincer fine-tolerance grips, tool-steel pry level attachments, and alift-hook.
Then there are hot and cold hands, the hot hand capable of
working in temperatures from 70 to 240 degrees and the cold
one from 40 on down. Power tools attached for some kind of
repair or connection include arotor drill for / to 1inch bits,
an impact wrench, screwdrivers, avertical torque rotator, a
horizontal torque rotator, agrinder, and adeep heat probe.
Quasar has gone far enough in design and engineering research on this type unit to have gained apatent on the system
and they believe that such units will become acceptable and
used in industry in the forthcoming decade.
The chips and the CPUs of computer units are sensitive
to elements of our normal environment, so one begins to
wonder what kind of shielding and what type computer units
will be developed to make the autonomous hostile environment robot areality. Testing for operation, reliability and
durability will be a requirement, just as we now have a
requirement to produce environmental chambers in which we
subject space probe equipment to various temperature radiation extremes before we launch them on their long cosmic
journeys.
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THE SECURITY ANDROID
We need not dwell long on the dangers from other Homo
sapiens to ourselves in our modern, crowded world. Any
newspaper will provide adequate information on this subject.
What is important is that some kind of security is needed.
This can be deterrent to all kinds of trespassers. Notice we do
not say that crime can be prevented. We simply say that with
adequate security the bad effects may be minimized.
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Does the robot or android have afuture as asecurity
guard in such locations? Can one really be programmed to
detect alien objects which may appear, and which may pose a
threat to the regular and permitted inhabitants of the area?
Let us see what might be required and then think of what may
be possible in view of current technological developments.
If the robot or android is going to patrol an area, it must
be able to do so in arandom manner. It cannot patrol in afixed
operation where its appearance at any point of its path can be
stated as afunction of time. All an invader would have to do in
this case is simply time the appearance at some point and
enter during the time the robot was absent, confident that
there would be adefinite time interval before it reappears.
That the robot or android would follow apath of some
kind in such an area is probably arequirement. It must be able
to move itself to any location where its weapons or defense
mechanisms can be effective against an invader. If nothing
else, its alarm system must alert the proper people to come to
the battle. Thus ameans of causing it to follow arandom walk
on aprescribed path is necessary. This path, of course, must
not be obvious, nor must it be easily changed or de -activated
if it is an active element type of path.
One might suspect then that programming internally
might be the path-following criterion. In this case there is
nothing external to the robot or android which can be changed
to cause it to follow an erroneous pathway, or get itself into
trouble. With modern microcomputer capability it would easily be possible to select ageneral path and then randomize
sections of it so that only the computer would know when the
robot or android would reverse, backtrack, stop, wait, speed
up or slow down as it follows its general trail. It should also be
possible to change the movement program from day to day, or
at least from week to week so that one could not determine a
fixed pattern, no matter what it might be, by watching and
counting and timing the machine's movements. Also, by the
very definition of randomization, the machine's movements
along ageneral path could not be predicted.
The area would also be safeguarded by some kinds of
fixed sensors, such as terrestrial vibration units, which are
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now available in such sensitivities that they can detect afox
walking on the earth at distances of over 10 feet. Infrared
beams of light, invisible to the human eye, can also be used to
set up apenetration barrier, and all such devices can be easily
arranged so they would signal the robot or android the moment they detect anything foreign to their habitat. The robot
then receives an over-ride signal which causes it to speed
back to the appropriate location immediately.
It would seem that quick penetration of such barriers
might be accomplished. It would be getting out that might
prove difficult. Once the sensors have determined that an
invasion has taken place, a sufficient number of security
robots could immediately move into atight and overlapping
coverage position so that escape from the inclosure would be
impossible. Disabling devices could then be used. This could
go as far as the aiming and firing of agun-like weapon. Laser
light beams can cause asmall weapon to be aimed and fired,
just as they cause the big guns on tanks and aircraft to aim and
fire. Laser light, blinding in intensity might be used by first
causing the intruder to look at the robot. Sound waves, the
emission of gas, and other methods might also be used.
How would one pass the sentry if one had permission to
enter the area? Perhaps with an automatic device such as is
used to open and close garage doors. Pressing the button
would tell all devices that afriendly alien was coming inside
the guarded area. Thus they would be permitted to pass.The
code used in this case would have to be acarefully guarded
secret, and might be the only weak link in the chain of security
devices. It is achallenge to come up with asecurity system so
that some can pass and all others will be rejected, using some
means of distinction which cannot be compromised.
We have already mentioned one device which might be
used in the sensory role; the infrared light beam and receiver.
Another unit which might be adapted to this role is the
microwave door opener, manufactured by Solfan of Mountain
View, California. The unit projects abeam as shown in Fig.
2-7 from its microwave motion detector. When it sees anything moving in this beam pattern it activates arelay which, in
this case, causes the door to open, but which in our application
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might cause an alarm to be sounded, or arobot to be summoned. Also indicated in the diagram is a light beam unit
across the doorway which prevents the door from closing in
case a person stops in the doorway. Remember that the
motion detector operates on adoppler frequency shift caused
by a moving object. Thus, when the object stops moving,
there is no signal to the activating relay. The microwave
detector in this system operates on one of four channels
around the 10.525 Gigahertz region. The relay is activated by
adoppler frequency shift when amoving object penetrates its
beam. The beam pattern can be adjusted for width, length, and
depth. It is sensitive to movement from one inch per second
to as fast as sixty inches per second. It operates on 12 to 24
volts ac or dc. Its detection sensitivity can be adjusted using a
potentiometer control. Some of the antenna coverage patterns are illustrated in Fig. 2-8. If you are arobot designer you
will no doubt think of many ways in which this little unit might
be used.
Ioffer one suggestion, illustrated in Fig. 2-9. Here, four
radar units are used to give the robot some self defense
features. No one could approach this robot without activating
its motion sensors and causing a triggering of its defense
mechanism features. One must realize that if arobot is used in
asecurity role, it must be able to defend itself, or at least alert
its master to the fact that it is being attacked.
PATH CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS
While it is true that some robots have been built that will
follow aprescribed path they do not all use the same type of
path control. Some use a computerized path specification
wherein the path is put into the computer's memory and then
the computer activates the steering section in accord with
these pre-determined, selected commands. The other
method is to use atype of cam. You can well imagine how such
acam following system might be built. A rotating mechanism
of some type must turn ashaped cam so that it will make
contact with microswitches that in turn steer the robot. This
cam arrangement is very simple and reliable. It is not subject
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One can also imagine certain subtle variations in this
cam steering, motor-controlling concept. One might use
magnetic tapes generating tones of various types for various
actions. It would seem that with such programmed steering
and speed control, ahouse-movement robot or alawn and
yard and garden movement robot can easily become an autonomous reality!
A TIMED PROGRAM FOR PATH CONTROL
When we consider arobot following aparticular path, be
it in or out of the house, we must remember that arobot will
be asking for some timed directions. A timed direction is
simply asignal which says the robot should go for aspecified
period of time. If the speed of movement of the machine is
known, for example assume one foot per second, then you, as
Robot Master, know that if you let that signal exist for five
seconds the robot should move five feet. Isay should because
there might be some impediment to the machine's motion.
We begin to see that programming arobot for motion along
some kind of path, specified only by the internal timing and
speed of the mechanism, is not feasible.
COMPUTERIZED PATH CONTROL
How do we achieve computerized control of the robot for
the same path? Well, we first plan to have some kind of
feedback to the computer so that it can tell when the machine
it is controlling has done what it is supposed to do. For
example, assume that we have some kind of sensor which will
send one pulse per wheel revolution to the computer. One
revolution will mean that the wheel has traversed adistance
of 277-r inches where ris radius of the wheel in inches. When
the computer sends asignal for the robot to move forward, it
will be getting back adistance measurement pulse from the
wheel monitoring sensor. The computer can count these
pulses to determine distance. You might even have apulse
generated for each quarter turn of the wheels. The computer
memory is used when you load it with software instructions
that tell it the number of pulses for each segment of the path.
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The computer will be constantly checking against this
number with the direct input of pulses from the wheel sensors.
There still could be some difficulties with this type of
control system. The wheel could slip, indicating distance
traveled, even though the robot didn't move. And what about
when the robot is turning? If you assume one wheel is apivot
for the turning motion, then you can quickly see that the
wheel might rotate even though it is going nowhere. You have
to think about the turning problem and plan for it. The slipping
problem cannot be solved using wheel sensors.
MORE ON THE MICROWAVE MOTION DETECTOR-SENSOR
Consider the use of a device such as the Microwave
Motion Detector made by Solfan. AHMAD, arobot made by
computer technician Donald Dixon of San Jose, California, is
purported to be able to monitor achildren's room. If they try
to leave that room, the robot tells them not to, and if the robot
encounters aprowler it will tell the prowler to go back. This
robot is also programmed to accept and deliver messages.
Our robot, when equipped with the radar motion
sensor-detector, can respond in avariety of ways to anything
moving in its field of view. Since the radar unit is normally
designed to activate arelay it would require alittle change to
activate averbal questioning unit, cause alight to come on, or
cause aloud barking to sound (from atape).
If someone responds and the voice is not recognized by
the robot's speech identification circuits, asiren might sound
or lights might flash with ahorrifying intensity.
There are good speech recognition and speech synthesis
circuits currently on the market, and more are being developed and these will certainly be used in robotic applications. The limit of what kind of talk might be possible with
speech-recognition and speech-generating circuits is limited
only by aperson's imagination.
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Use, Operation,
and Construction of a
Radio-Controlled Robot
He is called GARCAN, and he is manufactured and displayed
by Jerry Rebman Electronics Co. They can supply all parts for
this type robot. He is a toy-like being that is capable of
wheeling around at parties and on display floors, under the
able and capable radio control guidance of his master, Jerry
Rebman, and he can converse with attendees either in groups
or single units. He can entertain with songs of any type, or
other 8-track recorded sound, through his concealed, high
fidelity speaker system. His purpose in life is to entertain and
to do this, like his human actor counterparts, he can change
his costume, and thus his identity, as simply as donning anew
outer shell covering.
GARCAN is arugged unit and can withstand the pressures of children climbing up on his "garbage can" working
costume without sustaining damage. He has provided
amusement and entertainment for the most elaborate of high
society affairs, as well as for those youngsters who are confined in hospitals for all the well known, but little understood,
reasons. His manner of speaking, at the moment, is through a
intercom unit which permits his master to listen to and talk
back to anyone who says anything to GARCAN when he is "on
the job," except, of course, during those moments when
GARCAN's internal tape player has been activated.
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My first encounter with this delightful unit is illustrated
in Fig. 3-1. Ihad been invited to the home of Jerry Rebman
and after a few moments he vanished outside this lovely
family room. A moment later, to the tune of purring electric
motors, GARCAN appeared in the doorway and with uncanny
accuracy and agility entered the room, flashed his "head"
lights at me, decided Iwas friendly and came closer (Fig. 3-2).
There he stopped and silently examined me and all the while I
watched the maze of lights flash like small bits of lightning
under his plastic, hemispheric, domed head-space. Inoted his
rugged construction and how well the inverted 30 gallon
garbage can made a suitable body when mounted on the
circular, one inch thick wood or composition board base
platform. Icould just barely see the front idler wheel which
gave the base platform good stability. Iassumed, and correctly, that there would be two other wheels located further
to the rear of the platform and that these would not only
provide mobility, but also steering. Ialso noted how easily
GARCAN moved across the bare floor and the thick carpet.
There are countless types of display robots being used
now at expositions, fairs, on TV, in movies, at parties and
such, and it is safe to say that 98% of these are radio controlled types. They may be more elaborate than GARCAN, who is
aparaplegic (no arms at present) because the addition of arms
means much more complexity. Others may have arms and
wrists and hands, but these are all operated by control signals
sent from behind one-way windows in exposition booths.
Display robots of this type may also have amultitude of self
contained sub-programs which can be started or stopped by
radio signals, and these may range from apre-programmed
path movement, to animated arm and finger movements, to
speech delivery, to music, to display of TV pictures on a
special built-in screen. We have found that the big companies
such as GE and Hughes and others have used such display
robots to present their messages or logos to the public at
various functions.
Display robots are areasonably big business and will be
alarger business activity as time progresses. They cost from
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Fig. 3-2. "Well, look me over!"

4to 10,000 dollars each and they rent, with aRobot Master,
from $50.00 an hour upward after expenses are paid. Some
types aie "quickly-put-together" units for profit, and some
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are well built scientific experiments. In the display robot role,
these units have but one purpose for their existence; to
entertain, amaze, and delight those who see them. One way in
which this amazement is encouraged is to add flashing lights
or other eye-catching devices which are clearly visible, under
protective covers, and which seem, or even may really be, a
part of the robot's internal control system.
We examine GARCAN closely because he gives us a
good insight as to what makes one robot "tick." He is awell
engineered model, and aperson might expand his basic system to include amultitude of sensors, computerized control,
TV eyes and such, if one is inclined toward experimentation
or design in this direction.
EXAMINING THE INSIDE OF GARCANTM
Now we examine the inside of GARCAN. It is easy to
loosen three bolts which hold the inverted garbage can in
place on the circular base structure. There is amultitude of
wires running from the base electronics to switches and
electronics inside the bubble-head. One has to be careful to
lay the garbage can down right next to the base as shown in
Fig. 3-3. Another view of the two parts can be seen in Fig. 3-4,
and agood view of the internal wiring is shown in Fig. 3-5.
Notice that there is lots of space should one desire to add
arms and the arm mechanisms. No attempt had been made to
cable the wiring and there are no special wires except one. A
wire from the radio receiver, located in the bubble, which
comes down to the motor control unit is acoaxial type. Coax
prevents stray signal pickup which could influence the control, steering, or drive signals to the base mounted elements.
In Fig. 3-6 Mr. Rebman points out aparticular circuit holding
astandard radio control transmitter such as made by Heath
Co., ACE Electronics, Kraft, etc. The second robot is wearing an armadillo suit covering. The electronics for the two
robots are identical, but different RC frequencies are used for
control so both may be operated simultaneously.
There are many other covers which can be used with the
base platform. One is asnowman, another is aChristmas tree.
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The armadillo covering is made of fiberglass, and on this
robot there is aforward jutting arm which is used to prevent
the robot from damaging its head if it happens to run into
something. On the reverse end of the covering is atail. This
has no electronic purpose or defensive purpose but is for
effect only. Because he is such apet, the smaller armadillo
has been given the special name Minidillo, and he is shown in
closer view in Fig. 3-7.
INSIDE THE ROBOT BASE STRUCTURE
We look at aview of the base structure in Fig. 3-8 and we
can see how one drive motor and two steering wheels have
been mounted. The wheels project through the base. We can
see that the one on our right is connected to aelectric bicycle
motor (
1
/
4 horsepower) by means of achain and some sprocket
gears. Each wheel you see here has its own motor.
With the swiveled front wheel, the three wheels will
form atriangle with awide enough span so that very good
stability is achieved for the vertical structure. Also, not visible in this photograph, but present, is adeep charge 12 volt
automobile type battery which is located just behind the front
wheel and just to the rear of the tape cartridge shown. Jerry
informs us that it is very important to get adeep charge type
battery as the motors draw some 30 amperes when stalled,
and about 5to 6amperes when running, and so for operation
over any length of time areally good battery is needed to
supply motive power. This same battery, with voltage reduced and regulated to avalue of about 4.8 volts, is used to
power the radio receiver, and the radio control servos.
Switches control the larger power flow for the tape deck and
lights and such.
Since motive power is such an important first feature of
any robot of this type, we get even closer through Fig. 3-9 to
the motors and drive mechanism. Each rear wheel has an
identical chain drive and an identical electric motor of the
type shown. The speed of each motor is controlled independently by radio command through the radio control transmitter held by the Robot Master.
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Iwondered if it was aproblem to synchronize the motors
to get forward travel. This, said Jerry, is not aproblem. Since
the motors are nearly the same, and since he has independent
control over each motor's speed, he can easily—with
practice—adjust the RC sticks so that the robot moves forward or reverses in astraight line. To make the robot turn,
you simply advance the speed of one motor while you reduce
the speed of the other motor. A tight turn results. It is also
interesting that adouble gear-reduction via the chain drive
sprockets, is used to get the speed of motion down to about a
fast walk. Using agear reduction you increase torque to the
wheels and thus the unit is able to operate over thick carpets,
grass, normal unevenness in concrete and such. A single
wheel for both motive power and steering of such a base
platform is not really practical except on smooth surfaces.
The arrangement shown here has turned out best and will
prevent tipping of the robot even on asteep grade.
Agood side view of how the tape player is mounted, at an
angle above the motors, is shown in Fig. 3-10. You can see
that when a given tape is placed in the unit it cannot be
changed without removing the body from the robot. This
presents no problem, really, as you know ahead of time what
kind of tape you want inserted, and the tape is long enough so
it doesn't get boring during ademonstration. Another advantage is that you can record your own jokes, stories, or whatever. With the 8-track unit, there is radio-control switching of
tracks. You know what's available on all of your tape, and you
simply command whatever track is appropriate at that moment. The commands for this function are sent to the regular
radio-control servos which are mounted so they open and
close the microswitches which operate the tape player, avery
reliable and positive method of control.
We can examine the gearing and chain drive system still
closer in Fig. 3-11. Notice that the driving wheels do not turn
to accomplish steering. The wheels are fixed in the plane
shown by means of rigidly mounted axles. To turn the base,
one of these wheels is made to go faster or slower than the
other. To the right of the nearest wheel is ablack looking
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vertical stack. This is one of two heat exchanger mountings
for the powering transistors for the motors. These transistors
get really hot and must be mounted on aheat dispersing base.
The motors themselves also get very warm to the touch, but
they operate within the manufacturers specified temperature
limits. The wheels are obtained from ahardware store and the
gear is bolted to them. Bolt shafts can be seen on the nearest
gear, while in the background you can see the relative size of
this gear. The chains are smaller than the regular lawn mower
type, but very strong.
We have mentioned the use of the regular model airplane
servos as mechanisms to control function switching. In Fig.
3-12 we get abetter idea of how this was done. By close
examination you can find the little servos with their plastic
arms which, when moved by radio command, open or close
the microswitch levers on each side of them. These servos
and switches are bolted down rigidly to abase plate of plastic
and this, in turn is fastened down to the supporting structure
above the drive motors. The use of microswitches is important. Since they snap into contact or out of contact, they make
apositive connection quickly and thus may prevent burning or
pitting of points. Also, since they have a good rating in
conductivity, the points are large enough to pass all the
current required for the auxiliary items easily and without
loss.
Because the driving section of such arobot is usually the
biggest problem to those who would fabricate arobot, we take
another look at the drive motors and their mounting and the
chain link to the wheels in Fig. 3-13.
In this figure you can see, with aclose observation, that
each end of the drive motor has been equipped with an
L-shaped mounting bracket. This, in turn is bolted down to
the baseplate. The use of such abracket, which is bolted to
the motor, prevents the motor housing from rotating as the
armature turns. Sometimes you can use acylinder case on a
motor and astrap around it to hold it down but if the strap
loosens, you have amotor housing rotating, or trying to, and
this causes problems. It is better to bolt abracket to the
motor housing at each end of the motor and then bolt that
89
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down to the baseplate as shown. Observe, also, that this is but
one of the two drive motors required for steering and motive
power of the GARCAN robot.
Ihave said that the drive transistors used with this motor
controller electronics system need to be able to pass high
currents which exist when the motor is starting and when
various speed changes occur. Going from astopped position
to afull speed (approximately one foot per second) requires a
surge of about 30 amperes as opposed to the 6 amperes
needed to run the motors. Each motor requires four heavy
duty, high current transistors in order to accomplish the
switching required to permit variable speed control and reverse motor rotation. These transistors take the place of
relays and are more effective than relays in this application.
Since the transistors must be mounted on aheat absorbing
and distributing plate, they are mounted separately from the
printed circuit board used for the balance of the motor control
electronics. We can see four such transistors properly
mounted on avertical metal plate with fins for heat dispersion
in Fig. 3-14. A terminal strip is bolted to the left side of the
plate to make connections positive and easy. These transistors get very hot.
The balance of the motor control electronics can be seen
in Fig. 3-15, in the center of the baseplate section. The heavy
duty 12-volt battery is normally located in the open space
toward us and away from the motor. The motor is the second
of the two required, and above it you can see the two-section
printed circuit board which contains all the necessary electronics to use the signals sent from the radio control transmitter to its receiver —a series of pulses which change their
position with respect to one another and areference in accord
with the stick movement on the transmitter. These circuit
boards convert these pulse positions into pulses of electric
current and feed these to the motors at amuch higher current
level than the receiver is capable of delivering. The number of
these pulses per second determine the motor speed, and the
polarity governs the direction of motor rotation. Since two
drive-steering motors are required on this robot, two com-

1
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- --- — -m
Fig. 3-14. High current motor control transistors on aheat sink base which also
serves as a support structure.

plete motor-control circuits are required, using 2radio control channels.
Notice that the mounting plates for the transistors are
located at each end of the photograph. They are also used as a
support for the second story deck on which the small radiocontrol servos and microswitches are mounted, and to which
the tape recorder is fastened.
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Before examining the circuit concept, we take alook at
Fig. 3-16 for another variation in this type of robot. This is a
Tall Boy unit with ahigh square body mounted to the baseplate covering, and with its head bubble located at the top. It
stands some six feet tall, is painted black and when it comes
into aroom it does create some excitement with its flashing
lights and strange noises!
Tr;
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Fig. 3-16. Jerry Rebman's 6 foot robot (courtesy Jerry Rebman).
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We have stated that these robots are paraplegic —no
arms. If one decided to add arms, it would require additional
motor control circuits and motors. One motor and circuit
board would be needed for each arm as aminimum. With this
much additional equipment, the robot could be made to raise
and lower his arm—or with two such circuits, both arms
either singly or simultaneously. No elbows or wrists or grippers would necessarily be used. Two more radio channels
than the minimum of three (for motor control right and motor
control left and tape unit) would be needed. But one might use
an 8-channel RC system (they are available) and cause the
closing of more microswitches to open and close pincers etc.,
if one wanted to experiment in this direction. Also, don't
forget that aperson might use an 8-channel RC system for
many functions with that RC system operating on one frequency and then incorporate asecond RCsystem with another 8
channels operating on a second frequency! Since it would
operate on a different frequency no interference would be
experienced between the two. As we indicated earlier, the
limit as to what you can do with your robot will simply be
limited by time, effort, and money!
OPERATION OF GARCAN ELECTRONICS
Figure 3-17 shows how acomputer may be interfaced to
drive asmall radio-control type servomechanism. The importance of this circuit is that with it, you can interface acomputer to control your robot in either an autonomous or a
remote state simply by adding additional sections to the
GARCAN motor control circuit. Notice that the output of the
ICI 556A is driving astandard model airplane 3wire servo. It
provides as output, the type of input necessary for the motor
control circuit of one motor of the robot. You would have to
experiment with the addition of a second similar circuit,
connected to the computer output, or to the MC 14081-8 chip
to make asecond channel to drive the second drive-steering
motor circuit of the robot.
If you are ever to have an autonomous type robot, it will
have to have some kind of computer within itself. A domestic
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android type of household servant will never be achieved
without it! The best way to understand how this might be
applied to the GARCAN robot, is to examine the following
circuits. First take alook at asketch of the RC transmitter.
From it learn how the various robotic functions are controlled. Examine Figs. 3-18 and 3-19.
Notice that even the voice is controlled by astick position. When you are steering GARCAN, you will be holding
this type transmitter and you will be using the thumb of each
hand to position the two sticks. Jerry tells us that with some
practice you can control GARCAN easily and accurately. Both
thumbs would be working simultaneously as you can imagine.
All radio control bugs will love this type robot! Now study
Fig. 3-20.
It might be of help for us to point out that if you do not use
the radio control link, then there must be two signals from the
digital -to-analog converter. One of these signals must go to
the motor controlling circuit. The second signal must go to
several standard type RC servo units which control the off-on
switching for other functions. A motor for this application
should be relatively small, be either permanent magnet or a
field wound, 12 volt, direct current motor of about V4 horsepower. If the robot you intend to power is much heavier than,
say, 100 lbs, then you might think toward a1/3-horsepower
motor. Each motor must be capable of being operated at
normal speed and load with an input of around 6amperes, and
its stall current or starting current should not exceed the 25 to
30 ampere range specified for these two motors.
Since we have been discussing the computer addition to
the robot control system, it is interesting to look at asmall
microcomputer system and its disc operating system shown
in Fig. 3-21. You can imagine typing in your commands on the
keyboard and transmitting them via radio link to your robot,
and if you let your imagination work alittle harder, you can
imagine the robot's responses appearing on the CRT!
THE GARCAN MOTOR-CONTROL CIRCUIT
Jerry Rebman Electronics developed this motor control
circuit using as abasis, acircuit which appeared in the Feb98
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ruary, 1978, issue of RC Modeler magazine. The circuit is
developed around the NE544 chip made by Signetics Inc.
Extensive modification to the original circuit was required by

Fig. 3-19. A commercially available 8 channel RC xmtr.
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Rebman Electronics, and it is with their permission that we
examine it here. In Figs. 3-22 and 3-23 we can see the circuit
layout.
From the left side of the diagram, we find the input which
has been prepared for positive pulses. Some RC transmitters
and receivers use anegative pulse arrangement. There are
circuits which convert those negative pulses to positive
pulses and ACE Radio Control is one place where such conversion circuits might be obtained.
Next we find the ground, or common connection and at
the top the 5-volt positive input supply line. Notice that the
ground connection is common to both the 5-volt supply and
12-volt supply. Both supplies must have acommon ground.
The input pulses, varying in spatial position, or time
position, in accordance with desired commands, are input to
terminal 4 of the chip. Thence the chip's connections are
made to various resistor-capacitor arrangements among
which will be seen the trim pot and the range pot, two
important adjustments. The trim pot is used to set the motor
speed to zero when the transmitter control stick is at neutral.
Refer back to Fig. 3-18 and see how the motor changes its
direction of rotation as the stick is moved up, or moved down.
When both sticks are at the center or neutral position, neither
motor runs and so the robot stands still. The range pot
governs how quickly current is applied to the motor. This,
then, in turn, governs how quickly the robot will start to move
when you move the stick from the neutral position. You
simply have to adjust this potentiometer to your own requirement. You don't want the robot jumping forward, and you
don't want to have to wait along time for it to start moving. So
you adjust the range pot for acondition suitable to you.
The switching of large currents to the motor is accomplished by the heavy duty transistors to the right in the
diagram. Two 90548 types are used as drivers, and the others
control the flow of current to the motor windings. These
transistors take the place of relays—if you want to think of
them that way, but they do alittle more than arelay can do.
They can control the amount of current passed, as well as the
direction of flow of that current. A relay cannot do this. The
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Fig. 3-22. The Motor control circuit for GARCAN. Two such circuits are required,
one for each drive-steering motor (courtesy Rebman Electronics).
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relay can turn the current on or off and it can control the
direction of current flow, when properly wired, but it cannot
control how much current passes its contacts. So, we have
direction of rotation and speed of rotation controlled by the
heavy duty transistors shown.
Finally, on the construction side of our discussion, we
note that in the following chapters we will supply information
about robot eyes, brains, and mechanizations, which may be
of help to you in expanding on this basic unit, should you
desire to do so. While it will be fun to operate the unit as is,
still it is possible that you might sit back and imagine your
robot doing useful tasks and jobs for you. To that end it might
need arms and all the joints and appendages which will make it
useful in aworking capacity. Computer manufacturers have
developed systems which can be interrogated and operated
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could have ahome sentry robot in the house when one leaves
home for atrip that would report by phone!
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In the previous chapter we have discovered how acomputer
might be integrated into an automated control system (a
robot) and we assume that the computer will take over and
direct the machine. This is what we want it to do. We also
have, deep in the recesses of our minds, the idea that the
computer will have been programmed by us, so that the
machine will do the things we want it to do. This may not be a
revolutionary idea, but it will be our working principle concerning the incorporation of the computer into the system.
In this chapter, then, we want to try to examine some of
the ways in which we program such acomputer. What types of
languages are used for control? How do they differ from other
computer languages which we might be familiar with? We
shall not restrict our examination merely to the hobby type
machines but will expand our knowledge by investigating
methods used in the commercial world of robotics. In amajority of cases we will find that what applies to one situation will
apply to another.
As we well realize, one of the closely guarded secrets of
the commercial robotics companies may well be how to communicate
_ with aparticular machine. There is agood reason
for this. The simplicity or the complexity of the language
governs the simplicity or complexity of the machine itself.
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The software used with acommercial robot may be avital key
into its most guarded operational secrets. New patents are
filed constantly. And just as there are new machines arising,
there are also new methods of controlling these machines.
For avariety of reasons, some manufacturers are reluctant to
reveal these methods.
A PRELIMINARY LOOK AT MACHINE COMMUNICATION
Since our communications to arobotic machine involves
telling the machine to do something, we must first have in our
minds the sequence of actions that we want performed. Let us
use asimple definition to expand that idea of action. Let us
call whatever the machine does an event. If it makes alight
flash, or it causes avisual blob on aTV screen, or it makes a
motor turn 1
/
8 of aradian, it is an event. It is the outcome of
having the machine perform an instruction, which we will
convey to it in some kind of language that it can understand.
So, one of the first premises that we must make is that we can
take something we understand and this will—through aconversion device of an electronic nature—become an electronically coded signal which the machine can understand. When
we can do this, we can communicate with the machine.
Let us think of asimple example for acomputer-machine
system. Suppose we choose asimple lettering arrangement
such as GF to mean to us that the machine must engage such
mechanisms as necessary to start the machine moving in a
forward direction. We must be clear in what we mean by
forward in this situation. If we have amachine which is mobile
(a robot such as GARCAN) this letter code would mean that
the drive wheels start up and both rotate at the same speed in
the same direction moving the robot in the direction it is
facing. We must have agreed with ourself that this is how we
will define forward because there is no other reference used
in this robot system except its own body geometry. Notice we
have assumed that the robot can "face" in adirection! We
derive this from the human body which has a"facing" direction and a"rear" direction!
The letter symbols GF mean absolutely nothing to the
machine until they are translated into its language. The
110

machine uses electricity as aworking element, and so GF
must convert to electricity in some unique and distinct manner so it cannot be confuse with any other electrical signal(s)
which might be present in the system. The computer can take
the GF input from two keys on its keypad and from its
memory section produce, as afunction of time, avery specific
series of pulses when each key is pressed, which, in turn,
represent acode inside the machine, which can cause things
to happen. As you know apulse, is known as a"one", and the
non-existence of apulse, within aspecified time interval, is
known as a "zero". Each stream of pulses for each key is
unique. In computer language a machine word has been
formed.
Let's make the case easy by assuming that we get acode
like 1111 when we depress the key with the letter G. On the
way to the big event, the four ones go to certain other circuits.
The four ones energize—in this example, four gate circuits
which will energize some solid-state or physical relay circuits, which could cause events to take place mechanically if
and when another code signal of the machine type energizes
the second input to the gate. So we now depress key F and
release another string of coded signals. This time we have
designed the memory bank to release asignal which looks
like 0001 three zeros, or no pulses, and then apulse, all in the
proper time relationship. These signals also go to those four
gate circuits. You've already guessed what happens: Three of
the gates having aone from the first letter now get azero from
the second letter and so these gates do nothing! But that
fourth gate gets aone from the first letter and aone from the
second letter and so it activates its relay and that relay then
applies electrical power to the drive motor system of the
drive motors in such away that the machine moves forward.
Now we can begin to imagine aprogram to cause many events
to take place. Such aprogram would simply be aseries of two
letter commands, taken in proper sequence.
When we think of aprogram through acomputer we must
also consider atime factor. In the previous example, how long
do we want the machine to go forward? If it is for aspecific
length of time, such as, for example, the time it takes the arm
111

of an industrial robot to swing from an end position to the start
position, then we must either have aclock timing the arm
movement or asensor at the end position which, when activated will send asignal the machine can understand, back to
its computing section to tell it to stop sending forward signals
out of its memory.
So, what's the problem? The problem is to have acomputer that can convert the type commands we wish to issue
into suitable control signals for the mechanism to produce
events. Our commands may be of the immediate input form,
such as when we type them on the keyboard, or they might be
astored typed on disc or cassette if we decide we don't want
to sit there and command that unit all day! If the machine is to
perform many complex movements or operations or events,
then we will need subroutines performed in the proper order
and sequence so that no one—not even ourselves—can get all
mixed up and forget or omit some command which is necessary to the whole operation. Very, Very, careful and accurate
programming, complete, and without bugs is necessary for
control of machines! Figure 4-1 illustrates this discussion.
WHAT ABOUT THE ROBOT THAT LEARNS?
We have mentioned a type of robot machine which is
taught what it must do by having it go through the series of
required movements and actions under the direct control of a
human teacher. One such robot is the Cincinnati Milacron T3
Industrial Robot, shown in Fig. 4-2 doing acommercial welding job. The robot is an articulated arm, and here it works with
arobotic companion, to the left in the photo, which is asmall
squatty unit which turns the work to various positions as
required. We know, just by looking at the photo, and with our
limited knowledge of welding, that the arm must be capable of
moving that welding wire and torch to just exactly the right
place for aspot, or along just exactly the correct line for a
seam. It must deposit just the right amount of weld material,
with the proper heat, for aperfect joint. It does this under the
guidance of acomputer.
Before moving further into the operation, let us examine
the physical aspects of this arm in more detail. This is benefi112
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Fig. 4-1. An elementary concept of acomputerized control system.

cial because this type robot is in great demand in industry, and
as the demand for goods built to rigid specifications increases,-more and more of these type robots will be found in
the plants and manufacturing centers. They will do much
more than just welding operations or paint spraying. These
113
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type robots, perhaps with some modifications and improvements, will be doing assembly of intricate parts, moving
various batches of materials from place to place and so on.
They will in the final stages of an assembly line conduct the
testing and evaluating of manufactured items and will accept
or reject such items as necessary.
Examine Fig. 4-3, which shows the articulation of the
arm, and its ancillary equipment. Notice that both electrical
power units and hydraulic power units are used to obtain the
necessary movements. You can see the hydraulic piston inside the elbow, for example, and you know that electric
motors are used at the wrist and gripper because they furnish
adequate power and are fast and small and relatively light
weight. In Fig. 4-2, if you will refer back to it, you can see the
large electric motor which is located at the shoulder position.
It is of some interest to examine more closely the wrist
and gripper part of the arm as shown in Fig. 4-4. We see some
details as to the number of motors used. Their size, and how
the whole section is designed so that there can be little open
space for dust and dirt to enter into the machinery is illustrated. Various types of grippers, the robotics word for fingers, can be attached to the disc.
On the application shown, one must realize that there
must be acoordination between the arm and its companion,
the holding and turning unit. There is this coordination, and it
comes about by means of computerized control. Thus it is
incumbent upon the computer to know, exactly, where in
space the gripper is at any moment, and where the position of
the work is. A programmer had to figure out just how the arm
should move, that is, how much of ashoulder movement, how
much of an elbow movement, how much wrist movement, was
necessary to get the torch to the required points in space each
time amove of that torch-tip was required. As you can easily
see, there are countless movements of the arm itself and all
its moving parts which might be used to change the position of
the torch in space. But perhaps only one set of movements
will give the end product, the required movement in the
shortest time and in the most efficient manner. That kind of
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Fig. 4-4. The wrist and gripper of the Cincinnati Milacron T3 robot (courtesy
Cincinnati Milacron).

movement must be the result of a good programmer's
software development!
TEACHING THE CINCINNATI MILACRON T3 ROBOT
No, you do not have to be aprogrammer in order to
operate this robot. But, what you will need is asmall teaching
control unit such as is shown in Fig. 4-5. You can examine the
photograph and see the types of functions controlled by this
unit. Essentially it will permit the movement of the arm
gripper to any desired position, and it permits acheck on the
programming sequence by means of a replay, so that you
know if the actions you have taken the arm through are really
what you wanted it to do! Also, it is possible to have some
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programs stored on cassette tapes so that you can use them
when appropriate. Change the arm movements with another
tape and then later, if it is needed, you can go back to the first
tape for the original movements.
Let us suppose that the job which we want to teach the
robot is simply apick and place operation. That is, it must
move to an acceptance position. When the object that it is to
move comes along it will grasp the object, lift it and move it
around to another belt and then set it down, gently, and
carefully, and then return to the acceptance position to wait
for another object to come along. In this very simple example,
we aren't worrying about how the robot identifies the objects,
or if it is only to pick up certain objects from among many that
might be on the belt. We are just assuming that at very
precisely controlled intervals, along comes this thing which
the grippers on the arm are positioned to intercept. We aren't
even worried about the position of the thing. We assume it
will be so positioned that the grippers will be able to engage it
tightly in a proper manner and lift it without damage or
slippage.
Let us examine the teaching unit of Fig. 4-5. Notice that
we have some buttons which we can depress which will move
the arm, the wrist, and the grippers, in amultitude of directions. At first we proceed slowly trying to make the arm
swing around and set its gripper down on the belt in the
proper position to intercept the thing. If we make mistakes,
we can delete them and try again. Now we want to make the
arm remember this segment of operation and so, through the
proper button on the teaching device, we enable the computer
to memorize those movements we have had the arm perform.
We want to be sure. So we manually bring the arm around to
some arbitrary position and we engage the section which
causes areplay of our operation. The arm should move around
to the desired position and open its grippers ready for the
thing when it arrives. But, notice! The arm did not necessarily
move in exactly the same manner we moved it! Now what? Is
the arm beginning to think for itself?
No, the computer has taken all our little pieces of movement and examined them and then, using the software de118

Fig. 4-5. The teaching unit for the Cincinnati Milacron T3 robot arm. Step-by-step
movements are stored in the robot's minicomputer; the computer simplifies
these directions and controls the arm movements.
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signed by some expert programmer, has done some recalculation and determined that the way we moved the arm
isn't the best way to move it. So the computer works out a
new spatial trajectory and moves the arm in its own manner.
The arm moves to exactly the position we want it to move to.
It orients itself in exactly the manner that we had it orient
itself and the only difference is the way the arm moves in
space to get there.
Now we need athing and we need to slowly steer the arm
so it picks up the item and moves it over to the new location
and sets it down carefully on the belt and releases it. We take
the arm through those movements, using the button controller. We then check our operation by aquick replay and if all is
all right we commit that section of movement and operation to
the computer memory. Finally we cause the arm to return to a
starting position where it will lie in wait for the next thing to
come down the input belt into its hungry jaws!
Because we don't want to make this seem too simple—
although the teaching operation is relatively quite simple—
we present the following description of motion as stated by
the manufacturer:
"During the teaching, the operator has available
three different spatially coordinated motion systems; that is, paths along which he (or she) can
move the arm from point to point.
"Cylindrically coordinated motion moves the arm
around the vertical axis of the robot and in-or-out
from that axis.
"Rectilinearly coordinated motion moves the arm
along (x,y, and/or z) coordinate lines.
Wand-coordinated motion moves the arm through
as many as all three of the T3's available axes (x, y,
z, or roll, pitch, and yaw) simultaneously. Because
all axes are coordinated, the arm moves only in a
straight line from point to point and maintains
orientation even though all three axes are in motion. Hand coordinated movements of the robot
arm can be compared best to the movement of the
human hand which goes from place to place in the
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shortest straight line path without any regard to
any other spatial orientation of the body.
"All three of these motion systems are selected by
pushbutton on the program entry terminal (teaching unit)."
DOING OTHER JOBS WITH
THE CINCINNATI MILACRON T3 ROBOT
The reason that this arm can do other things is that it can
be equipped with sensors, and the arm is programmed from a
computer directed base. This means, that like all computerized activities, software has been developed which
makes it possible for the robot arm to understand human
commands. Let's examine what the robot can do in amaterials
handling role. Figure 4-6 shows the arm stretched out at alow

Fig. 4-6. The robot arm selects a thing' and picks it up and moves it (courtesy
Cincinnati Milacron).
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level to enable its grippers to grasp athing. Next we can see
how the arm contracts as it moves upward.
Note in the lower right corner the display unit of the
computer cabinet. It is possible to look at the computerized
program for this robot on that display screen, and programmers will be happy to know they can delete or add or even
build a program using this display unit without having to
actually move the arm at all. It might be somewhat similar to
writing a program at home on your home computer. This
screen also will display diagnostic information, should that be
needed.
Finally, we mention that the reference point in this
system is that spatial point where the gripper tool meets the
workpiece. You have to know where that is, visually, if you
program with the little control box, but not necessarily
mathematically. The computer will mathematically find out
and determine the space coordinates of that end point.
SUBROUTINE PROGRAMMING FOR A ROBOT
A subroutine for any computer generally means some
pre-defined action which will be called at some point when an
appropriate command or signal appears in the general program. In away it is an aside action, and the overall operation
of the computer is stopped while this side action is in effect.
When it has been completed, the computer will then pick up
where it left off in the main program and, possibly using the
information from the side action, continue on its main program operation.
With acomputer which controls arobot machine, the
subroutine is sometimes called abranch action routine. This
simply means that the movement of the robot arm will be
made to follow something other than its normal movements
when an appropriate activation signal causes it to go into the
subroutine programming. We need to examine a situation
which illustrates this.
A truly general-purpose industrial robot system must
have some way of selecting or altering the normally programmed path and functions of its arm based on changes in the
working environment in which it operates. The name given to
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this ability may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, but
the purpose of the operation will always be the same. When
the robot's moving part reaches some point it will pause to
see if there is another signal at that point. If that signal exists,
then the robot will move into asubroutine. If, when the robot
looks for that subroutine input signal, it finds that it does not
exist, then the robot will continue its normal operations in
normal sequence.
In Fig. 4-7 we see adiagram which shows amainline
program movement of arobot's arm, and abranch or subroutine break in that normal program movement. The exit
into the subroutine movements occurs at C when an appropriate signal comes into the robot's input. Normally the arm
will move on the trajectory A, B, C, D, E, and back to A. We
can also assume that when the arm is not working it will be
retracted to the position X, and that it must first extend from
X to A before it goes around that mainline trajectory. We will
imagine that the arm picks up something at A and moves it
around to E, drops or positions it there, and then comes back
to A to get another part.
Now let us see what could happen if an input signal
comes at the proper time when the arm pauses at C. Suppose,
just for an example, that the part picked up at A may need to
have something else attached to it at F, G, and H before it is
ready to be placed or positioned at E. The branching input
signal then could mean that this part needs to go to all the
stations. The main program trajectory line is changed to
accommodate this required action.The arm goes into abranch
trajectory or into asubroutine program at point C and exits
that subroutine at D whence it is back on the mainline program trajectory once more. Notice that if the arm pauses at
(C), and no input signal arrives, the arm will move on from C
to D and will not go through the subroutine operation. It is
important to realize that this is not areal-life example, but
just adiscussion and illustration to show what abranch program or asubroutine program is.
In practice there usually is a large number of these
subroutine programs in operation. For example, if during
inspection of amachined part some defect were found, the
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Fig. 4-7. A subroutine-controlled arm movement of a robot.

robot might branch to another part of the program that would
dispose of that defective part, alert an operator to the fact that
adefective part was there, and then the robot might just shut
down operations (as specified by the subroutine) until the part
was repaired or replaced or whatever.
The method discussed called standard branching is the
simplest way to change the robot's path programming, but
these standard branches are limited because each branch
must be associated with one particular input signal to the
robot's control system. This means that if there are X signals
required there should be X lines to carry this information to
the control system. It is possible to have fewer lines if an
external decision-making element (a computer) is available
which can look at all input signals simultaneously before
specifying the branching or subroutine operations. With 8
lines there are 28 or 256 different conditions for branching
that can be identified by the computer. In the Milacron Robot
System the extension of the standard branch is called aconditional branch or subroutine.
THE COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR
A CONDITIONAL-BRANCH SUBROUTINE
Let us see now what kind of computer output could result
from having the computer look at all 8input lines and the 256
possible conditions for branching. We are agreed, now, that
the computer will look at all these possible inputs and will
activate asubroutine or branch program if, and only if, the
voltages present on the 8lines represent acertain signal. For
example, if the arm were programmed to branch into asubroutine at point B of Fig. 4-7, but the computer was told,
"Branch B 1,-5,7,-8," then that subroutine would be entered
into if, and only if, signal input 1is on, and input signal 5is off,
and input signal7 is on, and input signal 8 is off! If the
computer looked at these particular signal inputs and found
any of them different from the specification, then it would not
command the subroutine branching at B and the arm would
continue on its normal trajectory to C. Notice that it is possible to express the robot's operation completely in Boolean
Algebraic expressions.
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BRIEF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA REFRESHER
Boolean Algebra is called the algebra or logic. It was
invented by George Boole, mathematician and logistician, in
1847. This is the algebra of automatic control and switching
devices in today's world. It permits one to present switching
circuits with algebraic symbols and then to manipulate those
symbols according to the laws of algebra so that one can find
the simplest manner in which to accomplish complex switching and operation of various electronics and electrical circuits.
Boolean Algebra deals with truths and non-truths that
relate well to switching devices that are either on or off.
Digital devices use "states" to represent one or zero which is
roughly equivalent to a switch being on or off. Therefore,
Boolean Algebra is well suited for digital work. Let us apply
this concept to asimple circuit.
Let us say we have acircuit with aswitch and alight in it.
We can say several things about that circuit:
(A) The circuit is on
(B) The light is on
Algebraically we can use the letter symbols of these statements to indicate and express the condition of the circuit and
the light. For example:
1. A.B (meaning A times B) means that the circuit is on
AND the light is on.
2. A+B meaning either the circuit is on OR the light is
on.
Finally we can write:
3. Ajl3
- where the bar over the B means NOT or a
negative. Thus, the circuit is on and NOT the light.
These are the three basic functions of Boolean algebra, they
are the AND, the OR, and the NOT functions.
When this kind of algebra is applied to circuitry, it is
common to use the multiplication function for series connections, see Fig. 4-8A. For parallel connections one would use
addition (Fig. 4-8B), and anegative situation is at Fig. 4-8C. It
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Fig. 4-8. Some Boolean algebra expressions illustrated.
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is common to use azero for an open circuit output and aone
for aclosed circuit condition.
With this concept of algebraically stating the condition of
circuits, it is customary to express the Boolean conditions as
follows:
LAWS OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(0
(g)
(h)
(i)
a)

A•13 + A•C
A+A
A•A
A+Ti
Aji
A+A.B
7+U
AB
A(71-1-B)
A+Ã•B

= A(B+C)
=A
=A
=1
=0
=A
=(A•13)
=(A+B)
= A•B
= A+B

= and)
(+ = or)
(A = NOTA)
(Key)

Note that the dot is sometimes dropped, just as in algebra, and
order is from left to right, unless specified by parentheses.
It is common to take acircuit and develop aTruth Table
of its operations. This is achart in which all the outputs for all
the conditions of the switches are stated, one at atime. Then
letters are assigned to the switches, and, as you have seen,
the expressions of the truth table lines can then be put into
Boolean algebraic expressions which can be reduced to the
simplest expression. By re-converting the letters back to
switches or switching circuits, aperson is then able to draw
the best circuit, and the simplest circuit, for that device.
One can quickly see how such amathematical tool can be
of tremendous value in the field of advanced robotics. As we
have indicated in the Milacron robot, there might be many
inputs to the machine under various conditions of operation.
There will have to be conditions of multiple switching inside
the robot's mechanism to make it do what the inputs call for.
Being able to mathematically state the operation using Boolean algebra helps to arrive at acost-effective unit which will
do its job in the prescribed manner.
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MORE ABOUT ROBOT BRANCHING OPERATIONS
To illustrate one use of conditional branches, imagine
that you have amaterial handling situation in which asupervisory computer is being used, and this computer is also being
used for other automation functions. Remember that the
number of lines required for agiven robot's operation can be
stated in powers of 2, then, if the robot machine requires 16
signal inputs, the robot will require only four lines to convey
to it all the information it needs to get the proper branch
program into operation.
In many applications of arobot machine in industry it is
desirable for the robot to have amethod for creating abranch
operation that can be used at anumber of points in the robot
cycle; abranch that can effect its movement sequence, regardless of the physical location of the robot arm, when the
branch operation is requested. For example, when the branch
operation affects the robot's gripper position and/or its wrist
orientation.
Some kinds of applications require another kind of offset
branch, where the branch can be entered, not only at specifically programmed points, but anywhere or anytime in the
normal cycle of operation. When a proper input signal is
received by the arm-control unit the signal can cause the
robot to enter into an interrupt offset branch operation. One
example is that illustrated in Fig. 4-9. In this illustration one
can see that the arm is caused to move on trajectory OB01OB02 when the interrupt signal is received at point X on the
normal trajectory from M005 to M001. Notice also that at
each position M002 and M003 and M005, the robot's arm will
go into the type of branching operation specified by the OA
numbers. Notice that the type of movement for each of the M
points is exactly the same when the branching occurs in the
OA series, as shown in this illustration. So the same subroutine called for at point M002, can be called for at M003 and
M005.
The question as to what an interrupt branching operation
might consist of may be answered by considering that it could
be atwisting, jerking, series of movements of the robot's arm
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Fig. 4-9. Offset branching of a robot arm (courtesy Cincinnati Milacron).

which would cause awelding gun tip to be loosened from a
stuck position on the work piece. A sensor of some type
would have to monitor the gripper movement, and in event it
becomes stuck or does not move along smoothly as it should,
then this sensor generates the signal which causes aspecial
routine to be implemented immediately by the computer.
That, of course, in turn, activates the arm into the special
motions described.
Extending this concept one can realize that special
routines might be required for many applications. If the
robot's arm handled the moving of objects which normally are
spaced agiven distance apart, and timed precisely on arrival
at agiven position, then if something disturbs the flow, a
sensor would generate, perhaps, await or delay signal to the
arm.
THE ROBOT'S SEARCHING FUNCTION
In addition to altering its cycle by entering branches, a
robot system such as the Milacron can adjust the position of
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data points within an existing cycle, based on changes in
external equipment and workpieces. In away, this might be
called adaptive control where the current condition of something specifies what the future operation will be.
One example of how this type of adaptive control might
be used is in stacking, or handling operations from astack,
where the items may have avariable thickness, or the stack
may vary in thickness or height. In this case you can readily
realize that the arm must progress from some fixed-level
starting point, where it begins to "pick up" the parts, and
descend to lower and lower levels each time apart or work
piece is moved out of the stack. The control operation in this
type of movement is called asearch function.
The data comprising acomplete branch sequence in the
robot control can be rewritten with data from the external
computer system. Thus, if the position or orientation of a
workpiece varies, the robot's movements and functions can
be adjusted by the external device so that it will properly pick
up or perform the required operations on the workpiece. If an
emergency situation is detected, abranch can be replaced
with other branch data which will enable the machine to
handle this specific emergency condition. The speed at which
this data can be transmitted to the robot control is fast enough
to complete the communication in afraction of asecond, so
this type of branching has been and is called adaptive branching.
MORE ON THE SEARCH FUNCTION
The search option on Cincinnati Milacron's robot can be
used in stacking or unstacking applications. In teaching the
robot the task, two points, one above the stack and one at the
bottom, are programmed. Then atactile sensor on the robot's
hand is used to send an interrupt signal to the robot control
system whenever the hand encounters an object in its path, as
it moves between the two programmed points. The interrupt
signal causes arm motion to cease immediately. Then the
function associated with the subroutine is executed. The arm
then proceeds to the next point in the main program which
may be back to the original starting point.
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In an example, imagine that the robot arm is to pick up
some automobile windshields from astack of them, and place
them one at atime on aconveyor belt, off to one side of the
stack. Recall that only the starting point above the stack and
the bottom point, at the bottom of the stack, are necessary to
be known by the robot's control machine. Thus, when the arm
goes from the start position down the stack, it stops itself
when its sensor contacts awindshield. The gripper then grips
that unit, and immediately moves it along aprescribed path to
the conveyor belt and deposits it there. Then the arm goes
back to the start position and resumes the operation all over
again. It is not necessary for the program to include the
specific pieces of work on their positions, the sensor on the
robot's arm takes care of that. Only when the robot's arm
reaches the second point, or stop position—meaning it is at
the bottom of the stack—will the arm move to some rest
position and stop moving.
Of course we realize the possibility of interrupting a
normal branching operation with an interrupt signal. This
signal might cause the arm to skip some movements and
move on to others, or go into an entirely new routine. Of
course any routine must have been taught to the computer by
moving the arm, with the teaching unit, or must be specified
by signals on acassette or other similar type tape.
COMPUTER-USE SUMMARY
So we have learned that a computer can direct a robot—which, of course you already knew—and we now have
some concept of how the computer does this. The output of
the computer will be aseries of signals to abus which might
have, in our case, say, eight lines or terminals. When various
keys are pressed on the computer keyboard, the closing of the
key-switch contact will cause the computer, through its internal circuitry, to energize some combinations of these terminals. Since a terminal status can be specified by being
either on or off—a two state condition—we can then consider
the permutations and combinations of eight things taken in
two conditions and we find that there are 256 possible states
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of output, each being completely different. Of course if we go
to a16 line or terminal type output on the I/O board, then we
will have 216 unique states for control. We leave it to you to
determine the numerical value of this possibility.
In order to control the higher values of voltage and
current necessary to really operate the control system of a
robot, some isolation condition must exist between the computer and the controlled circuitry. This can be accomplished
by using optoelectronic circuits, or reed relays, or some kind
of similar devices. The computer output then operates these
devices and they, in turn, will operate the higher current and
voltage control lines.
When sensor input is required to the computer, these
signals come from sensors attached to the robot's positioning and moving elements or from scanning elements such as
TV microwave, sonic, or thresh-hold switches. Sensors such
as piezo crystals generate acurrent proportional to the force
on their containment cases. This voltage then must be digitized as it originates in an analog form from the sensor. In
other words, it exists as a continuous level of current or
voltage and it must go to some circuit which will convert it
into acomputer word. As avery simple example suppose that
the amount level of the sample is one volt, then the word
might be 00000001 for an eight bit word. If the voltage level is
two volts, the word might be 00000011 and so on. In any event
aparticular series of off-on pulses or bits will now represent
the sensor level signal to the computer.
The computer can work with this. It routes the pulses to
various addresses which in turn release new signals to the
I/O board which then passes them on to the control circuitry
for the robot's moving elements. Notice how the computer
might get aparticular feedback signal from asensor, and when
this signal goes to the memory banks it might cause asubroutine program to be initiated. The subroutine will be unique
and special and non-duplicable by any other input signal. So,
anytime it is necessary for the robot to move in accord with
this particular subroutine program, that particular signal of
ones and zeros must be received by the computer.
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF ROBOT DESIGN
The robot is a machine and can be a very complex
machine if the situation and conditions warrant this type of
development. The robot falls into a category of machines
which are usually studied under the heading of feedback
servomechanisms. This is really afascinating subject and it
embodies the best application of such mathematical concepts
as the LaPlace Transforms and Fourier Transforms to express mathematically how such machines will operate and
react to various input or operating conditions. When designing such arobotics system one takes into account such things
as:
The system environment
Noise
Nonlinearities which can exist in the system
Component limitations
Undesired disturbances
Size and weight and space and power requirements
The random inputs which may occur.
If you get into the design of such devices, then you should be
familiar with such mathematical techniques as the Maximum
Principle of Pontryagin, Bellman's Principle of Optimization,
and Wiener's Least Squares Optimization. Some suggest that
classical calculus variations of these should be understood.
These mathematics enable aperson or designer to put down
on paper the design of asystem and the analyze its operation
before building it. Thus when it is built, it can be expected to
operate in agiven manner and within agiven type of specification range. Computers enable one to solve the most complex
of problems easily, so all one has to know is what mathematics to use and how to set up the problem for computer
solution and what the computer solution actually means!
We have mentioned adaptive control in connection with a
robotics system. It might be important to examine this concept just abit more in detail. Adaptive control means, simply,
that the machine will adapt its operation to achange in either
its external or internal environment. A self adaptive control
system is one which has the ability to change its operations
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through aprocess of measurement and evaluation and adjust
itself to anew set of conditions in which it operates.
What arobot design engineer is always looking for is the
optimum response or operation of the system. That is, the
system must not work too fast or too slowly, but at the right
speed for the process or job at hand. If there is some change in
its environment—say that this might be the speed at which
parts are sent to it—then it should be able to adapt itself to the
new speed of arrival of parts and continue on merrily and
happily without any problems.
To make asystem which does things at the right speed,
as an example, we make an assumption that we know what the
right speed is. We then program this speed into the machine
and provide it with sensors which can determine at what
speed it is operating. Then, inside the machine, some computing element compares its speed at present to the speed which
we say is ideal, and the machine can then take the difference
between these two and uses that as acontrol signal to adjust
the speed of operation. Of course, you might imagine that the
speed signal we send into the machine when the operation
starts is just a priming signal. Once the mechanism is in
operation, this signal is constantly adjusted by adaptive circuitry so that the optimum or best response for that situation
is accomplished.
In the advanced world of robotics design you make use of
sampled data systems as well as adaptive control systems.
SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN PROGRAMMING A MOBILE ROBOT
It will be beneficial to consider some aspects of programming a robot that can move about. We know that if a
sensor senses something which might call for some movement of the robot, what that sensor really does is to cause a
signal to be generated which then calls a subroutine that
causes the necessary electrical power to be applied in such a
way that the movements are accomplished. Let us consider
how we might program arobot to move in agiven way in a
given area.
As a first consideration we are faced with the basic
question, "Where is the robot? What are the robot's X and Y
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coordinates at any second? What reference plane are those
coordinates on? Luckily for us, some manufacturers have
developed what is called astepping motor. It can help us
answer the basic question.
As you know astepping motor is one which revolves a
given amount when supplied with apulse of electric current.
That amount might be five degrees or it might be twenty five
degrees. If pulses are supplied in a continuous train, the
armature of such amotor revolves in acontinuous manner,
and if the pulse rate is fast enough we will not be aware that
there is any difference between the rotation of this type
motor's armature and the armature of any other motor. Both
revolve smoothly and quickly, but, there is adifference, and
an important one to us.
With astepping motor we can govern distance traveled
or arm movement quite precisely. If we have amotor which
turns five degrees with each applied pulse, due to the way it is
built there must be aspace (no-pulse) following each pulse, or
it won't work right. Divide 5 degrees into 360 to get the
portion of aturn each pulse represents. This number times
the circumference of the motor wheel is how far that wheel
will move on afloor with each pulse. Next we make asmall
diagram of the movement our mobile robot should follow as
shown in Fig. 4-10.
What we do is to program anumber into the computer
memory, for this example the number 11. Next we program
the computer so that when this number has been counted
down asubroutine will activate which will cause the steering
wheels to turn as shown through the angle alpha. The computer knows that this has been done by monitoring avoltage
proportional to the angle the steering-drive wheels make
with the robot's frame, which can come from apotentiometer
mounted on the steering section of the robot. Now asecond
drive subroutine count-down section begins and at the same
time the steering wheels will equalize in speed turning
straight ahead almost immediately after the robot starts moving. It will move straight along the X path for 8pulses, turn
again thru the pre-set angle and continue 4pulses to the stop
position. If you try to make such arobot, some experimenta136

4-10. Map of pulse drive wheel controlled by a subroutine.
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tion will be required, but this concept will enable it to do what
you want it to, if you program the pulse count-down correctly,
and make the turn-angle sensor equipment properly.
This is just an example. There are other alternatives.
One alternative would be to put asmall magnet on the face of a
drive wheel which is driven by aregular electric motor. Each
time the drive wheel makes one revolution apulse is generated which can be used to make a computer circuit count
down. Or if amore precise robot position location is needed,
then two such magnets, moving by afixed coil spaced 180
degrees apart will give two pulses per wheel rotation.
One might use the wheel pulses by sending them to a
circuit which will accumulate them into avoltage and when
this voltage is high enough, it can trigger arelay or some such
device which will cause other circuits to energize. Now that
you have the idea, you can build on this concept to achieve
something satisfactory to your own needs and capabilities. It
is afun project and when you can make your robot move
around aroom without hitting anything, or stopping, or getting off track, then you will really have done something!
In the industrial sense, the previous example shows how
arobot's arm might be programmed during acycle. Then if the
program is repeated over and over, the cycle will be repeated
as long as the program is run.
COMPUTER LANGUAGES FOR ROBOTICS
There are no fully defined, recognized languages for
robot control. Individual manufacturers tend to put together
whole systems, including CPU, and define each movement in
asubroutine that the user calls by typing in ashort code word.
These subroutines are, of course, in machine language, and
the programmer at the factory that made the robot had to use
machine language because it is the only language that allows
the level of intimacy with the internal workings of agiven
CPU necessary for programmed control. Limiting the user to
those routines that the original programmer foresaw aneed
for is not the best use of the system's capability. Allowing
complete programmability appeared preferable, but there are
problems here too.
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First, many programmers lack the combined hardware
and software knowledge needed to do control programming.
Second, the company is understandably concerned about disseminating too much information dealing with the internal
control of amachine that they have invested years of design
work and money in. Third, most companies installing such a
system would probably not want to hire aprogrammer just to
do one job (though this is changing) and ashort term contract
with a specialist is pretty expensive. There is a solution
though, and most companies will probably be going to this
method eventually, though today most are still using the first
method discussed.
There are high-level languages that are very easy to
program in but do not compile down to very efficient machine
code. Most of them have the capability of linking subroutines
that are already in machine language to a program being
compiled. So the manufacturer writes agroup of very efficient
routines for directly controlling the robot, and supplies them
as alibrary of added functions to alanguage like BASIC or
FORTRAN.
There have been some studies of robotics conducted at
Stanford Research Institute in which FORTRAN has been
used. In one such study amobile robot was programmed to
move about afloor space and was asked to move certain
objects, by pushing them, into various positions in that space.
This study was conducted for the Advanced Projects Agency
of the Rome Development Center, Griffith Airforce Base,
New York. It is interesting to examine a portion of their
report.
"The robot system is capable of executing a
number of functions that vary in complexity from the
simple ability to turn the drive wheels acertain number
of steps, to the ability to collect anumber of boxes by
pushing them to acommon area of the room.
"Of the functions mentioned the simplest are certain primitive assembly language routines for moving
the wheels and tilting the head (TV), reading a TV
picture and so on.
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"Two examples are MOVE and TURN. MOVE
causes the robot to move in astraight line by turning
both wheels in unison, and TURN causes the robot to
rotate about its center by turning the drive wheels in
opposite directions. The arguments of MOVE and
TURN are the number of steps that the drive wheels are
to turn (each step resulting in arobot motion of 1/32nd
inch) and status arguments which allow inquiries to be
made about whether the function has been completed or
not.
"Once begun, the execution of any function either
proceeds until it is completed in its normal manner, or
until it is halted by one of anumber of abnormal circumstances such as the robot bumping into unexpected
objects, overload conditions, resources exhaustion, and
so on. Under normal operation if the execution of the
MOVE command results in abump, motion is stopped
automatically by aspecial mechanism on the vehicle.
This mechanism can be overridden by aspecial instruction from the computer, however, to enable the robot to
push objects.
"The problem solving systems for MOVE and
TURN are trivial. They need only to calculate what
signals shall be sent to registers associated with the
motors in order to complete the desired number of
steps.
"At alevel just above MOVE and TURN is afunction whose execution causes the vehicle to travel to a
point specified by apair of X,Y coordinates. This function is implemented in the FORTRAN routine called
LEG. The model used by LEG contains information
about the robot's present X,Y location and heading,
relative to agiven coordinate system, and information
about how far the robot travels for each step applied to
the stepping motors."
"Ascending one more level in the system we find a
group of FORTRAN two-letter routines whose execution can be initiated from the control machine keyboard.
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The action unit system now ceases to be strictly hierarchical (arranged in agraded series or sequence) since,
now, some of the two letter commands can cause other
commands to be executed. This means abranching type
subroutine operation.
"In this system, developed and studied at SRI, one
two-letter command (EX) takes as an argument aseries
of X,Y coordinate positions in the robot's world. Execution of EX causes the robot to travel from its present
position directly to the first point in the sequence,
thence, directly to the second point in the sequence,
etc., until the robot reaches its final destination as programmed. Another two-letter command (PI) causes a
picture to be read after a TV camera is aimed at a
specific point on the floor to see if there is an object
there or not. The ability to travel by the shortest route
to aspecified goal position along apath calculated to
avoid obstacles, is programmed by the two-letter command TE. Execution of this command requires that the
computer solve the path coordinates using a special
problem solving system which is activated by the twoletter command PL."
"As SRI ascended to higher functions of operation,
the required problem solving process had to be more
powerful and general. They wanted this robot to be able
to perform tasks which, quite possibly, would require
complex, logical deductions. What was needed then for
this type of problem solving was ageneral language in
which problems could be stated, and apowerful search
strategy with which to find solutions to these problems.
They chose the language of first order predicate calculus
to state the problems to the robot. The problems were
then solved by an adaptation of aquestion answering
system based on resolution theorem-proving methods.
One example of such aproblem for the robot to consider,
stated in plain English is, "There exists asituation sand
aplace psuch that three objects called OB1,0B2 and OB3
are all at place p in situation s."
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Now the problem as the robot sees this is that the three
objects may not all be at place p, nor are they in situation s. So
the robot must move them until this problem statement is
satisfied. Notice that the command is not given to the robot to
find OB1 and push it to place s, find OB2 and push it to place s,
and find OB3 and push it to place s
2.
In this case one would suspect that the robot would move
its camera eyes around until it could identify OB1 either by
color or shape or both, and then track it down and move it to
place swhere shas been indicated to the computer in the form
of X,Y coordinates. The proof of the action would be that the
robot, from aposition xry, would look at the space sand if it
there found the form of OB1, it would then look around for
OB2, etc.
We have included this information on this study because
it indicates some methods of programming robots, and the
use of atwo-letter FORTRAN language. In this study, the SRI
group also used LISP language. It is stated that
"... Another LISP program enables commands stated in
simple English to be executed. It also accepts simple
English statements about the environment and translates them into predicate calculus statements to be
stored as axioms. The English processing by this program is based on work by L.S. Coles: "An On-Line
Question-Answering System with Natural Language and
Pictorial Input". (Proceedings 1968 Conference of
ACM, Las Vegas, Nevada, August, 1968.)
In asurvey of the languages which have been used in
robotics control in the past, and in work on artificial intelligence, we find such descriptive names as PLANNER, CONNIVER, SAIL, STRIPS and QA4.
THE MULTIARMED INDUSTRIAL ROBOT
If we consider the manner in which a Homo sapien
accomplishes agiven physical task, such as the assembly of
one part to another using abolt, a nut, and perhaps some
washers, we find that not only are two hands and fingers used,
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but also, in some cases the fore-arms and even an immobile
device such as avice, which holds the work to which the piece
is to be bolted. In amanner of viewing this situation one can
say that the human has provided himself with another hand or
two in order to hold everything together so that the bolting
process can be accomplished. In the simplest sense, the two
parts are held by avice, one hand inserts and manipulates the
bolt, and the other hand holds and/or manipulates the nut onto
the bolt, after first placing the washers in position.
From this example then, we should be aware that a
system of assembly in an industrial situation might involve a
robot machine with three or four arms. Actually the device
which positions the workpiece can also be called apart—even
if it is aremote part—of that particular robot system, and so
we now have to consider that arobot may not be an integrated
entity all in one frame or piece, but may consist of many parts
which are tied together by means of command system. In the
operation of such a unit, coordination among the various
pieces is affected by acomputer which may have as an input,
the outputs of many smaller computers, and its output may
become the input for the smaller computers, thus effecting
the control and timing of all elements of the system.
It seems that we might be approaching the concept of
HAL in the story 2001—A Space Odyssey. The series of computers form the nerve networks and sub-brains associated
with a complete automated plant's operation. This can be
especially true if we consider that everything done in agiven
plant is to produce aproduct at the output, and there must be
coordination and timing and productivity of the various parts
as well as assembly stages and testing stages in order to
finally send the finished product off the assembly line at the
plant's output. Under this concept we do not have aseries of
robots here and there, but in effect, agigantic robot with all
the complexity needed to start with raw materials, and produce finished products on aconstant 24 hour operation basis.
Even suppliers, distributors, wholesalers, and retail outlets
might provide demand inputs to the controlling computer.
The concept becomes mind-boggling!
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TESTS, ADJUSTMENTS AND REPAIRS
Even now we have computers with diagnostic programs.
One can envision in the robotics systems of the future that the
machine itself, when it gets asignal from some source that
something is not going exactly right, will stop, initiate its own
diagnostics program to find out what is wrong, and then, using
visual and audible communications, tell its human supervisor
verbally to fix the bolt on number 4, left hand, third finger
digit. In all the current studies, at least to date, one doesn't
find robots capable of repairing themselves without human
help.
Also, these robotics systems must have diagnostics
programs written, and fed to it by human hands or voices. The
need for people in such systems is still current and in evidence. A diagnostic program is really just acheck-through of
the operation to see if all the movements and operations
required are accomplished with the normal input signals. If, at
any stage, the robot's response is not correct, then asignal
will inform the supervisor that some adjustment, testing, or
repairs are needed.
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Programming the

5

Prab Versatran Robot
--11

ir

Prab Conveyors, Inc. have developed the Versatran robot
which may be operated by amicrocomputer, and is similar, in
its learning operation, to the Milacron which we have just
examined. Prab robots are also designed such that they can be
programmed with atype of memory drum control, that is, it is
possible to insert pegs into arevolving drum in such away
that these pegs will close electrical circuits, and open them,
in the proper time sequencing so that various desired operations of this type robot can be accomplished. Also, this type
robot can be controlled by limit switches, switches which
open circuits at extremes of movement, or when certain
velocities of movement are reached. They also can cause an
arm to stop moving by limiting it physically —a mechanical
stopping method.
We have mentioned the palletizing operation of an industrial robot. Look at such an operation, using aPrab Versatran robot in Fig. 5-1. We see the gripper holding abale, in the
upper left side of the illustration, the arm will move to deposit
it onto the stack in the proper orientation for stability of the
stack. At the extreme right of the illustration you can see the
control panel which governs the movement of the Versatran
arm. We might not necessarily associate this automated
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machine with the concept of arobot, such as we imagine from
science fiction tales, but it is arobot in every sense except
physical appearance.
We can view some other applications of this type robot in
Fig. 5-2, where it has an arm moving from ashoulder section
to make plastic automobile parts. Also, we can obtain another
view of this machine in operation in Fig. 5-3, where it is
serving afive-station machining system which produces 80#
ring gears.
Each of these units has amicrocomputer type brain that
is programmed by teaching the arm the various positions it
must reach, and the sequence in which it must reach them.
This is done by entering these desired positions, in the
proper order, on the microcomputer keyboard. The software
then causes the arm to move properly and in the most efficient
manner to accomplish the desired objective.
Each machine must have feedback signals so that the
computer can determine when agiven limit of movement is
reached. To do this, the machines are equipped with limit
switches, potentiometers, various types of encoders (devices
which can tell the computer how much ashaft has turned,
perhaps by generating apulse for each fractional rotational
movement) and resolvers (a selsyn type of unit that generates
an ac signal whose phase change is directly proportional to
the amount the shaft has turned).
Programs for this type robot are written according to the
manual data input, and can be recorded on magnetic tape
cassettes. Other computers may be used with these robots
using aspecial interfacing unit. The users may write their
own programs for the machine. The Prab Versatran robot can
move to any of 4,000 points in space.
CONCERNING ACCURACY OF A POSITIONING SERVO-SYSTEM
If we consider that apositioning system depends upon
feedback as the control element in determining the system
error or operative voltage, then we must look at those points
from which feedback occurs. Recall that the operating or
error voltage or signal for a positioning servo is derived
basically from acomparison of an input signal command to the
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feedback signal which is generated from the position of the
output member in question. If we assume that the command
signal is simply areference, then it is the magnitude of the
feedback signal and its polarity or phase which will govern the
effect of the two signal comparison, and thus govern the size
of the error signal. Since the system power unit operates on
the difference (error) signal, then the closer the output arm
comes to the commanded position, the smaller the signal
becomes. At some point this signal becomes so small that it
will not cause power to be applied to move the arm further.
Where is the arm, or end appendage at that moment? Is it
precisely where the command calls for, or is it within some
tolerance, perhaps in the thousandths or even tenthousandths of an inch from that position? It cannot be perfectly positioned, thus it is within some tolerance.
Now, to gain afull appreciation for the complexity of
these systems, note that when moving the end appendage, the
system must reach many positioning points. First, for example, the arm must rotate to agiven azimuth and stop there
within the tolerance accuracy. Next the arm must extend to a
given distance and stop there within aspecification accuracy.
The end appendage may have to rotate about two axes within
given accuracy specifications, and finally that end appendage
may have to advance agiven distance to within aspecified
tolerance. One notes, then, that errors in one element may
effect the errors in another element. The errors may become
cumulative, affecting the overall precision.
It has been argued that because the end device generates
a feedback signal of its own that all other errors in the
system's moving parts will be compensated for. However,
there is still velocity and acceleration control that must also
be within tolerance.
If arobot were used where it puts abolt through asmall
tolerance hole, then the tolerance or accuracy of the robot's
positioning of the bolt must be within the hole tolerance or
better! In acase where the robot simply grasps something
from aconveyor belt, such tight precision may not be necessary. The point is, it is the overall accuracy of the robotics
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system which, in large part, controls its cost! The more
precise it must be the higher its cost.
PROGRAMMING AN INDUSTRIAL
ROBOT: THE PFtAB VERSATRAN
Through the courtesy of Prab Conveyors we will now
examine their Versatran robot to learn how it is programmed.
General Information
Versatran robots combine electronic, mechanical and
hydraulic action with flexible programming to provide general purpose machines capable of performing highly accurate
and precisely controlled work functions. The object of the
Versatran System is to drive the robot arm through acombination of motions and directions to perform aspecific task.
The Versatran System is classified as apoint-to-point
automatic system. In apoint-to-point system, program commands define specific positions or points in space to which the
robot arm is to travel. The robot arm will move simultaneously in all axes (directions) requiring change to reach the
defined position. In this way the most direct route will be
taken to the new position. In the basic 3-Axis Versatran
System, the Horizontal, Vertical, and Swing axes are provided. Optional wrist motions, including Rotate, Sweep, and
Yaw axes, can be added to the tooling end of the robot arm to
extend its work capability. Also aTraverse motion can be
added when it is desirable to have the robot move from one
location to another in performing its operation.
Instruction Codes. The model 600 Control Unit contains aProgram Teach Panel which is used by the operator
(programmer) to construct asequence of instructions which
direct the robot to perform aspecific task.
A name is assigned to each instruction which in some
way describes what the instruction does. Each instruction is
made up of two (2) parts: The Function Command, which
informs the Control Unit of the general task to be done; and
The Funütion Value, which identifies specifically what action
should take place. Coding the instruction is simply the act of
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combining afunction command with afunction value to produce adefinite action.
Programming Rules. Programming or "teaching" the
Control Unit is simply the act of establishing asequence of
coded instructions which directs the Control Unit to perform
aparticular task.
Programming is only as successful as the operators ability to understand the fundamental activities of the task to be
performed. A good, sound structuring of aprogram is advisable to keep programs simple, clear and complete. The following five (5) step procedure to successful programming
should be employed when preparing aprogram:
RULE 1. Define the Operation: This is abrief description of
the operation. The description should be prepared in away
which tends to identify the activities of the task.
RULE 2. Chart the Sequence of Events: This is adetailed
description of the specific operation to be done. Each step of
the operation should be listed in the sequence of which it is to
be performed. (Depending on the complexities of the operation, it may be necessary to prepare sketches or flow charts in
order to identify each step).
RULE 3. Code the Program: From the detailed description,
prepare alist of coded instructions in the sequence in which
they are to be "taught". This list of instructions is referred to
as aSource Program from which the Control Unit operates.
RULE 4. Teach the Program: This is the ENTRY of the
Source Program into the Control Unit in the sequence established by the Source Program.
RULE 5. Check the Program: Once the program has been
entered into the Control Unit, areview of the program instructions is advisable in order to assure that all instructions
are in their proper sequence and the CONTROL UNIT will
execute them properly.
Program Teach Panel. The Program Teach Panel is
divided into five (5) basic categories. Prior to preparing any
program, it is necessary for the operator to thoroughly understand the purpose of each control.
(a) Operational Controls: These controls are used primarily
for the operator to execute certain operational assign152
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ments such as teach, run program, erase program, etc.
(b) Manual Controls: These controls are used primarily for
establishing, recording, and modifying the robot arm positions.
(c) Program Function Controls: These controls are used
primarily for entering a set of coded instructions in a
sequence that establishes aparticular task for the robot to
perform.
(d) Program Review Controls: These controls are used to
execute each instruction, one at atime, in order to assure
the program fulfills the intended task or to begin the
program at asequence other than with the first instruction.
(e) Program Editing Controls: These controls are used to
alter or change the program or program sequence when
corrections are necessary.
Operational Controls
The Operational Controls are used to assign certain
responsibilities to the Control Unit.
These Controls consist of the Mode Select Key, Program
Number Control, Program Erase, Lamp Test, and Cassette or
Hand Held Teach Unit operation.
Mode Select Key Switch. The Mode Select is aturnkey operated switch used to select the Auto-Run mode of
operation, Teach mode of operation, Test Run mode of operation, or the Single Step mode of operation.
(a) Auto-Run: The Auto-Run position is the normal mode of
operation when the robot is used to perform aspecific task.
Placing the key in this position and pressing the Run
Program button on the Operator Control Panel causes the
robot to proceed with the task (program) identified by the
Program Number Indicator.
(b)Teach: The TEACH position is used for preparing new
programs or for checking and modifying existing programs. The new programs can either be manually entered
with the use of the Manual and Function Controls, or
electronically entered through the use of the Tape Cassette unit.
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(c) Single Step: The Single Step position is used when it is
desirable to review each instruction in sequence.
(d)Test Run: The Test Run position is used to check the
movement and positions of the Robot Arm as established
by the program instruction sequence. The Robot Arm is
allowed to complete its cycle without interruption which
may normally be required by the program.
Program Number Request. Selecting the PROG
NUMBER Control will allow the operator to request any of
the programs (within memory) to be run. THERE ARE 64
POSSIBLE PROGRAMS WHICH MAY BE SELECTED.
PROCEDURE:
(a) Place the MODE SELECT key in the desired position.
(b) Press the PROG NUMBER Control on the program teach
Panel. (The lamp will light indicating the request).
(c) Select the desired program number on the function
keyboard (1-64).
(d) Press the ENTER pushbutton under the keyboard (the
PROG NUMBER indicator lamp will go off and the Program Number selected will be displayed in the PROGRAM NUMBER INDICATOR).
The Program is now available to be modified or run.
If the program selected is avalid program, the Mode
Select key can be placed in the Auto-Run position to operate
the program. If there is nothing in the selected program,
turning the Mode Select key to any of the run modes will
result in acode "130" display.
— CAUTI ON —
When operating the JOG control observe that the Robot
Arm travels apath which is free of any obstructions. If the
Robot Arm cannot be jogged to position without striking an
object, release the JOG pushbutton and operate the manual
axis request and axis direction controls to move the robot arm
around the obstruction, then continue operating the JOG
control until the robot arm arrives in position.
Program Erase. The Program Erase control is used to
clear the program identified by the Program Number Indicator from memory. Once the program is erased all instructions and recorded positions are cancelled from the program.
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PROCEDURE:
(a) Place the Mode Select key in the TEACH position.
(b) Select the Program to be erased from memory by using
the Program Number Request Procedure.
(c) Press three (3) times in sequence: PROGRAM ERASE
then ENTER. (Three times are required to prevent accidental erasures.
Lamp Test. The Lamp Test is aControl Unit exercise
which scans all of the functions of the Unit. In this way a
self-test operation can be performed. Each control button on
the Program Teach Panel which normally lights will be
lighted in sequence, beginning with the PROG NUMBER
control at the upper left of the panel and continue to the right.
At the same time the Digital Indicators will display eights
(8's) in each digit position. All light-operated switches on the
Operator Control Panel will remain lighted during this test.
Normally this test is performed with the MODE
SELECT key in the TEACH position.
— CAUTION—
Pressing the LAMP TEST during operating modes other
than TEACH will cause the hydraulics to shut down and the
operating program to stop.
Cassette & HHTU Connectors. The HHTU is used
primarily to record and modify positions for precise control
from aremote station. The HHTU utilizes athumb pressure
contact switch called a"dead man switch" as asafety measure
for operating the robot arm while standing in the vicinity of
its' working area. In the event unwanted motions are encountered which may cause damage or personal injury, releasing
the "dead man switch" will cause the hydraulics to automatically shut down and immediately stop the arm motion.
(HHTU = HAND HELD TEACHING UNIT)
When the HHTU is connected to the Program Teach
Panel all manual controls are automatically transferred to the
HHTU. Two procedures are outlined which describe the
method for recording new positions and for modifying existing positions with the use of the HHTU.
PROCEDURE: (Recording Positions)
(a) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
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(b) Select the desired Program Number to be used.
(c) Establish and record the HOME position (position 1).
Manual Controls
The Manual Controls are used for setting, recording, and
modifying the robot arm positions. These controls consist of
axis request, axis direction, record position, modify position,
and next position number controls.
Setting the Position. Each one of the seven (7) possible axes has its specific request control. All axes are identified with yellow lighted pushbuttons for operator selection.
(a) Axis Request: When achange in aparticular axis is desired, the corresponding Axis Request pushbutton should
be selected. Once pressed the Axis Request control will
light as an indication of the request.
NOTE: If an incorrect axis has been selected, pressing the
desired Axis Request control will automatically change to
the intended axis.
(b) Axis Direction: The Axis Direction controls are identified
as ADVANCE and RETRACT. These controls will move
the robot arm in the corresponding direction relative to
the particular Axis Requested. Depressing and holding the
Axis Request control will result in acceleration to predetermined velocity, while tapping the control will move
the axis one count for each tap of the control.
NOTE: Motion of the robot arm requires hydraulic assisted devices and therefore the HYDRAULIC UNLOCK
and PUMP ON Control on the Operator Control Panel
must be actuated.
When moving the robot arm with the Advance or Retract
Controls, either control must be pressed and held until the
robot arm arrives at the desired position. If the direction of
motion is opposite the intended direction, operating the other
Axis Direction control will provide the desired motion.
Movement of the robot arm to the desired position is a
result of operating the individual Axis Request and Axis
Direction Controls until their combined motions place the
robot arm in the desired position, that position should then be
recorded.
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Recording the Position. Motion of the robot arm can
be achieved by operating the manual axis request and axis
direction controls in any of the MODE SELECT positions,
other than the Single Step Position. However, to record a
position the MODE SELECT KEY should be placed in the
TEACH position.
SAMPLE 1: Assume the robot arm is in the position A as
shown by the heavy solid lines of the drawing in Fig. 5-4. The
objective is to record the two positions indicated by the "x".
PROCEDURE:
(a) Place the MODE SELECT key in the TEACH position.
(b) Activate the hydraulics.
(c) Select the desired program number which is to be used.
(d) Select the HORZ Axis Request and operate the ADVANCE CONTROL until the arm is in the desired outward position.
(e) Select the SWING Axis Request & operate the ADVANCE Control until the arm is over the target. (1)

Fig. 5-4. Manual movement of the Prab Versatran robot arm (courtesy Prab
Conveyors).
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(f) Press the RECORD POS control to record the position in
memory (position indicator will display the position
number just recorded.)
(g) Select the Swing Axis Request and operate the RETRACT Control (if necessary) until the arm is directly
over the second target.
(h) Press the RECORD POS Control to record the position in
memory.
NOTE: Always attempt to record position number 1(A) as
the HOME POSITION.
Next Position Number Request. The Next Position
Number control is used to select any particular recorded
position within the program. Requesting a Next Position
Number can only be done in the TEACH mode of operation.
PROCEDURE:
(a) Place the MODE SELECT key in the TEACH position.
(b) Select the desired program number which is to be used.
(c) Press the NEXT POSITION NUMBER control (the lamp
will light as an indication of the selection).
(d) Select the desired position number on the keyboard. The
Position Indicator will display the position number requested and the JOG lamp will light.
Jog to Position. After making the Next Position
number request, it may be desirable to move the robot arm to
the position requested. A simple procedure for testing the
movement of the robot arm between any two positions is
provided below.
— CAUTION—
Keep in mind, the Versatran System is apoint-to-point system. Consequently, the combined motion of the robot arm
will take the most direct route from one position to the next.
Care must be taken to assure that the robot arm has afree
path to travel. A JOG to Position, after making aposition
number request, will test the path of travel for the robot arm.
(a) Place the MODE SELECT key in the TEACH position.
(b) Select the desired program number to be used.
(c) Select the Next Position Number of interest.
(d) Press and hold the JOG switch button until the arm
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arrives in position. (When the robot arm arrives in position the JOG lamp will go off).
(e) Select the Next Position Number of interest and repeat
step (d).
NOTE: If any obstructions are within contact of the robot
arm, releasing the JOG pushbutton will stop the motion of the
arm. Travel between these two (2) positions cannot be accomplished and therefore the robot arm will have to be programmed to bypass the obstacle. (See Fig. 5-5)
Modifying the Position. After setting and recording a
position in memory it may be learned that the particular
position is not quite correct. The position can quickly and
simply be modified without the need to change the program.
PROCEDURE:
(a) Place the MODE SELECT key in the TEACH position.

Fig. 5-5. Programmed arm moves around obstacle (courtesy Prab Conveyors)
The robot arm comes to an abrupt stop at the home position and immediately
resumes its motion toward the next position (3) or (2).
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(b) Select the desired program number to be used.
(c) Select the Next Position Number of interest.
(d) Operate the Axis Request and Axis Direction controls
until the robot arm is in the desired position.
(e) Press the MODIFY POS Control. The Control Unit will
accept the modified position in memory for the position
number displayed on the indicator.
NOTE: If attempt is made to modify the position with the
RECORD POS control, the requested position will not be
modified. The Record Position Control will record only new
positions.
Function Controls
The Function Controls are used for establishing and
entering aset of coded instructions for the Control 14hit to
execute in performing aparticular task. An instructionkode is
made from combining a general function command' with a
specific function value. In this way, an instruction is provided
to the Control Unit which directs adefined action. The following is abrief introduction to instruction code sets including
examples using the instruction code.
Next Program Number: (Instruction Code NPN
..xx). When the Function Command NEXT PROG NUMBER
is selected it is to be followed with afunction value of no less
than 1and no greater than 64. The NEXT PROG NUMBER
function command requests the Control Unit to go to another
program in memory, while the function value (1-64) specifies
which program in memory. When the Control Unit encounters an instruction code NPN. .
XX, the Control Unit will
execute the first instruction (sequence 1) of the program
specified by the function value.
If it is desirable to repeat the same program, the NPN
.. XX instruction code should contain the number of the program making the request.
EXAMPLE 1. Next Program Number (NPN. .
XX)
(a) Purpose: To repeat the same program.
(b) Detail: Identify the Program Number to run.
STEP 1: REPEAT THE PROCESS
(c) Source Program:
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•
Sequence
No.
BEGIN;
1;

.2.

Function
Command

Prog Number
Next Prog Number

Function
Value
1
1

.7.
Enter
.
.
•

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN...1:)
(1:NPN...1:)

NOTE: A POSITION MUST BE RECORDED BEFORE
ANY PROGRAM CAN BE VALID.
NOTE: Although the source program of example 1is asingle
instruction program, if "taught" to the Control Unit, it would
be a perfectly acceptable program. The instruction to do
program 1would be repeated indefinitely until the program
was stopped.
(d) Teach:
—Mode Select key to the Teach position.
—ENTER the Source Program in sequence starting with
BEGIN.
—Record aPosition (Press RECORD).
(e) Check:
—Mode SELECT key to the SINGLE STEP position.
—Press the SINGLE STEP FWD Control to review the
instruction.
Call Position (Instruction Code CPN XXXX). When
the Function Command CALL POS is selected, it is to be
followed with afunction value no less than 1and no greater
than 9999. The CALL POS function command requests the
Control Unit to direct the movement of the robot arm, while
the function value (1-9999) specifies the particular position.
When the Control Unit encounters an instruction code
CPN XXXX it will cause the robot arm to move in the most
direct route to the position identified.
EXAMPLE 2. (Call Position CPN XXXX)
(a) Purpose: To move the robot arm from one position to
another and repeat the process.
(b) Detail: Identify the program number to be run.
STEP 1: START AT HOME AND GO TO NEXT POSITION.
STEP 2: RETURN HOME
STEP 3: REPEAT THE PROCESS
NOTE: It is advisable to establish position 1as the Home
position. Position 1is always the beginning position of any
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program. Also, it is good practice to place the Home Position
(position 1) at apoint which is out of the way. When the last
position called in the program is the Home Position the robot
arm will come to rest (out of the way) when aCOMPLETE
PROGRAM THEN STOP is activated.
(c) Source Program:
Sequence
No.
BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;

Function
Command
Prog Number
Call Position
Call Position
Next Prog Number

Function
Value
2
2
1
2

Enter
•
.
.
•
.
•

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN...2:)
(1 ;CP N. ..2;)
(2;CPN. ..1:)
(3;NPN...2:)

(d) Teach:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) ENTER the Source Program in sequence starting
with BEGIN.
(iii) SET and RECORD positions 1and 2.
(e) Check:
( i) Mode Select key to the SINGLE STEP position.
(ii) Press the SINGLE STEP FWD Control to review
each instruction in sequence.
NOTE: If desired, the JOG switch button can be operated
each time it lights to move the robot arm to each new position.
This practice is advisable to assure the operator that the arm
has afree path to travel.
(f) Operate the Program:
( i) Mode Select key to the AUTO RUN position.
(ii) Press JOG to move robot arm to HOME (Position 1).
(iii) Press RUN PROGRAM to execute the program.
NOTE: The program in example 2will operate the Control
Unit's predetermined speed. Faster or Slower operation will
require instructing the Control Unit Velocity and Acceleration Codes.
Set Velocity: (Instruction Code SVL. .XX). When
the Function Command SET VEL is to be followed with a
functional value no less than 1and no greater than 16. The
SET VEL function command requests the Control Unit to
direct the motion of the robot arm at a speed which is
specified by the function value (1-16). The function values
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1-16 are incremented from Y2 IPS to 37Y2 IPS with function
value 1representing V2 IPS and function value 16 representing 37Y2 IPS. See Table (5-1) for acomplete listing of velocity
selections. (IPS = inches/per/second)
NOTE: Once avelocity value is selected, it remains in effect
for all following movements until such time as anew value is
selected. This is also true when the Control Unit transfers to
another program in memory.
Generally, when specifying a velocity for the arm to
move, an acceleration value should also be indicated.
Set Acceleration/Deceleration: (Instruction
Code SAD. .XX). When the Function Command SET
ACC/DEC is selected, it is to be followed with afunctional
value no less than 1and no greater than 16. The SET ACC/
DEC function command requests the Control Unit to direct
the rate of change of speed of the robot arm to its maximum
specified velocity. The acceleration/deceleration rates are
specified by the function values (1-16) following the function
command.
The function values (1-16) are incremented from 15
inches/sec/sec/ to 600 inches/sec/sec/ with the value 1
representing 15 inches/sec/sec/ and the value of 16 representing 600 inches/sec/sec. See Table 5-1 for a complete
listing of acceleration/deceleration selections.
It is common practice, and recommended, that the function values of velocity and acceleration are referred to with
the velocity value first and then the ACC/DEC value last.
(i.e., the values 5/4 represent velocity 5/acceleration 4). In
this way, good communications with others involved with the
program will be maintained.
The velocity and acceleration instructions (SVL. .XX
and SAD. .XX) should generally precede the CALL position
instruction (CPN XXXX) when movement to that position
requires velocity and acceleration changes. When no VEL or
ACC/DEC is specified, the Control Unit will resort to the
present values of 5/4 as in the program of example 2.
NOTE: Once an ACC/DEC value is selected, it remains in
effect for all following movements until such time as anew
value is selected. This is also true when the Control Unit
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*The velocity and acc/dec values of Table are equivalent to asingle axis motion.
Multiple axis motions proportionally reduce the velocity and acc/dec values.
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transfers to another program in memory.
EXAMPLE 3: Set Velocity & Set ACC/DEC (SVL. .XX &
SAD. .XX)
(a) Purpose: To move the robot arm from Home position to
another position and return home at amedium high velocity and acceleration.
(b) Detail:
Identify the Program Number to be used.
STEP 1: MOVE AT MED/HI VELOCITY
STEP 2: MOVE WITH MED/HI ACC/DEC
STEP 3: START AT HOME AND MOVE TO NEXT
POSITION.
STEP 4: RETURN TO HOME
STEP 5: REPEAT THE PROCESS
(c) Source Program:
Sequence
No.
BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;

Function
Command
Prog Number
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
CALL POS
Next Prog Number

Value
3
12
10
2
1
3

Enter
•
.
.
•
•
.

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN.
(1;SVL.
(2;SAD.
(3;CPN.
(4;CPN.
(5;NPN.

..3:)
.12:)
.10:)
..2:)
..1:)
..3:)

(d) Teach:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) ENTER the Source Program in sequence starting
with BEGIN.
(iii) SET and RECORD positions 1and 2.
(e) Check:
( i) Mode Select key to the SINGLE STEP position.
(ii) Press the SINGLE STEP FWD Control to review
each program instruction in sequence. If desired, the JOG
switch button can be operated each time it lights to move
the robot arm to each new position. This practice is
advisable to assure the operator that the robot arm has a
free path to travel.
(e Operate the Program:
( i) Mode Select key to the AUTO RUN position.
(ii) Press JOG to move the arm to HOME (position 1).
(iii) Press RUN PROGRAM to execute the program.
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EXAMPLE 3: Set Velocity & Set ACC/DEC (SVL. .XX &
SAD. .XX)
(a) Purpose: To move the robot arm from Home position to
the next position at amedium-low velocity and return
Home at ahigh velocity, then repeat the process.
(b) Detail:
Identify the Program Number to be run.
STEP 1: MOVE AT MED/LOW VELOCITY
STEP 2: MOVE WITH MED/LOW ACC/DEC
STEP 3: START FROM HOME AND GO TO NEXT
POSITION
STEP 4: MOVE AT HIGH VELOCITY
STEP 5: MOVE WITH HIGH ACC/DEC
STEP 6: GO HOME
STEP 7: REPEAT THE PROCESS
(c) Source Program:
Sequence
No.
BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;

Function
Command
Prog Number
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
Next Prog Number

Function
Value
31
6
6
2
14
12
1
31

Enter
•
.
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
•
.
.
•

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN...31:)
(1;SVL. ..6:)
(2;SAD...6:)
(3;CPN...2:)
(4;SVL..14:)
(5;SAD. .12:)
(6;CPN...1:)
(7;NPN..31:)

(d) Teach:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) ENTER the Source Program in sequence starting
with BEGIN.
(iii) SET and RECORD positions 1and 2.
(e) Check:
( i) Mode Select key to the SINGLE STEP position
(ii) Press the SINGLE STEP FWD Control to review
each instruction in sequence. If desired, the JOG switch
button can be operated each time it lights to move the
robot arm to each new position. This practice is advisable
to assure the operator that the arm has afree path to
travel.
(f) Operate the Program:
( i) Mode Select key to the AUTO RUN position.
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(ii) Press JOG to move the Robot Arm to Home (position
1).
(iii) Press RUN PROGRAM to execute the instructions.
Round Off Position (Instruction Code ROP
XXXX). When afunction command ROUND OFF POSITION
is selected, it is to be followed by afunction value of no less
than 1 and no greater than 9999. The ROUND OFF POS
function command requests that the Control Unit direct the
robot arm to the position specified by the function value.
However, motion of the robot arm to and from the specified
position is accomplished at program velocity. As the arm
approaches the position, the deceleration value of the program is ignored, consequently, the robot arm arrives at the
position still moving at maximum specified speed and abruptly stops. Further motion to another position ignores the
acceleration value of the program and immediately assumes
maximum specified speed.
SAMPLE 2(see Fig. 5-5):
The desired motion is to move the robot arm between position 2and 3. However, direct motions between these positions would cause the arm to strike the obstacle in its path. It
is further desired to move the arm between position 2and 3
with aconstant velocity. Rounding off the Home position (1)
and passing the robot arm through this position can essentially achieve the desired motion.
EXAMPLE 4: Round Off Position (ROP XXXX)
(a) Purpose: To move the robot arm between two (2) targets
avoiding an obstacle in its path and repeat the process.
(b) Detail:
Identify the Program Number to be used.
STEP 1: START AT HOME AND GO TO TARGET A.
STEP 2: INITIALIZE VELOCITY (MED-LOW).
STEP 3: INITIALIZE RATE (MED -LOW).
STEP 4: CALL HOME.
STEP 5: GO TO TARGET B.
STEP 6: INITIALIZE VELOCITY (MED -HIGH).
STEP 7: INITIALIZE RATE (MED -HIGH).
- STEP 8: CALL HOME.
STEP 9: REPEAT
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NOTE: According to the detail of example 4, the robot arm
will move from position 2 to 3 and continuously operate
between these two positions. Movement from position 2to
position 3is done with amed-low velocity and the return to
position 2is done with amed-high velocity. Position 1is set
as the home position such that when the robot arm stops at the
end of the program, it is in aposition that should be out of the
way of the work area targets A and B).
Sequence
No.
BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
8;
9;

Function
Command

Value

Prog Number
CALL POS
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
ROUND OFF POS
CALL POS
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
ROUND OFF POS
Next Prog Number

4
2
6
6
1
3
10
9
1
4

Enter
•
.
.
•
•
.
•
.
•
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
•

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN.. .4:)
(1;CPN. ..2:)
(2;SVL...6:)
(3;SAD. ..6:)
(4;ROP...1:)
(5;CPN...3:)
(6;SVL..10:)
(7;SAD...9:)
(8;ROP...1:)
(9;NPN.. .4:)

(d) Teach:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) ENTER the Source Program starting with BEGIN.
(iii) SET and RECORD position 1(Home), 2and 3.
(e) Check:
( i) Mode Select key to the SINGLE STEP position.
(ii) Press the SINGLE STEP FWD Control to review
each instruction in sequence. If desired, the JOG switch
button can be operated each time the lamp lights to move
the robot arm to each new position. This practice is
advisable to assure the operator that the arm has afree
path to travel.
(f) Operate the Program:
( i) Mode Select key to the AUTO RUN position.
(ii) Press JOG to move the robot arm to Home (position
1).
(iii) Press the RUN PROGRAM switch button to execute
the program.
Time Delay & Interlock Dwell Instructions (TDL
NXXX & ILD..XX;ILD.10X). When the TIME DELAY
Function Command is selected, it is to be followed with a
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function value that identifies the timer number to be set at no
less than .1 second and no greater than 99.9 seconds. The
TIME DELAY requests one of ten timers to be set for a
specific period of time and immediately begin counting down
to zero. The period of time can be selected from 0.1 seconds
to 99.9 seconds in 0.1 second intervals. Choosing one of ten
timers is accomplished by recording the first digit (most
significant digit) of the four digit number as the timer number
and the remaining three digits with the desired time interval:
i.e., timer number 3 to be set at 6.5 seconds; the function
value should be set as 3065.
The timers are numbered from 0-9. When using timer
number 0, it is not necessary to specify the timer number
prior to setting the desired time delay value: i.e., timer
number 0desired to be set at 6.5 seconds; the function value
should be setas. .
65. The INTLK DWELL function command
has two significant purposes; (1) Wait for external source
command before proceeding, and (2) Wait for timer to time out
before proceeding. The WAIT FOR EXTERNAL SOURCE
Command is determined by the function values 1-32 following
the INTLK DWELL selection. This instruction requests that
the Control Unit sit and wait until asignal is received from
one of the selected 32 input lines. When the selected input
line becomes "true", the process will continue, until such
time the program will be stalled; i.e., wait for part to get into
position (assume position signal is received on line one); the
function value should be set as ...1; when the part arrives in
position, asignal will be sent on line one which informs the
Control Unit to resume the program.
The WAIT FOR TIME OUT Command is determined by
the function value 10 plus the particular timer number. This
instruction requests the the Control Unit stop the program
until the specified timer reaches zero: i.e., wait for timer
number 3 to time to zero; the value should be set as 103;
function when timer number 3reaches zero, the Control Unit
will resume the program.
EXAMPLE 5: Time Delay & Interlock Dwell (TDL NXXX &
IL D.XXX) Wait for Time Out (ILD.10X)
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(a) Purpose: To move the robot arm to position 2and wait for
two (2) seconds and then move to position 3and wait for
two (2) seconds. REPEAT THE PROCESS.
(b) Detail:
Identify the program number to be used.
STEP 1: START AT HOME AND MOVE TO
TARGET A.
STEP 2: SET TIME (2 SECONDS)
STEP 3: WAIT TIME
STEP 4: INITIALIZE VELOCITY (MED-LOW)
STEP 5: INITIALIZE RATE (MED -LOW)
STEP 6: GO HOME
STEP 7: GO TO TARGET B.
STEP 8: SET TIME (2 SECONDS)
STEP 9: WAIT TIME
STEP 10: INITIALIZE VELOCITY (MED-HIGH)
STEP 11: INITIALIZE RATE (MED -HIGH)
STEP 12: GO HOME
STEP 13: REPEAT THE PROCESS
(c) Source Program:
Sequence
No.
BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
8;
9;
10;
11;
12;
13;

Function
Command
Prog Number
CALL POS
TIME DELAY
INTLK DWELL
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
CALL POS
TIME DELAY
INTLK DWELL
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
Next Prog Number

Value
5
2
20
100
6
6
1
3
20
100
10
9
1
5

Enter
.
•
•
.
.
•
.
•
.
•
•
.
.
•
.
•
.
•
•
.
.
•
.
•
•
•

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN. ..5:)
(1;CPN...2:)
(2;TDL. .20:)
(3;ILD;100:)
(4;SVL...6:)
(5;SAD .. .6:)
(6;CPN...1:)
(7;CPN...3:)
(8;TDL..20:)
(9;ILD.100:)
(10;SVL..10:)
(11;SAD ...9:)
(12;CPN...1:)
(13;NPN...5:)

(d) Teach:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) ENTER the Source Program starting with BEGIN.
(iii) SET and RECORD positions 1(HOME), 2and 3.
(e) Check:
( i) Mode Select key to the SINGLE STEP position
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• (ii) Press the SINGLE STEP FWD to review each instruction in sequence. If desired, press the JOG pushbutton each time the lamp lights to move the robot arm to its
new position. This practice is advisable to assure the
operator that the arm has afree path to travel.
(f) Operate the Program:
( i) Mode Select key in the AUTO RUN position.
(ii) Press JOG to move the Robot Arm to Home, (position 1), Fig. 5-5.
(iii) Press the RUN PROGRAM switch button to execute
the program.
EXAMPLE 5.1: Interlock Dwell (Wait For External Source)
(a) Purpose: To move the robot arm from target A through
HOME to target B. Wait at target B until ready to accept
payload and repeat the process.
NOTE: The program purpose would be to release the payload
at the robot arm tooling end only when the receptacle is
"ready" to receive the payload.
(b) Detail (refer back to Fig. 5-5):
Identify the program number to be used.
STEP 1: START AT HOME AND GO TO POSITION 2.
STEP 2: INITIALIZE VELOCITY.
STEP 3: INITIALIZE RATE.
STEP 4: GO HOME.
STEP 5: GO TO POSITION 3.
STEP 6: WAIT FOR "READY TO RECEIVE PAYLOAD".
STEP 7: GO HOME.
STEP 8: REPEAT THE PROCESS.
(c) Source Program.
Sequence
No.

Function
Command

BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
8;

Prog Number
CALL POS
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
CALL POS
INTLK DWELL
CALL POS
Next Prog Number

Value
51
2
6
6
1
3
1
1
51

Enter

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN..51;)
(1;CPN. ..2:)
(2;SVL...6:)
(3;SAD ...6:)
(4;CPN. ..1:)
(5;CPN...3:)
(6;ILD...1:)
(7;CPN...1:)
(8;NPN..51:)
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NOTE: TEACHING the Source Program of example 5.1 to
the Control Unit without avalid external command signal on
line 1will result in the robot arm motion to cease at position 3
where it will wait indefinitely for the resume command. To
execute the above program without avalid external command
signal; press CONTROLLED STOP, then RUN PROGRAM
Controls on the Operator Panel. The interlock will be bypassed and the program will resume with the next program
sequence instruction.
Output Command On & Output Command Off Instructions: (OCON. .XX & OCOF. .XX). When either an
OUTPUT COMMAND ON or OFF is selected, it is to be
followed by afunction value no less than 1and no greater than
32.
The OUTPUT CMD ON or OUTPUT CMD OFF function command requests that the Control Unit energizes or
deenergizes the mechanism connected to the output line
specified by the function value. Typically this would be the
end-of-arm tooling designed to perform aspecific task (such
as grippers, welders, drills, etc.). Also the specified output
line can be various other equipment (such as milling
machines, motors, etc., or external devices which are to be
controlled with the process to performing the task).
Other functions of the OUTPUT CMD ON/OFF are
identified and described in the following section of this manual.
EXAMPLE 6: Output Command On and Output Command
Off
(Instruction Codes: OCON. .XX & OCOF
..XX)
(a) Purpose: To move the robot arm to target A and pick-up
part. Move part to target B avoiding obstacle and release
part. Repeat the process (again refer to Fig. 5-5).
(b) Detail:
Identify the program numbei• to be used.
STEP 1: START AT HOME AND MOVE OVER
TARGET.
STEP 2: SET TIME 1
/
2 SECOND
STEP 3: WAIT TIME
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STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
(c) Source
Sequence
No.
BEGIN:
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
8;
9;
10;
11;
12;
13;
14;
15;
16;
17;
19;
19;

4: PICK UP PART
5: SET TIME Y2 SECOND
6: WAIT TIME
7: INITIALIZE VELOCITY (MED -LOW)
8: INITIALIZE RATE (MED-LOW)
9: GO HOME
10: GO TO TARGET B
11: SET TIME Y2 SECOND
12: WAIT TIME
13: RELEASE PART
14: SET TIME 1/2 SECOND
15: WAIT TIME
16: INITIALIZE VELOCITY (MED -HIGH)
17: INITIALIZE RATE (MED -HIGH)
18: GO HOME
19: REPEAT THE PROCESS
Program:
Function
Command

Prog Number
CALL POS
TIME DELAY
INTLK DWELL
OUTPUT COMD ON
TIME DELAY
INTLK DWELL
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
CALL POS
TIME DELAY
INTLK DWELL
OUTPUT CMD OFF
TIME DELAY
INTLK DWELL
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
Next Prog Number

Value
6
2
5
100
1
5
100
6
6
1
3
5
100
1
5
100
10
9
1
6

Enter

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN.. .6:)
(1;CPN. .2:)
(2;TDL. .
(3;ILD.100:)
(4;OCON...1:)
(5;TDL...5:)
(6;ILD.100:)
(7;SVL. .
(8;SAD ...6:)
(9;CPN...1:)
(10;CPN. ..3:)
(11;TDL. .5:)
(12;ILD.100:)
(13;000F...1:)
(14;TDL...5:)
(15;ILD;100:)
(16;SVL..10:)
(17;SAD ...9:)
(18;CPN...1:)
(19;NPN...6:)

(d) Teach:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) ENTER the Source Program starting with BEGIN.
(iii) SET and RECORD positions 1(Home), 2and 3.
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(e) Check:
( i) Mode Select key to the SINGLE STEP position.
(ii) Press the SINGLE STEP FWD Control to review
each instruction in sequence. If desired, press JOG
switch button each time the lamp lights to move the robot
arm to its new position. This practice is advisable to
assure the operator that the arm has afree path to travel.
(f) Operate the Program:
( i) Mode Select key to the AUTO RUN position.
(ii) Press JOG to move the ROBOT Arm to HOME
(position 1).
(iii) Press the RUN PROGRAM switch button to execute
the program.
Call Subroutine Instruction (CSR. .XX). When a
Function Command CALL SUBROUTINE is selected, it is to
be followed with afunction value no less than one and no
greater than 64. The CALL SUBROUTINE function command requests adeparture from the operating program to
another program in memory. Any departure will require the
eventual return to the main program. A return to the main
program is accomplished when a NEXT PROGRAM
NUMBER instruction is encountered which has its function
value the same as the program making the request (NPN
SAME:). When the return to the main program is accomplished, the main program will resume with the next
instruction following the CALL SUBROUTINE instruction.
A single subroutine can be repeated indefinitely as long as a
return to the main program occurs before calling the subroutine again.
A return to the calling program from any subroutine is
executed when the subroutine encounters aNEXT PROG
NUMBER (NPN) instruction which has the program number
specified to be the same as the program making the request.
The executive program logic executes asequence of instructions which accomplish the task as shown below when any
NPN instruction is encountered.
All subroutines return only to their calling program at the
program sequence number following its call subroutine instruction.
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Fig. 5-6. A Flowchart for the Versatran robot Executive Program (courtesy Prab
Versatran).

One subroutine calling from another subroutine is referred to as "nesting". Nested subroutines form achain of
subroutines which are linked to the original calling program.
If the second subroutine calls for another subroutine prior to
returning to the first subroutine, the chain, or "nesting",
grows. Up to twenty (20) levels of subroutines can be nested
in this manner.
The return to the original calling program, from where
the first subroutine was called, is accomplished in the reverse
order in which they were called.
NESTED SUBROUTINES:
MAIN PROGRAM #1

SUBROUTINE #2

SUBROUTINE #3

BEGIN ;PGN. ..1:
1; TDL. .10:
2 ;ILD. 100:
3 ;CSR. ..2:
4 ;NPN. ..1:

BEGIN ;PGN.. .2:
1; TDL. .20:
2 ;ILD. 100:
3 ;CSR. ..3:
4 ;NPN. ..2:

BEGIN ;PGN. ..3:
1 ;TDL. ..5;
2; ILD. 100:
3 ;NPN. ..3:
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The main program calls for subroutine #2 at instruction
sequence 3. Similarly, subroutine #2 calls for subroutine #3
at its third instruction sequence prior to returning to the main
program. Therefore, subroutine #3 is nested to the main
program through subroutine #2.
Once subroutine #3 has completed its program, it returns to subroutine #2 at instructions sequence 4. Consequently, subroutine #2 returns to the main program at
instruction sequence 4 and the process is repeated.
Twenty (20) levels can be nested in this manner prior to
any one subroutine returning to its calling program. Subroutines which are not nested can be repeated indefinitely, as
long as they return to their calling program prior to being
executed again.
UNNESTED SUBROUTINES:
MAIN PROGRAM

SUBROUTINE #2

SUBROUTINE #3

BEGIN ;PGN. ..1:
1 ;TDL. .10:
2 ;ILD .100;
3 ;CSR. ..2:
4 ;CSR.. .3:
5 ;NPN. ..1:

BEGIN ;PGN.. .2:
1; TDL. .20:
2 ;ILD .100:
3 ;NPN. ..2:

BEGIN ;PGN. .3:
1; TDL. ..5:
2 ;ILD .100:
3 ;NPN.. .3:

The main program calls for subroutine #2 at instruction
sequence 3. Once subroutine #2 completes its program, it
returns to the main program at instruction sequence 4. At that
time, subroutine #3 is called (from the main program) and
executed. When its program is finished, subroutine #3 returns directly to the main program at instruction sequence 5.
Once a CALL SUBROUTINE instruction is encountered, all further movement of the robot arm is relative to the
position of the arm at the time of the instruction: i.e., the Control
Unit considers the position of the arm where the departure
occurred as the HOME POSITION (position 1) of the subroutine.
The samples as shown in Fig. 5-7a and 5-7b are showing
the motions of the robot arm for the main program and the
subroutine program respectively.
If aCALL SUBROUTINE instruction occurs while the
robot arm is at position 3of the main program, that position
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becomes the HOME POSITION or position 1 of the subroutine. All motion of the robot arm in the subroutine is
therefore relative to position 3in the main program (see Fig.
5-7c). Upon returning from the subroutine to the main program, the next instruction following the CSR instruction of
the main program will be executed. It is therefore advisable
that the last position called for in the subroutine is the same
position as the starting position of the subroutines in order to
resume the program with the robot arm in the position it was
when the departure occurred.
EXAMPLE 7: Call Subroutine (CSR. .XX)
(a) Purpose: To OPERATE THE MAIN PROGRAM with a
CALL SUBROUTINE instruction occurring at position 3.
(b) Detail:
MAIN PROGRAM
Identify the program number used.
STEP 1: INITIALIZE VELOCITY
STEP 2: INITIALIZE RATE
STEP 3: START AT HOME & GO TO
POS 2
STEP 4: GO HOME
STEP 5: GO TO POS 3
STEP 6: DO SUBROUTINE 12
STEP 7: GO HOME
STEP 8: REPEAT THE PROCESS

SUBROUTINE
Identify the program number used.
STEP 1: INITIALIZE VELOCITY
STEP 2: INITIALIZE RATE
STEP 3: START AT HOME & GO TO
POS 2
STEP 4: GO HOME
STEP 5: REPEAT THE PROCESS
(c) Source Program:
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MAIN PROGRAM
Sequence
No.
BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
8;

Function
Command /

Value

Prog Number
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
CALL POS
CALL POS
CALL SUBROUTINE
CALL POS
Next Prog Number

7
6
6
2
1
3
12
1
7

Enter

Instruction
Code
(.;PGN...7:)
(1;SVL. ..6:)
(2;SA/D...6:)
(3;CPN...2:)
(4;CPN...1:)
(5;CPN...3:)
(6;CSR...12:)
(7;CPN...1:)
(8;NPN...7:)

SUBROUTINE
BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;

Prog Number
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
CALL POS
Next Prog Number

12
10
10
2
1
12

(.;PGN..12:)
(1;SVL. .10:)
(2;SA/D. .10:)
(3;CPN.. .2:)
(4;CPN...1:)
(5;NPN..12:)

(d) Teach:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) ENTER both Source Program starting with BEGIN.
(iii) SET and RECORD positions 1(HOME), and 2on
the subroutine program.
(e) Check:
( i) Mode Select key to the SINGLE STEP position.
(ii) Press the SINGLE STEP FWD Control to review
each instruction in sequence.
CAUTION: It is recommended that the JOG switch pushbutton is operated each time it lights since the subroutine arm
motions are RELATIVE TO THE POINT OF DEPARTURE.
In this way avoiding obstructions or pegging the arm against a
mechanical stop can be assured.
(f) Operate the Program:
( i) Mode Select key to the AUTO RUN position.
(ii) Press JOG to move the Robot Arm HOME (position
1).
(iii) Press the RUN PROGRAM switch button to execute
the program.
_Skip Sequence Number Instruction (SKIP. .XX).
The SKIP SEQUENCE NUMBER instruction is aconditional
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jump which bypasses the next instruction in the program
sequence when the condition of the specified input line is
"true."
When the SKIP Function Command is encountered, the
Control Unit will check the condition of the line specified by
the function value (1-32). If the line is "true," the next instruction in the programming sequence is skipped, consequently,
the one following the skipped instruction will be executed.
However, if the specified input line is "not true" the next
instruction will not be skipped.
EXAMPLE 8: Skip Sequence Number (Instruction Code
SKIP. .XX)
(a) Purpose: To move the robot arm from target A to target B
avoiding any obstacle and check target Bfor apart. If part
is in position pick-up and move to target A; if part is not in
position do subroutine UNTIL PART IS IN POSITION,
THEN REPEAT THE PROCESS.
(b) Detail:
Identify the program number to be used.
STEP 1: INITIALIZE VELOCITY
STEP 2: INITIALIZE RATE
STEP 3: START AT HOME AND GO TO
TARGET A
STEP 4: RELEASE THE PART
STEP 5: GO HOME
STEP 6: GO TO TARGET B
STEP 7: CHECK FOR PART; :YES
BACK: STEP 8: DO SUBROUTINE
STEP 9: CHECK FOR PART: YES 1
YES:
STEP 10: GO BACK TO 8: BACK
STEP 11: GO TO TARGET B
STEP 12: PICK UP PART
STEP 13: GO HOME
STEP 14: REPEAT THE PROCESS
NOTE: Upon return from asubroutine, the next instruction
following the CALL SUBROUTINE is executed. The program desires to repeat the subroutine if the part is not at
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target B. Therefore after returning from the subroutine call
the next instruction is to check for the part again, if it is not
there an immediate jump back to step 8 (Do subroutine)
instruction is executed. An immediate skip instruction is
coded by aFunction Command SKIP SEQ NUMBER and a
function value of 1000 plus the program sequence number
desired. (Hence STEP 10 of the source program, SKIP 1008:)
(c) Source Program:
Sequence
No.
BEGIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Function
Command
PROG NUMBER
SET VEL
SET ACC /DEC
CALL POS
OUTPUT CMD OFF
CALL POS
CALL POS
SKIP SEC) NUMBER
CALL SUBROUTINE
SKIP SOO NUMBER
SKIP SEC) NUMBER
CALL POS
OUTPUT CMD ON
CALL POS
NEXT PROG NUMBER

Value
8
6
6
2
1
1
3
2
12
2
1008
3
1
1
8

Instruction
Code

Enter

(.:PGN...8:)
(1;SVL. ..6:)
(2;SAD ...6:)
(3;CPN...2:)
(4;000F...1:)
(5;CPN...1:)
(6;CPN...3:)
(7;SKIP...2:)
(8;CSR..12:)
(9;SKIP...2:)
(10:SKIP 1008:)
(11;CPN. ..3:)
(12;OCON...1:)
(13;CPN...1:)
(14;NPN...8:)

NOTE: The Source Program of example 8assumes that the
part pickup device is connected to output line 1and
the part position device is connected to input line 2.
NOTE: Program sequence number 11 recalls position 3to be
sure that returning from the subroutine places the
arm over the part pickup target.
EXAMPLE 9: Program To Use All Instructions Used In
Examples 1Through 8
(a) Purpose: To get part at target A and move to target B
when part is "ready". If part is not ready, go to target C
and spray target area with short burst. Check for part
ready, if not continue spray.
Note: The program of example 9assumes:
Part pick-up Device on line 1.
Part Position Sensor on line 2.
Spray gun actuator in line 3.
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3
B
1
HOME/
SUBROUTINE\
\
POINT
\

SOLID LINE: HOME
DASHED LINE: TARGETS A & B
BROKEN LINE: SUB ROUTINE
TARGET C IS
POSITION 2 OF
THE SUBROUTINE

Itr
HOME IS POSITION 1FOR BOTH THE MAIN PROGRAM AND THE
SUBROUTINE. TARGET A IS POSITION 2 OF THE MAIN PROGRAM
AND TARGET B IS POSITION 3 OF THE MAIN PROGRAM.

Fig. 5-8. Versatran robot's arm motion when waiting for a part (courtesy PRAB
Versatran).
INSTRUCTION
Main Program 9
BEGIN ;PGN .... 9
1;SVL
.. 6:
2 ;SAD ... 6:
3 ;SKIP.... 2: YES
4 ;SRC ....14:
YES
5 ;CPN .... 2:
6 ;TDL .... 5:
7 ;ILD ...100:
8 ;CPN .... 3:
9 ;OCON... 1:
10 ;TDL
5:
11; ILD .. .100:
12 ;CPN .... 2:
13 ;TDL .... 5:
14 ;ILD .. .100:
15 ;CPN .... 1:
16 ;CPN .... 4:
17 ;TDL .... 5:
18 ;ILD .. .100:
19 ;CPN
5:
20 ;OCOF...1:
21; TDL
.5:
22 ;ILD . ..100:
23 ;CPN .... 4:
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DETAIL

ESTABLISH PROGRAM NUMBER
INITIALIZE VELOCITY (MED-LOW)
INITIALIZE RATE (MED -LOW)
CHECK FOR PART
DO PROGRAM 14
GO OVER PART
SET TIME
WAIT TIME
GO TO PART
RETRIEVE PART
SET TIME
WAIT TIME
LIFT PART
SET TIME
WAIT TIME
GO HOME
GO OVER DUMP
SET TIME
WAIT TIME
SET PART DOWN
RELEASE PART
SET TIME
WAIT TIME
LIFT ARM AND PASS

INSTRUCTION
24 ;CPN .. .1:
25 ;NPN
.. 9:
SUB ROUTINE 14
BEGI N ;PGN
.14:
1 ;CPN .... 2:
IMMED:
2 ;OCON... 3:
3 ;TDL ... 20:
4 ;ILD .. .100:
5 ;OCOF... 3:
6 ;SKIP.... 2: YES
7 ;SKIP. .1002: IMMED
YES
8 ;NPN
14:

DETAIL
GO HOME
REPEAT

ESTABLISH PROGRAM NUMBER
GO OVER SPRAY
ACTUATE SPRAY
SET TIME
WAIT TIME
STOP SPRAY
CHECK FOR PART
GO BACK TO ACTUATE SPRAY
RETURN

List of Instruction Codes
Each instruction code is made up of two (2) parts; the
function command and the function value.
Function Command. The function command is ageneral description of atask to be done, see Table 5-2.
Function Value. The function value is aspecific description of what action should take place. An instruction code
is used by the Control Unit to produce adefinite action. The
following is alist of instruction codes and their meaning.
Review Controls
The review controls are used to inspect each program
sequence instruction contained in memory. The SINGLE
STEP FWD and SINGLE STEP REVERSE Controls provide
ameans of executing one instruction at atime or beginning
the program from asequence other than the first instruction.
In this way, the operator can review and inspect the operation
of the program.
Single Step Forward. Once aprogram number has
been selected and the mode select switch is placed in the
SINGLE STEP position, pressing the SINGLE STEP FWD
Control executes the first instruction in the program sequence. At this time, the program teach panel indicators will
display the Program Number, Program Sequence, Function
Command, Function Value, and the Position Number. When a
new position is called, the JOG switch lamp will light. Pressing the JOG switch button will allow the robot arm to move
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Table 5-2. Function Command Value Meaning.
FUNCTION
COMMAND

VALUE

CPN
CSR
CSR
ILD
ILD
NPN
OCOF
OCOF
OCOF
OCOF
OCOF
OCOF
OCOF
OCOF
OCOF
OCOF
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON
OCON

XXX
..XX
NXXX
.. XX
.10X
..XX
.. XX
.10 X
.2 XX
.30 X
.40 X
10 XX
110 X
12 XX
130 X
140 X
.. XX
.10 X
.2 XX
.30 X
.40 X
.50 X
.60 X
10 XX
110 X
12 XX
130 X
140 X
150 X

OCON

160 X

ROP
SAD
SKIP
SKIP
SKIP
SKIP
SKIP
SKIP
SVL
TDL

XXXX
.. XX
..XX
.10 X
.2 XX
.30 X
.40 X
1000 + XXXX
..XX
NXXX

MEANING
GO TO POSITION (XXXX)
GO DO PROGRAM (XX) & RETURN
SET COUNT LIMIT (XXX) FOR COUNTER (N)
WAIT FOR LINE (XX) TRUE
WAIT FOR TIMER (X) TIME OUT
DO PROGRAM NUMBER (XX) NEXT
DISENGAGE LINE (XX)
DISABLE TIMER (X)
CLEAR FLAG (XX)
DECREMENT COUNTER (X)
DISABLE COUNTER (X)
IMMEDIATELY DISENGAGE LINE (XX)
IMMEDIATELY DISABLE TIMER (X)
IMMEDIATELY CLEAR FLAG (XX)
IMMEDIATELY DECREMENT COUNTER (X)
IMMEDIATELY DISABLE COUNTER (X)
ENGAGE LINE (XX)
ENABLE TIMER (X)
SET FLAG (XX)
INCREMENT COUNTER (X)
ENABLE COUNTER (X)
DISPLAY COUNT FOR COUNTER (X)
DISPLAY COUNT LIMIT FOR COUNTER (X)
IMMEDIATELY ENGAGE LINE (XX)
IMMEDIATELY ENABLE TIMER (X)
IMMEDIATELY SET FLAG (XX)
IMMEDIATELY INCREMENT COUNTER (X)
IMMEDIATELY ENABLE COUNTER (X)
IMMEDIATELY DISPLAY COUNT FOR
COUNTER (X)
IMMEDIATELY DISPLAY COUNT LIMIT
FOR COUNTER (X)
PASS THROUGH POSITION (XXXX)
SET ACCELERATION TO VALUE (XX)
SKIP NEXT INST. IF LINE (XX) IS TRUE
SKIP NEXT INST. IF TIMER (X) TIMED OUT
SKIP NEXT INST. IF FLAG (XX) TRUE
SKIP NEXT INST. IF COUNTER (X) = LIMIT
SKIP NEXT INST. IF COUNTER (X) ZERO
JUMP IMMEDIATELY TO SEQUENCE (XXXX)
SET VELOCITY TO VALUE (XX)
SET TIMER (N) FOR TIME (XXX)

towards the position being displayed by the position number.
NOTE: It is recommended that the JOG switch button is
operated for each position when anew program is first entered to the Control Units memory. In this way, the operator
is assured that the robot arm has afree path to travel. If the
operator is sure the robot arm can reach the position being
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called for without striking any objects the RUN PROGRAM
switch button can be pressed to move the robot arm to the
new position at program speeds.
CAUTION: Once the RUN PROGRAM switch is pressed in
the single stop mode, the robot arm will move directly to the
position. Releasing the RUN PROGRAM switch button will
not stop the motion of the arm. If under these conditions the
arm is about to strike an object, the EMERGENCY STOP
Control should be engaged.
Single Step Reverse. The Single Step Reverse Control is used to start aprogram from an instruction sequence
other than sequence one. This may be desirable in the event
an Emergency Shut down was required or power failure
occurred, while the program was partially through its cycle.
Starting the program from the sequence where the "stop"
occurred to complete the operation that was in process, can
be conducted as outlined in the following procedure.
Procedure:
( i) Place the Mode Select key in the SINGLE STEP position.
(ii) Operate the SINGLE STEP FWD Control until the desired program sequence number appears in the Program
Sequence display.
(iii) Press the SINGLE STEP REVERSE Control.
(iv) Press the CONTROLLED STOP (yellow mushroom
switch) on the Operator Panel.
( v) Press and hold the JOG switch until the robot arm is in
the appropriate position.
(iv) Press the RUN PROGRAM Switch on the Operator
Control Panel to execute the program beginning with the
instruction sequence displayed in the Program Sequence Indicator.
NOTE: It is recommended that the COMPLETE PROGRAM
THEN STOP Control is activated once the program begins
operating in this mode. Once the program stops, the Mode
Select key should then be placed in the AUTO RUN position
the JOG switch pressed and held until the robot arm is in
position 1; and the RUN PROGRAM switch activated to
execute the program in the normal mode of operation.
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Editing Controls
These controls are used to alter or change the program
or instruction sequence when corrections are necessary.
They consist of the INSERT and DELETE Controls.
Insert. The Insert Control is used to place an instruction in the program sequence. When the instruction is inserted at aspecified program sequence number, the instruction originally at that program sequence number becomes the
next instruction following the inserted instruction.
Procedure:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) Press PROG SEQ NUMBER and the desired program
sequence number on the keyboard: ENTER number.
(iii) Prepare the desired instruction code (function command
and function value) to be inserted.
(iv) Press INSERT.
Delete. The Delete Control is used to take out the
instruction specified by the program sequence number selection. When an instruction is deleted, all following instructions
move up one number in the program reference to avoid gaps
in the program. In this way, the next instruction, following the
instruction deleted, will be executed in the program sequence
where the deleted instruction had been originally.
Procedure:
( i) Mode Select key to the TEACH position.
(ii) Press PROG SEQ NUMBER and the desired program
sequence number on the keyboard: ENTER the number.
(iii) Press DELETE.
With the use of Editing Control, the program can be
modified without having to change the sequence number of all
instructions.
Simple Programs/Problems
The following provides three (3) examples of programs
which use many of the instruction codes contained in the
Instruction Code List (Section E). Each program provides a
description of the task and an explanation of the program.
Following the examples are three sample problems
which can be used as an exercise for the reader. A solution to
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these problems can be found at the end of the section. However, other solutions are possible and the reader is urged to
use imagination and ingenuity in solving the problem.
EXAMPLE 10.1:
(a) Task: To start at Home and move the robot arm to
location A. At location A, set the horizontal arm into a
stroking motion (back and forth) and repeat the stroke
five times. Then move the robot arm to location Bpassing
through Home and repeat the stroking motions of the
horizontal arm at location B, return the robot arm to
Home and repeat the process.
(b) This program calls for the same routine to be done at both
locations A and B. The stroking motion of the horizontal
arm can be put into a subroutine motion of the main
program. Since subroutine motion of the robot arm is
relative to the position of the arm at the point of departure from the main program, the positions A and B will
become position 1of the subroutine. It is further necessary to keep track of the number of strokes in the subroutine, since the task limits the number to five.
(c) Source Program and Detail:
Main Program
BEGIN;

PGN.. 10:

REQUEST PROGRAM NUMBER
TO BE USED.

1;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
8;
9;
Subroutine
BEGIN;

BACK:

YES:

SVL... 8:
SAD...8:
CPN.. .2:
CSR. .11:
CPN...1:
CPN.. .3:
CSR. .11:
CPN... 1:
NPN. .10:
PGN. .11:

1;
2;
3;

CSR 1005:
CPN. ..2:
CPN.. .1:

4;
- 5;
6;
7;

OCON .301:
SKIP .301: YES
SKIP 1002: BACK
NPN. .11:

SET VELOCITY TO MEDIUM SPEED.
SET ACCELERATION TO MEDIUM RATE
MOVE THE ARM TO LOCATION A.
GO DO PROGRAM NUMBER 11.
GO HOME.
MOVE TO LOCATION B.
GO DO PROGRAM NUMBER 11.
RETURN TO HOME.
REPEAT THE PROCESS
REQUEST PROGRAM NUMBER
TO BE USED.
SET COUNTER TO LIMIT 5.
MOVE ARM BACK.
MOVE ARM FORWARD
(RETURN HOME).
INCREMENT COUNTER
IS COUNTER AT LIMIT 5?
JUMP BACK TO PROG SEQ 2.
RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM.
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Program sequence 1clears the counter (SET TO ZERO) and
establishes alimit of 5counts. Sequence 2and 3provide the
single stroke motion. Sequence 4 adds one to the counter.
Sequence 5asks if the counter has reached acount of 5. If it
has not, the next instruction (sequence 6) returns to sequence
number 2where the stroke and count are again executed. If
five strokes have been counted program sequence 5requires
that sequence 6 is skipped, consequently sequence 7 instructs areturn to the main program to the next instruction
following CSR XXXX: instruction.
(departure point)
EXAMPLE 10.2:
(a) Task: Start at Home and go pick up parts at location Aand
move them to location B for a5second test. If the part
tests good, move to location C and dump the part, if the
part tests bad, move to location D and dump the part.
Furthermore, if after 10 parts, two or more are bad, stop
the process and sound an alarm. If less than two are bad,
test 10 more parts.
NOTE: This program will assume the part pick up device is
on line 1. The external TEST source is on line 2. A good parts
sends aTRUE signal on line 2, and the alarm is on line 3.
(b)Source Program: See page 189.
EXAMPLE 10.3:
(a)Task: To get part at location A and move part to location B.
At location b, give part a two minute bath with rotary
motion; after two minutes, move to location C and dump
part. Repeat the process.
NOTE: This process calls for an extended time interval
beyond the 99.9 second limit of atimer. Consequently, setting a timer for one minute and executing the instruction
twice will accomplish the desired task.
The program will assume the part pick up device is on line 1
and the part rotate device is on line 2.
(b)Source Program: See page 190.
Thus we conclude this study of how an industrial robot,
the Prab Versatran may be programmed and controlled and
taught. Other types of industrial robots will have asimilar
concept of operation. It is not difficult to program such arobot
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Main Program
BEGIN;

PGN. .20:
SVL. ..8:

2;

BACK

3;

CSR 1010:

4;

CSR 2002:

5;

CPN...2:

6;
7;
8;

OCON. .1:
OCON .301
CPN. ..3:

9;
10 ;

YES:
YES 1.
JUMP

SAD...8:

TDL. .50:
ILD 100:

11;
SKIP ...2: YES
12;
CST. .22:
13;
SKIP...2: YES 1
14 ; SKIP 1016: JUMP
15;
CSR. .23:
16;
CPN. .1:
17; SKIP. 301:YES 2

YES 2:

18;
19;

YES 3:

20;
21;

REQUEST PROGRAM NUMBER
TO BE USED.
SET VELOCITY AT MEDIUM
SPEED.
SET ACCELERATION AT
MEDIUM RATE.
SET COUNTER 1to LIMIT 10
(Parts Tested).
SET COUNTER 2 to LIMIT 2
(Bad Parts).
GO TO LOCATION A TO GET
PART.
PICK UP PART.
INCREMENT COUNTER 1.
MOVE TO LOCATION B TO TEST
PART.
SET TIME 5 SECONDS.
WAIT FOR TEST TO BE
COMPLETED.
PART BAD? YES; SKIP NEXT INST.
GO DUMP GOOD PART.
PART BAD? YES; SKIP NEXT INST.
JUMP TO INST. 16.
GO DUMP BAD PART.
RETURN HOME.
10 PARTS TESTED? YES? SKIP

NEXT INST.
SKIP 1005: BACK GO BACK TO 5 and DO AGAIN.
SKIP .302: YES 3 2 OR MORE BAD PARTS? YES;
SKIP NEXT.
NPN. .20: REPEAT FOR 10 MORE PARTS.
OCON. .3: SOUND ALARM.

Subroutine (Good Part DUMP)
BEGIN;

PGN. .22:

REQUEST PROGRAM NUMBER

1;

CPN.. .2:

TO BE USED.
MOVE TO LOCATION C (GOOD
DUMP).

2;
3;
4;

OCOF.. 1:
CPN... 1:
NPN. .22:

Subroutine (Bad Part Dump)
BEGIN;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;

PGN. .23:

RELEASE PART.
RETURN HOME.
RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM.
REQUEST PROGRAM NUMBER

TO BE USED.
CPN. ..2: GO TO BAD PART DUMP.
OCOF. .1: RELEAST PART.
CPN... 1: RETURN HOME.
.OCON .302: INCREMENT COUNTER 2
(BAD PART).
NPN. .22: RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
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(b) Source Program:

DETAIL

PGN. .40:
BEGIN ;
1;
SVL. ..8:
SAD...8:
2;
3;
CSR 1002:
4;
CPN. ..2:
5;
OCON. .1:
CPN.. .3:
6;
OCON. .2:
7;
TDL. 600:
BACK:
8;
9;
ILD .100:
10;
OCON .301:
11;
SKIP .301: YES
12; SKIP 1008: BACK
OCOF. .2:
YES:
13;
14;
CPN.. .4:
15 ;
OCOF. .1:
16;
CPN. ..1:
17 ;
NPN. .40:

REQUEST PROGRAM NUMBER 15
SET VELOCITY MEDIUM SPEED
SET ACCELERATION MEDIUM RATE
SET COUNTER 1TO LIMIT 2
GO TO LOCATION A (PART PICK UP)
PICK UP PART
GO TO LOCATION B(BATH)
ROTATE PART
SET TIME 1MINUTE
WAIT TIME
INCREMENT COUNTER 1
IS THIS TWICE? YES; SKIP NEXT
JUMP BACK TO SEQUENCE 8
STOP ROTATING PART
GO TO LOCATION C (PART DUMP)
RELEASE PART
GO HOME
REPEAT THE PROCESS

and the tasks may be varied agreat deal from the illustrations
used herein. Also, it is possible to use one computer to
control many robots on an assembly line, or to integrate the
actions of many robots to accomplish whatever jobs are desired.
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We assume that arobot has at least one arm which can move,
and that the robot can turn to any desired azimuth to perform
the task which we have programmed into it. In the types of
industrial robots we have considered so far, one arm per
machine has seemed to be standard. Of course we are considering that asecond arm, not attached to the robot itself, but
controlled by the same master controller and synchronized
with the movement of the main arm is adistinct possibility.
However, in this chapter, we will deal with the "hand" or
manipulator of just asingle arm.
COMPARISON TO THE HUMAN ARM AND HAND
Because humans tend to think in terms of what they can
do with their own appendages, they tend to design robots so
that they duplicate humans. Somehow, in the back of our
minds, we are thinking, "If we can do it, then arobot built like
us can do it." So, we want the robot to be such amachine that
it actually tends to duplicate our own movements with regard
to the upper torso. As far as mobility is concerned, that
doesn't seem to be much of aconsideration except for the fact
that the robot must be able to traverse the type and kind of
terrain in which it will operate if movement is required. It is
not necessary that arobot have legs and ankles and feet, nor
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that it have just two of these if it is actually necessary that it
duplicate the humanoid from the waist down, mobility-wise.
In some cases where the terrain is rugged or mountainous
more appendages have been considered and a spider-like
bottom half is what the designers came up with. This, of
course, would be especially necessary if the terrain is such
that one cannot go around obstacles, but has to climb over
them.
The robot must duplicate the human upper torso if the
tasks assigned are such that it is doing work which ahuman
formerly performed, and thus the rest of the work environment is geared to humans. Programming becomes easier
because one can plan the movements and operations by comparing the robot's movements to those of ahuman who is very
good at that job. Of course, one might take the viewpoint that
arobot should be designed so that it is aunique device and
doesn't duplicate the human.
We want to consider some of the similarities and differences between arobot and the human appendage. First let us
consider the shoulder. In the simplest case the robot's shoulder joint would permit an up and down movement of the rest of
the arm. To get the azimuth movement the human enjoys, the
robot's body is turned in acircle. The result is very close to a
human arm when the human is lying on their side. The human
arm can describe acircle using the shoulder joint alone as the
pivotal center.
The robot is capable, without stress on design, of an arm
movement from the shoulder joint, which a human is not
capable of; that is the extension or retraction of the upper arm
elements. This permits the robot's arm to reach further and
work closer than ahuman might be able to. Where ahuman
might have to take afew steps to reach something, then step
back to get close to the work area, the robot, by means of the
extension capability, can remain in afixed position and do the
same task. The elimination of the mobility requirement here
might be adecided plus for the robot in that it cannot get out of
line, has fewer moving parts to worry about, and is simplified
in design and cost. It is more cost-effective, in this manner.
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Now we consider the elbow joint. It could be important
that this joint have adual capability, or triple capability. It
should permit the forearm to lengthen and contract, it should
permit up and down motion, and it should permit arotary
motion so that the "up and down" movement can be at any
angle.
The robot, to have maximum manipulator movement,
needs maximum flexibility of arm movement. If arobot is
designed in such away that it is to accomplish tasks which are
not envisioned at the time of design, then amaximum capability of design has abetter chance or permitting the robot to do
these unforeseen or unimagined tasks later in time. Of course
one realizes that for aspecific task the robot under consideration may not have to have as much arm movement or flexibility of appendage as we are now considering. Less flexibility
may mean less down time and certainly less cost. Thus one
encounters, again, the concept of cost effectiveness of arobot
doing one or two or afew tasks versus the completely flexible
robot.
The wrist of the robot certainly needs arotary capability,
and an up and down capability. It probably does not need the
extension capability of the other two arm elements. The wrist
of the robot is where the gripper will be attached, and that
device is what will enable the robot to do useful work. To do
useful work the robot must have the right tool in the right
place at the right time and manipulate that tool in the right
manner for the required time to accomplish the task.
The human wrist has agood movement up and down and
asomewhat limited movement sideways, but it can also be
rotated, when considering the play of bones and muscles from
the elbow joint down to the hand. If you examine your own
hand's movement you'll find that the wrist rotates about 180
degrees only, but the hand can be rotated this much when bent
down or up, or even, to some extent, when it is bent sideways.
It is not the elbow which permits the rotary movement of the
wrist, but the forearm bones and muscles, and the elbow
doesn't cause any arm rotation at all, but we might want this in
arobot. It is easier to design the joint which has both translat-
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ory movement and angular movement, then to try to exactly
duplicate the bone structure of the human forearm. Remember, what we will be looking for in the final design, is
movement of a hand or gripper through those necessary
points in space required for accomplishment of whatever task
we have assigned to that robot.
Finally, we come to the hand or gripper. Now we need to
make some slight distinction. If we call the end appendage a
hand then we want to consider that it has some kind of fingers
or graspers in an amount of three or more, one of which might
be considered athumb or opposing lever. The gripper on the
other hand might just be considered to be apincers arrangement of two fingers, which close on an object to a predetermined force level, and permit the arm to raise or move
the object so grasped.
The appendage attached to the wrist of an industrial
robot may be some tool such as adrive socket device to fasten
down bolts, or adrill, or awelding torch, or whatever. A good
robot may be able to use one tool on atask, then move its arm
so that that tool can be discarded or disengaged. The arm then
moves to the location of another tool, moves the wrist so that
the second tool is fastened in place on the wrist, and then the
arm moves to perform tasks with the new tool. In this case
there are no fingers or grippers as such. There is just the end
tool which is positioned by the robot so that it can do the kind
of work it was intended for.
A side note here to those of you who thought that fingers
on a robot would be comparable to fingers on a human.
Although possible, such athing is probably not very useful.
Take alook at Fig. 6-1. As you see, in this sketch, there are
three finger sections shown which represent the end joint, the
second joint, and the first joint of afinger. If we provide some
small nubs at each joint we can exert alever force on the
finger element causing that part of the finger to move up or
down as we would push or pull some flexible push-pull rods as
shown. Such rods are ideally worked by small hydraulic pistons like the model airplane type used for landing gear extension and retraction. As some force is necessary, and the lever
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Fig. 6-1. Making a metal finger close and open using push rods.

advantage is relatively small, the hand would not have a
strong grip.
If we imagine such a finger grasping something, we
would imagine that push-rod B is pulled back moving the
second finger element down, then push-rod A is pulled back
causing the finger end element to come down and so we have a
kind of grasping action. The push rods would have to be
flexible enough to withstand the bending, or atwo way cable
arrangement might have to be used on each nub to get up and
down movement of the finger element. Mechanical engineers
love aproblem like this and delight in imagining just how to
design the mechanism to do the job as shown. But even if such
an appendage is useful, it is doubtful if it is cost effective, so
we leave it to your imagination.
SOME SCHEMATIC SYMBOLISM
When studying mechanical robots which have many moving parts it is sometimes useful to diagram those elements
which move in asimplified manner. If you are so inclined, and
talented enough, you can write some equations of motion
which describe the moving elements. We examine this type of
robotic symbolism in Fig. 6-2.
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In section A we see a representation of an inwardoutward type of movement such as might be gained from the
use of ahydraulic or pneumatic piston. If we want to show that
arobot's arm extends and contracts, schematically, we might
use this symbol.
In section B we show rotation about avertical axis. This
movement can be called aone degree of freedom, even though
we can readily see that the axle and pivot arrangement will
permit the mass to rotate in either direction about that vertical axis. Perhaps then, we can define degree of freedom as a
movement about or along asingle axis. If we have arobot arm
withfive degrees offreedom, we would expect the sections of
the arm to have at least five hinge joints, or thrust joints such
as at A or B.
In C of Fig. 6-2 we see an arrangement which describes
two degrees of freedom. Notice that the mass (M) can move
around ahorizontal axis or avertical axis or both. In D we
show aschematic of afree gyroscope which has three degrees
of freedom. If we want to use our schematic representation to
show this configuration, we do so as at E.
When the kinematic or dynamic situation of arobot's arm
is being considered, it is nice to use such diagrams, adding
one to another so that the entire picture may be obtained. The
mass as shown does not represent the load which the arm may
be moving, it can represent the inertia of the arm itself. That
is aconsiderable problem in dynamics because the inertia of
the arm changes with each position it assumes, with respect
to most pivotal joints. This makes the equations of motion
difficult to write and to solve!
Most robot arms currently have under six degrees of
freedom. But, as an exercise let us examine an arm with 12
degrees of freedom, in Fig. 6-3. As asure cure for insomnia
one might imagine writing the equations of this arm, recalling
that each degree of freedom involves asecond order differential equation. Then imagine amethod of simultaneously solving all the equations! If sleep doesn't come soon, consider the
changes in inertia previously mentioned and some types of
other non-linear relationships which have to exist in such an
arrangement.
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Fig. 6-2. Robotic symbolism for schematics.
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It has been pointed out that the determination of the
required number of degrees of freedom of any robot arm will
be governed by the application of that robot and the conditions
under which it must operate. Recall how the Prab robot
overcame an obstacle in its arm trajectory? If we consider a
robot doing apainting job inside acar body, in order to paint
the interior thoroughly, getting the arm through abody opening and bending the hand around to spray the interior, might
indeed require more than afew degrees of freedom. A General Motors painting robot has sensory capability to detect a
car body entering its world, spray it carefully, and using a
second hand open the door so the painting arm can get through
to spray the interior! Coordination of the arms and hands is, of
course, computer controlled. This robot uses both magnetic
and optical sensors in its operation.
From what we have considered with respect to the arm
of arobot, we now have aclear concept of the two things that
happen. First the arm moves the end device into the required
position in three dimensional space. Then the end device is
actuated by signals from one or more sensors. When it has
completed its task—determined by other sensors—it moves
back to the starting position. Meantime the arm may have
changed its spatial orientation as afunction of time or its
program sensing progress detectors, so that an entire job may
be accomplished.
We need to mention two other types of end devices. The
first is the sucker, which can hold onto various parts simply by
creating a suction or vacuum. Normally those parts held
would be rather light weight parts, although lots of suckers
can produce aformidable attractive and holding force. We also
need to mention the magnetic holding power to electromagnetic elements in hands or grippers. These exert considerable force which can easily be turned off and on by means
of electric switching. They are not useful when handling
non-magnetic type parts or when the parts are apt to have a
high degree of residual magnetism, however.
Limit switches, which can be made an integral part of a
hand are also very useful in that they can provide afeedback
signal when the closing pressure has reached agiven mag198

Fig. 6-3. A robot arm with 12 degrees of freedom.

nitude. These type sensors would be mounted inside the hand
in such away that when the hand clamps an object, pressure
would cause the switch to close and thus create asignal that a
given force had been exerted by the jaws. The system might
be so programmed that once such aswitch has closed, the
controller would automatically cause acontinued closing of
some very, very small amount. A sensor tells the computer
there is contact with the object, and the computer, knowing
the flexibility of the object, orders aslightly tighter closing so
that the object might be lifted without falling from the hand or
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slipping into adisoriented position in the hand. It could be that
several microswitches each requiring aslightly higher force
to close, might be used to sense the gripping forces applied.
EXAMINATION OF A ROBOT'S ARM KINEMATICS
There are many possible orientations of the various
joints in an arm which can permit the end device to reach the
same given spatial coordinate. The selection of any given
version of akinematic plan for arobot's arm is determined by
many specific conditions and requirements. One consideration is that the arm must have asufficient degree of movement
to do everything required in its work cycle. Second, from the
engineers viewpoint, the movements must involve the
greatest simplicity of design of the arm and its elements, and
thus keep the unit cost effective. When the end device is so
moved, it must have the proper angular orientation at that
point to do the type job required of it. When these two factors
alone are considered it has been found that, in general, it
requires at least six degrees of freedom of motion. This does
not include those motions of the end device itself which may
have several degrees of motion freedom.
Some robots need only three degrees of freedom to do
the job which they were designed for; i.e., avertical motion, a
horizontal motion and one rotational motion. In this case
there would not be atranslatory motion in and out of the arm.
If the degrees of freedom were increased to 4 then this
translatory movement might be incorporated. If the end device must have acertain number of degrees of freedom, the
arm must make up the number of degrees of freedom which
the end device does not produce or have in itself.
Since, we know that the number of degrees of freedom
can represent various kinematic plans for the arm. The designer can lay-out the kinematics of the arm to satisfy such
requirements as he may deem necessary for that particular
application of that particular robot. Of course, he may over
design the arm for some installations and realize that the arm
will just meet the requirements for another installation, but
this gives the arm more use in awider spread of applications,
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even though it becomes less cost effective for the smaller
application.
When adesigner considers the arm itself and its kinematics he will want to consider several factors. One of these is
that the change in the angular orientation of the end device
when it is at some specified point in its work zone, must not
involve significant movements of the arm elements which are
located some distance away from the end device. One brings
this down to an earthy level by saying that when ahuman
wants to grasp apencil, he moves his fingers, not his shoulder
muscles. The designer considers the distribution of the
necessary number of degrees of freedom when the total
number of freedom degrees is aconstant. If the cost effectiveness requires that you can have only four degrees of
freedom, where should they be located?
So we find that in order to maintain the necessary maneuverability of arobot's arm seven to nine or more degrees of
freedom might be required on some tasks. You don't have to
play around with mathematic or proofs to show this, just
layout the work area and draw the kinematics required for the
tasks.
POWERING THE ROBOT'S ARMS
General Motors expects to use about 14,000 industrial
robots in their factories by 1990. As many of the parts and
tools used in automobile production are quite heavy, we need
to further examine arobot system with regard to how the arm
is powered.
At each joint, or section of the machine, there must be
powering units to control the movements and position of the
extensions appended thereto. We might even conclude that a
robotic arm consists of many individually controlled elements, each with its own set of operating signals and sensors,
which become integrated into one unit under the control of a
master computer, or programmed drum, or both. The drive
devices, which we are at the moment interested in, are placed
in various ways to control the motion of the arm. Most
generally they are placed directly at the joints or on the
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elements of the arm near ajoint. But because you don't get
much leverage, this is suitable only when the arm is not
required to lift heavy loads. We must also consider that type
of drive where the powering units are all located near the
shoulder joint and use other means of transmission of power
from the drive sections to the elements of the arm. In some
applications this may be agood way to power the elements so
that the weight of the drive units are not on the arm itself, and
thus the weight lifting capability vs the weight of the arm ratio
might be increased. Finally, we must consider the third alternative, which is that there be acombination of element-drives
and remote-drives for the operating machinery.
The three types of drives used are the electric, the
hydraulic, and the pneumatic. Each has some particular advantages when used in robotics applications. The pneumatic
and hydraulic systems require pumps at some remote location, with only the hoses going to the machine. Control can
only be precise using sensors, however, load capability is
excellent. Electric motors are another matter.
The electric motors are easily powered and may be
designed for low inertia. Thus they are capable of excellent
acceleration, deacceleration, and velocity control, but they
are heavy for the amount of horsepower produced. They have
excellent reliability records. In the past there have been
some machine operations using electric motors working at
constant speeds, using various types of speed reduction units,
which may be controlled electronically, and also using
clutches to transmit the power from the drive unit to the
various elements. Clutches can engage and disengage quickly
and have, in the past, offered quite high reliability in such
applications. It is possible that for certain robotic applications
in the future, some systems or even parts of systems, may use
clutches and electric motors as a part of their powering
system.
Without clutches it is necessary to use stepping motors
in robots. Robot manipulators using these powering devices
are capable of very discrete and tight control and such motors
work easily with digital type input signals. If the stepping
movement is large, then some auxiliary type equipment
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needs to be used, on the grippers to turn this step movement
into asmooth precise movement of the end device.
Finally, we should not overlook the use of such items as a
powered selsyn type of transmission and powering system for
certain robotic applications. These may have either aphysical
or electrical input and can be very precisely controlled even
though their physical power output is very low. They might
be used in conjunction with other types of powering units and
so give the smoothness and precision and power required for
many applications.
THE PLANET ROBOT "ARMAX"
In Fig. 6-4 we see aone arm robot made by the Planet
Corp. of Farmington Hills, Michigan. The grippers may be
replaced with other tools as required. This unit uses hydraulic power and the source of that hydraulic power is usually remotely located from the unit. This robot is designed to
be used in welding, material handling, machine loading/
unload, gaging, deburring, flame cutting, surface finishing,
and spray painting operations. Figure 6-5 shows its world. In
this illustration we can see the vertical and horizontal profiles
of its work area.
In Fig. 6-6 we see how the robot is used to manipulate a
wire brush over an automobile body. The brush must come
down on the body at agiven point and with agiven pressure.
Then it must move precisely over apre-planned curve, which
might be awelded seam, for example, and then at the end of
its movement, it needs to lift off the body and wait until
another body slips into position. The machine must be taught
just how to move its brush, of course, and acomputer will
memorize that information.
Planet Corporation says their robots may come in two
variations; aservo controlled robot or aprogrammed robot.
The servo-controlled type is operated by acomputer which
has one section for each controlled axis of movement. It uses
ahigh level language and incorporates some adaptive control
so it can adjust to changes in its external environment. This
robot is taught with ahand held unit similar to the ones we
have previously described.
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Fig. 6-5. The World of Armax, the robot.
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Fig. 6-6. Armax robot operates a wire brushing wheel (courtesy Planet Corp.).

In Fig. 6-7 the layout of the Armax robot is shown and its
operation is indicated for aparts handling job. This job consists of handling apart which must be deburred and then
placed in adifferent location. This is aprogrammed robot.
That means that its actions are controlled by pegs in adrum
which close various switches causing the various operations
to be performed. We look at note 1. The spacer grippers open,
the arm extends the grippers close and the arm retracts with
the item and turns clockwise. In position 2the arm extends,
the machine opens up, the grippers open and release the part
to the machine. The arm holds still while the de-burring
procedure takes place, then the gripper closes and the arm
retracts again and the robot arm is ready to rotate clockwise.
In 3the robot arm rotates into the position indicated and some
tooling grips the part and the robot arm is ready to rotate
clockwise. In 4the robot arm rotates into the position shown,
the arm extends and the tooling ungrips the parts. Now the
arm retracts and the arm rotates counterclockwise to start at
position 1again. Notice that agravity feed is used on the
parts, and also that the parts are fed by amechanical escapement which is operated as the arm rotates. This is necessary
because control is not accurate enough to pick up and precisely orient small parts with ahydraulic robot.
Figure 6-8 illustrates the positions the arm takes when it
is used in a machine load/unloading operation. Notice the
legend which uses aletter P for pick-up, and the letter D for
deposit of the part at the point indicated by the numbered
arrow. Now, let us take alook at hydraulic drive and control.
THE HYDRAULIC DRIVE SYSTEM FOR ROBOT ARMS
The basic piston—transfer-valve drive for ahydraulic
system is well known and the equations are easily derived
when considering the flow rate, dimensions of the piston and
valve, coefficients of friction, orfice flow, and the mass and
load acceleration requirements. The basic unit and equations
in asimplified form are shown in Fig. 6-9. In this diagram we
see that the total force exerted by the piston will be equal to
the differential pressure (pl —p2) and that this pressure will,
in turn be governed by the flow rate of oil through the transfer
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Fig. 6-7. Armax does parts handling. Its method of operation (courtesy Planet Corp.).

Fig. 6-8. Armax loading/unloading capability (courtesy Planet Co
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valve into the piston. We note that the rate-of-change of the
piston shaft position (y) turns out to be some constant times
the transfer valve shaft displacement (x).
A little more elaborate diagram which shows the control
amplifier with its many inputs, the solenoid, and aload reaction. The expected transfer force minus the load reaction
equals the actual transfer of power. The arm position sensor
feeds information back to the control amp.
Finally, we show in Fig. 6-11 avery simplified diagram
which can be used to develop the second order differential
equation of motion for the hydraulic piston, valve, and load.
We realize that nature tries to balance the forces represented. The piston force tries to make the load accelerate
and move. The mass of the load and the friction in the load
system or robot arm system or whatever, tend to resist
motion. There must be aforce greater than the retarding
forces if the system output is to be moved, and there is to be
an acceleration of the load. The load might be the members of
the robot's arm system, or might be the arm plus whatever
the arm is lifting or moving. In any event we want the arm and
load to move smoothly and accurately without vibration, oscillation, overshoot, or other minor problems.
In a hydraulic system the forces can be considerable
since the force exerted on the piston shaft will be aproduct of
the pressure of the oil times the area of the piston. Assume a
300 lbs/sq.in. pressure and apiston area of 6square inches.
The shaft pressure can be 1,800 lbs.
The favorable aspects of a hydraulic system are low
weight per-unit-power, low inertia of output member, high
speed of operation, and large force development. Some of the
limitations include the requirement for the auxiliary power
system, possible leakage problems, and minimal control.
THE PNEUMATIC POWERING SYSTEM
This system using air as the working fluid is probably the
fastest type system possible to obtain. Inertia is low, as with
the hydraulic system, and the air may be vented into the
atmosphere, which eliminates the need for a return flow
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system. Air is obtained from the atmophere and compressed
into pressurized tanks.
In pneumatic systems one uses air under pressure to
operate pistons, and also one may use the suction. This may
be used to provide power to suckers which might be placed on
grippers to hold certain types of packages or objects, or to
attract them into the gripper jaws.
Although air is light weight and easily available, it poses
some problems in that any contaminants in the system, even
moisture, can cause trouble with system parts such as valves
and tightly sealed pistons. But when its application fits a
particular need, then it is used to quite alarge advantage. On
letter sorting machines used by the Post Office an arm moves
to astack of letters, grips one by its face with suction, moves
it to another position by rotation of the arm, and then releases
it with ashort explosion of air.
OTHER METHODS OF POWERING ROBOTIC ARMS
The use of action envelopes with robotic drives has been
studied by some. These are said to be quite sensitive and can
range from low-powering to quite high powering-devices.
They consist of tubes and bellows and follow the traditional
action of these type elements.
You have a tube into which you can force non-compressible liquid such as hydraulic systems use. The tube does
not lengthen, but tends to expand sideways and contract
lengthwise, just as human muscles do. Thus apulling action is
available just as with ahuman muscle. When the pressure is
released, the tube lengthens again and the sides return back
to anormal diameter. No moving piston is necessary in this
case. One attaches the load to the end of the tube and can pull
it or, by use of asecond tube and proper dynamics, push it to
whatever position one desires.
Regardless of how the arm is powered, robots all use the
same kinds of grippers and in Fig. 6-12 we show some developed by FIBRO-MANTA. They too are powered by electric motors, hydraulics, and pneumatics. The grippers may be
caused to operate by proximity detection or by program. The
use of springs gives asnap action which might be necessary
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Fig. 6-12. FIBRO-MANTA gripper units for robotics (courtesy Fibro-Manta).
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when high speed of operation is required. For handling certain types and shapes of work pieces, special inserts may be
placed inside the jaws which then conform to the required
dimensions to insure atight grip on the piece of work being
handled.
SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF THE PROGRAMMED ROBOT
There exist in our world a large number of machines
which have been called robots. Many find this terminology
not at all acceptable for these kinds of machines. As stated by
Dr. James S. Albus of the National Bureau of Standards,
"Most of these mechanisms exhibit few of the characteristics
the average person would associate with the term robot; they
are mostly pick-and-place machines that are capable of only
the simplest kinds of motions. They have little or no ability to
sense conditions in their own environment. When they are
switched on, they simply execute apre-programmed sequence of operations. The limits of motion for each joint of the
machine are fixed by mechanical stops, and each detail of
movement must be guided by means of an electric or pneumatic impulse originating at aplugboard control panel.
In atypical application, each row of the plugboard represents one degree of freedom in aspecified robot joint, and
each column represents one program step. Connections are
made in appropriate rows and columns to determine which
joints are actuated, and in which direction, at each step.
Whenever anew program is needed, the mechanical stops can
be re-positioned and the programming connections can be
relocated to set up a new series of movements. A more
sophisticated level of control can be achieved by adding servomechanisms that can command the position of each degree
of freedom to assume any value. The addition of servo-control
requires feedback from sensors such as potentiometers encoders and resolvers, which measure the position of each
joint. The measured position is then compared to the commanded position, and any differences are corrected by signals
sent to the appropriate joint actuators.
This excerpt is interesting because it tells us how, in
general, aprogrammed system operates. A robot's arm may
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be moved by command signals which originate either from a
timing and sequence drum which closes switches at various
times, or from acomputer which draws upon its memory for
the movement commands. The difference is that the computer may have solved some equations as part of its own
intelligent operation, it directly commands the movements
and speed of the arm, and it analyzes the feedback to make
adjustments. The program drum—which was set and patterned by us—could only move the arm one way, at one speed
to get to its final position.
THE PATCHBOARD PROGRAMMED ROBOT
It really is apretty dumb kind of machine. Let us examine
Fig. 6-13. Please realize that this is just an example to illustrate our points. You can probably easily imagine a much
better and more complete programming unit for areal-life job.
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Fig. 6-13. A-sketch of an imaginary "patchboard panel" which might program a
robot.
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Plugs go into the patchboard where the dark dots are. As
arotary switch makes contact with the plugs at each step, the
corresponding joints are activated. The actions are stopped
by mechanical stops or sensors attached directly to the arm.
This board will open the grippers, dropping an item into
hopper 1, then pull in its arm as it rotates to the left.
Positioned over the conveyor, it waits to close the gripper
until the sensor is triggered. Notice this is not done by the
patchboard. The sensor could sense light, or color, or, using
magnetism, metal composition. The result is that items not
tripping the sensor go into hopper 2. When the sensor is
triggered, the grippers close and the rotary switch starts
again, proceeding to step 4 where the arm moves out and
right, over the ist hopper. The START OVER plug indicates
to the rotary switch (not the arm) to disengage and swing
around to position 1, where it all starts again.
In some types of robotic machines arotating drum is
positioned at astarting point and around its circumference are
such holes as we have shown and switch actuating pegs are
placed in these holes. When the whole unit is placed into
operation the drum starts rotating and closing and opening
switches according to the various peg positions. The speed of
the rotary switch or drum controls the period of time between
steps, but the speed of movement cannot be controlled.
Although it may seem that this type machine is not
useful, that is not true. It is simple and reliable and will
perform its operations, even rather complex ones, with the
same precision and accuracy time and time again. You know
how useful and reliable the washing machine, dryer, and
dishwasher are in your home? This kind of machine is that
type. For some industrial operations this type machine may
be much more useful and cost-effective than the servocontrolled machine. We will probably see everything from
pencil sharpeners to lawn mowers called robots in the future
years.
SERVOMECHANISM DEFINITIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
The world of electro-mechanical control states that
servo-systems fall into two general categories: the open loop
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system and the closed loop system. It is common to find the
following definitions used with regard to these systems:
open loop system —A system of operation where the
input does not depend on the output.
closed loop system —A system of operation where the
input does depend on the output.
Examine Fig. 6-14. In Fig. 6-14A we see atypical open loop
system which has no feedback. The output is expressed
simply as the product of the various transfer functions of the
various blocks of the system, as illustrated. These functions
are usually expressed in Laplace Transforms.
Systems such as this open loop system can be used for
control purposes assuming that we know where the arm is
currently located, or that the arm is always returned to home
or starting position at the end of each programmed operation
or cycle. The input could be aseries of polarized digital pulses
sent from acomputer that remembers where the arm is and
where it needs to go next. The polarized pulse would turn a
stepper motor the proper direction and distance. Assume
that we have one such servo-system for each element of the
arm. This means that if we have the shoulder section, the
forearm and the wrist, that we would have three such servos
in operation.
Our three servos might operate in this manner. The first
servo will move the whole arm—it being the shoulder servo.
Once the whole arm has been moved, then movement is
relinquished to the forearm servo for more precise positioning of the wrist and gripper, or hand, and finally, the wrist is
positioned so that the torch, paint gun, or whatever is in the
desired position for task performance.
If we know the exact end-position that the hand has to
reach, we can provide the correct number and type of digital
pulses, as afunction of time, to make the robot's arm move to
where we want it to move. This concept of programming
would work with the drum or patchboard too, if the servos
have distances pre-set. Notice that no feedback is required.
The whole machine simply gets an input of pre-arranged and
polarized digital pulses which it amplifies and sends to van219
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ous stepping motors at aproper time so they will operate
correctly and without mutual interference. This machine can
also do useful work, accomplishing jobs suited into this sort of
mindless type operation. The advantages of this type system
are simplicity and low cost, because no feedback is needed,
and ahigher degree of accuracy than hydraulics are capable of.
In connection with the programmed movement of the
arm of this type robot, there might be external mechanical
switches operated by the arm as it passes. In this manner,
bins might be opened as the arm swings toward them. Parts
would then be fed into abelt. The combination of operating
pulses of an electronic nature and the genius of mechanical
engineers combine to make amachine do almost wondrous
tasks! It seems there is aplace for the open loop type control
system in actual industrial applications.
Why, then, do we want a closed loop system? Using
feedback and some internal computing element, it is capable
of adaptive control. Only aclosed system can adapt to varying
situations.
It is interesting to note how the control equations of such
asystem are derived. One simply takes the product of all
error detectors and then writes this group of terms as a
fraction. Consider the loop opened at point X in Fig. 6-14. We
can derive the open loop type transfer function to use in the
formulation of the closed loop equation as shown. Realize, of
course, that the KG terms can be very long and complicated
expressions using the Laplace Transforms. Any good text on
Servomechanisms will illustrate how this is done.
SERIES AND PARALLEL SERVOMECHANISMS
A system of series servomechanisms which might be
used to control the arm of a robot is shown in Fig. 6-15.
Assume that there is acommand input from some place in the
system. This causes the shoulder servo to activate, moving
its output element physically until it is as close as it can get
and the command is zeroed out. At the same time that it
moves, it causes acommand signal to the forearm element so
that it also moves just as soon as the input command signal is
large enough to cause the second servo system to operate. It,
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Fig. 6-15. The concept of series servos in a robotic system.
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too, will move until the command signal is reduced below
some operating threshold value—when the error is so small
the servo sees no signal. Finally, the third servo is activated
in a like manner and it moves until its input command is
reduced below threshold value. In this movement, just to
insure overall stability of the series arrangement, afeedback
is made from the final output element to the primary input
error detector, and this signal may be positive or negative as
required for accuracy and stability.
Notice that we have afeedback around each servo for its
own stability and precise operation, and that there will be an
over-all loop from the output back to the input. Thus we have
loops inside of loops! Techniques for writing the equations of
such asystem are well known. Computers can solve such
equations and will permit playing around with variables, so
one might have an interesting time seeing just what would
happen in this situation, with and without load, with varying
amounts of inertia, and if one considers some velocity and
acceleration response situation requirements.
The input command, which may come from acomputer,
will govern the actual movement. The inter-relationship and
inter-dependence of one arm element on its preceding element means that either the computer will have to do the
calculations, or there will have to be pre-set servos, summing
amps, or some other form of controlled feedback.
Parallel arrangement of servosystems can move the
arm elements either together or sequentially as necessary.
This situation might be diagrammed as shown in Fig. 6-16.
Here we see how aservosystem controls the movement of
the shoulder element. This servo has its normal feedback for
stability and compensation, and it also provides feedback (1)
to the computer driver which generates the input signal (A).
Thus the shoulder element can move such that its end point
(the elbow) will position itself at some coordinate as commanded by the input. The computer will know this and because of the feedback, will know just how the element is
moving in space to get to that point. Meantime the computer
can direct the second servo to move the forearm at the same
time and along some pre-computed trajectory, and it can keep
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Fig. 6-16. Using parallel servos to control a robot's arm.

track of what is happening with this second element even as it
programs and commands the first element. The same thing
happens to the hand. Sensors on the hand will tell the computer that the hand is on the object, has grasped it, or that the
hand is now ready for some further signals.
Just one further point concerning servomechanisms of
this type. We have mentioned the threshold signal level. The
smaller the signal which can make the servo operate, the
smaller the actual error in position, velocity, or acceleration
will be, however it is also more susceptible to noise.
ROBOT HANDS AND HUMAN HANDS
A study was made of the technical feasibility of constructing arobot hand which would be like ahuman hand. It
was found that the human hand is just too complex for such
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duplication in the first place, and in the second place, it really
isn't necessary to exactly and completely duplicate the human
hand to have that robot perform well enough to replace humans at some tasks.
Some of the interesting facets of this study were that the
human hand has some fifteen joints which result in some
twenty two individual degrees of freedom. Think about writing equations to describe such movements! Although this
number of degrees of freedom might be required for playing a
piano, who wants arobot to play such an instrument? If you
can't play it yourself, you can buy aplayer piano or record
player.
The study showed that of the technically realizable manipulations possible for ahand and fingers, ahand having only
one finger can perform about 5percent of all the manipulations needed. If two movable finger parts are used (a gripper) then the totality of possible manipulations is increased to
about 40 percent. If athird freely moving finger is added, with
the same number of degrees of freedom as the human hand,
then almost 90 percent of the possible technical manipulations can be performed. Adding afourth finger increases the
manipulative ability to some 99 percent. There isn't much use
going beyond this capability.
If atwo finger hand is our familiar gripper, the three
fingered hand would be one in which fingers would be
mounted on awrist at 120-degree spacing, as in Fig. 6-1. If
one were to design a hand with an additional rotary joint
incorporated at the base of each finger, so that each finger
could be rotated with respect to the others, and still maintain
their gripping power and capability, then some 75 percent of
all the manipulations of ahuman hand might be accomplished.
One "ideal" hand has four joints per finger, for three of
the fingers, and the bases of these fingers are separated more
than they are on the human hand. Three of the joints are
controlled in whatever manner is most suitable, the fourth
joint is automatically controlled by the second joint. The wide
base a_rrangement permits the "thumb" to fold out of the
working area between the other fingers. With this device
some 89 percent of human hand operations might be achieved.
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In ahuman hand the joints use sliding surfaces which, in
part, are deformed during the motion of the joint. Also the
human hand has very complicated gliding joints which are
continuously lubricated with the joint fluid and have an exceptional safety system which prevents joint damage. The safety
system consists of force and pressure sensors. The manipulating force per finger of the human hand is somewhere
around 3.5 to 5kg and is about 25 kg for all fingers working as
aunit. It would be difficult to duplicate this variable capability
by machine. With the pincers or gripper type hand one can
design for large forces, up to 10 times the force of the human
hand, and this type design has become very practical. The
mechanical hand can operate at afaster velocity and acceleration than the human hand, and does not tire when moving at a
fast pace. Also the wear on the mechanical parts is very small
even when doing afast task and exerting considerable forces
in the task.
The mechanical hand may, or may not have environmental sensors. Infrared beams of light, generated within the grip
of a mechanical hand could permit the hand to sense the
proximity of objects it is trying to pick up. The human hand
has many more sensors. It has acold and hot sensor, feel
sensors, pressure sensors, and force measurement sensors
which are an integral part of the human hand's construction. If
we include heat and cold sensors in a robot's hand, these
might generate alarm signals if things begin to get too hot or
too cold. Force measurement sensors are currently available
in anumber of different configurations, from limit switches
and variable magnetic-signal transformers to piezo crystals.
There are several hundred thousand receptors distributed
over the human hand. Considering this, it is immediately
obvious that we can never build an artificial hand that duplicates the human hand precisely! One hand has fingers which
each have 12 degrees of freedom. The hand could give arough
idea of its surroundings by detecting corners, and determining structure symmetries, and so on without seeing the objects. The sensor signals were sufficient for acomputer to
build the image.
When humans solve agrasping problem, they are only
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conscious of the final process which is to feel the object. They
are no longer conscious of the individual motions which lead
to the final result. This is all programmed by means of a
lengthy learning process. Small children learn to grasp objects with their hands and do this at various distances from
their bodies. They learn how to manipulate their hands and
arms and wrists for round, thin, long, short, and fat objects.
When this learning phase is over, they have afixed program in
their nervous systems or in their brains for the control of the
various motion elements which make possible the manipulations required, and in such a manner that certain motion
chains will automatically occur in afixed sequence or desired
sequence, and in synchronization with other parts of the
human system.
The total robotic manipulation process is first decomposed into signals in afirst, upper level. These signals determine which elements should be activated. The individual
motion elements themselves are then activated in asecond
logical process. The final manipulation is produced by means
of an additional synchronization control system governed by
the adjustment of the pressure forces and the manipulation of
these forces among the various body elements. The organization of such subordinate functions are autonomous, but influence each other in an adaptive control system manner. This is
called hierarchically organized information processing. Much
of the "feedback" information in robots is accomplished with
analog circuits whose signals are then digitized for computer
processing as we know.
CLOSED-LOOP SERVOSYSTEMS AND FEEDBACK
We have again mentioned feedback in connection with a
closed loop type of servosystem. We shall see in later pages
how avelocity feedback is important to the overall stability of
one type of industrial robot. Let us examine the concept of
feedback further in preparation for the information yet to
come.
We can diagram arather complex multiloop servosystem
as shown in Fig. 6-17. There are three feedback loops shown,
two of which have some kind of compensation amplifiers in
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their lines. The feedback to the input is, of course, the output
shaft or element's position.
We define atransfer function as the ratio between output
and input. The abbreviation for the transfer function is T.F. as
shown in the illustration.
By being able to write amathematical expression which
tells us what happens to the voltages, currents, or physical
elements controlled by the blocks, using the inputs and feedbacks as shown, we are able to examine how the output
responds to changes in loading, gain of various blocks, the
addition of various rates of change in voltage or current.
Signals representing the velocity or acceleration of physical
elements will affect the output, whether these signals develop in the feedback loops or in the forward part of the loop
or block input line.
Because the computer will show the effects of these
variations and also show whether to increase the torques or
power applied, or increase the damping—which prevents
oscillation—one can design awhole industrial robot system
on paper and try it out on acomputer before anyone has to
spend adollar buying expensive motors and gears and such, to
make the thing, and try it out experimentally. Of course the
final proof of design is always the building of amodel and
making such adjustments to it and corrections to its control as
are necessary to make it do exactly what it is intended to do
efficiently and precisely, and, hopefully, economically.
If we look at ageneral second order differential equation
in the formJp2x+ Fpx + Kx = Cor (Inertia xAcceleration) +
(Friction xVelocity) + Power = C, where Cis the command
input. Then, if we know that the addition of atype of control
such as velocity feedback will affect the second term or the
damping term of the system, we can predict what will happen
if we add this control to the system. Also, if we use aproper
acceleration type feedback, we can predict whether this will
have the effect of increasing or decreasing the system inertia.
We can vary the value of the system power term (K) and see
what happens. In ageneral way, we can add anything to the
block diagram, write its transfer function, mathematically
manipulate the equation till we get it in the form shown and
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Fig. 6-17. A multiloop servosystem suitable for robotics applications.
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then look at it, and put it in acomputer for solution and see
what we have done! Sometimes that is amazing and surprising!
If our system tends to hunt or oscillate about afinal
position then we might have to increase the friction or damping term of the system to effect acure. We might do this by as
simple atechnique as adjusting apotentiometer. If we find the
robot arm moves too slowly into afinal position, so that apart
goes by before the arm grippers can grasp it, then we might
adjust the K term—also by adjusting apotentiometer—and
correct the delay. We might find we have to adjust many
potentiometers or controls all at the same time for aparticular installation to make the robot work exactly as it should in
that application. There can, and will be, in the normal course
of events, many feedbacks in arobotics system and all these
are necessary.
ELIMINATING THE ERROR
A closed loop servosystem operates on an error signal.
The open loop systems operate on acommand input signal.
The closed loop systems always compare the output to the
input and the difference between them is the error signal, it
seems we always must have an error signal for the system to
operate. We have discussed some problems associated with
trying to minimize that error. It is possible to eliminate the
operating error if one uses integral control methods!
What this kind of control does, in effect, is to average up
the amount of signal developed in an error and then, through
its block of control, develop avoltage proportional to that
error and of the proper polarity to cause the motor controller
of the robotics system to eliminate the error entirely! A very
simplified block diagram of such asystem is illustrated in Fig.
6-17.
Here we see the integration amplifier in the forward loop
of the system. It is possible to obtain this effect with aproper
compensation in the feedback loop also, but we do not obtain
complete elimination of the error so easily. In effect we make
the system very sensitive and so it can easily become unstable if there is no other compensation used to damp out any
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oscillatory tendencies. When everything is finely adjusted so
it does operate as it should, there will be no error in output
but if there is any slight change to voltages in the system it
might throw the balance off and cause some problems. Integral control is a delicate type of servomechanism, but it
exists.
DETAILS OF ELECTROHYDRAULIC SERVOSYSTEM
Some robots are constructed with acombination of electrically operated transfer valves and either hydraulic or
pneumatic pistons controlling the arm movements. Examine
acut-away of an actual hydraulic transfer valve. Notice that
the valve is operated by torque motors. Figure 6-19 shows
the cut-away illustration.
Locate the valve spool. This is the element which is
moved by the torque motor to permit oil to flow to apiston,
not shown here. This valve controls the input to one side of
the piston while at the same time permitting the exhaust of oil
from the opposite side of the piston back to asump of some
type. In order to have a quick response to the electrical
signals, it is customary to have the spool dither, which simply
means it vibrates in accord with alow amplitude, high frequency signal imposed on the control winding of the torque
motor along with the control signals. Realize that it is easier
to keep something in motion than to start it in motion, so this
action is used to keep the valve spool moving and thus prevent delays due to sticking deadband. Deadband is that region
of no response where achange in the control signal will not
cause acorresponding pressure change of the piston.
Some other terms used to describe phases of operation
of atransfer valve are:
null—the condition where the servovalve supplies zero control flow at balanced load forces across the piston.
null shift—the condition which results from achange in the
bias current which produces anull. The shift is expressed in
terms of apercent of the rated current of the servovalve.
deadband—that region of no response where acontrol signal will not cause acorresponding pressure change in the
piston.
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Design Features
TYPICAL ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC SERVOVALVE
SCHEMATIC OIAGRAM

ELECTROMECHANICAL TOROUE MOTOR ASSEMBLY
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COIL-BALANCED COIL CONSTRUCTION INA DUST PROOF DRY COM.
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UPPER POLE PIECE
ARMATURE-RIGIDLY SUPPORTED ON DEFLECTION TUBE

SUPPORT TUBE
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
DEFLECTION TUBE-DESIGNED FORA MINIMUM Of 10 9 CYCLES
ENO CAP
LOwER POLE PIECE

-

CONTROL SHAFT AND TORQUE MOTOR OUTPUT YOKE
NOZZLES-PROVIDE VARIABLE ORIFICES BETWEEN THE NOZZLE OUTLET
THE TORQUE MOTOR OUTPUT YOKE

C2

CI

VALVE SPOOL-PROVIDE FLOW FROM THE SERVOVALVE IS CONTROLLED BY THE VALVE SPOOL
FIXED ORIFICE-PROVIDES FLOW TO FIRST STAGE HYDRAULIC

TO PISTON UNIT

AMPLIFIER
FILTER-DLL FLUID TO FIRST STAGE HYDRAULIC AMPLIFIER IS FIL.
TEBEO THROUGH A IS MICRON INTERNAL FILTER
MECHANICAL FEEDBACK-COIL SPRINGS PROVIDE MECHANICAL
FEEDBACK WITHOUT MOVABLE BEARING SURFACE

YOKE CAVITY
FEEDBACK SHAFT-COIL SPRINGS ARE RIGIDLY ATTACHED TO THE
FEEDBACK SHAFT. AND THE SHAFT IS RIGIDLY INSERTED
INTO THE VALVE SPOOL

DesIgn features of DYVAL" Seryoyalves
are lrotected by patents or patents pendIng

Fig. 6-19. Electrohydraulic servovalve-schematic diagram (courtesy Dynamic
Valve Co.).

linearity—the degree to which the normal flow curve conforms to the normal flow gain line with the other operational
variables held constant. It is measured as the maximum deviation of the normal flow curve from the normal flow gain line
and is expressed as apercent of rated current.
threshold—the increment required to change from an increasing output to adecreasing output.
Since we have mentioned curves, let us examine the
curve of normal input and output control tolerance for the type
of servovalve under discussion. Look at Fig. 6-19.
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Notice the tolerance lines, dotted on each side of the solid
reference line. By taking the span between the tolerance
lines, in the vertical direction (y axis), one can obtain the
increment by which apercentage of the load flow may be
calculated. The illustration shows a 10 percent rated flow.
Also aprojection on the X axis will give the percent of rated
current. Both English and Metric units can be used to describe flow and other important dimensions as illustrated.
Finally, we want to examine two actual, commercial
servodriver units from Dynamic Valve Co. These are the
electronic parts of a servosystem which operate the servovalve previously shown. In Fig. 6-21A we see aschematic
for avelocity servodriver, and we note that it has an integral
control element in the forward gain loop. There is acontrol
there called the integrator sensitivity control and this can be
adjusted to obtain the desired effect on the servo performance.
If we consider for amoment the effect of an error in a
servosystem in which velocity of movement is important, and
is an input specified quantity, we will realize that an error in
this quantity will cause the wrong velocity, or an oscillation
about some normal desired value. We don't want such an
error in this type of system. We want it to get to the desired
and commanded velocity and hold that velocity. The
integral-control type of servo can make this possible. Notice
in that same system that atachometer is used for derivative
feedback compensation. This produces the stability required.
Sometimes it is desirable to be able to open the loop of a
closed loop servosystem in order to check signals at various
points and in some cases to locate troubles. In aclosed loop
system, where the system always tries to minimize its error,
one might have alot of trouble trying to see what kinds of
signals are actually being produced by the various blocks of
the system. When we open the loop we can create astatic
condition which permits us to see what these signals are,
since there is no way the system can function to reduce the
error as we have previously defined the error signal. In block
A of Fig. 6-21 we see the switch which opens the loop for
testing or adjustment or whatever.
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NORMAL INPUT & OUTPUT
CONTROL TOLERANCE — typical for all valves
Flow Tolerance Chart for all Standard and High Frequency Servovalves
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Fig. 6-20. Servovalve curve showing characteristics of its operation (courtesy
Dynamic Valve Co.).

In block B of Fig. 6-20 we examine apositioning type of
system. There is acontrol to adjust the value of the gain (K),
and there is compensation, with derivative feedback of an
electronic type. In away it is like the tachometer feedback,
but doesn't operate from the moving output element as the
tachometer type does. This type operates from the signal and
is able to determine changes in the signal and the rate of
change of the command or error signal. There is also a
velocity feedback to the input and various other controls for
balance and monitoring purposes. In all cases the output of the
servodriver units is sent to the torque motor on the hydraulic
transfer-valve which, in turn, controls the output piston producing the power and movement required of the system.
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We should not conclude this chapter without mentioning
that Dyval, Inc. also makes a transfer valve which has a
pneumatic element mounted on the hydraulic valve, and this
pneumatic element controls the hydraulic flow. In systems
where air pressure is used to control fluid flow, the system
has a combination of both power and speed. Recall that a
pneumatic system is said to be the fastest mechanical system
because the air can be moved faster than oil, however, air is
compressible and so for power, without elasticity, one needs
the non-compressible hydraulic fluid as the power producing
element.
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A ComputerOperated Hobby Robot
The robotic arm described in the following pages, courtesy of
Microbot and Robotics Age magazine is one which its inventors say can be used for hobby purposes, for research purposes in computer program development, or just for robotics
experimentation. The arm is operated by acomputer as illustrated in Fig. 7-1.
In the operation shown, the arm is being directed to
pick-up and stack some small wooden blocks in asequential
order. This is not aprofessional application, but is fun, as is
the writing of the computer program to accomplish such
tasks. You can see the relative size of the arm. You might
remember GARCAN and wonder if such an arm might not be
attached to that paraplegic robot. One advantage of this unit's
size is that you can develop various computer languages and
programs for robotic use, and then check these programs
without having to resort to the expense of procuring afull size
robot.
Many universities and research centers are now developing the necessary communication languages for robot
control and programming, using computerized programs
which-are of great complexity, yet plan their own manipulation strategies, efficiently performing complex coordinate
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Fig. 7-1. Computer operation of the hobby-research robot arm is easy (courtesy
Microbot).

transformation mathematics. Studies are being made to use
more and better sensors and get better use from the available
types of sensors, and studies are being constantly made to
gain abetter understanding of the robot's kinematics. The
Mini-Mover 5 as this robot arm has been named, was designed to assist this kind of research.
LOOKING AT THE ARM DESIGN AND OPERATION
In Fig. 7-2 we see aclose-up of the Mini-Mover 5with its
gripper and three of its 6stepping motors. These control the
arm and gripper movement. The motors are; base drive,
shoulder drive, elbow drive, 2for wrist drive, and the gripper.
In the upper right hand corner of the illustration we can see a
portion of the computer used to control this unit.
Because acoordinate system must be designated for the
arm and the gripper—and this is true for any robot system—we show in Fig. 7-3 how this is designated for the
Mini-Mover 5. You will notice that arectangular system of
coordinates is used which has its origin at that point where
the base of the arm pivots on a supporting surface. The
gripper, then, will be displaced from the origin in some X, Y
coordinate direction, and have an altitude position in the Z
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Fig. 7-2. A close view of the Mini-Mover 5, as the arm is called, and three of the
six motors used in its operation. Motors 1, 3, and 5are on the opposite side of the
arm in this view (courtesy Microbot).

direction. One might wonder if using asystem of polar coordinates wouldn't identify the gripper position much easier?
Remember that the arm will be responding to aseries of
pulses which, in turn, will step the various stepping motors.

Fig. 7-3. The coordinate system for the robotic arm (courtesy Robotics Age).
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Thus it might be easier to program the unit to move five units
right (X) and two units out (Y) and drop the gripper itself down
two units (Z) to engage some object.
We note that this arm's gripper has five degrees of
freedom because it is driven by adifferential gear mechanism
which can rotate the gripper in both pitch and roll. Add this to
the motions of the body, shoulder, elbow, and wrist and you
have asufficient number of degrees of freedom so that the arm
can be accurately positioned and the gripper positioned in a
partial sphere whose radius is 17.5 inches from the origin.
We have mentioned earlier in this book that in some
cases of robot design, one might use motors which drive
various elements through the use of cables or linkages. That
is the case with this robot arm, as shown in Fig. 7-4.
The drive motor for each joint consists of a stepping
motor, reduction gearing, and acable drum. From each drum a
tensioned cable goes out over pulleys to the member being
driven and then may or may not return to the drum. Rotation
of this drum causes rotation of each member in proportion to
the diameter of the drive pulley attached to that member and
the drum's diameter. The movement of one joint on this arm
may result, therefore, in the motion of another joint, and this
may not be desirable. Here is how the designers of the
Mini-Mover 5describe the cabling operation, which must be
understood if you are going to compensate for these unwanted
movements by properly programming the operation of the
arm:
"Base Rotation (Joint 1)—The base drive cable
passes over two idler pulleys, making a90 degree bend,
to adrive pulley fixed to the base. The base drive motor
causes the entire arm to rotate about the base joint.
"Shoulder Bend (Joint 2) —The shoulder drive
cable passes around the drive pulley on the upper arm
segment to rotate it about the shoulder joint.
"Elbow Bend (Joint 3)—The elbow drive cable
passes around an idler pulley on the shoulder axis to a
drive pulley fixed to the lower arm segment. Joints 2and
3interact, so that changing the shoulder angle results in
an equal change in the elbow angle. This interaction has
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Fig. 7-4. The cable diagram for the Mini-Mover 5robotic arm (courtesy Robotics
Age).

been designed so that the elbow drive, in effect, controls
the angle of the forearm with respect to the horizontal.
However, the limits of forearm motion are measured
with respect to the upper arm, not the horizontal (x-y)
plane.
"Wrist (Joint 4, left and Joint 5right)—The fourth
and fifth drive cables pass around idler pulleys on both
the shoulder and elbow joints and terminate on the drive
pulleys of the left and right wrist differential gears. The
interaction of these joints with joints 2 and 3 has the
effect that the wrist drives control the angle of the hand
with respect to the horizontal (pitch) and the rotation of
the hand around its pointing vector (roll). Through the
action of the differential, the pitch angle P equals the
average of the positions of the left and right gears and
the roll angle R is their difference. The range of motion
is limited to ±
-270 degrees at each of the wrist gears due
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to limits of the cable length and to ±
-90 degrees in pitch
due to interference from the lower arm.
"Hand (Joint 6)—The hand drive cable passes over
idler pulleys located on the shoulder and elbow joints,
through the center of the wrist differential, and finally
terminates at the hand. This drive interacts with joint 3
(elbow) in that elbow bend will cause the hand to open
slightly. This can be compensated for by closing the
hand exactly the same number of steps that the elbow is
raised."
Examine aview of the hand and its differential gearing in
Fig. 7-5. It is interesting to examine how the grippers have
been made for this robot. Each section is like atwo-section
finger, and in the finger tip portion are surfaces which permit
gripping an object so it won't slide away.
SOME NOTES ON THE GRIPPER OPERATION
Another diagram of the cabling arrangement for the gripper is shown in Fig. 7-7. Notice the torsion spring which
permits the hand to open when the cable tension slackens.
Also notice the switch which could prevent atoo-tight grip
and thus causes cable breakage. This also has asecond function, which is to cause the cable to tighten slightly more after
it first grasps an object. This switch sends asignal to the
computer that an object has been grasped and so, if desired,
one might program the computer so that when it gets this
signal, it can cause another step or so of the tension motor so
that agood tight grip results.
OPERATING THE STEPPING MOTORS
Each of the motors used has two windings which are
center tapped. A transistor then can operate on each half
winding in such away that arotating magnetic field is established which then can cause the motor armature to step
around in small steps. These motors require twelve volts
which is supplied through transistors, driven by the controller, as shown in Fig. 7-8. The controlling computer can, with
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--a-Fig. 7-5. The Mini-Mover 5 hand (courtesy of Microbot).

Fig. 7-6. Mini-Mover 5hand gearing and cable arrangement to grippers (cour
tesy Microbot).
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Fig. 7-7. The cable diagram for the gripper operation (courtesy Robotics Age).

Fig. 7-8. The transistor drivers for two stepper motors. Since each arm element
has a"forward and reverse" direction, when you step one motor, you must also
step the other to permit movement (courtesy Microbot).

proper software, apply almost any desired arrangement of
currents to these windings.
THE COMPUTER-CONTROL OUTPUT
If you note the designation of the motor windings you can
see, in Table 7-1, the outputs possible to make the stepper
motor move either forward or backward. The designers tell
us that to step the motor clockwise the patterns are output
sequentially from the top of the table to the bottom of the
table and when the end of this table is reached, it is necessary
to wrap around to the other end of the table and continue the
outputs sequentially. To reverse the motor rotation, the operation is reversed. With this table the motor can be made to
step through one full revolution when it has received 96
pulses which makes the increments small enough so that a
smooth operation results.
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Table 7-1. The Computer Code
to Rotate the Stepper Motor: of
Fig. 7-8 (courtesy Microbot).

THE COMPUTER INTERFACE
The computer interface is shown in Fig. 7-9 and it is so
designed that it will operate, by changing some internal
jumpers, with any 8bit parallel I/O port (TTL levels). The
interface was operated by a Radio Shack TRS 80 Level II
computer by the designers of the robot arm. Notice that there
are seven 4-bit parallel outputs and asingle 4-bit input. The
address information is used to channel the four bits of output
data to the particular motor drive circuit selected. This is
done through individual 4-bit latch circuits. After a phase
rotation pattern has been sent to one motor through agiven
latch, that latch is held until the next phase pattern is transmitted. These latch circuits actually control the transistor
drivers, and thus the power which is applied to the motor coils
to make the motor step.
As we examine Fig. 7-9 notice several facts. There is
one input to the data bus from the arm at port A. There is one
spare output (port B) since only six of the output ports are
needed for control of the six stepper motors used on the arm.
This output port might be used to control another motor if
desired. Also, notice that only one feedback line is used. This
is to return asignal from the tension or grip-switch of Fig. 7-7.
You could have three more feedbacks incorporated in this
system if desired, without increasing the size of the I/O port.
THE ARMBASIC COMMAND COMPUTER LANGUAGE
The ArmBasic language, developed to control this robot
arm, is an extension of the BASIC language for the TRS-80
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computer and consists of the five additional commands necessary for complete control of the arm. The commands chosen
are:
•@STEP
• @CLOSE
4-BIT LATCHES (7)

ADDRESS
DECODER

2
8
PORTSTO
CONTROL

4

OF
MOTORS

6

DATA
BUS

SPARE
OUTPUT
PORT (B)

4
/

DATA 4
BUS
TRI -STATE

ONE INPUT
USED ONLY
FROM
FEEDBACK
SWITCH ON
ARM PORT (A)

Fig. 7-9. The computer interface to the motor control circuits (courtesy Microbot)
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•@SET
•@RESET
•@READ
Each of these commands is used as aBASIC statement, and
interpreted as aZ-80 machine code subroutine. Here is how
the designers explain the computer operation.
"The@ STEP command causes each of the 6 stepper
motors to move simultaneously. The syntax of this command
will be:
@ STEP (D), (J1), (J2), (J3), (J4), (J5), 06)
in which statement the D is an expression which governs the
delay between steps and the J1 through J6 are the statements
for the number of steps each motor is to be moved. The delay
expression, which is evaluated as an integer, determines the
speed of stepping. If adelay value of zero is indicated the
system is set to wait 1.2 milliseconds between each step
signal. For each additional unit of delay, the driver system
will wait an additional .03 milliseconds between the stepping
pulses. Therefore the delay is expressed as:
Delay = 1.2 + 0.03 times D milliseconds
"To determine which way the motors will step, one uses
aplus or minus sign, and the number of steps; the value of
the integer for each motor, indicates how far it will actually
move, i.e., the more steps the farther it will move the arm."
One interesting concept of this system is that there is an
automatic compensation for the interaction between the elbow joint and the hand openings. The compensation permits
the elbow joint to move while not affecting the hand opening.
In systems where the control motors are mounted right at the
joints and are operated by specific signals this may never be a
problem, but in acable driven system, due to the very nature
of the cabling, interaction is something that has to be considered and compensated for. The designers point out that the
steps J4 and J5 refer to motors which drive the left and the
right differential gears of the wrist, so that the relation between the gear positions and the wrist roll and pitch angles
must be determined by the user's program.
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An important function performed by the @STEP command is to coordinate unequal motor commands linearly.
Thus if the base control motor is commanded to move X
number of steps and the shoulder motor is commanded to
move Ynumber of steps where Y<X there should be in such a
system an appropriate number of delays in the Y stepping
signal generation so that the timing of the Y steps will correspond, in time, to the X number of steps. If this is so then the
arm movement is smooth and flowing, just as your arm
movement would be as you reach for a pencil. When the
number of steps for each section are accomplished in the
same time frame, then the end point segments of the arm will
reach their final positions simultaneously.
The @ CLOSE command which is the command which
causes the hand (or grippers) to close until the grip-switch is
activated and sends back asignal to the computer that the
hand has closed with the designed pressure effective. The
syntax for the gripper closing is also very simple:
@CLOSE (D)
And the letter D again represents the delay-in-closing
time.
We next consider the @ SET command which has a
syntax like this:
@ SET (D)
This is avery simple syntax arrangement indeed. D is actually the system delay that governs the speed.
The designers state that when one uses the @ SET
command it puts the control system into amanual mode so
that when you depress the various keys on the TRS -80
keyboard (or keyboard of an equivalent computing system)
each joint of the arm can be positioned individually. One
keyboard arrangement for controlling the arm is shown in Fig.
7-10.
When you wish to stop this manual mode of operation,
you simply depress the zero key. Since the driver for the
output is capable of reading all keys at one time, if you hold
down more than one key, the arm will move in accord with the
combination of signals, i.e., the joints commanded will move
at the same time. The motion will continue as long as the keys
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BASE SHOULDER ELBOW
CW
UP
UP

WRIST
PITCH
UP

Fig. 7-10. One keyboard control system for the robotic arm Mini-Mover 5(cour
tesy Microbot).

are held down. To stop the motion one simply releases the
keys.
By now you can imagine sitting down at a computer
keyboard and carefully depressing the appropriate keys to
cause aMicrobot arm to move in the manner you desire. By
carefully choosing your key and the timing of its depression,
you can make the arm move over ablock, extend down and
grip it, move back upward so it can turn with its load and move
it to anew location and carefully stack the blocks as shown in
Fig. 7-1.
It is important to note that as each command is executed,
the number of steps commanded for each motor in the arm are
counted and stored in aset of registers in RAM. On the video
display one can determine the commanded position of the
arm under either manual or computer control. There are two
commands which access these registers. They are the following:
•@RESET
•@READ
The @RESET command zeros the position registers and
stops all current to the motors, thus allowing you to physically move the arm to anew position. Any other command
cancels @ RESET, and the position of the arm at that time
becomes the new home position.
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The syntax of the @READ command is:
@ READ (V1), (V2), (V3), (V4), (V5), (V6)
Where VI to V6 are any BASIC variables. This command
reads the six position registers and transfers their contents
into the variables. In this way the current position of the
robotic arm is available to the BASIC program at any time.
PROGRAMMING THE MINI-MOVER 5 ROBOTIC ARM
P•

Dr. John Hill, Design Engineer of Microbot, explained
the way to program this robotic arm in the Spring, 1980 issue
of the Robotics Age magazine.
"To illustrate the use of ARMBASIC in manipulation, we will discuss several methods of programming a
pick-and-place task. The task consists of repeatedly
picking objects up at one place and setting them down in
another. This task is common in industry where parts
from afeeder are deposited in another machine or onto a
moving conveyor, for instance. To simplify the example,
we will assume an unending supply of parts at the pickup point and continual removal of parts at the destination
point.
The task is defined in Fig. 7-10. Pickup is from A
and placement is at D. The approach and departure
trajectories, AB and CD are usually required for practical reasons: an object resting on aflat surface normally
must be lifted before it is translated instead of just
sliding it along the surface. In an industrial environment,
such amovement could possibly damage the part, the
manipulator, or some other object in the workspace.
"A simple sequence of ARMBASIC commands for
performing the pick-and-place task is shown in Table
7-2. Movements are performed by the @STEP command, including opening the gripper (statement 60),
P=(P1, P2, P3, P4, P5), Q=(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5) and
R=(R1, R2, R3, R4, R5) define vectors whose elements
are the number of steps of each joint needed to move the
arm from A to B, Bto Cand Cto D respectively. Sis the
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;

1

1

END

START

A

Move Down to A
2.

Close Grip

3.

Move to B

4.

Move to C

5.

Move to D

6.

Open Grip

7.

Move to C

8.

Move to B

Fig. 7-11. The robot's arm movements in a Pick-and-Place program of Table
7-2 (courtesy Robotics Age).

number specifying the speed and GR is the number of
steps the gripper is to be opened to release the part.
"This simple approach is not very practical, as it
requires that the number of steps on each joint be known
in advance. One practical approach for small tasks is
entering the data manually by moving the arm to each of
the four positions (A, B, Cand D of Fig. 7-11) and letting
the computer count and remember the number of steps
each joint moves. This operation is frequently called
"teach mode."
The teach program shown in Table 7-3 illustrates
this principal. Operating interactively with the computer, the operator manually positions the arm to each of
the four positions to specify the pick-and-place task.
Each position is obtained by moving the arm, joint-byjoint, using the keys in the upper left hand corner of the
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keyboard as previously described under the @SET
command. Even the desired grip opening is conveyed by
teach control. Only the speed is entered numerically.
"After the arm is positioned at each of the four
locations, the values of the software position counters
are read by the @READ command and stored in the
vectors A, B, C and D. The elements of these vectors,
A=(Al, A2, A3, A4, A5), B=(B1, B2, B3, B4, B5),
C=(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5), and D=(D1, D2, D3, D4, D5),
are the values of the position counters of each joint. The
P, Q, and R vectors of the simple program (Table 7-3)
can therefore, be obtained by subtraction as follows:
P=B -A, Q=C-B, R=D-C. The desired grip opening,
GR, is measured by reading the grip position counter
before and after closing the grip using the @CLOSE
command. (Statements 170-200 in Table 7-2.)
Examine Table 7-4. For this program, the locations
of the four positions of the pick-and-place task (A, B, C,
D) are defined by their Cartesian coordinates (see Fig.
7-3). The x, y, z, coordinates (in inches) and pitch and
roll angles (in degrees) at the fingertips are:
A=(8,
B=(8,
C=(6,
D=(6,

0,
0,
5,
5,

0.5,
1.5,
1.5,
0.5,

-90,
-90,
-90,
-90,

0)
0)
90)
90)

Table 7-2. Simple Implementation of ARMBASIC
Pick-and-Place Program (Courtesy Robotics Age).

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

@ STEP
@CLOSE
@ STEP
@ STEP
@ STEP
@STEP
@STEP
@STEP
GOTO

S,

-P1,

-P2, -P3,

-P4,

-P5

S,
S,
S,
S,
S,
S,
10

Pl,
01,
R1,
0,
-R1,
-01,

P2,
02,
R2,
0,
-R2,
-02,

P4,
04,
R4,
0,
-R4,
-04,

P5
05
R5
0,
-R5
-05

P3,
03,
R3,
0,
-R3,
-03,

GR
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Note that the object is gripped at a point 0.5 inches
above the table top (z=0) and is raised (or lowered) 1.0
inches for lift off (set down). Its xlocation is changed
from 8to 6inches and its ylocation changed from 0to 5
inches. The angular orientation of the gripper is always
straight down (pitch-90 degrees), but the object is
rotated 90 degrees on its vertical axis between pickup
and set down (roll changes from 0to 90 degrees).
"Data for the Cartesian coordinate program is located after statement 10000. Each data statement
specifies an arm position and orientation in terms of x, y,
z, pitch and roll, and also includes asixth parameter,
governing the grip opening (if positive) or squeezing
force (if negative) after each move, and a seventh
parameter governing the speed setting during each
move. The actual arm solution, beginning at statement
5000, takes an arm configuration specified by the variables X, Y, Z, P, and R, and finds the joint angles (in
radians) that would place the arm in that configuration. It
also includes several tests to determine if the position
and orientation requested is within the reach of the arm.
"The first data statement gives the initialization
point, which is used by the initialization phase of
the program, statements 140-260, to tell the computer
where the arm is in the coordinate system. Note that the
arm position registers are not used by the program
(although the @RESET is necessary). Instead, the
operator is instructed to position the arm at the initialization point under control of the @SET command. The
joint positions corresponding to that point are computed
and stored in variables W1-W5. In the main part of the
program, the relative offsets from one point to the next
are computed and used to step the arm. Thus, all arm
movements are made relative to the initialization point.
"Since the computer has no way of measuring the
arm's joint angles upon startup, such an initialization
must be made by every program that relies on an external coordinate system. Similarly, all arm movements are
made "open loop," or without position feedback. There256

Table 7-3. The Mini-Mover 5 Teaching Program (Courtesy Microbot).

10 REM
20 REM
30 REM
40 REM
50 REM
60 REM
70 REM
80 REM
90 REM
100 @PRESET:

REM

ZERO COUNTERS

1

110 PRINT "PICK - ANO - PLACE ROUTINE"
120 PRINT "
USE MANUAL KEYS TO POSITION ARM"
130 INPUT "SPEED ="; S
140 PRINT "POSITION GRIPPER ON PART,
150 PRINT "
160 @SET

TYPE D WHEN °ONE"

ADJUST GRIP OPENING TO CLEAR PART"

170 @READ A1,A2,43,A4,A5,C
180 @CLOSE:
REM
CLOSE GRIPPER AND MEASURE PART
190 @READ Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,G0
200
210
220
230

G = GO - GC
:REM
GRIP SIZE OPEN LESS GRIP SIZE CLOSED
PRINT "POSITION PART ABOVE PICKUP SITE, TYPE 0 WHEN DONE"
@SET
@REA° B1,62,83,B4,B5

240 PRINT "POSITION PART ABOVE PLACEMENT SITE, TYPE 0 WHEN ODNE"
250 @SET
260
270
280
290
300

@PREA0 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5
PRINT "POSITION PART AT PLACEMENT SITE, TYPE 0 WHEN DONE"
@SET
@READ 01,02,03,04,05
REM

310
320
330
340

REM
RELEASE PART ANO RETURN TO B
REM
@STEP S,0,0,0,0,0,G
@STEP S, C1-01, C2-D2, C3-03, C4-04, C5-05

350 @STEP S, B1-C1, 82-C2, B3-C3, 84-C4, 85-05
360 REM
370 REM
WAIT UNTIL READY
380 REM
390 INPUT "TYPE G TD GO";

8$

400 IF RS = "G" THEN 410 ELSE 390
410 REM
420 REM
RUN THE PICK - ANO - PLACE PROGRAM
430 REM
1000 @STEP S, A1-81, A2-62, A3-83, A4-84, A5-85
1010 @CLOSE
1020 @STEP S, B1-Al, 82-A2, B3-A3, 84-A4, 85-A5
1030 @STEP S, C1-81, C2-82, C3-B3, C4-B4, C5-85
1040 @STEP S, 01-C1, 02-C2,
1050 @STEP 5,0,0,0,0,0,6
1060
1070
1080
1090

@STEP S, C1-01,
@STEP S, BI -Cl,
GOTO 1000
END

D3-C3,

04-C4,

05-05

C2-D2, C3-03, C4-04,
82-C2, 83-C3, B4-C4,

C5-05
85-05
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OE

Table 7-4. A Cartesian Coordinate Program for Mini-Mover 5 (Courtesy Microbot).
10 REM
20

REM

•

30

REM

•

40 REM

•

50

REM

•

60
70

REM
REM

•
•

MINI

MOVER

5

CARTESIAN COORDINATE CONTROL
PROGRAM

BO REM
90

REM

100 REM

DEFINE ARM CONSTANTS

101

H=8.1

:REM

102

L=7.0

:REM

103

LL=3.5

:REM

SHOULDER HEIGHT ABOVE TABLE
SHOULDER TO

ELBOW ANO ELBOW TO WRIST LENGTH

WRIST TO FINGERTIP LENGTH

104 REM
110 REM

DEFINE OTHER CONSTANTS

111

PI=3.14159

112

C=180/PI

:REM

DEGREES

113

R1=1

:REM

FLAG FOR WORLD COORDINATES

IN

1.00 RAOIAN

114 REM
120 REM

DEFINE ARM SCALE FACTORS

121

S1=937.8:

122

S3=551.4

123

S4=203.7:

124

S6=618

S2=S1
S5=S4

:REM

STEPS/RAOIAN,

:REM

STEPS/RAOIAN,

JOINTS 1 & 2
JOINT 3

:REM

STEPS/RAOIAN,

JOINTS 4 & 5

:REM

STEPS/INCH,

HANO

125 REM
130 REM
131

INITIALIZATION

OIM UU(7,50)

:REM ROOM FOR

50 MOVES

132 U=0
133 @RESET
134 REM
140 REM
141

READ

IN FIRST DATA LINE FOR

INITIALIZATION

READ X,Y,Z,P,R,GR,S

150 PRINT

"SET ARM TO THE FOLLOWING POSITION .6 ORIENTATION"

151

PRINT

"

152 PRINT

"

153 PRINT

"

USING

KEYBOARO,

X . ";

"INCHES"

Y;

"INCHES"

154 PRINT

"

Z = ";

Z;

"INCHES"

155 PRINT

"

PITCH = ";

P;

"DEGREES"

156 PRINT

"

ROLL . ";

R;

"DEGREES"

157 PRINT

"

HAND = ";

GR/S6;

170

epsET

Y = ";

TYPE 0 WHEN FINISHED"

X;

200 GOSUB 5000
210

REM

220

W1=INT(S1

W

"INCHES"

:REM GET JOINT ANGLES FOR

INITIALIZATION

IS WHERE WE ARE AT
•11)

230 W2=INT(S2 . 72)
240
250

W3=INT(S3'7.3)
W4=INT(S4 • 74)

260 WS=INT(S5 • 75)
270 REM
300 REM READ IN NEXT

POINT

30E1 READ X,Y,Z,P,R,GR,S
309 IF X < -100 GOTO

1000

310

PRINT

"MOVE TO X,Y,Z.P,R,GR,S"

311

PRINT X,Y,Z,P,R,GR,S

320 GOSUB 5000
325 REM

:REM GET JOINT ANGLES FOR NEXT POINT
C IS THE CHANGE

(IN COUNTS)

330 C1=INT(S1•11)-W1
340 C2=INT(S2*T2)-W2
350 C3=INT(S3

• 73)-W3

360 C4=INT(S4 •74)-w4
370 C5=INTIS5 • 75)-W5
400 REM
UPOATE WHERE WE WILL BE
410 W1=W1,C1:W2=W2*C2:W3=W3 ,C3:W4=W4 , C4:W5=W5 , C5
420

@STEP S,C1,-C2,C3,-C4,C5

425 U=U.1
430 UU(1,U)=C1
431
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UU(2,U)= -C2

432 UU(3,U)=C3
433 UU(4,U)=-C4
434 UU(5,U)=C5
450 UU(6,U)=GR
455 UU(7,U)=S
460 IF GR <0 GOTO 500
461 REM
OPEN GRIP IF GR>0
470 @STEP S,0,0,0,0,0,GR
480 GOTO 300
490 REM
CLOSE GRIP ANO SQUEEZE IF GR

<0

500 @CLOSE
520 @STEP 100,0,0,0,0,0,GR
530 GOTO 300
540 REM
1000 PRINT " RUN THE PROGRAM"
1010 FOR 1=2 TO U
1020 @STEP UU(7,I),UU(1,1),UU(2,1),UU(3,1),UU(4,I),UU(5,I)
1030 IF UU(6,I)<0 GOTO 1060
1040 @STEP UU(7,I),0,0,0,0,0,UU(6,1)
1050 GOTO 1100
1060@CLOSF
1080EPSTEP 100,0,0,0,0,0,UU(6,I)
1100 NEXT I
1110 GOTO 1010
2000 ENO
2010 REM
5000 REM
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE JOINT COOROINATES
5010 REM
ENTER WITH X,Y,Z,PITCH,ROLL, ANO RI
5015 REM
RETURN WITH JOINT ANGLES Ti TO T5
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060

P=P/C:R=R/CRADIANS)
(IN
RR=S0A(X•X+Y*Y)
IF RR<2.25 THEN 6000
IF X=0 THEN T1=SGN(Y)*PI/2 ELSE T1=ATN(Y/X)
IF X<0 GOTO 6000

5070
5080
5090
5100
5110

T4=P.R.R1•11
T5=P-R-R1.11
IF T4<-270/C OR T4>270/C GOTO 6000
IF T5<-270/C OR T5A70/C GOO 6000
RO=RR-LCCOS(P)

5120
5130
5140
5150
5160
5170

ZO=Z-LCSIN(P)-H
IF RO<2.25 GOTO 6000
IF R0=0 THEN G=SGNIZOPTI/2 ELSE G=ATN(ZO/R0)
A=RO•RO • ZOZO
A=4*L.LJA-1
IF A<0 GOTO 6000

5180 A=ATN(SOR(A))
5190 T2=A+G
5200 T3=G-A
5210 IF T2>144/C OR 12<-127/C GOTO 6000
5220 IF (T2-1.3)<0 OR
5230 RETURN
6000 PRINT "

(12-13)>149/C GOTO 6000
OUT OF REACH

6010 ENO
6020 REM
9000 REM
COOROINATE DATA FOR PICK-ANO -PLACE TASK
9010 REM
STATEMENT 10000 IS INITIALIZATION POINT
9020 REM
STATEMENT 10010-10070 DEFINE TRAJECTORY
9030 REM
STATEMENT 10080 SIGNALS NO MORE OATA
10000 OATA
5,
0,
0,
-90,
0,
0,
50
10010 OATA
10020 OATA

8,
8,

0,
0,

1.5,
0.5,

-90,
-90,

0,
0,

0,
-30,

50
50

10030 OATA
10040 OATA

8,
6,

0,
5,

1.5,
1.5,

-90,
-90,

0,
90,

0,
0,

100
50

10050 OATA

6,

5,

0.5,

-90,

90,

300,

50

10060 OATA
10070 OATA
10080 OATA

6,
8,
-999,

5,
0,
0,

1.5,
1.5,
0,

-90,
-90,
0,

90,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,

50
50
0
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fore, areinitialization is necessary if the arm is unable to
successfully perform amovement due to overloading of
collision. The use of open loop control by stepper
motors eliminates the need for joint position sensors
and associated interface circuitry and is thus an important design tradeoff that reduces the cost of the arm
while still providing accurate positioning.
"During the second phase of the program, statements 300-530, the arm is moved from data point to data
point as the solutions are carried out. An arm solution
takes less than one second. The joint angles corresponding to each data point are stored in array UU. After all
the solutions are obtained, control is transferred to the
third phase, beginning at statement 1000, where the
pick-and-place cycle is run repeatedly without coordinate conversions by using the joint angles in UU.
"Those who analyze the Cartesian coordinate program carefully will note that it is, in fact, general purpose, capable of generating arbitrary motion trajectories
with up to 50 movements. This is sufficient for many
assembly tasks such as building structures from blocks.
The power of the ARMBASIC approach can be seen by
comparing the simplicity of this program, which is less
than 100 lines of code, with previous approaches which
have required 8K or more of assembly language coding
to do the same type of task."
ROBOTIC-ARM ACCURACIES AND POWER
The Mini-Mover 5was developed for, and can be used in
learning and teaching, and in an experimental way to verify
computer related concepts economically. From this viewpoint, it is an impressive device. From auseful standpoint of
doing work it has some limitations which need examination.
One of these limitations is the power capability of the arm.
There can be no doubt that in advanced robotics applications asignificant amount of power must be generated, proportional to the size of the robot of course, to enable the
machine to do useful work. One may argue that useful work is,
indeed, agood reason for the machine's existence.
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Another problem of machines of Mini-Mover 5design
may be the physical control cabling because it has, by virtue of
its type, some play and elasticity which becomes more pronounced as it attacks jobs which require power and force for
handling. This seems to defeat one much-desired goal of
robot machine development; that of consistent and reproducible accuracy to an extremely high degree of precision in a
repeatable process requiring movement. Cables give much
flexibility in construction and in many cases simplify such
construction. However, they may not produce the feedback
effect of inertia in an automated system as much as gears do.
Certainly, if one does not have to have motors and gears at
each joint, the system inertia can be reduced for operational
and computational analysis purposes. One might then avoid
the complexities of having avariable moment of inertia to be
concerned with when the robot arm is moved.
Currently the accuracy of robot arm device positioning is
limited to some .004 inch in arepeatable processing cycle.
While ahigher degree of accuracy may be needed in some
types of applications, we must admit that .004 inch is not bad!
COMMUNICATING WITH THE ROBOT
In the example of computer communication using the
operation of Mini-Mover 5, hard-wire signal cabling was
used. We do not have much to worry about as far as getting
extraneous signals into the machine's operation, unless we
are very careless and lay the signal cable in astrong electromagnetic field, improperly shield it, make the signal cable
too long, or improperly terminate it at either end. Usually,
since the signal cabling is relatively short in length, properly
laid, terminated, and even may be shielded, there is no problem, and the signals are transmitted strongly and accurately.
If we have arobot located at some distance from the
computer which directs its operations, and if the environment
through which signal cables or lines to the robot must be laid
is harsh, as far as signal transmission is concerned, then we
could have acommunications problem. The problem evolves
around two concepts; the loss of signal information, and the
production of spurious signal information.
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Loss can be due to actual signal disintegration or to
distortion to such an extent that the robot cannot tell that it is
receiving a command or feedback signal. In an industrial
environment two possibilities exist.
The robot with its drive motors is the end unit and the
computer, servomechanism amplifiers, and such are all located at aremote point away from the robot. Thus the only
signals going to the robot itself will be the voltages necessary
to cause the motors to operate, and since these are high level
signals they are less subject to interference. The second
possibility is that the robot is almost entirely self contained
and thus, with its integral computer and servo system, is
relatively well protected from aharsh communications environment. In this latter case, the robot receives signals from
its own world only, be they commands from the computer
program, or feedback from its working sensors.
When the robot is in afixed location, the wires connecting it to aremote computing and electronic control mechanism panel are usually contained in metallic tubing which
gives physical protection and shielding if such tubing is connected to acommon ground. Even then, ashielded cable may
run inside this kind of conduit. In this type of application this
usually takes care of the communications problem. In fact, in
industrial plants, the use of hard-ware signal cables might be
the most useful way to communicate with the robot, and have
it communicate with its control base! But, for amoment, let us
examine the possibilities of having acommunication with the
robot by radio signals.
If you are familiar with the antiaircraft missile systems
used by the Department of Defense, then no doubt you will be
concerned if we do not also point out that in these fine
systems, the information concerning the target can be obtained by the ground station, independently of the missile.
The missile is really acontrolled robot projectile of the robot
ground station complex.
The point is that two way communication with arobot is
essential. We send commands, we get feedback information
from the robot's sensors. The computing section of the system analyzes the data, modifies the commands in accord with
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that data and sees to it that everything works as it should, for
as long as it should, in the proper sequence, and with the
proper timing. The computer coordinates various machines
and perhaps other robots in doing ajob so, the computer must
get feedback from each robot.
Think of the amount of information acomplex operation
must have moving over acommunications system! This information must not be distorted or modified or lost in the
process, and it must be very visible to the computer in
whatever noise levels may be present in that communications
system.
We are constantly amazed at the human capability to
distinguish desired information in an environment of undesired information. For example, three persons may talk at the
same time and you want to follow the intelligence of just one
discussion. The human mind, once given the command to
listen to Joe, turns its attention to what Joe is saying, excluding the other voices as far as interpreting intelligence from
them. The head turns to give Joe's voice the best reception
and to minimize the reception of the other voices. The mind
then instantly develops a pattern of information based on
snatches of words which it recognizes clearly. The mind will
actually fill in words and phrases and sentences which are
incomplete due to competing noises or distortions. If the
mind gets lost, it commands the tongue to activate and ask
"What? What did you say?"
So it is with robotic communication systems. By using
the binary code and making words out of the infinite number of
patterns of these symbols, sounds, or signals (in which-ever
form they may appear), one might loose some elements and
still not lose the message. That is arequired and desired level
of operation for robot machines.
Suppose that a signal comes which has the following
form 110110110100. The zeros underlined for emphasis mean
that no pulse of energy appeared at that time. The question
then is whether apulse of energy was there and was lost, or
whether a zero was actually intended at that time. If we
suppose that the computer receiving the signal can look at the
word received and calculate that for this word to fit into the
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intelligence pattern of the phase, the first zero has got to be a
one. It makes aone out of that space and the word has meaning
in its phraseology. Everything continues in afashion.
With humans, the loss of letters—say with aMorse code
message—can easily be filled to make sense. Suppose you
receive the following; Th_ _an was tall. You supply the
missing letters to get "The man was tall."
MULTIPLEXING IN COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
Multiplexing means conveying many different items of
information on the same path. If we use ahard wire system we
know that we can send many different types of signals over a
single pair of wires, and each signal, or set of signals, can be
representative of information from asingle source. Thus we
can have, with multiple signals, multiple information from
many sources sent over the same pair of wires.
Some elementary means of conveying different items of
information are to use amodulation procedure, or use atime
division of the use of the lines. In the first case, since, usually,
frequencies are involved, we think of this system as frequency multiplexing. The second system, as you would suspect, is called time multiplexing.
Examining frequency multiplexing further we find that
we can send many items of information simultaneously, since
we can modulate acarrier (be it wire, radio signal, light beam,
or whatever) with many different signals simultaneously. An
example is our regular broadcast radio system. We know that
the musical tones of different instruments—say, for example,
the piano, saxophone, clarinet, drums, and avocal—can all be
sent at the same time and we humans can distinguish each
instrument by its tone. For control purposes it was apractice
some years past—and still is in some systems —to send tones
denoting commands or information and separate them electronically at the receiving end with audio filters low frequency rf filters. It is understood that acommand can be an
off-on or present—absent type of thing. The presence of a
tone can cause a switch to close and some electrical or
electronic function to be performed when this happens. The
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absence of the tone will mean switch open and acessation of
that functional operation.
It is also understood that to convey a changing bit of
information, such as we might need in arobotics application,
that we cannot have just an off-on type of signal. The feedback
from sensors must be such that they can be varied in some
way to produce information about slight changes in position,
or values of the object being sensed.
The tone transmission system can vary the pitch of the
tone slightly around some nominal value, and aslight change
can convey the information we desire to be sent to the computer decoding section. The decoder must then change a
variable pitch, or tone, into some kind of machine signal such
as off-on pulses which the computer can then use to do its
assessment and evaluation and computation with.
So, we are now looking at bands in the tone spectrum
over which signals might be varied to convey changing information. These bands all might be sent simultaneously and so
we then ask ourselves if there is a limit as to how much
information we might send simultaneously. We can reduce
the band widths by going to higher and higher tone or signal
frequencies. We find that there is alimit to how many tones
we can transmit simultaneously and still recover the desired
information. Scientists who have studied this problem estimate that eight audio channels is about the limit each channel
getting only 12% of the available 100% modulation capability
of the transmitting system.
Think of what this means. If we are dealing with asingle
robot, which has many self contained feedback functions, and
some kind of internal computing and directing system, eight
feedback channels to some outside and coordinating might be
sufficient. But if that computer is directing many robots, and
needs alot of information from each to properly effect that
coordination, then eight channels is certainly limiting! So we
look at Time Division Multiplexing.
It seems right away that this has some advantages. One
particular advantage is that each channel can get the full 100%
modulation since it is singly transmitted. When the informa265
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tion from one channel has been sent, then the second channel's information is sent, and so on. If we can send the
information fast enough, we can send lots of channels, each
getting the full operational capability of the transmitting system, and, as far as the practical operation of the robotics
system is concerned, if the information is sent fast enough, it
won't even know that it is getting its data in spurts.
In away, acomputer already operates with this concept
of time division multiplexing, for it has common busses which
are time allocated to various signals by atiming clock. Thus
we begin to look at robots as just another I/O peripheral. If we
want to go one step further, we can imagine acombination
system, using time division multiplexing and frequency division multiplexing over acommon carrier which should enable
us to get all the information needed from one point to another
to make remote operation of robots very practical.
SOME EXAMPLES OF PULSE CODE MODULATION
To summarize the previous discussion, we are interested in the feasibility of operating our robots remotely,
without the use of hard wire cables to them, or operating the
robots using asingle pair of wires instead of multicables such
as we have learned are used to operate most robot arms.
Examine Fig. 7-12 wherein we see agraphic representation
of some forms of pulse modulation which might be used to
convey intelligence from one point to another. The carrier
might be a wire, a radio transmitter, a light beam of any
frequency, or even sound, which may extend from the audible
range into the supersonic. We see how a signal might be
modulated by extending or shortening the time of existence of
the pulses. This is called pulse width modulation. Notice that
some of the pulses graphed are wide and some are narrow and
realize that asingle pulse will be varied about its nominal
width with the signal we desire to convey. If, for example, we
wanted to transmit just ones and zeros, we might set up a
system where awide pulse represents aone and anarrow
pulse (narrower than the nominal value) represents azero.
Transmission, then, of computer readible intelligence would
be just long strings of wide pulses and narrow pulses to make
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up computer words. The diagram does not reflect accurately,
the number of channels being transmitted. If, for example, we
use afive bit word for commands and feedback, we would
have only one channel of communication. We have to define a
channel as being the route to asingle operating unit. Thus in
the case being discussed we would have only one channel,
which might mean control of one one robot. We could imagine that we would send many sequential lists of five bit code
groups and thus, using time multiplexing, control many
robots in this manner.
If we restrict ourselves to the width -per-pulse as a
channel, as illustrated, then we find that five pulses represent
five channels as shown. The width variation might be interpreted as ones and zeros as we have stated, or by varying the
width in asinusoidal manner we could recover tones and tone
variations which could represent variables in the system. The
manner of varying the width of apulse, such as illustrated, is
left entirely to your own imagination and requirements, one
might recover saw-tooth or square-wave or exponential
waveforms from the varying tonal modulation. This tone
modulation or variation might be areal variable on arf carrier,
or it might just be arecoverable value from the varying rf
frequency.
There is adifficulty. If we lose apulse we have lost a
channel. If the system, somehow, is able to cause pulse
existence shortening or lengthening, we have spurious information being generated. If rf is used as the carrier, it may
take some bandwidths to accommodate the variation in
pulses. However, on the good side of the situation, this
system has been used successfully in commercial applications and in hobby applications where it is used to control
radio-controlled model aircraft. It is relatively easy to design
adecoder to separate wide pulses and narrow pulses.
In the second possibility the pulses all have the same
width and are all transmitted sequentially. It is the relative
position of each pulse with respect to astarting time for the
"train" which governs its information carrying content. As
shov;r-n, we assume that when no information is being transmitted, each pulse has adefinite existence time, following
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some type of input starting clock signal. Since each pulse can
be varied about this nominal existence time, being either
early or late one can relate these positions to coded data.
Early being one, late being zero. With robots such signals can
also mean up arm, down arm, and neutral arm position.
This is the system of transmitting command and control
signals used with the GARCAN robot discussed previously in
this book. It is a simple and reliable and well understood
method of sending commands. It can be used for both off-on
functions and proportional functions.
The code shown in Ccan be adirect representation of the
binary words used in computers. One simply has to have
enough pulses to match the computing system used; i.e., an 8
bit system needs 8pulses, but one might have 12 or 16 or 32
or even 64 pulses if that kind of accuracy is needed. If the
pulses are microsecond or fractional microsecond existence
units, and are separated in time by fractions of amicrosecond,
it would not take long to send a16 or 32 pulse word or train of
pulses. This word could be repeated over and over, just as a
message could be repeated to insure accuracy. There is
probably some probability mathematics which would indicate
just about how many times, on the average, one should repeat
aword to be assured that it would be properly received, but
we won't go into that here.
We find in C asystem made to order for transmission of
binary code. We assume that signal presence—or pulse
presence—means aone and absence of the signal means a
zero. Therein lies our difficulty. If we lose apulse in transmission, the computer on the receiving end might interpret
this to mean that azero should be written. The computer thus
might be incorrect! But, as we have stated, redundancy might
overcome this problem to some extent, and computer sentence analysis could also be used.
Finally, we glance at D wherein we find the basic radio
teletype system of frequency diversity used to convey ones
and zeros. Two tone frequencies can be transmitted over a
common radio frequency carrier, or other type carrier, such
as previously indicated. One tone means aone, and the second tone means azero, as shown. Since the system must
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always have one or the other tone being received, any absence of tone means an error which the computer can recognize. As we know, this system has been found to be highly
accurate and reliable in the transmission of messages. It
would be relatively easy to apply this system to robotics
applications and, using filters, and combination or pairs of
tones, one might control many robots, or robotic functions
over asingle wire pair, or rf frequency.
SOME DESIGN CRITERIA OF TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
Measuring the responses of arobotics system by remote
means is similar to getting information from an experimental
aircraft or rocket in flight using radio systems and sensors at
various critical points in the system. Thus, afew moments
consideration of telemetry design criteria can be helpful in
our study of establishing communications with robots.
We know that radio telemetry systems have been used in
aircraft to measure such things as position, velocity, acceleration, and aircraft attitude with respect to some gyroscopic
coordinates. Also, sensors are used to determine the amount
of vibration or flutter at various points on the body and the
pressure at various points internally and externally. They
also measure temperatures, strain, stress, fuel flow, cosmic
ray counts, ionization, static build-up, and voltages throughout the aircraft. Of course such measurements can be made on
other vehicles as well. Our space explorers are robots that
send back pictures, and after testing and sampling distant
planets, information on soils, atmosphere, and such is also
sent.
When we consider the return of data, we must also
consider the accuracy of that data and whether it meets the
design and operating criteria or not. Data from such systems
may vary quickly and considerably, or it may vary slowly and
within small excursion limits. If we are looking just for general information then, perhaps, accuracies within, say, 15 to
40 percent may be used and acceptable. But if we really want
tight monitoring then we will want accuracies within, say, Y2
to 2percent and in some cases, as in arobotics system where
positioning is being monitored, we may want accuracies from
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0.1 to 0.001%! Of course we would like absolute accuracy;
zero percent error if possible. But due to system limitations
we just can't reach that optimum.
When we are interested in some sensor value which may
vary at a sinusoidal rate, it has been found necessary to
sample that quantity with at least 3samples per cycle, and it
has been said that you must have at least six samples per
cycle to reconstruct avarying sine wave with any degree of
accuracy. Of course, if you want to transmit data that is
constantly being measured, as you would if you used afrequency varied by the sensor, then you should have total
information instantly, concerning that measured unit. If you
use a pulse sampling system wherein the pulse voltage
amplitude is then converted into digital (binary) words which
can be used by a computer to reconstruct the wave being
sampled, there is always the possibility that the sampling
system might miss something—some variation—if that sampling is not conducted frequently enough.
In accepted telemetry systems which use tone or low rf
frequencies to modulate acarrier (usually an FM carrier to
reduce noise and distortion), the system is called an
FM—FM system. This means frequency modulation of the
oscillator which, in turn, is frequency modulating acarrier.
The oscillator, of course, is being modulated or varied by the
sensor measurement unit. If one wishes to think in terms of
computerized handling of data, then one thinks in terms of
receiving pulses which form groups of binary computer words
as we have already mentioned. Analog to digital circuits are
available and can be used in such an application. The accuracy
will be governed by the number of samples-per-second taken
of the measured or sensed quantity. A representative telemetering system of the FM—FM type is illustrated in Fig.
7-13.
In the illustration we see some sensors which cause the
frequency of the oscillators to change according to the movement, strain, velocity, or whatever is being sensed. This
signal is then used to FM modulate the transmitter. It is sent
to the receiver, there separated by band-pass filter sections
converted into varying levels of plus or minus dc voltages
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which are proportional to the instantaneous position, strain,
or velocity of the sensed unit, and then sent to analog-todigital converters and thence to computers. Of course these
signals might be used in their analog form to control aremote
robot or whatever.
COMMUNICATIONS SIGNALS NEEDED
It is essential that regardless of the type of carrier which
conveys information to the robot, this carrier must also be
capable of returning signals from the robot to its control
station. We think of asimple, proven example. If one has a
guided missile whose control station and computing station
are on the ground, and the mission of this missile is to destroy
enemy aircraft in flight, then the missile should, under some
circumstances, be able to inform the ground station how close
it is to the aircraft it seeks as prey. When it is close enough,
the ground computer will determine an exact time to detonate
awarhead for destruction of the enemy aircraft. The signals
might also be used to drive pen recorders, printers, or illuminate video displays, as desired, in the operation being conducted.
It is interesting that there are some 18 frequency bands,
made up of frequencies from roughly 350 Hertz to some
70,000 Hertz which can be used in FM telemetry. One must
make sure that he does not use two bands which are harmonically related, as that plays havoc with the system's ability to
give out good data. Variations in frequency are relatively
small, usually about 7.5%, and of course, the higher the band
frequency, the higher the frequency response capability of
that particular sensing section can be.
Thus, when we consider the use of robots which are not
fixed in agiven location, we think in terms of systems of
control which can radiate aroomful of signals which can be
received at any place in the area or room, and getting back
responses from the robot in the same manner.
The reference system in which all movements are determined is the instantaneous position which they might have
at that moment, probably with respect to the four walls and
floor and ceiling of the room, and with respect to whatever
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objects may be within the room, even to aconsideration of
other people who also may be moving! The feedback sensor
system must give you (or your computer) this data. In an
automated robotic system with free wheeling robots in action, some computer somewhere must know everything
about everything and keep this knowledge accurate and current!
CURRENT SOCIOLOGICAL THINKING ABOUT ROBOTS
To many people, not well enough informed about automation and robotic technology, or incapable of completely
understanding just how these machines work, the existence
of robots present them with athreat. To some it is ajob-loss
threat, to some it is amuch more serious threat such as; "Will
robots take over and rule the world making us slaves?" We
may grin about this, but, be assured, such thinking exists in no
small dimension. The Robotics International Organization
defines arobot as "A reprogrammable, multifunction manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools, or
specialized devices through variable programmed motions
for the performance of avariety of tasks." One can see, in this
definition, adescription of amachine and that may be abig
help to industry when they plan the utilization of these devices. It may help out with the psychological problems of
people.
There are many fantasies concerning robots and these
become more prevalent when we consider the robot in some
kind of human form. For some reason, that seems to be what
the average person would like for his robot to have. One of the
leading Science Fiction writers, Isaac Asimov has written of a
situation where amother becomes jealous of arobot who was
assigned ababy-sitting task over her daughter, in the story
ROBBIE. In another story he described the relationship
between awife and arobotic butler. Movies have been made
which show humans falling in love with robots. Why people
would be attracted to robots that are, to all appearances,
duplicates of themselves, or of "beautiful people" can be the
subject of another study. We just pose the idea here for
consideration.
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In all pseudo-science stories concerning robots we find
that sooner or later, the "Laws of Robotics" are derived or
stated. These laws are supposed to be the statements which
govern the limits of robotic action. Isaac Asimov formulated
and first wrote the Laws. One of these is paraphrased "The
robot shall not harm his maker." Designers were supposed to
insure, in the circuitry associated with the robot, that this
Law was embedded and used as a control on the robot's
operations. Now we find that there is an effort to state some
Laws for industrial robots, and since these, in away, reflect
thinking concerning the use of industrial robots, we should
examine them. As stated by Neale W. Clapp of Block Petrella
Associates, one set of such Laws are:
(a). Organizations may not install robots to the economic,
social, or physical detriment of workers or management.
(b). Organizations may not install robots through devious
or closed strategies which reflect distrust or disregard for the
work force, for surely they will fulfill their own prophecy.
(c). Organizations may only install robots on those tasks
which, while currently performed by men, are tasks where
the man is like arobot, not the robot like aman!
This decade is the beginning of the age of robotics, z.nd
thus, while we are learning how to make them operate, and
what they can do, and how to make them better from adesign
and operational standpoint, perhaps the sociological aspects
of robotics showed also be aprime area of consideration. This
could also influence the design, installation, development,
and operation of these types of machines.
HOW SOME EXECUTIVES DETERMINE THE NEED FOR ROBOTS
W.R. Tanner of Tanner Associates has stated some rules
of thumb by which an executive might determine if he is on a
correct course when he installs robots in his installation.
(a). Avoid extremes of complexity
(b). Operations must be orderly and systematic
(c). Remember, robots are generally no faster than people
(d). For short runs use people, for very long runs use fixed
automation
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(e). If it doesn't make dollars it doesn't make sense
(f). One is not better than none
(g). If people don't want it, they won't make it.
Refer to the Spring, 1980, issue of Robotics Today magazine
for Mr. Tanner's discussion.
Some of the ideas expressed in the rules seem suitable,
and others are open to question. We would question fas it
seems that adetailed consideration of the application might
be in order before making ajudgment such as stated here. If a
robot can be operated 24 hours aday (not considering down
time), and if it requires no breaks or rest periods, and if it can
be adjusted to perform new tasks with relative ease, then
perhaps just one robot in an installation can add up. You will
determine, from your own experience and knowledge, which
of the other rules might be appropriate, but we would venture
to suggest that some debate might be worthwhile on some of
these rules. We have included some of the previous rules and
definitions to illustrate that industry, as well as users of other
types of robotic equipment, seem somewhat frustrated when
they really begin to consider such machines in the hierarchy
of human-machine relationships. When we think of an automobile, we simply think of transportation. It can be with or
without comfort and conveniences, and it can be cost effective
or not. It can be status making or demonstrating. But we know
where and how to think of that kind of machine, both in a
pleasure sense, and in aprofit producing capacity. We also
know how to relate the human element to the machine, even if
it is avariation of the automobile, such as the truck, tractor,
tank, or whatever.
Perhaps we must come to the same type of thinking with
robots? Is it possible that one status symbol of the future will
be the number of domesticated robots one has around the
house? It is possible that the industrial profit margin will be
controlled by the number, type, and efficiency of robot workers. It is possible that one might find acompletely new type
world in which the human must be re-programmed to be
compatible with the robotic machines which he previously
programmed?
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As Iwrite this book Iwonder what the future of writers
will be. Will arobot typewriter investigate the many areas of
research by simply sending signals over the telephone lines
to libraries and other repositories of knowledge; analyzing
and assembling and developing material and then spewing out
pages of text? Perhaps it would write novels, based on tried
and true plots, or screen scripts? Man may tend to forget, and
acomputer can memorize almost forever. Man may be emotional in rendering judgments, amachine will just consider
facts. Man may be unable to render perfect decisions, due to
his inability to retain or consider all facts needed to get the
absolute picture of background, trends, or whatever. A computer, with the new technology making possible alarger and
larger memory capability, and with the computer ability to
solve equations relating to the decision making process that
baffled man in years past, we, even currently, note how many
humans are turning to these machines for the answers to their
problem.
In any event, we need to know as much as we can about
these robotic computer-controlled things and to this end we
now continue into the next chapter where we consider first
another industrial robot, and then some aspects of giving
robots eyes. You might even begin to think about the situation
we have now, where most robots are blind. What will the
ability to see mean to these machines?
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One unique feature of this robot is that it is an all electric
system. As illustrated in Fig. 8-1, you can see the large,
specially designed electric motors on each side of the arm at
the shoulder position, and one to the rear of the arm section.
Also visible in the illustration is the control panel which
governs its operation. At the right end of the arm itself is an
attachment disc which permits use of amultitude of tools or
devices to do the various tasks for which it is designed.
Notice that while the arm itself is not directly extendable,
reach can be obtained by use of the electric motors at the
shoulder position, or by causing the arm to bend at the elbow
rotary joint. This is very similar to the human arm.
When we examine such an arm and realize its strength
and capability, it brings to mind avision of asleeping giant and
helpers as illustrated in Fig. 8-2. In this illustration we attempt to show that only a portion of a robotic capability,
perhaps, is being used to assemble or adjust some objects
brought to it by, in this illustration, elves, who position and
hold the workpieces while the arm performs its operation on
them. Then they move on to the next robotic station. This, of
course could be some type conveyor system, but one which
has apositioning capability at the end where it meshes with
the arm operation.
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Fig. 8-1. The ASEA robot for industrial applications (courtesy ASEA).

As to the giant itself, note that only asmall portion of the
possible computer brain has been used, and that asecond arm
remains motionless. In some applications there is aneed for a
second arm, or even asecond pair of arms and some robots
have been designed to have these appendages. Underwater
repair of cables or oil lines use such robots to perform working tasks. Our giant gets his orders by telephone or more
accurately, by electronic-electrical signals. Maybe it's alittle
fanciful but it is intended to illustrate apoint. The ASEA robot
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Fig. 8-2. One arm benign giant (robot) and helpers.
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is made by the Electronics Division of ASEA, Västerás,
Sweden. More than 600 of these type robots are being used in
various types of industrial applications in more than 20 countries. The tasks which it performs range from moving a
stainless steel sink around apolishing brush, to delicately
applying liquid adhesive glue to acar top, to applying amulti
torch welding unit to car bodies. This robotic arm has six
degrees of freedom to do the tasks assigned. Notice in Fig.
8-1 how well sealed the whole unit is, and that makes it
possible for it to operate for long periods of time in dirty
environments where grime and other contaminants may
exist. In one de-burring application avicious stream of tiny
metallic particles is generated during the working process.
The arm must not be affected by them. Each electric drive
unit includes acomplete servosystem with adc motor, resolver, for positioning indication, and atachometer for controlling its speed. It is said to have aquiet operation.
What we gain by examining this unit is afurther understanding of just what an industrial robot consists of, how it is
programmed, how it operates, and what it can do. Since this
arm is electrically driven, it also can provide agiant example
for the hobbyist or experimenter as to how electric motors
are, and can be, used in such an applications, and how they are
controlled and regulated. Smaller motors, of course, would be
used in smaller arms.
In the description which follows we must realize that the
robot arm is described as having alower arm section which is
that section connected to the base pedestal, and an upper arm
section which is the horizontal member attached to the lower
arm section. The robot can rotate about its base pedestal and
the motions of the arm segments will be angular about their
pivot points, but this angular motion can result in an in-out
motion of the end wrist to which various tools and devices can
be attached. The wrist is the small circular section at the right
end of the horizontal upper arm in Fig. 8-1. Its rotation is
perpendicular to the rotational up and down movement of the
upper arm. In this robot the designers have used an ingenious
system of linkages to accomplish wrist rotation. Now let us
learn some details of this robotic arm.
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DESCRIPTION
The ASEA industrial robot system is made up of three
main parts:
Control system
Measuring and servosystem
Mechanical system
The control system consists of the computer, memories,
inputs and outputs to control the robot and interlocks from
peripheral equipment, and functions to control the servosystem of the robot.
The measuring and servosystems include servo
amplifiers and dc motors with tachogenerator feedback. Position regulation is by means of acyclic resolver system consisting of a resolver with associated supply and decoding
circuits, and aposition regulator.
The mechanical system includes the robot and the
transmission which converts the rotation of the motors into
the required motion. The following motions are available:
Rotation

(çb) entire robot rotates
about its pedestal
Out/in motion
(0) lower arm moves
Up/down motion (a) upper arm moves
Wrist bend
(r) the wrist bends up or down
Wrist turn
(v) the "cuff" of the wrist
rotates
Various additional units (options) can be connected to
the control system of the robot:
A programming unit, which is used to program robot
motions
A tape recorder unit, used to store programs on magnetic tape cassettes
Standby battery supply, ensures that the contents of the
program memory are maintained up to 45 minutes after loss of
supply
Memory module to increase the size of the program
memory
Test panel for servicing and troubleshooting
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Solenoid valves for gripper operation
Gripper
The control system is based on acomputer, as shown in
Fig. 8-3, which illustrates the main communication paths in
the system.
A control program is stored in the memory. This program, which is fixed, tells the computer how the various robot
instructions and control functions are to be performed. The
operator and control system communicate via the control
panel and programming unit. The computer regularly scans
the state of the controls and reads out acknowledgement
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The block diagram of the robot system of ASEA (courtesy ASEA).

Fig. 8-4. Dimensions of the smaller industrial robot arm with a 6 kg capacity
(courtesy ASEA).

orders by switching lamps on or off. The computer monitors
and controls input/output signals between the process and
the control system, and reads out orders to the axis units if
travel is required on any axis.
The operator programs the robot with aparticular pattern of motions by means of the programming unit. Each move
is commanded by the operator using jog buttons and the
position and speed are stored in the computer memory. The
conditions for process signals (e.g., for gripping tools and
external acknowedgements or interlocks) can also be programmed and stored in the memory. When the program is
complete the operator can operate acontrol on the control
panel to order the computer to store the program on magnetic
tape. The program can then subsequently be read in from the
magnetic tape and stored in the memory of the computer. A
robot program stored in the memory can then be started and
continuously repeated or stopped from the control panel on
the order of the operator.
We have mentioned that arobotic arm should be capable
of doing work, and thus it requires power. ASEA makes two
robotij arms seen in Figs. 8-4 and 8-5. One is much smaller
than the other (IRb-6vs IRb-60). It is now of interest to use to
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see what some technical specifications are with respect to
weight handling capability, degrees of freedom, and gripper
capabilities. In many applications the speed of arm movement
can be very important. Thus we also examine this capability.
Remember that as the size, and thus the inertia, of an arm
increases, more power is required to make it move quickly,
and also much more attention must be given in the servosystem to the damping function to insure that the arm will not
overshoot its required positions, and that it will not hunt or
oscillate about an end-point position.
Power
Robot

IRb-60

IRb-6

Permitted handling weight
including gripper:

6kg

60 kg

Maximum gripper length at
above handling weight:

200 mm

400 mm

In order to calculate the permissible handling weight when
the gripper length exceeds 200 mmor 400 mm as the case
may be, the following mechanical data apply:
Maximum moment of inertia
Maximum static load

2.5 Nm2
12 Nm

100 Nm2
240 Nm

The robot is available with the following degrees of freedom:
Arm motion: rotation
Arm motion: radial
Arm motion: vertical
Wrist motion: bend
Wrist motion: turn

340°
9..-. 40°

330°
+50° to —20°
+25° to —40° +10° to —55°
±: 90°
+75 to —120°
:L-. 180°
-±- 180°

Gripper functions:
Two independent solenoid valves housed in the upper arm,
which can be operated from the keyboard of the programming
unit, are available as an option. There is also a four-pole
electrical outlet in the upper arm; among the intended applications of this is the supply of more advanced grippers with
search functions.
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Weight of robot:
Repeat accuracy at wrist:
Speeds:
Arm motion: rotation
Arm motion: radial
Arm motion: vertical
Wrist motion: bend
Wrist motion: turn

125 kg
±
-0.20 mm
95°/s
0.75 m/s
1.1 m/s
115°/s
195°/s

750 kg
±
-0.40 mm
90°/s
1.0 m/s
1.35 m/s
90°/s
150°/s

Every robot arm has aworking envelope or area through
and in which the arm can be programmed to move. We show
the profile of the IRb-60 in Fig. 8-6. Again notice that the
dimensions are stated in metric units.
Description of Motions
The basic version of the robot has three degrees of
freedom for positioning the hand in space. The three main

Fig. 8-5. Dimensions of the larger industrial robot arm with a 60 kg capacity
(courtesy ASEA).
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coordinates are arotary motion (4)) and two arm motions in
the vertical plane, performed by alower arm (9) and an upper
arm (a). All three main motions are position-controlled by
means of dc motors. A further two degrees of freedom are
available as options, awrist turn and awrist tilt version.
These motions are available either with dc drive or with
pneumatic rotary cylinders with mechanical limit position
stops. In the basic version these motions are mechanically
blocked.
The drive unit for the rotary motion is rigidly mounted in
the pedestal and drives the body around the pedestal column
through areduction gearbox with avery low ratio. See Fig.
8-7.
The drive unit for all coordinates except the rotary
motion (4)) are mounted on the rotating body. The arm motions are provided by ballscrews which actuate the arms via
links and levers. The lower arm (0) moves the wrist horizontally in and out. The motion remains completely horizontal
since the a-motion compensates for the 9-motion by means of
the control system. In the same way, the motion of the upper
arm (a) is compensated so that its motion moves the wrist
vertically up and down.
The wrist motions are driven via asystem of linkages
which is designed so that the wrist coordinates will assume
the set angle to the horizontal plane regardless of whether the
0- or a-coordinate changes. The drive units for the wrist
motions are mounted on the frame at the lower bearing point
of the lower arm.
The wrist is also designed in such a way that tilting
always takes place in the vertical plane.
The driving system for this arm consists of dc electric
motors. It is easier to design adriving system to produce
variable speeds and torques using dc motors than it is using ac
motors. When using ac one must have modulators, and demodulators and phase comparers and such. With dc motors
one simply uses high powered transistors or similar solid
state drivers. Since signals from computers are dc this also
makes the whole system more compatible, electrically. In
Fig. 8-7 we show the drive unit locations and some defini288
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Fig. 8-6. The working profile of the IRb-60 robotic arm (courtesy ASEA).
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tions. A unit as stated here is an electric motor. Inspect the
wrist motions and notice that both turn and tilt are accomplished.
Drive Unit Analysis
The drive units consist of:
Motor unit
Mechanical transmission
Servoamplifier
The motor unit of the basic version is made up of the
following components:
Dc motor
Resolver for position indication
Tachogenerator for speed regulation
The motor unit for the wrist turn or tilt motions can be
replaced by apneumatic turning cylinder, two versions of
which are available, one for 90° turn and the other for 180°
turn.
The transmission is of two types, the harmonic-drive
gearbox or the ballscrew unit. Each motion is described in the
following pages, which also deal with the transmission, that is
the way in which the motions are achieved.
The servoamplifier is installed in the control cabinet
together with the rest of the electrical equipment.
Pedestal:
The pedestal is in the form of abaseplate with acylindrical top; it is an aluminum casting. The cylindrical part houses
the motor unit and aharmonic drive gearbox for the rotary
motion ((A). See Fig. 8-8.
Body:
The body is coupled to the output shaft of the (A -motion
drive unit. It is also mounted on abearing in the pedestal and
rotates on this (the (A -motion). Mounted on the body are the
drive units for lower arm motion (0-motion) and upper arm
motion (a-motion).
The electrical wiring from the control cabinet is connected in the pedestal by means of connectors and passes
from the pedestal to the body through coiled flexible leads
between the pedestal column and the body.
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Fig. 8-7. The drive units of the !Rh-60 and some definitions (courtesy ASEA).
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Fig. 8-8. A cut-away view of the robot's pedestal (courtesy ASEA).

In this illustration we see that the left hand side is the
enclosed part which shows how the body and pedestal appear
as you view them, such as in Fig. 8-1. On the right half of the
illustration the internal location of parts and devices is shown.
Notice that the tachogenerator which we call atachometer
which is really asmall generator which produces avoltage
output exactly proportional to its speed and which is used in
the damping of the system, is an integral part of the motor
unit. The resolver (we sometimes call them selsyns or synchros) will give asignal (ac) the phase of which is directly
proportional to the instantaneous angular position of the body
with respect to the pedestal. This is used for position feedback in aservosystem. A dc resolver is apotentiometer and it
is sometimes used in servosystems.
Next we begin an examination of the moving sections of
the robotic arm and the gripper unit. Notice that small lever
arm sections are located near some rotating joints so that a
motor driven screw can exert the force necessary to move the
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arm section. The manner in which this driving force is
exerted is easier than using the motors directly connected to
the joint through a complex gear train as necessary in a
direct-driving system. (In many cases direct-drive is used,
and very successfully.) The screw-type lever-action motion
shown in Fig. 8-9, approximates ahydraulic type piston motion. But the reserve oil tank, the valves, and the pressure
pump and use of oil are eliminated which may be acost factor.
Speed of motion is reduced over that of ahydraulic system,
and perhaps some power capability is lost when using electric
motors in this arrangement. Look at Fig. 8-9.
Mounted on the body is abearing bracket to which the
lower arm is fixed and in which it pivots. The motion of the
lower arm (0-motion) is obtained by means of adrive unit
consisting of amotor unit and ballscrew transmission; these
are rigidly mounted on the body. The motion of the ballscrew
is transmitted to the lower arm via alever pivoting at the
ballscrew and attached to the lower arm. The drive units for

Fig. 8-9. The lower arm motion system of the ASEA Robot arm (courtesy ASEA).
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Fig. 8-10. The upper arm motion system and drive assembly for ASEA robotic
arm (courtesy ASEA).

the turn and tilt motion of the wrist are mounted on the lower
arm around its lower turning centre, see Fig. 8-11.
The upper arm description and operation are as follows:
The upper arm is fixed to, and pivots on, the upper end of the
lower arm. Movement of the upper arm is achieved as follows.
The drive unit, consisting of the motor unit and the
ballscrew transmission, transmits amotion to two link rods
articulated on ashaft extending from the ballscrew nut assembly. One of the link rods is attached to ashaft fixed to the
upper arm and the other end is attached at the center of
rotation of the lower arm. Together with the upper and lower
arms, these two link rods form aparallelogram. As Fig. 8-11
shows, movement of the nut assembly and one corner of the
parallelogram will move the wrist up and down.
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Electrical and compressed-air lines to control the grippers run through the upper arm. At the rear of the arm there is
aconnection for the supply of compressed air. Outlets for the
gripper, two individually controllable pneumatic outputs and
an electrical contact with four wires are mounted on the
underside at the front of the arm.
The wrist is rigidly mounted on the upper arm. Two
motions are available at the wrist, aturning motion and a
tilting motion. These motions are achieved as follows. The
drive unit for each motion can either be adc motor equipped
with aresolver and atransmission consisting of agearbox, or
apneumatic rotary cylinder for turning at right angles or 180 °.
With pneumatic power, only one motion can be driven and the
other must always be locked. The motion of the drive unit is
transmitted to the wrist via alinkage system.
The linkage system operates as follows, Fig. 8-11. A
linkage disc is coupled to the drive unit, which is mounted on
the lower joint of the lower arm. Mounted on this linkage disc
are two link arms displaced 7r/2 rad (90°) on the linkage disc.
The other end of the link arms is mounted on alinkage disc
pivoting in the upper arm. From here the motion is transmit-

Fig. 8-11. A schematic diagram of the wrist linkage system for ASEA Robot
(courtesy ASEA).
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ted to alinkage disc in the wrist via two more link rods. The
turn and tilt motions have separate linkage systems on either
side of the arm system. Wrist tilt is achieved because the
linkage disc at the wrist is fixed to the moving part of the
wrist. Wrist turn is achieved by means of an angled gear unit
which transfers the motion from the linkage disc to aturning
disc, free to rotate in the wrist. The angled gear unit is
adjustable so that subsequent adjustments can be made in
cases requiring very little backlash.
Figure 8-11 shows the linkage system in the lower arm
and upper arm. In the basic version the disc for the tilt motion
at the lower joint of the lower arm is mechanically locked, so
that the wrist keeps agiven angle relative to the horizontal
plane regardless of arm motions. The turn motion is mechanically locked at the wrist itself.
Mechanical stops are rubber composition. There are
mechanical limit position dampers for all motions, to prevent
damage to the mechanical components of the robot if, because
of faults in the control system, the robot motions should
exceed the working range. The dampers are of rubber and are
designed to damp the full motion speed without deformation
of the mechanical components.
A SIMPLIFIED DESCRIPTION OF THE LINKAGE MOTION
While ASEA uses two linkages from one disc to another
in the actual machine, the drawing (Fig. 8-11) is difficult to
analyze to see just exactly how the discs rotate to cause a
movement of the wrist. In Fig. 8-12 is asimplified look at how
this can be accomplished. If you follow the arrows and consider that the motor output rotation through the gearing will
be limited to somewhat less than 90 degrees each way from
the neutral position shown, then you can see how the output
disc to which the wrist is attached will move up and down as
the motor driven disc is turned. Of course, the motor might
just have asmall lever output to move the linkage up and down
(A) and not need adisc (B) at all in this first position.
It is essential that the discs and motor shaft be fixed to
the robot's body so that no movement up or down, left or right
will occur. If they move physically, then they cannot transmit
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Fig. 8-12. A simplified diagram of the ASEA linkage motions.

the rotational movement which we need at the wrist. Also,
you can consider another set of such discs and another motor
and some additional linkages which can be so positioned that
when this second motor is rotated each way somewhat less
than 90 degrees, it can cause the wrist to turn sideways, back
and forth. Thus we have the movements needed for back and
forth and up and down. The rotation or turning of the wrist
about its own axis can be accomplished with an integrally
installed motor at the wrist position, said motor to be turned
and tilted when necessary, and when activated, it can, through
its own gearing, provide arotational movement 90 degrees
one way and 90 degrees the other way, of the wrist, or
whatever is attached to the wrist. It would be advisable, of
course, to provide electrical limit switches on the wrist so
that the motor cannot overdrive it past the 90 degrees positions. Examine Fig. 8-12.
We recommend that if you are deeply interested in this
linkage situation, you might contact some mechanical engineering student, or friendly professor, at anearby university and question them about Fig. 8-11. A second source of
information on linkages of various types, pantographs, etc.,
can be found in your local library under mechanical devices or
mechanical engineering mechanisms. Ask the librarian to
help you locate agood reference work if you need it.
No one has said that arobotic arm is asimple device, it
just looks that way! Actually there is quite abit of mechanical,
electrical, and computational equipment installed in such a
unit. Examine ablock diagram of the ASEA robot system in
Fig. 8-13. The legends are in English and Swedish so abrief
explanation of the operation will help tie all the various blocks
together.
The control electronics consist of circuit boards which
make up acomputer with amemory. There are also interface
boards for data communication with the various input and
output units, i.e. tape recorder, control panel, programming
unit and axis units. The signals between the function modules
of the control electronics appear at the rear plane of the
electronics rack and are in the form of adata bus, memory
address bus, address pointers for the various input and output
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units and asmall number of clock pulses and control signals.
The digital input and output signals for the control panel,
programming unit and external process go to the input/output
unit via the terminal unit. An analog reference signal, the
polarity and value of which indicate the direction and speed of
movement of the robot axis, is generated in the axis unit. The
analog reference (command) signal is amplified in the drive
unit so that it can control the dc motor.
The computer included in the control electronics can be
divided up into five main sections.
*Input for reading-in data from the process (feedback)
*Arithmetic unit for arithmetical and logical data processing
*Memory to store both data read in from the process
(feedback plus command signals) and the robot system control program
•Control functions to check what is to be executed
*Output for the supply of data to the process
The arithmetic and control sections consist of the function modules known as the central unit (A) and the interruption and power failure detection unit (B). These units contain
aclock pulse generator to generate clock pulses to the control
section and other electronic sections, amicroprocessor and
circuits to control ageneral 8-bit data bus for data transmission between the microprocessor, memories and input and
output units. The microprocessor contains, among other
things, an arithmetical-logical unit, an instruction decoder
and aprogram counter. The instruction decoder interprets
the instruction read from the control program of the memory
and establishes the conditions for the execution of the required operation. The program counter keeps track of the
order in which the computer instructions in the control program are to be carried out.
The memory, which may be either of the write/read type
or of the read type only, consists of various combinable
function modules, depending on its size and type. The memory is organized in memory words of eight bits each. A total of
16 k(16,384) words can be addressed.
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There are two electronics modules for the computer
memory: the memory unit and the PROM-unit.
The memory unit contains a4K (4,096) word write/read
memory. The write/read memory is asemiconductor memory which stores the robot programs programmed by the
operator. It defines the patterns of motion of the robot, that is,
data for position coordinates and speeds, and the control of
digital inputs and outputs. The second variant of the memory
unit, with write/read memory only, is used to increase the
memory space for the storage of robot programs.
The PROM-unit, which contains a7K (7,168) word read
memory, stores the control programs of the systems. The
memory content of the PROM-unit does not change in normal
service, but it can be re-programmed with a special programming unit.
Finally there are the input and output units: these are the
tape recorder interfacing, axis control circuits and input/
output unit. The tape recorder interface controls data transmission between magnetic tape and the memory. The "axis
control circuit" function unit receives data words which state
by how many increments the relevant robot axis must move.
The purpose of the input/output unit is to match words on the
bus system of the computer to signals for controlling and
checking panel controls and external relay and contact functions. For reference voltage supply of the measuring transducers on the robot, the reference counter and resolver
amplifier function unit will be required. A test panel for
servicing is also available, as shown in Fig. 8-13.
OPERATION
As Fig. 8-14 shows, the basic program for controlling the
robot system is divided up into anumber of subprograms. The
start-up routine is always activated after switching. Among
other things, this clears the registers and program counter.
The clock pulse routine synchronises the computer with the
10 ms sampling period used in the robot system. Whenever
the clock pulse arrives, ajump to the clock pulse routine takes
place, and at the same time the conditions of a group of
controls are read in. While automatic running is in progress, a
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jump back to the automatic routine always takes place, so that
new movement data are read out during the next sampling
period or at the beginning of execution of the next robot
instructions. In other cases ajump takes place to the mode
selection routine. This routine investigates which load is
required and whether any related operator actions have been
taken. If so, ajump takes place to the routine for the selected
mode: if not, the system jumps back to the clock pulse routine
to await the next clock pulse.
The manual routine deals with all operator actions relating to the manual mode and required for robot programming,
program corrections, synchronising the robot and step-bystep running during program testing. For example, when the
routine is complete, the system jumps to the clock pulse
routine, except in step-by-step running, when it jumps to the
automatic routine in order to execute the robot instruction.
The automatic routine selects which robot instruction is,
in turn, to be executed. After this, each robot instruction has
its own sub-routine; in other words the automatic routine
includes atotal of 16 sub-routines.
Finally there are the routines "read cassette" and "write
cassette", which carry out reading of robot programs to, and
transfer of robot programs from, the magnetic tape cassette.
After reading or writing is complete, the system jumps to the
start-up routine.
Feedback and Servosystems
Each robot axis is fitted with afeedback resolver for axis
position measurement. The resolver has two fixed stator
windings and one rotating rotor winding. The resolver stator
windings must be supplied with two reference voltages with
the same peak-to-peak value and 90° out of phase. The frequency is 2kHz. The voltage induced in each rotor winding is
filtered in the appropriate "axis control circuit" function unit.
The phasing of the basic frequency of the resolver response is
ameasure of the position of the axis. The resolver is coupled
to the -drive motor shaft, and one motor revolution corresponds to 200 increments.
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Fig. 8-13. The block diagram of the ASEA robotic arm (courtesy ASEA).
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Fig. 8-14. The flow chart of the ASEA robotic system (courtesy ASEA).

A desired value signal with a frequency of 2 kHz is
generated electronically in the "axis control circuit" function
unit. The measuring system operates on aphase-analog principle, meaning that the phase difference between the actual
value signal from the transducer and the desired value signal
is directly proportional to the position error. The function
unit contains aconverter which converts the phase difference
to an analog error signal which controls the servosystem.
During axis motion, the computer regularly reads out
orders which result in phase-shifting of the desired value
signal. A phase difference between the desired and actual
value signals will cause the robot axis to move and therefore
the resolver to rotate in order to reduce the phase difference.
During motion at constant speed, the axis lags behind the
commanded value with aparticular lag which increases with
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speed. On starting and stopping, the acceleration or retardation is controlled automatically in such away as to prevent
overshoot.
The "axis control circuit" function unit contains two
circuits which monitor the value of the lag. The condition of
these circuits is scanned regularly and read into the computer. If the lag exceeds acertain maximum permitted value,
emergency stop takes place and the robot stops. The second
circuit detects whether the lag is within afew robot increments, the zero zone. During fine positioning with the robot,
the next robot instruction does not begin until the axis has
taken up position, that is, the lag is less than the zero zone.
Servoamplifier
The servoamplifier is part of the position control system. In IRb-6 it consists of atransistorized chopper and in
IRb-60 athyristor converter is used.
The drive units of all axes in IRb-6 are supplied by a
common power supply rectifier; see Fig. 8-15. The positive
or negative supply voltage is supplied to the drive unit motor
circuit at afrequency of about 1kHz. The motor voltage is
controlled by varying the pulse length. Figure 8-15 shows the
block diagram.
In IRb-60 the ac voltage is fed directly to the drive units
after reduction by transformer as shown in Fig. 8-16. The
drive unit is aconventional thyristor converter with acirculation current reactor. The current and speed are controlled in
the same way as IRb-6, but in this case by controlling the
firing angle of the thyristors.
In both versions there is an inductor connected in series
with the motor; the purpose of this is to reduce current
pulsations due to the pulsating nature of the motor drive
voltage.
An analog error signal which serves as the speed reference for the drive motor is obtained from the "axis control
circuit" function unit. The actual speed is measured by a
tachogenerator coupled to the drive motor. The speed reference is compared with the tachogenerator voltage in the
speed regulator of the drive unit. The difference is amplified
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DRIVE UNIT

and used as areference for the motor current. A pulse shaper
then controls the transistor switches to give the required
direction of motor rotation and the required speed.
In IRb-6 the smaller robot system, the motor current is
monitored by a circuit in the drive unit and if the current
exceeds its critical value for more than 5 sec., this circuit
ensures that the current is reduced to a safe value. This
function is used to protect the system, when for any reason,
the robot arm comes up against amechanical limit position.
The motor circuits of both IRb-6 and IRb-60 are fitted
with athermal release which causes an emergency stop when
the motor temperature goes too high.
GIVING THE ROBOT A SENSE OF ITS WORLD
There used to be a saying that "mobile object knew
where it was because it knew where it had been." It's true!
Everything is relative. If arobot arm does not know where it
has been, how can it know where to move next?
To give the robot asense of its working world, that is, to
give it some base coordinates from which to measure its
movements, and then to give it well defined programs in its
coordinate system results in afine state of robotic well being.
It will then be able to make moves in coordinate system you
have selected. We now examine how aworld is defined for the
ASEA robotic arm.
THE ASEA ROBOT'S WORLD
In order to enable the patterns of motion of a robot
program to be defined relative to the rest of the peripheral
equipment the robot must be set to awell-defined position
before the program starts. This takes place on synchronizing
to the reference zero point of the robot. When an order for
synchronizing is given, the robot axes begin to move at afixed
speed in apositive direction. The axes move until a synchronizing switch—one for each axis—is actuated; when the
switch closes, the axis continues to the nearest resolver zero,
or electrical reference zero point. On synchronizing to a
reference zero point, the position registers of the axes are
updated so that none of the robot axes can be run up against a
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mechanical limit position. These position registers are stored
in the memory. The working range of the axes is stored in the
control program, and if any axis attempts to exceed the value,
the motion is interrupted and awarning lamp lights up.
The robot can also be synchronized to its actual position.
This means clearing the position error for abrief instant on
the "axis control circuit" function unit. This takes place when
the robot is switched on, to prevent the robot jerking when
the drive motors engage, and on emergency stop, for rapid
stopping of the robot.
LOSS OF MEMORY POSSIBILITY WITH MICROCOMPUTERS
It is aconstantly possible horror story. Somehow the
electrical supply system to the plant or robot was interrupted
and the inevitable result was that the memory lost all of its
information! It is not necessary that the supply voltage be lost
entirely, sometimes this might happen if the supply voltage
drops below acritical level. Of course there are other possibilities which might affect the robot's computer brain such
as temperature extremes, static, and in case of discs, dust and
dirt. In the case of agood robotic system an alternative supply
is incorporated into the system. This is how the ASEA robot
system handles the problem:
Since the program memory is made up of semiconductor
circuits, the stored information will be lost if the +5V supply
falls below acritical value. To eliminate the necessity for
reading the program from the cassette after brief supply
voltage failures, the control equipment is available with
standby battery supply for the program memory. The blanking plate on the control panel is then replaced by a
maintenance-free battery unit. A standby supply unit must
also be fitted to the control equipment. The program memory
receives its +5 V supply from the battery. If the mains
voltage is available, the battery is continuously charged from
the standby supply unit. These are the technical data of the
battery package:
!Life expectancy at least 3years
•Capacity with maximum program memory equivalent
to amains voltage failure of at least 45 minutes
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•Charging time for discharged battery, approximately 6
hours.
A red indicator lamp on the battery unit lights up if the
battery is discharging. There is also aswitch to disconnect
the standby battery function for expected long disappearances of the mains supply voltage if, for example, the main
switch is off.
If the voltages for the electronics section of the control
equipment disappear or if their value becomes incorrect,
either too high or too low, this is detected by amonitoring
circuit, and the mains voltage to the control equipment is
switched off. Only the standby power supply unit (where
fitted) continues to receive mains voltage in order to maintain
the battery charge.
The system includes a circuit which monitors the
voltage supply of the program memory. If at any time this
voltage falls below its critical value, aflip-flop is set and a
warning lamp indicating loss of program lights up on the
control panel when the mains voltage is restored. The program must then be re-written into the memory.
SIGNAL TRANSFERENCE IN THE ASEA ROBOTIC SYSTEM
There are tapes and recorders used to store programs
and other types of data and these are conventional so we won't
spend time on this aspect of the system except to note that
they are used and have the normal advantages and disadvantages. We also realize that from the control rack of any robot
system, amultitude of signals must pass to and from the robot
and its brain section. We have discussed this to some extent
in the previous chapters. Here is an actual working example
system for us to examine with respect to this important area.
Signals pass between the control cabinet and the ASEA
robot for the following:
Dc motors
Resolvers
Tachogenerators
Synchronizing switches
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From three to six
electrically-controlled
axes

Solenoid valve
Limit switches

For pneumatic control of
tilt or turn and 6th axis
(replaces electrical
control)

Grippers 1and 2, which are controlled by solenoid valves
Ac-operated grippers or alternatively, search devices with an
acknowledgement signal
Connection leads to connect the programming unit to the
robot
Protective earthing of robot
In order to match the control equipment for various
applications it may be necessary to duplicate anumber of
important control functions and to control external units or
detect various acknowledgements. The available signals with
maximum voltage and current data are listed below. All input
and output signals are filtered to suppress electrical interference. Shielded cables must be used for the input and output
signals, and the leads must be connected to terminals in the
cabinet. The cabinet wall has asealed entry for the external
cable. Following is adescription of the external connections
of this system.
Output signals, 4 contact functions
*Contact closed if control equipment is operating (220
V, 1A)
*Contact closed when the OPERATION pushbutton is
pressed (24 V, 200 mA)
*Contact open on emergency stop (220 V, 1A)
*Contact open when the EMERGENCY STOP pushbutton is pressed (24 V, 200 mA)
Input signals, 3contact functions
*Open contact gives emergency stop (24 V, 1A)
*Contact closure gives "program start" (24 V, 10 mA)
•Contact closure gives "program stop" (24 V, 10 mA)
The contact closure function for "program stop" has priority
over the "program start" function.
Output signal to drive relays
.14 outputs numbered 1to 14
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The relay driver stages, which are current-sinking, are
designed for +24 V and 150 mA maximum. The total current
in the output stages must not exceed 2A.
The programmed outputs are used in automatic running.
Interlocking inputs for the robot program
•16 inputs numbered 1to 16.
The input stages convert the contact functions or signals
from current-sinking driver stages into logical signals suitable for the control equipment. A contact or current-sinking
driver stage must be capable of connecting 10 mA to 0V and
must be dimensioned for +24 V. A 2.5 ms filter circuit is
provided to eliminate the effect of contact bounce and highfrequency interference.
The programmed inputs are used in automatic running.
Gripping tools and search devices signals and connections
The standard version of the ASEA robot is supplied with
electrical wiring to asocket on the robot arm for the connection of search devices or other types of grippers. Different
connections must be made in the control cabinet depending on
the function for which the socket is to be used. The following
signals are available, depending on the application.
a. Connection of search devices
•=f--15V to supply search device electronics (max 0.5 A)
*Input to control system for the "search-stop" function.
The search-stop contact or transistor must be dimensioned
for + 24 V and be capable of connecting 10 mA to 0V.
b. Connection of valves to control grippers
•2make contacts (220 V, 2A)
•An option unit must be added to the control cabinet.
Two solenoid valves to operate two pneumatically controlled grippers are also available as extra equipment. The
valves are controlled by signals from the control unit.
Compressed-air lines inside the upper arm are fitted to the
robot as standard.
The procedures in checking cables for proper signals and
to check these cables for broken wires and/or bad connections in sockets is the same as for any large piece of electronic
equipment. There are many relays used in this unit and these
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must be maintained so that they provide proper connections
between their moving points and the fixed points. Cleanliness, spark prevention, reduction of pitting, and heating are
some areas which must be considered. Sealed relays or solid
state relays tend to reduce problems in relay maintenance and
in the switching of large voltages and small signal voltages in
any robotics system.
CONTROLLING THE ASEA ROBOT
On the control equipment there is acontrol panel with
controls to start the industrial robot system and to select
various operating modes. For normal operation of the robot
system, that is, when the robot is programmed, only these
controls are required. If the equipment has standby battery
supply of the program memory, the battery package is
mounted in amodule on the control panel.
What the Control Switches Control
Switch
MAIN SWITCH
a. I

b. 0

PROGRAM
TI ON
1-4

a. OFFb. ON

SELE C-

Function
To switch the power supply on
and off
Power supply connected to
robot system if MAINS ON is
alight.
Power supply switched on.
Content of program memdry
will be lost unless standby battery supply is provided.
The control system can store 4
programs in its memory. The
switches are used to select the
programs in automatic running
and when programming a new
program, or when using the tape
recorder. A yellow indicator
lamp lights up for the selected
robot program(s).
This program is not used.
This program is connected
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BATTERY

The switch is on the battery unit
and is used to switch the
standby battery supply function
on or off.

a. OFF

Standby supply of program
memory from battery is
switched off.

b. ON

The battery is switched on and
supplies the program memory
in the event of power supply
failure, to prevent the content
being lost.

OPERATION

Power supply connected to
robot motors. Yellow indicator
lamp lights up. Control system
is in the operation condition.

STANDBY

Starts the control system after
power supply has
been
switched on or after disconnection of the supply voltage for the
robot motors. Yellow indicator
lamp lights up. The control system is in the standby condition.

SYNCHRONIZING

A red indicator lamp lights up
after the power supply has been
switched on or after emergency
stop.
If the button is held pressed the
robot axes go to their synchronizing position.
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EMERGENCY STOP

Immediately stops all robot motions and sets the system in
the standby condition. The
EMERGENCY STOP lamp
lights up.

RESET EMERGENCY
STOP

This pushbutton resets the
emergency stop circuit if the
contact circuit which caused the
emergency stop has been
closed again.

OPERATING MODE

There are four pushbuttons
with yellow indicator lamps for
operating mode selection.

a. AUTO

Automatic operation with one
or several programs to be executed consecutively in order.
Yellow indicator lamp lights up.

b. MANUAL

Manual mode. The robot can be
synchronized, or operated and
programmed by means of the
controls on the programming
unit. Programs can be tested
step-by-step. Yellow indicator
lamp lights up.

c. READ CASSETTE

A robot program can be read in
from the magnetic tape cassette.

d. WRITE CASSETTE

Transfer of a robot program
from the program memory to a
cassette tape. Yellow indicator
lamp lights up.
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PROGRAM START

In the automatic mode, the
robot program starts. In the
manual mode an instruction
is executed whenever PROGRAM START is pressed. The
pushbutton is also used to start
reading from, and transfer to,
tape cassette in the "read cassette" and "write cassette"
modes. A green indicator lamp
lights up during activity.

PROGRAM STOP

In automatic mode, stops the
robot program in progress; in
manual mode stops the instruction which is being executed.
The PROGRAM START indicator lamp goes out. In the
"read cassette" and "write cassette" modes the tape recorder
is stopped.

POWER ON

Yellow lamp lights up if main
switch is closed and power supply voltage is available.

PROGRAM LOST

Red lamp lights up to indicate
that the content of the program
memory has been destroyed.

EXCESS
TEMPERATURE

Red lamp lights up to indicate
excessively high temperature
in control cabinet.

OPERATOR ERROR

Red lamp lights up for incorrect
operation of controls, e.g. if a
switch is set to the wrong position or if an incorrect mode is
set.
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EMERGENCY STOP

Red lamp lights up after an
emergency stop has taken place
or after internal emergency
stop initiation from the control
system.

BATTERY
TION

This lamp is situated on the battery unit and gives ared light
when the battery is discharging.

OPERA-

TEACHING THE ASEA ROBOT
In an earlier chapter we learned how ahand-held unit can
be used to make the robot arm go through the desired motions
to accomplish atask. As the arm gets into various positions
we press alearning button which causes that information to
be placed in the computer's memory bank. In essence the arm
is jogged or wiggled into the various positions it must have to
do the tasks as you teach it what to do. You jog or wiggle the
arm by depressing various buttons on the hand held unit. It
follows your every command and the process has afascination
all its own. In away it is like steering aradio-controlled model
airplane or car or boat by slight movements of the joystick or
the steering wheel. But this is abig and powerful unit which,
once it has learned its job, will then, when put into automatic
operation, perform that job for you almost endlessly! And do it
with aconstant precision and speed that always makes those
concerned with budgets smile broadly! So be it. Let us see
what happens when we program the ASEA robot.
PROGRAMMING THE ASEA ROBOTIC ARM
The portable programming unit which can be plugged in
at the control cabinet or at the robot, is used to re-program
the robot for new applications. When the robot is working in
the normal operating mode the program unit can be used in
conjunction with other robot systems. The robot is programmed by using the pushbuttons on the programming unit to nm
it to the positions it is required to take up in automatic
operation. Each position is stored in the program memory
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when an instruction key on the programming unit is pressed.
In addition to positioning instructions, it is possible, for
example, to store in the program memory instructions for the
operation of grippers, opening and closing of anumber of
outputs, testing of anumber of interlock inputs, time-lag and
repeating. The programmed instructions are then executed in
sequence in automatic mode. The programming unit is shown
in Fig. 8-17.
In order to avoid tedious reprogramming after long
periods of power supply disconnection, or when more than
four programs are to be used with the robot, programs can be
stored on cassette tapes.
Some interesting aspects of the remote control panel are
section D, which controls the arm, and E which has the
control buttons for the wrist. Notice how the movements are
designated on this panel. Numbers have been added to the
button faces to make it easier to discuss their individual
operation. Look at section D first.
Buttons one and two control arotary movement of the
arm assembly by rotating the base structure. Refer to Fig. 8-7
where the Greek symbols for the angles are shown. The
control of the lower pivot of the arm is accomplished by
buttons 3and 4, and the control of the upper segment of the
arm is with buttons 5and 6. For the wrist section (E) buttons
1and 2control the tilting of the wrist, while the buttons 3and
4 control the rotation of the wrist clockwise or counterclockwise.
Since the angles in Fig. 8-7 are expressed in Greek
letters it might be of help to review this symbology. The
following short table shows the letters used.
Greek Name

Alpha
Theta
Phi
Upsilon
Tau
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Fig. 8-17. The remote programming unit for the ASEA robotic arm (courtesy
ASEA).

Now, having identified each of the pivoting joints and the
directions of motion of the arm segments and the wrist itself.
Let us examine what the other buttons do in the following
table. Notice that you must sometimes push two or even more
buttons, and set adial switch to aproper setting in order to
get the arm ready for whatever kind of commands you want to
give it. It can be instructive, if you want to get afeel for
programming of arobot arm such as this, to imagine that you
have the remote panel before you—look at Fig. 8-17—then
look at the robot arm in Fig. 8-6 and see if you can write down
which buttons had to be pushed and in what sequence in order
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to make the arm move through each of the positions shown. Of
course you might also imagine some positions of your own
choosing and write down the button pushing program to get
the end point of the arm to those positions. You can also
imagine that grippers are attached and include in your program the steps necessary to grasp and move something from
one place to another. Try it! In the following table you will find
what everything does on the control panel. Some statements
will require some thinking and analysis on your part, but it
will be worth the effort.
THE CONTROL PANEL
Switch

Function

AUTO SPEED

Selection of speed to be programmed for positioning in automatic mode. In automatic
running of program, the highest
speed is limited to the speed to
which this switch is set. In
step-by-step operation the
speed is limited to not more
than speed 6. Position 8 gives
maximum speed
Posn 7gives 75% of max speed
Posn 6gives 50% of max speed
Posn 5gives 31% of max speed
Posn 4gives 13% of max speed
Posn 3gives 5% of max speed
Posn 2gives 2.5% of max speed
Posn 1gives 1.3% of max speed

MANUAL SPEED
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Speed selection for manual operation of the robot. The motion
is executed by means of the
ARM and WRIST pushbuttons.

a. INCR

The relevant robot axis moves
one increment

b. LOW

The relevant robot axis moves
at 1.3% of maximum speed

c. MEDIUM

The relevant robot axis moves
at 15% of maximum speed

d. HIGH

The relevant robot axis moves
at 50% of maximum speed

INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS is agroup of
pushbuttons used to program
the instructions to be executed
when the robot is operating automatically. On programming
each instruction in the program
is given a serial number. The
instructions themselves are
designated by a type number
from 1to 16.

a. 1PTP F

Point-to-point operation with
maximum accuracy. With arguments (special numerical values) search and vertical/horizontal running can be programmed.

b. 2PTP C

Point-to-point operation with
coarse positioning. With arguments (special numerical values) search and vertical/horizontal running can be programmed.
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c. 3PTP L

Straight-line operation such
that positioning is concluded
simultaneously for all axes. The
travel time is stated in the form
of an argument.

d. 4 GRIPPERS

The states of the grippers, i.e.,
"on" or "off" are stored.

e. 5 OUTPUT ON

The digital output (1-14)
selected on the keyboard must
be "on."

f. 6 OUTPUT OFF

The digital output (1-14)
selected on the keyboard must
be "off."

g. 7WAIT

Waiting time as set on the
keyboard (0.1 -9.9 s).

h. 8 PROGRAM
END

End of robot program. Restart
from first instruction or jump to
next program.

i. 9TEST WAIT

Wait until the interlock input
(1-16) selected on the keyboard
is "on".

j. 10 TEST OUT

Jump to next program if the interlock input (1-16) selected on
the keyboard is "on"; otherwise
continue with next instruction.

k. 11 TEST JUMP

Jump over next instruction if the
interlock input (1-16) selected
on the keyboard is "on"; otherwise continue with next instruction.
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1. 12 JUMP

Jump to the instruction number
selected on the keyboard.

m. 13 REPEAT

Repeat the sequence the number of times keyed in on the
keyboard. This instruction also
marks the beginning of the
sequence.

n. 14 END REPEAT

Marks the end of a repeat sequence. The system jumps to
the next instruction when the
sequence has been repeated the
programmed number of times.

o. 15 PATTERN

Marks the beginning of a pattern and defines the common
part of anumber of different pattern procedures.

p. 16 MOD

Marks the beginning of each
part of apattern to be modified.

q. DELETE

For deletion of the program instruction with the number displayed.

r. SIMULATE

Used when program testing to
simulate that the selected interlock input is "on."

s. INSTR NO

To modify a program instruction or start within aprogram.
The relevant number is keyed
in on the keyboard.

t. INSTR TYPE

Used to display on the keyboard
the type of instruction stored at
the selected program instruction.
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GRIP 1

Gripper 1closes

RELEASE 1

Gripper 1Ope

GRIP 2

G:i?per 2closes

RELEASE 2

Gripper 2opens

ARM

Used for mar2221
operazion of
the 6-. 0- and a-axes of the
robot. The travel speed is
selected with the MANUAL
SPEED switch. Several axes
can be operated sinullza_-_eausly.
When only one of a and 0 are
operated. the control system
cornpen.-2,e-2 to give a purely
vertical or horizontal motion_
6-axis rotates clockwise
6-axis rotates anticlockwise
0-axis moves forward
0-axis moves back
a-axis moves up
a-axis moves down

WRIST

Used for manual operation of
the robot wrist. Function as described for the ARM pushbuttons.
The tilt motion is compensated
with the turn motion to give
pure bending.
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Tilt-axis moves up
Tilt-axis moves down
Turn-axis rotates clockwise
Turn-axis rotates anticlockwise
PROGRAM START

This pushbutton, which is duplicated on the control panel, is
used in automatic operation to
start the robot program. In
manual operation, new programs can be tested step-bystep, since one instruction is
performed every time the
pushbutton is pressed. A green
indicator lamp lights up in the
pushbutton while aprogram or
instruction is in progress.

PROGRAM STOP

This pushbutton, which is duplicated on the control panel is
used to stop programs or instructions in progress; the
PROGRAM START indicator
lamp goes out.

Digital Keyboard

Function

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6,7, 8, 9

Used to key in numerical values
and arguments belonging to the
relevant instruction and to
select the instruction for indication or deletion. (argument =
angle)

R

Clearing before input; the numerical display panel is also
cleared.
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Indicator Lamps

Function

LIMIT

A red lamp lights up if, in manual mode, an attempt is made to
move any axis outside its working range.

ACKNL

A green lamp lights up when a
new instruction has been registered in arobot program.

OP ERROR

This red lamp lights up if any of
the controls on the programming unit or control panel is
wrongly operated. An error
code appears on the numerical
display panel.

Numerical Display

Function

ERROR CODE
INSTR TYPE
INSTR NO

Four-digit readout to indicate
instruction number, instruction
type or error code.
The format is explained by the
text above the display panel.

Notice that the designers of this robotic system have
used indicator lights to help prevent errors. This is especially
true in the area of operator error. Notice that not only does a
red warning light light up, but also an error code showing
what is wrong with the command or sequence appears on the
numerical display panel. When one sets in all the necessary
commands correctly, the whole panel is lighted up with green
(go ahead) lights.
THE GRIPPERS
We need to spend some time examining the gripper
operation as it applies to this robot and the others which we
have discussed. We already have some knowledge of how the
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grippers appear and function from previous illustrations, but
here we will look at these units in more detail.
The first types of end units are those that are affixed to
the robot's wrist by bolts or other type locking mechanisms.
Some of these types of end units are the welding torch, the
paint atomizer or spraying unit, drilling mechanisms, and
perhaps even nut tightening units that can tighten to the
correct torque, precisely. There are many other end units
which fit into this category as you can imagine.
The second type of gripper is that which may have a
pincers arrangement or claw using two or more fingers that
can grip and hold various objects while the arm either moves
to new positions, or adjusts the object held to another
mechanism which may polish, sand, de-burr, paint, or whatever. We have noticed that many arrangements of the claw or
pincers type end-unit are possible, one of which is illustrated
in Fig. 8-18.
One interesting aspect of this gripper is the lever arrangement which makes the jaws open and close as the drive
mechanism pulls or pushes the levers at point A. A second
item of interest in this unit is that the jaws have asoft face
which permits some compliance in the grasping action. What
this means is that the jaw faces can conform to the shapes of
some objects to grasp them better, and are not rigid as would
be the case if the jaw faces were solid metal. Also, when you
have this compliance capability, it is an easy step to incorporate some pressure activated switches in the complying
material such that when the object is grasped a switch is
closed that lets the computer know that the object is being
held. The computer can then order, perhaps, aslightly increased tightening of the jaws. Not enough to damage anything, but enough to insure that the object won't slide out of
the gripper when the robot arm moves it. In systems where
the jaws simply close to acertain dimension and are stopped,
if the size of the object changes or its physical shape changes,
then the object may not be properly grasped at all. One has to
re-program the closing dimension in order for the gripper to
cloge satisfactorily on the new object's shape or configuration. Compliance is agood thing and we can think of only one
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Fig. 8-18. A pneumatic type gripper may also be electrically operated. In the
latter case the pneumatic piston is replaced with an electric motor. Here we see a
diagram which shows the mechanics of operation of one type gripper. Notice that
the "fingers" open in a rotary movement, not a parallel, translatory movement.

possible disadvantage. The material may wear out and have to
be replaced.
Examine Fig. 8-19 where two types of gripper arrangements are shown. Manca, Inc. manufactures various types of
grippers for robot machines. Notice that in A two fingers
which are pivoted can be caused to move through an angular
rotation if they are connected by asuitable screw and nut-type
linkage to amotor's gear train shaft. As the motor rotates the
shaft screw it will pull or push the linkages to cause them to
open or close, as shown in Bwhere the position is closed. The
illustration in B of Fig. 8-19 also shows the disadvantage of
this type gripper action. Because the motion is angular the
tips of the fingers tend to come together while the body of the
finger has arather wide gap or spacing. Of course, as shown
by the dotted lines in B, one might use acompliant material
which can compress and this helps to overcome this difficulty.
If we examine further in Fig. 8-19 we notice that part C
will overcome this disadvantage of angular motion because
here the electric motor will cause the fingers to come together in aparallel motion instead of the angular motion just
described. In part D of the illustration we see how nicely the
fingers close together. This may be an ideal method for
palletizing, or similar type work for the robot.
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Fig. 8-19. Some types of grippers, and the operation of an angular closing type and a parallel closing type.

Only two fingers have been shown. Please realize that in
some cases it may be necessary to use three or more fingers
and these can be made apart of asomewhat elaborate mechanical system which can be activated by amotor arrangement
without undue difficulty. The principles of operation may be
the same as we have herein illustrated. In the pictorial we
show two such units courtesy of Manca, Inc. In some applications where aslight opening and closing of the fingers is all
that is necessary to grip the object the rotary or angular
system might be very satisfactory. Since it closes only
slightly, you would not have the finger-tip condition we have
shown at B or Fig. 8-19.
When one has fingers which can move in a parallel
manner, it is mandatory that guide rods be used to hold the
fingers in line while the motorized section opens or closes
them. We have called this part of the gripper astabilizer bar in
Fig. 8-19.
Now we turn our attention to the fingers portion of the
grippers. We use Fig. 8-20 as an aid to our thinking. The
fingers may be just bar-like metal units or they may be flat
surfaces of metal. They may have some compliance or sticky
material attached to the flat metallic surface as shown in B, or
they may have an indent of some particular shape as shown in
C. The gripper's fingers will be designed and shaped according to the type objects they are to handle and may include
even pneumatic suction cups on the inside edges which will
afford atighter grip or better holding capability on fragile or
light weight objects which must be moved. In such acase a
very delicate closing of the gripper can be accommodated so
that it doesn't close tightly at all. The gripper's fingers will
close enough to bring the suction cups against the object and
then they will stop moving. The suction of the cups then will
hold the object while it is being moved by the robot arm.
Figure 8-21 is atypical commercial, angular type gripper
for an industrial robot. This unit can be operated by ahydraulic system, a pneumatic system, or a spring system.
Notice the limit switch labeled here as aproximity switch.
Realize that with hydraulic or pneumatic systems the
backpressure in these systems can cause the proximity
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switch to activate, sending asignal to the control computer
that the jaws have gripped something with apre-determined
force.
In Fig. 8-22 the specifications are shown for the parallel
motion jaws of the Fibro-Manta gripper module. Also shown
are the diagram of the hydraulic system and the diagram for
the proximity switch installation.
We normally do not think of agripper as being some unit
which must operate within agiven time limit, but it is such a
unit, especially in industrial applications. If the robot is to be a
part of alarge automated chain, then it will receive the units it
handles in some pre-planned time sequence. In order to do
this precisely, the jaws of the gripper must open at aparticular instant of time, close in some fraction of time, and open
again on schedule. Note the time specification of the unit in
Fig. 8-22. If the unit is operated by hydraulics or pneumatics
the time is 0.2 seconds, which is very fast. If the unit is spring
activated then the time is longer by 50% to 0.3 seconds. If
these jaws were operated by an electric motor the time will
vary depending on how they were operated. Using aclutch,
gears, or adirect drive motor could vary the time to substantially more than the fraction of asecond stated for the hydraulic or pneumatic units.
A COMPARISON OF GRIPPER POWERING UNITS
We can make some comparisons among the three or four
types of activation units used to power robot grippers. First
let us list four types. Hydraulic uses anoncompressible oil or
similar working fluid. Pneumatic uses dry air or similar type
gas for operation. If the gas is exhausted into the atmosphere
it must not be toxic. Electric uses electric currents and
magnetic fields to produce the required forces. Spring is a
reactionary device responding to acompressing or expanding
force produced by some other means. Like the hammer
mechanism of apistol, the spring can be cocked at aslow rate
and then released by some trigger mechanism. When it is
released it responds violently, and in avery short span of time
it returns to its rest state. A spring may or may not have
vibratory tendencies. A spring may come in many shapes and
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forms and sizes from the commonly visualized circular unit to
asimple bar-lever type arrangement. However, it is reactionary, and must be driven to its state of energy storage by
some other means. This requirement may or may not be a
disadvantage.
HYDRAULIC-ACTIVATED GRIPPERS
The hydraulic system works with anon-compressible
fluid. This means that there is no give in the system. It
consists of astorage tank apump or compressed air system to
apply pressure to this oil. The piston converts the pressure
into mechanical motion. The flow of oil to this piston is
regulated by the transfer valve, which is the means by which
the robot brain can control the movement of the arm segments. The transfer valve is electrically operated. It consists
of aspindle which has large and small sections machined into
it. When the large sections cover the oil-flow ports, the oil is
shut off. When the small sections are in line with the oil-flow
ports, the oil can get by the spindle. The spindle thus must be
centered when aneutral signal is applied to the magnetic coil
which encompasses the spindle. The centering is usually
accomplished with aspring which is factory adjusted. From
the description we can assume that the speed of operation of
the piston will be governed by the speed of oil flow, and its
pressure.
The transfer valve is subject to two forces which can
cause some delay in operation. They are stiction and friction,
the friction being of aviscous type, while the stiction is a
molecular attraction which tends to cause akind of binding
when two metal parts are very closely machined and put
together. In other words, alarger force would be required and
there would be some delay if the spindle were at rest when
the signal to move the spindle energized the magnetic field.
To overcome this problem, it is customary to apply alow
frequency ac current to the magnetic winding and this causes
the spindle to vibrate at ahigh frequency with low amplitude.
Since it is thus in constant motion around its neutral position,
the stiction force is minimized, and a faster response is
obtained. But we must also remember that the working fluid,
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oil, has a high density, and thus, even though it is lightweight, (low SAE number) it also adds delay in motion. Thus,
while ahydraulic system is very fast in operation, it does have
some delay forces acting on its elements.
We can summarize the hydraulic type gripper, then, by
saying that it is very powerful and very fast. It requires some
ancillary equipment and it requires high pressure secure
lines, fittings, and seals.
THE PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
The air or pneumatic system is operated with compressed air or agas of similar type. Air is compressible, thus
under large back forces the system must apply more pressure
to adjust or the system will "give" alittle. If the additional
pressure is applied and the back force is reduced suddenly,
the system must accommodate and adjust, and so we have
some tendency toward an oscillatory motion of the output
member of the system under these conditions. But air is much
less dense than oil and thus can move faster and so the
pneumatic system is probably the fastest system possible.
Valves, seals, and the working gas itself must be kept clean
and dry which means filters and other ancillary equipment to
do this task. The air, or inert gas, may be exhausted into the
atmosphere and the storage tank may be supplied from the
atmosphere using apump, so, unless the system works in a
vacuum or under water it can get its working fluid from the
atmosphere and put it back into the atmosphere after using it!
The pneumatic system is fast and has the happy advantage of
being usable in reverse, or in asuction capacity. It can hold
items and can attract them and be otherwise of value in a
robotic system.
Because the air is compressible, it can be stored in tanks
where it can be drawn in low amounts for a long time to
activate some pistons through atransfer valve system similar
to that used in the hydraulic applications. Compressed air can
be used to pressurize ahydraulic system, and if the air is
contained in tanks, then the hydraulic system can be operated
without a pump or storage tank separate from the air-oil
supply cylinder. Of course in this arrangement the oil is not
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returned to the cylinder after use, it must be expended out of
the system in some way.
The seals in an air operated system must be tight because the density of air is less than oil. A transfer valve used
in the air system must also overcome stiction and viscous
friction even though the viscosity of the air is very low. Then,
as we have stated, the air must be dry (inert gas is often used
because of this), and the air must be clean, requiring filters
with micron size holes in them.
THE ELECTRICALLY OPERATED GRIPPER
Perhaps the most versatile powering system is electricity. It is easily controlled through well known means, and as
we have seen, motors can be mounted directly at the point of
usage and screw drives or clutches or cables can be used to
transmit the mechanical power. Electric motors are reliable,
have long life, can be well sealed, have no leakage problems,
require no tight seals and so on.
The motor also has adisadvantage or two. First, in order
to get lots of power one must have apowerful motor which
means bulk in size, and they are heavy. If one uses agear train
to develop the required power, delays in movement must be
expected unless the motor turns at afantastic speed. The
armature is heavy so there is always the inertial overshoot
problem to content with, snap-close clutches tend to wear
and have to be replaced and cable drive systems can become
loose if they do not receive constant attention. All of these
problems can be overcome, however, and the advantages
make it worth it.
Some advantages of additional importance are that the
electric motors can be controlled with either ac or dc electricity. They can develop, through their own back emf, voltages
and currents proportional to their speed and these can be read
directly for control purposes. This prevents or helps to prevent overshoot and subsequent oscillation or hunting. Electric stepper motors can be moved precisely with electronic
pulses, and acomputer can keep track of exactly how much
the motor has moved. Solenoid-type magnetic units can cock
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spring loaded units, which then can be released by another
magnetic trigger creating very fast operation.
SUMMARY ON GRIPPER POWERING METHODS
To summarize on the powering system for grippers we
might list the pneumatic system as fastest, using compressible gas, requiring excellent filtering and tight seals, and
producing agood powering level. It can be used on delicate
operations.
The hydraulic system is the most powerful, requires
ancillary equipment to pressurize the oil, needs good tight
seals and is slightly slower than the pneumatic system.
The electric system is versatile and comes in many
forms, is easy to control, but can be bulky and heavy if lots of
power is required. It can also be used on delicate operations.
GRIPPER SENSORS
We must not leave this discussion concerning grippers
without mentioning the feedback units which can be used with
such end-devices. We know that many countries are experimenting with fibre-optic systems built into the gripper to give
the control computer some knowledge of the proximity of
objects, the shape of objects, and when the gripper has such
items in its grasp.
Examine Fig. 8-23 where the angular type gripper might
not be most suitable because the light beams might not
constantly impinge on the receptor units in the fingers. In A
we see the static condition of agripper and the light beams
from the generators going directly across the open space to
the receptors where they cause signals to be sent to the
computer. If you will imagine the top finger and bottom finger
pivoting as they open to grasp something, you will see how
the light beams will be moved toward the end of the finger and
no longer impinge perpendicularly on the lower finger receptors. See part B of Fig. 8-23. You might consider this to be a
valuable effect if you let the beams activate the receptors, say
2, 3, 4:and then 3, 4and then finally, just 4and let the signals
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thereby generated inform the computer controller just how
far the jaws have opened. Then if the beam is interrupted
completely, the computer knows an object has come between
the fingers and can initiate closing of them.
If we consider aparallel gripper finger movement such
as previously described, then we note that all beams stay
positioned on their respective receptors from wide open to
close position of the fingers. This fact can be used to let the
computer know how far inside the jaws an object has been
positioned as well as the fact that it has been positioned
therein. This could be of value in some applications.
Some applications might use a gripper-finger system
wherein light would be emitted from each finger outward and
areceptor near the emitter would then receive areflection
when an object was encountered. This idea could be used to
help the gripper find an object on abelt, or help it be repositioned by the computer brain of the robot when items
corne along some feeder system with some discrepancies in
their position. There are many ways in which this type of
sensor might be used in arobotic system gripper.
Another sensor which has been used is the proximity
switch system or the back pressure switch system which
enables the robot's brain to apply just the right pressure to the
fingers to firmly grasp an object once it has found it and has it
within its fingers or jaws. We have had some examples of this
type switch system in the Mini-Mover-5 system. The back
pressure switch outlet is shown on the Fibro-Manta specification drawings, Figs. 8-21 and 8-22. We know it is relatively
easy to incorporate such aswitch in the fingers themselves. It
can be closed when agiven pressure is applied. These switch
sensors are very reliable and very commonly used.
If the objects being handled are metal of aferro-magnetic
type, then one might imagine agripper made of some nonmetallic substance and inside this gripper asensor which can
generate amagnetic field which will be routed with more
intensity through its windings when ferrous material comes
into its field. The closer the object is to the generated magnetic field the stronger the sensor signal would be, thus we
have aproximity sensing device with no moving parts. It can
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Fig. 8-23. Fiber-optic sensors systems for grippers.

be very sensitive and very reliable. There are many ways a
magnetic field might be used as asensor system in arobot's
grippers.
POSITION SENSORS FOR GRIPPERS
The type sensors we have discussed have been of a
proximity type. They can inform the computer that an object
is present, where it is with respect to the grippers jaws, and
so on. Now we want to consider some simple type sensors
which can inform the computer of the actual physical position
of the grippers jaws. Refer to Fig. 8-24.
At A on the figure we can see alinear potentiometer
which has been connected mechanically to the bolt-screw
arrangment which translates back and forth to open and close
the gripper fingers. At this particular point of the mechanism
the motion is atranslation and so alinear translatory potentiometer can be used. The translatory potentiometer can be
calibrated so that afraction of avolt represents afraction of an
inch. It will give asignal amplitude directly proportional to
the position of the fingers since they move together and in the
same opening or closing direction. Notice that only one need
be used because of the simultaneous and twin action, of the
fingers. If the linear potentiometer is used in abridge as
shown to the right, then opening the fingers will (or can)
produce a negative signal with respect to ground, and a
closing of the fingers will produce apositive voltage. Now we
have both amount of motion and direction specified by an
analog voltage.
At B on that same section of Fig. 8-24 we show how a
regular circular or semicircular potentiometer might be used
in the same manner. The arm of the potentiometer must be
fastened to the finger at the pivot point so when the finger
rotates about this point it will turn the wiper. The body of the
potentiometer must be fixed in place as had to be done for the
linear potentiometer. The housing shell or frame on which the
fingers are mounted can be used for this purpose. It would
work in the same manner as the linear pot.
At C on the figure we see how aresolver might be used
to give amplitude and direction information to acomputer. It
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Fig. 8-24. Position sensors concepts for grippers.
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has to be mounted in asimilar manner to the circular potentiometer. It has an armature which must rotate with the
movement of the finger. The.stator part of this unit has to be
fixed. When the rotor or armature is turned, an ac signal is
produced from this unit which has aphase relationship directly proportional to the displacement. The amplitude of the
signal is proportional to the amount the armature has been
turned. This is an ac system which is quite commonly used in
servomechanisms for position feedback information. Again,
note that only one unit is required to give information on the
fingers because they move simultaneously, and always in the
same direction.
Finally, examine Fig. 8-24 D which is simply aparallel
type gripper equipped with alinear translatory potentiometer
to measure and generate signals proportional to the finger and
direction. It works the same way A did.
It is possible that one might ask why we need position
information on the fingers of a gripper. First because the
gripper fingers want to be opened to receive or grasp something and the robot's brain will want to know that the fingers
have opened to the proper degree. Second, the fingers will
want to be closed only aspecified amount in some cases to
receive specially constructed items. Again the robot's brain
wants to know that when it initiates asignal for the fingers to
close, they have done so, and to the amount specified. It is
much the same as our human requirements to know our hands
have our fingers open to pick up something, or that our fingers
are pre-positioned to make grasping of special objects easier.
We also like to know when our fingers have opened to release
the object, although we are not really conscious that we have
obtained this feedback information. Our eyes simply tell us
we have put abook on ashelf, replaced amechanics tool, or
laid down apencil or whatever.
So we have proximity sensors and position sensors. Do
we need any others? You might well answer yes without fear
of contradiction. If the robot is working in an environment
where temperature is afactor on the parts it handles, then,
perhaps, it needs atemperature sensor to tell it when it can
handle apart and when it cannot handle that part. If agrinding
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operation is being done then the robotic brain might like to
know when the part is reaching atoo-high temperature due to
the abrasion, and thus pull it away from the grinding wheel.
Temperature sensors in the form of thermocouples are commonly used in automobiles and in our homes on water-heaters
and perhaps in other places. They can generate avoltage
which can cause aswitch to open or close and thus produce
the high temperature warning signal. It is possible, also, that
the thermocouple can generate voltages proportional to the
temperature so one could have gradual control over aheatapplication process if this was necessary.
What else might we use? How about avibration sensor?
This might let the robotic brain know when some object being
handled was not going through its process smoothly for some
reason. If the mating of apart is not agood smooth operation
then excessive vibration could occur which would be felt. The
vibration sensor, in turn, would sense this and send the signal
alarm. Here, again, it is an item which is commonly used in
the market place. This type sensor is used on large window
glass to signal breakage, thus security systems have them,
and instructions as to their use, and security people have
experience in their use. You wouldn't want such asensor to be
too sensitive as there is always some vibratory action in a
mechanical robot.
If you are an engineer or experienced experimenter then
perhaps you desire some kind of speed-of-operation or
speed-of-motion signal. This signal can be obtained using
derivative electronic circuits, into which apart of the position
signal is fed. One could also use some kind of small tachometer attached, to moving elements to produce asignal proportional to the speed of movement. Remember that the rate-ofchange of position is velocity, and so afirst derivative circuit
whose input is the feedback position signal should produce a
signal which is proportional to the velocity of movement.
SUMMARY ON GRIPPER SENSORS
There is no doubt but what arobot's gripper must have
some kind of sensing devices built-in, if it is to do expanded
and complex tasks. It must also have some kind of compliance
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so that the gripper can adjust to the shape of the object it
handles, especially if the object changes in size and/or shape
in various batch units. Grippers must be matched to the task
they are involved with, such as high temperatures or very
tight gripping.
You may be thinking ahead and wondering just how
optics, or the fact that robots can be equipped with eyes,
might affect the gripper sensor concept. Giving the robot
eyes will assist it, but gripper sensors still may be required.
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In Chapter 4we looked at the Cincinnati Milacron T3robot.
Now we want to consider this robot again with respect to
some features which are pertinent to what we have been
discussing. As a stepping off point for this chapter, let us
examine Fig. 9-1 which is another view of this modern robotic
arm for industrial type applications.
We should be pretty knowledgeable about what we are
looking at. There is abase section, lower arm section, its
rotary electrohydraulic driving motor, the upper arm section
which is operated by apiston type linear hydraulic system,
and finally out to the wrist and gripper which are also operated by electrohydraulic units. Notice that in the illustration
the grippers are of the parallel movement type, that the jaws
are shaped to accommodate round or similar shaped objects,
and that the grippers have asmall thin compliance sheet built
into them.
In an industrial application, of course, there can be alot
of dirt from the products, or processing of the products. In
these locations and situations, of course, you would want the
robot to be adequately protected by sealing, and with covers
on the moving mechanisms so it won't acquire any debris
which might cause premature wear, inaccurate operation, or
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Fig. 9-1.The Cincinnati Milacron T 3 robotic arm (courtesy Cincinnati Milacron).

excessive down time of the system. As you notice, the 1.3 is so
protected. It is also of interest to see the complexity of the
wrist giving it the equivalent of ahuman's wrist movements.
In the specifications for this robot, we find that the
servomechanisms use both the position feedback we have
discussed and also avelocity feedback. The position feedback
is through the use of resolvers which operate on ac, and a
tachometer-generator which produces avoltage proportional
to the speed of movement. These two feedback signals enable
the servocomputer to adjust the movement and operation of
every axis of the robotic arm to asmooth and fast operation.
You might want to go back and review Chapter 4 for the
operation and teaching method employed with this robot.
We have mentioned the velocity-of-movement feedback,
but perhaps we have not specified just how fast such arobotic
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arm moves when it does atask for us. This Milacron robotic
arm can move from one inch-per-second to as fast as 127.5
inches-per-second and this velocity range can be adjusted in
increments of 0.5 inch-per-second units. Its precision-inlocation ability means that it can return to the same over and
over with an accuracy of plus-minus .025 inch. A way of
visualizing this accuracy is to know that it represents 1/40 of
an inch. You know what a32nd of an inch is, so tighten up a
little on this distance and you'll have the 1/40th of an inch
distance.
There are some types of applications where tolerances
must be even more precise. In fitting abolt or ashaft into a
tight tolerance hole, an accuracy of 1/64th inch or even better
might be desired! Even then some wobble may be incorporated into the robot's wrist movement to cause the tight
fitting object to go into the hole as it is supposed to. Figure 9-2

Fig. 9-2. A tight tolerance fit requires precision positioning.
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illustrates how just asmall off-set can make it difficult if not
impossible, to get abolt or shaft into aclosely machined hole.
Perhaps the problem of getting a servomechanism to have
even greater than usual position accuracy on arepeatable
basis will be solved, and the limit of such accuracy may
astonish all of us!
When we consider an industrial robot as shown in Fig.
9-1 we also want to be aware that this type unit can be
programmed to perform aseries of operations with one tool
as its end unit and then change to another tool to do some
other operation. The wrist connection must be such that a
quick disconnect and quick connection can be accommodated,
and with all the power connections necessary to make the
new tool operate in whatever manner it is designed to operate. When we think about this for amoment we realize that
there is more to a tool changing operation that is first
apparent.
One other item of information which we now should be
aware of and which we have not mentioned prior to this is the
concept of arotary hydraulic actuator. They exist and they are
rather common. They are much used in marine operations.
They can be precisely controlled to rotate small or large
amounts and they have considerable power. If you are interested in going into this subject deeper, Isuggest agood
text on hydraulic engineering from your local library.
It is always interesting to see arobot arm in action. If you
examine Fig. 9-3 you can get one idea of how this Milacron
robot appears on location and in action. One other view of this
robot in action can be seen in Fig. 9-4. What is interesting
about this picture is that this is just one station of atwo station
operation. Shown is arefrigerator liner which is made of thin
gauge plastic and due to its large size is difficult to handle.
One robot arm removes the liner from amoving conveyor and
places it in atrim press, then it is removed from this trimming
press by asecond robot which again hangs it on the moving
conveyor overhead. The two robots must work together in
coordination and must know all about the orientation of the
linear to insure it will be properly trimmed and will not be fed
to the next station up-side-down!
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THE QUEST FOR IMPROVEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
Time marches on and improvements and breakthroughs
in technology make possible concepts, ideas, and things
which are almost incredulous. Improving an industrial robot
may not be an incredulous feat, but it is worth some time and
attention. And, like our mini and micro computers, robotic
systems do improve as time advances. We will examine one
such development.
Turn to Fig. 9-5 where the newest of the Cincinnati
Milacron robots is shown. The immediate focus of our attention is on the new wrist development shown. This is athreeroll wrist and if we look back to Fig. 9-1 we can see how the
wrist complexity has been reduced in this later version. The
upper arm and wrist are more slender and the powering units
for the wrist and gripper are now mounted at the elbow joint of
the upper arm. Physical linkages are contained inside the
upper arm so that it is very clean in appearance.
It is of some importance to discuss the use of such arobot
on an automobile assembly line such as at the General Motors
Lakewood, Georgia plant. The robots are used to spot weld
about 9600 welds per hour on as many as 48 car bodies which

Fig. 9-5. The T3R3 Milacron robotic arm has athree-roll wrist. Compare this arm
construction to that of Figure 9-1 (courtesy Cincinnati Milacron).
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pass its station each hour. 200 welds per body are accomplished, and that means the robotic arm must operate
quickly and precisely to do this job. Four such robotic arms
are used. With acapability called tracking the robotic arm can
move as the car body moves so that the welding takes place in
acontinuous fashion, and the conveyor line never has to be
stopped. It is said that it makes no difference whether the line
speeds up or slows down, the ability of the arm to operate
faster or slower, going to the precise positions where the
welds are to be made, is accomplished by position sensors
which are attached to the conveyor belt and electrically interfaced with the robot's computer control center. Thus we learn
even more about how such arobot is used and how it operates
in the industrial application. With these position sensors on
the conveyor belt, acontinuous signal is sent to the robot's
brain telling it the exact position at all times of the car bodies.
Inside the robot's computer brain is asection which can take
this feedback signal and use it to the previously taught welding program and the arm's position so that it moves to new
locations at the proper speeds to compensate for the car's
movement.
THE MILACRON THREE-ROLL WRIST
The new wrist design which we examined in Fig. 9-5,
and which is called the three-roll wrist, is shaped like a
sphere about 8inches in diameter and has built into it three
roll axes. Two of these axes work together to give the robot
arm 230 degrees of pitch (up and down) and 230 degrees of
yaw (side to side) motion. The third roll axis is aligned so that
it permits continuous rotation of the wrist with whatever tool
may be affixed thereto.
Once again, with remote drives to make the wrist function, resolver position feedbacks and tachometer feedbacks
on each axis, and each axis controlled independently by its
own servomechanism, the arm functions with ahigh degree of
precision. Its positional accuracy is within .020 inches. It is
quite an accomplishment to move that mighty arm around so
quickly and yet to within that small of an error of adefined
point in three dimensional space. Please note that many of the
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industrial robots achieve this accuracy, or better accuracies
than this. The discussion of accuracy is in connection with the
generic robotic generation of our time, not any single system,
although we are examining the Milacron as one example of a
fine robotic arm.
THE ROBOTIC EYE OR OPTICS CONTROL
Iwas delighted when Ifirst saw the small robot mounted
on afour wheeled cart that was like achild's wagon. It was self
propelled and steerable, and carryed the robot (shaped something like the upper half of ahuman torso) along with astonishing speed. The head turning to look at various scenes around
this robot. Iwas told that this was an inspection robot which
was patrolling the yard of an industrial complex. It moved fast
and saw everything and then relayed, through aspecial microwave or ultra high frequency channel, the information
about what it was seeing back to a central control station
where the guiding mechanism —a human being—was involved with steering, stopping, starting, and evaluating the
picture received from this remotely controlled robot. Figure
9-6 illustrates the general concept of this unit.
The robot has no hands or arms. Its purpose is simply to
run around the area's complex looking at everything and
relaying the information back to control-central. It worked
much faster on patrol than ahuman might, and in case there
was danger from penetrators, its metal armor could shield it
while it informed its master what was going on. It never tired,
and aside from a pit stop now and then for anew battery
supply, it could patrol constantly and for indefinitely long
periods of time. Its eye protruding from the front of the round
head actually is the snout of aTV camera and on its head
protrude two antenna, one for transmission and the other for
reception of the required TV and guidance signals. Some
plaything!
But it has its purpose and can do ajob for its owner. It
never tries to fight back if it runs into culprits, so it doesn't
need guns and it may not even need avoice although it would
be an easy task to incorporate aspeaker which would relay its
owners voice if questioning or demanding were in order.
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Let us now proceed to investigate some hard facts about
just what robotic eyes are, how they work, and what their
capabilities and limitations are.
There is no way at present to provide arobot with all the
visual capabilities that ahuman has developed. To elaborate
on this idea, think of all the various scenes that you can
immediately identify. Think also how the human brain can
identify size and shape and coloring and structure and composition and distances. Can arobot's eyes do this? Can it do it
for all the countless pictures which the human brain has in its
storage bins?
What we are saying is that perhaps the hobbyist's dream
of having arobot, with eyes roll down the street and say good
morning to Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Jones and Candy and Jim as
the robot sees them and identifies them, seems unlikely. Of
course, if we provide the robot's brain with pictures of these
people and it can then compare the picture it sees with what
we have given it, it might. Polaroid and Bell Labs have both
been working on computer recognition.
In the industrial situation we find it very desirable to
give arobot some eyes. If it can identify aparticular part
amongst many parts passing by on aconveyor belt, that can be
most useful. If it can watch and follow and adjust for parts
misorientation and placement and such, that also can be most
advantageous. So there are many prominent companies engaged in developing robotic eyes for use in the industrial
scene as we shall see. For the hobby scene, it may be some
time before the use of eyes on arobot becomes worthwhile to
incorporate. The basic question is what advantage is there to
giving the robot some vision?
The remote-controlled robot might be clad in asbestos
armor for going into aflaming floor of ahome or office or
warehouse and seeing what is there, and perhaps accomplishing arescue attempt. For underwater robots, one must certainly have some vision transmitted to the control center so
that ahuman might send commands to make the robot fix or
adjust things underwater. The seeing robot can be very useful
if it extends our own vision capabilities. Visual feedback may
also help to eliminate the stringent accuracy requirements in
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Fig. 9-6. A remote-controlled "seeing eye" robot.

the workplace. If the robot can see what it is doing, the arm
can adjust the manipulator so that the task is accomplished.
Seeing as we use the word here, may not be precisely the
same as seeing related to the human optic operation.
Let us examine what is meant by seeing in an industrial
application. A robot is going to be able to reproduce what it
sees in adigitized form so it can compare it to apreviously
saved picture and make adjustments in the arm. Examine Fig.
9-7.
The camera is pointed where the object is to appear and
instructed to follow, or keep track of it. When apicture is
obtained, it must be analyzed by the microcomputer and
identified. If the part is misorientated amatch does not occur.
The camera may be moved slightly to see if it is the camera
angle which is responsible. If this is not the case, then the
system must order the robot's hand to move the object around
to see if the proper orientation can be obtained. If the proper
orientation cannot be obtained, the microcomputer decides
that this object has no business being there and will instruct
the gripper to separate it for human inspection.
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Fig. 9-7. A basic block diagram of a vision system for a robot.

Assume that arobot is using visual feedback to insert a
guidepin in ahole. To provide position information, the system will track four features of the scene; the hole, the tip of
the pin and both sides of the pin. These are three totally
different features. A dark blob is the hole. A complex curved
line is the pin bottom edge, and the sides are straight vertical
lines. The computer knows there must be acertain specific
relationship between the curve and the blob, and the straight
lines and the blob, and these must occur simultaneously. It
then steers the robot's hand to try to accomplish this.
We are now confronted with getting some dimensional
coordinates of the object which the hand is to take hold of.
Notice that the Z coordinate in Fig. 9-8 is the distance
from the camera to the object. The X coordinate is the leftright position, and the Y coordinate would be the forwardback position. Imagine an object coming along a conveyor
belt. If the camera were exactly aligned, the object would
move from —X direction, through zero, and on out to the +X
direction. The Ycoordinate might be zero all this time. The Z
coordinate (the distance) will change as the object moves
directly under the camera and then away from it.
Imagine the picture that might be seen by the camera. If
we have amonitor screen to look at, we might see the dark
shape appear at one side of the screen and vanish off the other
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Fig. 9-8. The camera coordinates of a system for robotic vision.

end unless the gripper appears to grasp it. A pictorial representation of the situation is given in Fig. 9-9. The computer,
which is directing the operation of the robotic arm, will have
been informed where the objects are to appear, the shape they
should have and of course their existence as denoted by a
darker blob of light reflected from the object than from its
conveyor. If the object is not in the position it should be in,

Fig. 9-9. An imaginary monitor screen shows the "object" and the gripper, and
the motions of each.
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then this might be asignal to put it in the proper position. If it
does not have the shape the computer thinks it should have
then the computer might stop the conveyor and have the robot
re-position it. If this cannot be accomplished the computer
will decide that the part is not useful and discard it.
THE VISION WINDOW
The computer cannot look at the whole screen all the
time, so it finds it convenient to establish windows to get
useful information concerning the object it is looking at. We
might illustrate this as shown in Fig. 9-10.
The computer finds the hole blob where it should be, in
window 2, and moving in astraight line toward window 5. It
finds the bolt blob occupying window 1, window 4, and window 2. If the bolt were positioned properly, it could not be
seen in window 4at the same time that it is seen in window 1.
So the computer has something to go on to adjust the bolt's
orientation. If necessary the computer can shrink or expand
the size of the windows.

NOTE
BOLT-ONLY SECTIONS IN
WINDOWS ARE VISIBLE
WE SHOW ALL OF BOLT END FOR CLARITY

Fig. 9-10. Robot-Vision "windows" depicted on an imaginary display monitor.
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Many robotic eyes are light-sensitive cells arranged in a
matrix. Each cell produces asignal whose intensity or polarity is a function of the amount of light falling on it. The
light-gathering unit is the lens system in front of the matrix.
Figure 9-11 shows what the seeing robot has to do in a
situation where it is required to follow an object or track its
position. The computer identifies afeature of the blob that it
sees. This feature may be the round segment of the hole. It
could be the straight parallel lines which tell the computer it
is looking at the bolt. It could be the shaped curve of the bolt
tip, which is a different curve from that of the hole. The
system tracks the feature by causing movement of the robotic
arm, hand, or camera.
Scanning amatrix window and producing avoltage according to the various shades of color from white, then digitizing this voltage and giving that information to the microcomputer is how the computer can get the information it needs
from the robotic-eye system. The computer can then compare
this digitized signal with memorized signals in its memory
bank, and do something as aresult of this comparison. Figure
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9-12 may be helpful.Each window may be scanned separately
in ahigh resolution system. The scanning process is just like
standard TV technology.
USING THE MATRIX EYE
Scanning a light sensitive surface with abeam is one
method of converting light into voltages. A better way is to
have agrid which is composed of an incredible number of
small wires running vertically and horizontally and then tapping into this matrix by means of acomputer like system and
reading the voltages produced at each cross-wire junction.
General Electric has such an eye and we show it in Fig. 9-13.
General Electric calls their new camera the TN 2200 and
it uses acharge injection device, (CID) to convert the light
energy into an electrical signal. The system resolution can be
enhanced by use of an appropriate system of lenses.
With the grid system the X and Y coordinates of the
object will be defined by the electrical charge at the junctions
in the grid field. The Z coordinate can be determined by the
intensity of that charge.
SOME BASICS OF
ROBOTIC-VISION COORDINATE DETERMINATION
Figure 9-4 shows the military problem of trying to hit an
airplane with an artillery shell. The first task in that problem
is trying to define the position of the airplane in a three
dimensional world. That is, its altitude, its azimuth, and its
distance. Here we assume that the observer's position is the
origin of the coordinate system. The airplane is flying along a
path which is directly on the X axis, and it is approaching the
observer at aconstant altitude Z. As shown we could say the
plane has at this moment an X coordinate of 18 units, aZ
coordinate of 14 units and zero Ycoordinate. The TV camera
can certainly provide information on two dimensions of that
space, but what about the third measurement. How can aTV
camera give us range information?
The human eye is able to perceive distance because two
eyes are used. There is some distance between them, and the
brain can perform the necessary calculations (and we aren't
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Fig. 9-12. The scanning voltages for three lines of a robot-vision scanning system. A hypothetical case.
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Fig. 9-14. A three-dimensional airplane position situation.

even aware it is doing so) to tell us the distance of an object.
This system is called triangulation and, the answer, of course,
yes, it can be used in robotic applications. Let us examine
Figs. 9-15 and 9-16. Figure 9-15 uses alaser and one camera;
Fig. 9-16 uses two TV cameras. They examine agiven point
or object through identical angles. The base distance between
the cameras is known. A side and two angles are known. The
other two sides can be determined. The range is then calculated. The angle is how far the head is turned. Polar coordinates are converted to Cartesian (X,Y) and then the elevation
(Z) is found.
You will recall that we have to track the recognizable
edge or curve of aparticular shape. Our range finding system
must be able to differentiate, in perhaps fractions of amillimeter, the distances to various sides of, say, ahexigon shaped
nut. Whereas acamera might not be capable of this as Radar
and Sonar are.
THE RECOGNIZER, THE
COMPUTER, AND THE CONTROL SYSTEM
The recognizer is that part of the system which identifies
some_characteristic of the object. It may be the outline,
reflectivity, position, or something of that nature. Figure 9-17
is ablock diagram. If the recognition is satisfactory the com365

Fig. 9-15. One concept of distance measurement using a TV type camera
imaging system.

puter orders the control system to do something to the object.
If the recognition is not satisfactory then anew look is ordered. The system tries to identify the object as something
which should be there, even though it doesn't have exactly the
right position or orientation.
THE SYSTEM CONCEPT OF G.E. OPTOMATION
We have mentioned the G.E. CID video camera.
Examine it in Fig. 9-18. It is not very large and it differs in
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configuration from the camera we have examined in Fig. 9-13,
but the operation is the same. The basic concepts underlying
the Optomation video system are three.
The first is visual observation with the CID camera.
Because it has avery stable coordinate, system, it can effectively super-impose a stable and repeatable measurement
grid over the object under observation.
The second is the recognition of the object by the extraction of some of its key features.
Finally, based on observation and recognition, some kind
of decision is arrived at by the computer controller.

i

Fig. 9-16. Triangulation measurement of range using two TV cameras.
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Fig. 9-17. Robotic-vision recognition system, block diagram.

In the system development a strategy has been employed which says that there will be two levels of viewing. In
the Level Isystem operation the objects are placed in the
camera's field of vision in acarefully pre-determined orientation. The system then obtains such information as length,
height, area, and relative or absolute location. The relative
location may be the position of the object with respect to the
robotic gripper. The absolute location may be the object's
location with respect to camera. In this system simple shape
recognition can be accomplished by comparison of the viewed
object with afeature set which has been memorized from a
previous image. If desired amultitude of electronic windows
can be used all at the same time, to make many measurements
simultaneously. The Level II system operates on all the
things the Level Idoes and also can examine randomly
oriented objects.
THE CAMERA ROBOT INTERFACE
The interfacing unit feeds the robotic control system
signals from the camera. The G.E. interfacing unit requires
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only that acycle control pulse be sent to it. This pulse informs
the interfacing unit that the camera data is ready to be accepted by the computing section. It also causes anew frame of
video to be put into the feature extraction section. This, in
turn, causes anew set of measurements to be taken.
There are 8 separate decision outputs available to the
computer and control system from the interface unit. These
may be in either one of two forms. They may be in TTL
positive true logic levels or aone amp, 60 Hz control signal of
either 110 or 220 volts, present when the output is true. A
strobe interface is provided in this system to synchronize a
stroboscopic lighting system with the input cycle.
DECISION GENERATION IN THE OPTOMATION SYSTEM
The contents of the decision state registers provide
input data for the decision generation function. These registers are updated each time a measurement cycle is performed. Notice how the camera is used in this robotic application. It is providing both measurements of position and recognition of objects in its field of view.
Going to the decision registers we note that avariety of
output decisions can be generated from the input decision
states. A part may be rejected, or selected, on the basis of
only height measurement. It can be rejected if the height is
too large or too small. A part may be rejected because its
width and total area are not within specifications.
A delay function is also available and output decisions
may be delayed by as much as 255 measurement cycles. The
delay interval is determined by an 8-bit binary number which
can be set by the human programmer using another system of
multipole switches on the programming panel.
In Fig. 9-20 we examine the system's control panel. At
the top are the multipole switches and the top section is
labeled "Control Panel". On the second broad row the first
unit is the decision logic panel and next to it is adata readout
panel. This panel shows the decision outputs, the binary
values,_the channel routing and asection to compare results
and the decimal value of the binary readout. In the third row
down, on the left, is shown the feature control section and the
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Channel 1 and the Channel 2 blocks. On the right of this
section is the sequence step constants section. On the bottom
row we find the section for window control.
OPTOMATION SYSTEM OPERATION
The PN 2303 system has seven primary modules as you
can see from an inspection of Fig. 9-19. These can be designated as; the camera unit, the input data conditioning unit, the
feature extraction unit, the data analysis unit, the decision
generation unit, the machine interface unit, and the monitor
and control unit.

Fig. 9-20. The G.E. Optomation system control panel.
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The camera unit is alogical starting point. It has aCID
eye which means that it is composed of amosaic of solid state
light sensitive elements called pixels. The TN 2200 of Fig.
9-13 has 16,384 pixels, and the TN 2201 has 14,364 pixels.
Pixel time is the time required to scan asingle pixel or light
sensitive point. Pixel time for the G.E. TN-2200 camera is 10
clock periods.
Frame time is the time required to scan afull array of
CID elements and it includes the blanking time. The TN-2200
frame time equals 17,688 pixel times and the TN-2201 frame
time is equal to 16,608 pixel times. The line time is that time
required to scan a single line of pixels and it includes the
blanking time. For the TN-2200 it is 134 pixel times and for
the TN-2201 it is 48 pixel times.
As used in the schematic diagram the X,Y, and Zaxes are
the same as an oscilloscope's axes. X is left-right, Y is updown, Z is bright-dim.
As we develop this subject we will be seeing some
abbreviations, and so definitions of them will also be useful
here. TTL is transistor-transistor-logic. LRR is line re-read.
Inhibit Input is abbreviated II. EOL is end-of-line and refers
to aCMOS output of the camera that goes negative when the
last element in aline is selected. EOF stands for end-of-frame
and this is similar to the EOL except that it refers to the last
pixel of the frame. EOL and EOF are used to designate
retrace. STROBE is flash lighting.
In the TN-2200 unit the pixels are located just 0.0018
inches apart from center to center. The camera will accept
standard C mount lenses which have afixed back mounting
flange length of 0.69 inches. The camera uses plus and minus
15 volts dc at under 50 milliamperes, and there is a 12
conductor cable used to attach the camera to its ancillary
equipment.
There is arelationship between alens picture size and
the actual size of an object. The camera under study at the
moment has achart relationship which defines the size of the
objectas seen by the camera in terms of aratio of object size
to distance. The focal length of the lens is the factor which
governs this ratio, as follows:
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Focal Length
mm inches
4.5
6.5
9
12.5
16
17
25
35
50
75
100

0.18
0.26
0.35
0.50
0.63
0.67
1.0
1.4
2.0
3.0
4.0

Object Size/Object Distance
1.3
0.89
0.65
0.46
0.37
0.34
0.23
0.17
0.12
0.08
0.06

To view a6-inch object at a4-foot distance, the object
size/distance ratio is 0.5/4 = 0.125. Therefore, a50 mm lens
is appropriate for this application.
The video output signal of the camera can be converted
to aTTL level signal with athreshold anywhere in the gray
scale required. A simple conversion is shown in Fig. 9-21.
THE INDUSTRIAL VIDEO-INSPECTION SYSTEM
Figure 9-22 is ablock diagram of the industrial video
inspection system which shows us in avery simple arrangement how the robotic eye can be used gainfully. The signal
processor shown is the computer. When it defines apart as

Fig. 9-21. A Video to TTL (transistor-transistor logic) signal conversion circuit.
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Fig. 9-22. An industrial inspection system using aG.E. robotic eye. The speed o
scan is chosen to match the signal processor requirements, and is controlled by
setting the clock frequency. The decision as to whether or not the part is good or
bad is made by the signal processor which may be a mini-or micro-computer
based system. An analog to digital conversion will be required for the video
signal if it is to be processed digitally. In many systems a monitor view of the
object is useful. Aview may be presented by amplifying the video to modulate the
Z axis of an X,Y monitor. The Z axis is the light intensity on the monitor tube
presentation.

bad, the robotic arm and gripper are signaled to reach out,
grab that part, and convey it to the re-cycling area. If the part
is good, the robotic arm may pick it up and send it along
on another belt.
THE CID CAMERA CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
The signal readout is accomplished by ahalf-address
scheme which is similar in concept to the core memory
readout. The row scanner applies an address signal to agiven
row, resulting
i
nahalf-address condition on all the row pads
in that row. (See Fig. 9-23.) The column scanner then sequen375

tially applies the appropriate address signals to each of the
columns, one at atime. This establishes ahalf-address condition on all the column pads in each column in turn. When all
the columns in a given row have been scanned the row
scanner increments to the next row and the process is repeated.
The result is avideo signal in atelevision-like format.
This read-out is fast—usually 30 frames per second. Of
course this output is analog in nature and so to use it in a
microcomputer you have to feed it into an analog-to-digital
converter. There are many types described in the current
literature. If the signal is to be used directly by arobotic
control system, the converter in Fig. 9-21 can be used to
digitize it. The use of avideo system for measurement of
parts size and shape can produce really good accuracy. In the
system described, it is claimed that an accuracy of up to 4mils
(0.004) inch can be obtained using microscope-optics systems.
FOLLOWING THE VIDEO SIGNAL
If we again refer to Fig. 9-19 we see that the video is
immediately converted into aone-bit binary, black and white
signal. The threshold level is adjusted electronically, but
compensation for light variations can be made by adjusting the
camera lens setting or the aperture opening. The balance of
the equipment shown in the block diagram uses the binary
signal as input except for the TV monitor, which uses the raw
video. The system has a video mixer which permits the
processed video to be superimposed on the normal image as
an aid to setting up the system.
After the signals go into the feature and select switch
where information from the window generators unit may be
selected, the signals go the feature extraction section consisting of the accumulators. Let us examine the window feature in
more detail.
The windows may be of any size or at any position within
the field of view. They may overlap if this is desired. The
position of each window is programmed by means of aset of 8
switches which set up binary numbers equivalent to the
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Fig. 9-23. The robotic camera eye's CID (charge injection device) row-column
matrix system (courtesy G.E.).

column counts at the left and right edges of the window
desired. They also set up the line counts at which the top and
bottom of the window are to be located. The person looking at
the monitor can superimpose a white level signal on the
picture to show where the window is located. The output of
the window generator is sent to the input of the feature
extraction unit by means of areplaceable wire-interconnect
header. Any of the five window generators can be assigned to
any or all of the eight feature data accumulators, but only one
window can be assigned to any one feature. As an example,
window 1 may be assigned to both feature A and B, but
windows 1and 2may not be assigned into feature A at the
same time.
WHAT IS FEATURE EXTRACTION?
We can gain some idea of what feature extraction is by
examination of Fig. 9-24. What the feature extraction function
does is to count the black and white pixels within the boundaries established by the window generators. The specific data
to be stored in the eight accumulators is determined by the
user. The type information which needs to be stored is
selected by setting the switches on the control panel. Each of
the small square blocks contains eight single pole switches.
In thé block diagram of Fig. 9-20 we note that there are two
accumulator channels which can be used to store information.
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Fig. 9-24. The Feature Extraction Function control panel (courtesy G.E.).
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The reason for this is so that you can arrange for the storage of
the absolute values in two sections and then you can get sums
and differences by comparing these values if this is desired or
necessary.
The feature control unit with all of its switches does
permit agreat deal of flexibility. For example, you can obtain
your choice of video polarity which can be important depending on the background of the object under inspection. You can
also select either smoothed video data or raw video data.
To find the position of the object in the space viewed you
can check either the position of the object in the window
section or the edge of the object in the window.
To measure size the count direction will determine
whether measurement will be made along the X axis or the Y
axis. You can choose whether you want alinear count or a
cumulative count. The difference is alinear count will give a
width of the object along asingle line within the window. If
you choose acumulative count, then you'll get the total area in
the window. Total black and white pixels are in the two data
accumulation units, one in each channel.
The contents of the feature data accumulators are
time-multiplexed into the channel 1 and channel 2 output
buses under the control of the 12 channel step program
sequencer. This performs the total basic steering function of
data for the entire system. Each feature data accumulator can
be assigned as many as three program steps and any unassigned data effectively becomes zero.
THE DATA ANALYSIS SECTION
The data analysis function is accomplished by comparing
the present data with the stored data. The contents of
selected feature data accumulators are multiplexed by giving
each atime slot into the output bus at each of the 12 program
steps. An eight-bit bus conveys measurement values for each
sequence step. These values are then sent to the data comparator in asequence. At the same time another set of values
which define the acceptance or rejection thresholds are sent
from the twelve sequence step constants switches to the data
comparator. The output signal is used to drive the mechanism
which accepts or rejects the part.
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More on Robotic
Vision and Speech

4

10

In the previous chapter we found that in the G.E. system the
eye was aspecial camera which used aspecial matrix of light
sensitive cells. In the system we are about to investigate, we
find that a standard vidicon camera tube or an optional
silicon-diode type tube is used. The system digitizes the
video output of the camera so the information can be used by a
microcomputer and its associated control system.
THE SPATIAL DATA SYSTEMS EYECOM II
This is apicture digitizer and display system. Its general
operation and assembly are shown in Fig. 10-1. Notice in the
diagram that the reflected light from the object goes through
an optical system and impinges directly on the face of the
vidicon camera tube. There, abeam of very small diameter
scans the face of the tube and generates the video signal,
which is analog in nature. The output goes to adisplay picture
tube for aperson's inspection and also goes to adigitizer and
from there the information goes, via control, data, and timing
buses, to the computer section. Most of the electronics are
used -to enhance, expand, or update the picture as seen on the
monitor. The joystick can place amarker on the video monitor
screen, and move it as desired. Icall your attention to ablock
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Fig. 10-1. A Block diagram of the Eyecom robotic-eye system (courtesy Spatial
Data Systems, Inc.).

near the camera tube, the shading correction block. The
circuits contained in this block provide the color enhancement and correction which can be accomplished in the
EyeCom System.The system uses ascanning system which is
compatible with standard television.
A light image of the object is produced on the photosensitive face of the camera tube by an optical system containing an
ordinary camera lens. The system uses astandard C mounting which accepts television lenses, however, a universal
screw type mounting for 35 mm camera lenses can be pro382
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vided. In normal operation the image is stationary and the
brightness at any point of the image is afunction of the Xand Y
coordinate position on the tube face. The image brightness at
each point is then defined as athird dimension or Z coordinate. This is converted into the video signal by repeatedly
scanning the image with an exploring spot formed by the
electron beam of the camera gun. Notice the Eye Com camera
in Fig. 10-2. It may look familiar to you. It is relatively small
and easy to mount in anumber of either fixed or moving base
positions.
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THE INTERFACE CONTROLLER
All of the EyeCom functions are controlled through the
control bus. This bidirectional bus transmits control signals
to the displays, digitizers, and registers from the interface
controller. It also sends status signals from the EyeCom
internal units to the interface controller. Data is transmitted
throughout the system on the data bus. The interface controller connects the microprocessor bus to the EyeCom bus. The
keyboard used with the microprocessor connects independently to the interface controller. Figure 10-3 depicts the
monitor screen unit and the microprocessor keyboard unit.
USING THE EYECOM SYSTEM
IN AN INSPECT-REJECT-ACCEPTANCE MODE
With proper lenses this system can inspect with tolerances as fine as 0.0001 inch! Using aMacro lens this unit is
said to be able to check hole dimensions and locations in
machined parts to aresolution of 0.0005 inch. The use of the
EyeCom in this application is called the automated parts
measurement application. Ultra small integrated circuits can
be checked for accuracy, completeness, and tolerances in the
PMS mode. One physical set-up for such inspections is shown
in Fig. 10-4.
The smallest of circuits can be inspected for missing
connections, for short circuits, for cracks in the base structure and so on. Since the data can be fed into the microprocessor, its computer can make aline by line comparison with
referenced information gained from aperfect unit previously
examined and stored.
In some visual inspection systems the table top upon
which the part is mounted is caused to move by servo control
commanded by the computer. The table top—and thus the
part—can be moved.
The main requirement is good contrast between the
table or mounting base and the part, and between the part
mass and the hole. An automated operation is illustrated in
Fig. 10-5.
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Fig. 10-5. A general concept of arobotic control system using microcomputers
and robotic eye.
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THE EYECOM DIGITIZER FLOW OPERATION
The X-register and the Y-register are loaded from the
data bus with the location of the pixel to be sampled and
digitized. The X and Y registers are continuously compared
with the spot position as provided by the sync generator
counters on the timing bus. When the scanning spot reaches
the stored X, Y address the address comparator issued a
sample pulse to the high resolution digitizer. The command to
sample and digitize apixel is received by the digitizer control
from the interface controller through the control bus. The
sampled video is digitized into an 8-bit binary Z-value and
then stored in the Z-register where it can be accessed through
the controller by the computer.
The physical electronics of the system are shown in Fig.
10-7. Notice that the circuit cards are so arranged that they
are easily removed for inspection, replacement, or whatever.
Finally we examine ablock diagram of the EyeCom color
digitizer system in Fig. 10-8. If one wants to make acolor
display of something which isn't colored then the data from
the picture display is converted to color by the optional color
look-up table. Each of the 64 gray levels in the most significant 6bits of the picture display memory is assigned acolor.
Colors are stored in the table by the digital computer. Colors
are defined as proportions of the primary red, green, and blue
values using 8-bits per primary. As pixel values are read from
the refresh memory, they address the color look-up table.
Color values are then converted to video signals.
In the block diagram we find four solid state random
access memories in the refresh memory section. One of these
is used for display of graphics and the other three are used for
color pictures. Color pictures are produced by superimposing
three separations in red, green, and blue on the color display
picture tube. Each separation contains tonal variations represented by an array of pixels stored in the red, green, and
blue refresh memories.
INVESTIGATIONS OF ROBOTIC EYES ATTACHED TO GRIPPERS
The idea of mounting acamera on the wrist of agripper so it
can see what the gripper is trying to grasp obtained results
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which indicate that this may be something which we can use
to advantage if it is refined and improved. The future of this
kind of system titilates the imagination. Smaller cameras,
better lighting methods, ruggedization of the equipment, and
good accurate algorithms might well bring about awhole new
world of usefulness for the robotic arm and robotic eye
systems.
More on this research is in the 1979 winter issue of
Robotics Today.
A NOTE ON ONE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT TREND USING ROBOTIC VISION
In Japan, where there is great effort being made toward
development of the automated factory, the development of
the two-handed robot using three dimensional vision has been
progressing for some years. The use of such robots able to
coordinate the use of two hands and multiple fingers in the
assembly of batch products is under intense study. At the
University of Waseda, Tokyo, arobotic machine has been
built which has two hands, two legs and two video camera
eyes. This robot can recognize some speech and can speak to
alimited extent. The use of two video cameras give athree
dimensional view of objects.
IS THERE AN ADVANTAGE TO A TALKING ROBOT?
We know it is technically feasible for an electronic circuit to recognize and accept human speech and to generate
some kind of response to those sounds. We also know it is
possible for an electronic circuit to generate human speech so
that it conveys intelligent messages back to us. These circuits are available at the present from Telesensors, Radio
Shack, Texas Instruments, and other suppliers. We have
already discussed talking units, so we will focus on voice
recognition and human acceptance.
Obviously, for a central computer doing batch work
voice communication with each terminal or user is not efficient. A high-level language is better. This is also true of
industrial applications where more than one robot is used and
the actions of all concerned need to be coordinated. However,
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Fig. 10-7. The Eyecom electronics package with removable circuit cards (courtesy Spatial Data Systems).

individual and domestic robots might become much more
efficient with voice recognition. The goal is to give the user
the maximum support rather than to try to optimize the
utilization of the computational resources.
English is not an exact language. Some people say "cut
off the light," some say "kill the light," and some say "turn off
the light." If we assign special words for each task, we are
actually inventing a high-level language, and have gained
nothing by adding voice recognition. In an effort to compromise Ruly English was developed.
_Ruly English uses regular English syntax but limits each
word to one meaning. It is not a colorful language, but is
precise, and immediately understandable. One might say it is
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asubset of the English language. It is possible to pictorialize
these ideas in an illustration. See Fig. 10-9.
SOME GENERAL RULES FOR
VERBALLY COMMUNICATING WITH ROBOTS
Sanyo Electric has demonstrated atelevision receiver
that responds to voice commands to turn itself OFF and ON
and to switch stations. The receiver intelligence unit does
this by comparing the voice input from selected persons to
voice patterns which have been stored in its memory. At the
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time of its demonstration this unit had a30 word capability in
vocabulary and could distinguish the voices of two different
people. An expansion on this concept would permit people to
play computer games using vocal responses, according to the
research information which is available. However, this unit
has problems identifying a"learned" voice when it has acold.
This could create problems in the workplace.
There are other problems. Many humans wouldn't mind
working next to amachine they can't program, but few will
work next to one they can't stop in an emergency. So the robot
would have to accept only certain voices for programming,
but any voice for operation. Of course, by the time these
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Fig. 10-9. A block diagram of anatural language man-machine communications
system.

robots are common in factories, today's children will be the
workers (maybe) and growing up with talking TVs and learning aids may cause them to accept all this much easier.
The popular adventure games are an example of trying to
get acomputer to understand English. The earliest ones used
two word commands. This was not anoun and verb as you
might expect. Since these were commands, the noun was the
implied "you." To command was averb and either averb
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modifier (GO NORTH) or adirect object (THROW KNIFE).
If the action implied an indirect object, as in this example, the
computer asked "TO OR AT WHAT?"
The computer looks to see that it "knows" the verb and
object. If not, it tells you it doesn't understand. Next it checks
to see the verb is applicable to the object. If not, it tells you so!
(CAN'T EAT HOUSE!) Finally it checks to see if you have the
object. You can't throw aknife you don't have! Since the first
simple programs, routines have been developed allowing the
computer to pick the important two words, plus indirect
object, from acomplete English sentence.

Fig. 10-10. Texas Instruments Speak and Math machine (courtesy Texas Instruments).
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There are four primary significant models of language
and these are; the fixed sentence model, the finite states
model, the syntactical model, and the transformational model.
These are described in detail in Syntactic Structures by
Chomsky, (Monton & Co, the Hague, Paris, 1957). The first
two are the most applicable to present voice recognition
technology.
In the fixed sentence model there is simply alist of all
the allowed sentences. One defines each sentence with a
mathematical term. If we develop awhole list of sentences
which are unique then when the computer receives an order it
essentially compares that order to that series of sentences
and chooses one which matches or most nearly matches the
command.
The finite states model is essentially what the adventures use.
SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION BY MACHINES
Once the meaning of asentence has been decoded, there
is still the problem of identifying the speaker.
There are two general ideas for recognition of human
speech. These are a system where the pitch and spectral
characteristics can be analyzed and related to some person,
and a system where the electronic circuitry can extract
phonemes and from atabulation of these phonemes identify
the different persons speaking.
In astudy at the Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss
Air Force Base, New York, an analysis of human speech was
conducted. It was found that speech sounds are primarily of
two types—voiced and unvoiced. For voiced sounds such as
the vowels the vocal chords vibrate and produce aline spectrum which has afundamental frequency in the 70-180 Hz
region for males, with harmonics extending to 8,000 Hz and
even higher. The unvoiced sounds are produced by the turbulence of the air stream as it exits the mouth and not from the
vocal chords at all! There are also sounds such as Z which
require both techniques.
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There are about 40 basic phonemes in the English language. There have been detailed studies to find out just what
identification characteristics there are in human speech, so
we can make machines do what we do, recognize who is
speaking.
Ablock diagram which shows asystem for recognition of
human speech, based on pitch and spectral characteristics is
shown in Fig. 10-11. In atypical operation using this type
system for speech recognition, the speech is fed into the
spectrum analyzer and the pitch extractor as shown. The
output of these units is sampled every 20 milliseconds,
digitized, and sent to the computer. The computer knows
what characteristics it is looking for because it has previously
stored patterns of speech.
The system shown in Fig. 10-11 uses some clues to
identify whom is speaking, or has spoken. One set of clues is
to use the speakers fundamental frequency—the average
pitch and the maximum and minimum of his speech tonal
range. A second set of clues may be extracted from the speech
spectrum, the measured value of the highest peaks of sound,
the ratio of the amplitude of the sound, to the valley amplitude
following the highest peak and the measurement of the peak
amplitudes, and where they occur in the spectrum. One manner in which the information may be used is to form multidimensional histograms. Then during the recognition process
the summed-squared-deviation between what is in the computer memory and the sound now coming in through the
system can be compared. If the sound being evaluated has the
same or close to the minimum summed-squared-deviation of
the memorized pattern, then the computer decides that this is
the speaker whose histograms are being used as areference.
Refer to Fig. 10-12.
Examine ablock diagram of the method of speech identification that uses the automatic phoneme recognition concept. This can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 10-13. This
block diagram is the one which would use the algorithm
illustrated in Fig. 10-12. Basically, this equipment would
make use of analog threshold-logic operating on the rectified
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Fig. 10-11. A Pitch-spectrum recognition system block diagram (Rome Air-Development Center).
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output of the filter banks to provide such features as spectral
energy, spectrum slopes, local maxima-minima, transitions,
sequences, and simultaneous occurances. AH of these features are used in speech recognition systems.
In the RCA equipment which is illustrated in the block
diagram, Fig. 10-13, the input is conversational speech and
the equipment is used to recognize, and segment from the
speech, aset of phoneme-like elements. During the occurrence of each such element the slope of the logarithmatical
spectrum was employed to measure the speaker's
characteristics-of-speech by integrating the spectrum slopes
of the analog signals, which are derived from the filters, and
then quantizing these to three levels; positive, negative, and
zero.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS DEVELOPMENTS IN SPEECH CIRCUITRY
Texas Instruments has done much advanced research in
both speech synthesizing, speech recognition. They hold a
patent for asingle stage digital speech-synthesis filter. We
have indicated how important filters are in breaking down the
components of speech so that they may be analyzed. In fact,
the unit shown earlier represented amajor price break in
voice synthesis using abreakthrough called linear predictive
coding, which we discussed in an earlier chapter. Figure
10-14 shows the circuitry. Since using the inverse of this
technique may provide asimilar breakthrough in speech recognition, we will take acloser look.
We have indicated the algorithm solving unit in the
microprocessor block of Fig. 10-15. It represents the summation of aseries of terms from i= 1to i= n.
"Brute force storage of speech signals can be accomplished by sampling and converting speech at an 8to
10 kHz clock rate. This results in adigital data rate of
100,000 bits per second of speech. Pulse-coded modulation codecs and companding techniques have found acceptance in all new, all digital, telecommunications systems, but their data rate of 64,000 bit per second is still
high.
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"Linear Predictive Coding produces speech quality
nearly comparable to either of these techniques, yet it
only requires about 1,200 bits per second. With the
advent of 128K bit and larger storage devices, LPC
packs minutes of high quality speech into memories that
could hold only one or two seconds of speech using other
techniques."
The secret is that LPC predicts the parameters of the
next speech sample from alinear combination of the values of
the preceeding speech samples. This is possible because of
redundant information in speech signals caused by alimited
number of the formants in the human speech production
system. LPC essentially eliminates unnecessary information
in human speech and keeps only the data required to drive the
synthetic model.
Speech sounds are recorded and digitized using special
recording facilities that virtually eliminate background noise
and preserve ahigh signal-to-noise ratio for the digitizer.
Then the sophisticated signal algorithms of the type we have
examined previously, are used to extract pitch and energy and
slope information from the recorded data. Using a minimum-mean-square predicted-error criterion, the computer
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Fig. 10-17. The TMS5200 speech chip from Texas Instruments. FIFO stands for
first-in-first-out and relates to signals into the buffer.
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program computes an optimal set of coefficients for the vocal
tract filter of the model electronics unit. The response of this
filter, then, when suitably excited, will closely resemble the
original speech model
In the next stage of the LPC system a frame repeat
analysis takes place. Here, similar sets of reflection coefficients (40 bits each) are eliminated from the data stream and
replaced with one-bit "repeat" code signals. Stop codes are
added at word-phrase boundaries, allowing the synthesizer to
"speak" acomplete word or phrase and stop automatically
with no supervision from ahost microprocessor.
After thousands of samples of speech are analyzed by
expert speech persons, those samples judged to be suitable,
from apronunciation and diction standpoint are ready to be
committed into a"memory image" format. The fully analyzed
data-set is encoded according to the pitch, energy, and filter
parameter coding tables of the selected synthesizer. Then the
final speech product is ready for listener tests and acceptance
or rejection for various consumer uses. Figure 10-16 is a
block diagram of the speech analysis and coding electronics

Fig. 10-18. Some possible uses, in addition to robotics, for the TI speech chips
(courtesy TI).
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system. This makes robotic speech areality. It uses very
little power and requires very little space. Figure 10-17
shows such aspeech chip from TI. Of course, it has other uses
too, as shown in Fig. 10-18.
Let us hope that TI continues to experiment with speech
so that someday asingle chip voice recognizer will be available. Because we like to give verbal commands,eventually we
will have robotic units which respond to this type of input. It
would be nice if they were cheap.
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Ranging Systems
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Polaroid's auto focusing camera uses asonic ranging system.
The unit has the ability to range accurately over reasonable
distances is rather immune to extraneous ultra sonic sounds,
and does not emit an audible sound. Polaroid offers akit (Fig.
11-1) which can be obtained for experimentation. Write to:
Ultrasonic Ranging Marketing, Cambridge, MA 02139.
PRINCIPLES OF CIRCUIT
OPERATION POLAROID ULTRASONIC RANGE SYSTEM
Sound waves which are compressions and rarefactions of
the atmosphere, travel like the waves of the ocean at around
343 meters/second at 20 degrees centigrade. This converts
to 1125 feet per second, which is the figure most of us are
more familiar with. The speed of sound varies with humidity
and temperature but is relatively free from effects of altitude.
The signal fall off is the inverse square of the distance
traveled --where ris the range or distance. And when there
R,
is a reflected echo, as when they are used in a distance
measuring mode or ranging application then the echo also
1
reduces in intensity. Thus we get —
R as the total fall off ratio.
4
We know that since the energy travels at aspecific speed, we
can measure the time it takes for it to go to agiven target and
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return. We can then multiply the time and the speed of travel
and we come up with the round trip distance. Divide this by
two and we get the distance to the object.
Emission of asingle tone may permit extraneous notes
at that pitch to enter the system. But a"chirp" signal, the
emission of several tones, can override this difficulty to some
extent, also "chirp" gives the detector of the system an ability
to look at several echoes at different frequencies, or just one
which may come from asecondary frequency in the "chirp"
pattern. If just one tone were used, there might not be an
echo, as the reflecting material might absorb the signal totally! Polaroid uses afour tone "chirp" at frequencies of 60,57,
53 and 49.7 kHz to overcome this kind of difficulty. A very
high reliability of echo response has been obtained in their
system.
Apamphlet has been prepared by the Audio Engineering
Society, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017, titled
Polaroid Ultrasonic Ranging System, and this can provide you
with more details of the circuit operation, and some other
considerations which were mandatory when developing this
system.
USING ASOUND RANGING SYSTEM IN ROBOTIC APPLICATIONS
It is not necessary for arobot to be "intelligent" to make
use of sonar anymore than it is necessary for abat to be
intelligent. Both are essentially blind, and the sonar reflection triggers reflexive action.
Such asonic system can be used to trigger relays which
have been arranged to control the drive motors, the steering
motors, headlights, voice track, or voice synthesizer. An
industrial application might be sonic ranging in agripper. Like
the photo-electric eye system, it can provide information that
objects are on aconveyor belt, their spacing, and even the
distance they are placed from the edge of the belt. Advance
information of this type can be used to cause the microprocessor to adjust the robotic arm position to meet the on-coming
objects precisely. And, unlike the photo-electric type device,
the ultrasonic system needs no receiver other than its own
transducer, and gives ranging information.
412

ULTRASONIC
RANGING
SYSTEM

Fig. 11-1. The polaroid ultrasonic ranging kit includes two instrument-grade
Polaroid transducers, amodified Polaroid ultrasonic circuit board, two Polaroid
Polapulse 6-volt batteries, a battery holder, a wiring assembly and atechnical
manual (courtesy Polaroid).

But there may be some disadvantages. If the robot is
working in an environment where there is ahigh sound level,
and amultipitch sound spectrum, then it might get signals
which would cause malfunctioning and problems. It is possible to filter the sonic signals (as Polaroid does) so that most
other tone signals or ultrasonic signals are not received in
sufficient strength to cause alarm, but, in amachine shop, for
example, where tooling, grinding, etc., are taking place, you
will find spikes of ultrasonic energy all over the low frequency
spectrum to 100 kHz or even into the low rf frequency
range.Look at the block diagram of the experimental demonstration circuit board package of the Polaroid Ultrasonic
ranging system in Fig. 11-2. The range of the Polaroid system
is from 0.9 foot to 35 feet, and that ranging information is
presented on adigital display. Of course one could intercept
the signals to the display and use them to activate other
devices if this is desired.
Ahobby robot will, no doubt, use TV camera type eyes, a
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voice synthesizer for speech, and amultitude of sensor devices to provide information as to where it is, what it is
encountering, and what is around it. Some persons, talked to
in the preparation of this book, said that they find, in the larger
toy stores, a multitude of electrically driven cars, trucks,
tanks, and such, which make ideal starting units for robot
development. Some, of course, start "from scratch" and built
up from just an idea. Such was the origin of GARCAN which
was illustrated in an earlier chapter.
John Cledhill discussed his robot in Robotics Newsletter,
Sept. 1979. Some of what he said is interesting to us at this
time. "It's surprising that most of the complexity of acomputer (in robotics) is aresult of the necessity of communications with humans. A dedicated, on-board robot computer
doesn't have to have akeyboard, address/data light, etc., if
you have aseparate system for generating software. In my
robot, decisions are made by a SC/MP-II microprocessor
from National Semiconductor. But one could use the
Motorola 6802.
My robot's basic senses begin with abumper that encircles the frame and wheels. Eight microswitches provide input
identifying if and where an object has been struck. The 8
microswitches for one 8-bit word are ANDed with constants
by the computing section, so it knows which switches have
been closed. The computer then knows what corrective action is necessary.
Since number 2will be sonar using aNational Semiconductor chip LM1812. The computer will tell the chip when to
transmit and then time the echo response. Extreme accuracy
is not necessary, as this will be used only to find out if there is
anything in the field of view. Once something has been found
in the field of "view", the bumper becomes the back-up device
and will generate the operational signals causing whatever
action is necessary.
This analysis and excerpt from that hobbyist's report
gives us some indication of one way ultrasonic systems might
be used in avery secondary role. With the Polaroid unit and
with proper circuitry, there is no reason why ultrasonics can't
be used as the primary control sensor. The Ultrasonic ranging
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system of Polaroid might be useful. With Ultrasonics your
robot would not have to strike anything to get asignal that it
was approaching something, or getting close enough to stop
moving or to turn away!
MESOTECH SYSTEMS LTD of Vancouver, B.C.
makes amode-952 Bottom-Scan-Profiling-Sonar with some
features that might be useful to think about in connection with
robotics applications. Of course the transmission of sound in
water is somewhat different than the transmission of sound
through the air, especially with regard to the frequencies
used. We know that some frequencies propagate very well
through water and others do not. We have no correlation for
the propagation of these sound frequencies through air versus
other frequencies which might be used. One might have to do
some experimentation in this area. In any event, the sonar
system under discussion is one which, from asingle location,
records aprofile of water depths along aparticular line of
bearing. By changing the orientation of the transducer, profiles of several lines can be made.
This transmitter unit, the sonar head, transmits anarrow
beam, high frequency acoustic pulse. The narrow beam is
swept through avertical plane, and, of course, the returning
echoes are timed which gives the distance to the reflecting
surface, which, in this case, is the ocean, channel, or harbor
bottom surface. The complete system consists of the sonar
head and the recorder case (which charts the bottom profile)
and a100-foot cable which connects the two units. Inside the
sonar head are the acoustic transducer and the stepping motor
which sweeps it. There is also an inclinometer which senses
ships rolling, and the sonar transmitter and receiver circuitry.
The beam width in this unit is only 1.5 degrees, but its
operating frequency is 360 kHz. It ranges to 160 meters with
an accuracy of plus or minus .5 percent. Its angle measurement resolution is plus or minus 0.75 degree.
What is very interesting to us in robotics is the narrow
beam concept of this unit. If such an acoustic device could be
used in air, on amobile robot, one could have adevice which
could accurately measure objects around it, and distances to
them. The use of astepping motor for the sweep also means
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that amicroprocessor memory unit would be able to determine exactly in what direction the transducer head was pointing. In essence, we might obtain good or better accuracy than
with aradar unit.
In some applications the Mesotech type unit may be used
to keep track of underwater robots that are free to move in
their environment, yet are under observation and control of a
parent ship on the surface above. No cables are necessary to
send control signals. Coded acoustic pulses can convey this
information, as well as give range and bearing from the
mother ship's reference position. The TV signals, however,
do at present, require cables. It could be aproblem knowing
where your underwater robot was, and also communicating
with it, unless you have very good sonar systems in use.
There are some frequencies which tend to "channel" in water
and go along way with areasonable amount of power. "Windows" these frequencies are called. It is safe to assume that
360 kHz is such asonic window.
A RANGING SYSTEM USING LIGHT
One ranging system which uses the reflected light from
an object to adjust acamera lens into focus has been incorporated into the Japanese Sanyo Autofocus Camera Control
System, in their ES-44XL-VAF super 8camera. In this system, basically, two mirrors are used to see the object through
the camera window. The light from the object is reflected
through a prism onto a photo-electric detector element
which, in turn, sends the voltage generated from its two
elements into acircuit which measures the balance. When the
balance is exact asignal is generated which is then compared
to asignal which indicates the position of focus of the lens. If
the two signals are not in agreement, asmall motor is energized which then adjusts the focus. Figure 11-3 shows a
skeletonized view of the system.
The use of aprism to focus the light rays onto asilicon
type photodiode (actually two of them) is easily seen in the
illustration. The use of the prism to get two beams of reflected light can be better understood in the inset of the
figure. Ititled this chapter Ranging Systems. This system
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Fig. 11-3. A sketch view of Sanyo's autofocus system for cameras.

would calculate a range to an object by use of the focus
information.
There would be problems adapting this system into a
robot for its eyes. You should have agood illumination level,
and that is not always possible. Of course you might incorporate an automatic lighting system into the robot so that a
photo-illumination bright light will come on when the robot
starts to move about. Then, it could get agood reflection,
even if this causes some temporary blindness in the people it
confronts!
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Controlled
Robotic Machines
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It is essential that we examine what an NC machine is, learn
how it is operated, and how it fits into the general picture of
robotic machines. It is amachine which is controlled "by the
numbers". What that means is that it is a lathe, a milling
machine, adrilling machine, or something of the sort, that is
programmed to move the cutting tool, drill, or whatever,
exact distances to within .0001 inch to perform whatever task
has been programmed for it, using aperforated tape containing the movement commands and instructions. A computer,
naturally, is located in the system, and it receives the instruction numbers from the tape and knows what they mean.
For example, if adrilling tool is to move one inch on the
X axis, over some plate which is to be drilled, and move two
inches up the positive Yaxis to exactly locate the center of the
hole to be drilled, then the tape instructions would consist of
two numbers. If the drill is to go down one inch to pierce
through the metal plate at the specified position, then athird
number is added to the instruction sequence. Since these
instruction numbers are always in the same sequence, that is,
the X axis instruction, the Y axis instruction and the Z axis
instruction, then all that is needed is some way to space these
commands on the perforated tape, which is read by an optical
419

reader. This gives the commands to the computer which, in
turn, controls the stepping motors, or the closed loop servomechanism, to make the machine elements do what the
instructions say it should do.
The way the commands are spaced is by using atab key
on the tape perforating keyboard. This, like atypewriter tab
key will cause the instructions to line up properly by forming
aspecial kind of "end of command block" code which lets the
computer know that another set of movements will be the
next block's numerical grouping. After the machine drills the
hole, as previously specified, it moves to ahome or starting
location where the coordinates are (0), (0), (0). The next
command, which might consist of the numbers (5000), (6000),
and (1000), tells it what to do next. See if you can interpret
what the above figures mean using the information we have
already given you. The tape used to store and present the
command-instructions to the computer may look like that
shown in Fig. 13-1. The numbers are in Binary form, i.e., the
rightmost column is the 2°, the next, 2', the next 22and so on.
Thus the position of the holes in the tape specifies agiven
number, and that number is acommand for the machine tool
movement. The rows of holes come in a specific sequence, as previously stated, which tells the machine's computer control brain how to move the tool, first in the X
coordinate, then in the Y coordinate and in the Z direction.
This, as you can realize, gives the position of apoint in three
dimensional space.
CHANGING TOOLS AND RANGE OF OPERATIONS
The NC machine can do marvelous things. If asource of
tools is supplied to it, on acircular retaining unit, for example,
it can, when so instructed, change its operating tool for each
required operation. What it does is to move toward the circular retainer, which, itself has rotated under computerized
command to agiven position, attach its working head to the
tool in aspecific position, then the head is moved back to the
work and to the position where that tool is to be used. When
the task for tool number one is finished, the head will return
the tool to the circular retainer, which grips it, the retainer
420
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Fig. 12-1. A sketch representation of an NC machine's control tape. The tape is
punched with holes which are converted into a binary number across the rows.
Many rows of holes produce many numbers which designate the machine's
operation. The column in which the punched hole appears governs its numerical
or "special" operational meaning.

rotates again bringing anew tool into the acquisition position,
and the head latches onto this new tool, and repeats the
working procedure. A very wide range of operations from
milling, to drilling, to smoothing, to contour shaping, can thus
result.
FUTURE OF NC MACHINES AND ROBOTICS
Some of the scientists who develop and design these
machines believe that in the future there will be amarriage of
the NC machine and the robotic machine. The NC machine
will be tended by an industrial robot at each advanced work
station. All control data will be verified by computerized
graphics. Sony has acolor TV plant in Taiwan that produces a
package product, ready to ship, with less than $1.50 invested
in labor. Much of the work is done by work stations like this.
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A reference on NC machines which might be of interest
to you is NUMERICAL CONTROL PART PROGRAMMING written by James J. Childs and published by Industrial
Press Inc.
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This last chapter will be aseries of small paragraphs, each
presenting an idea dealing with the design or concept of
building arobot. Some are cheaper ways of doing things we
have already discussed, others bring up factors that need to
be considered in asociety populated with robots. The first
story will give you the flavor of the chapter.
LAWS
In Japan, an attempt to bomb the home of asyndicate
leader with aradio controlled helicopter, toy variety, was
foiled by the police. We may have to have some controlling
laws governing the functions and operations of hobby robots
as they increase in capability.
TYPES OF HOBBY ROBOTS
In the general case arobot is constructed to prove that
one has the intelligence and mechanical-electronicelectrical-physical capability to make amachine that resembles in some way, aperson, or the actions of ahuman. Thus, if
nothing else, the construction of arobot of the hobby variety
is achallenge, and makes one investigate most of the fields of
science and engineering before the task is accomplished. We
423

might say, then, that we build hobby robots to learn, and to
fascinate ourselves and our friends.
Many persons and companies as well as scientific institutions are making, or developing kits for, or are investigating the use of, hobby type robots. This type robot is
distinguished from its industrial brothers in that the industrial
robot has adefinite task to perform, or many of them, and it
does this well and for long periods of time. Tasks as demanding as making printed circuits and inserting parts on such
circuit boards, something ahuman tires of very quickly, to the
handling of thousands of pounds of equipment or materials in
various plants. The hobby robot, on the other hand, is just for
the pleasure or education, or satisfaction of the creator. Some
types have been constructed just to investigate how far one
can go in putting some kind of intelligence into amachine of
some type. That, in turn, leads to much study and research.
But for the many units which simply run around, or draw lines
on something under computerized command it seems the
satisfaction is simply to have built such amachine. It is our
belief that with technology at the current state of the art that it
is, even hobby robots should do something useful.
One robot which has been built and named Midnight
Special, uses various types of light sensors to get information
about paths through mazes. The information he derives is
sent to acomputer where it is stored and analyzed. When the
Midnight Special has made one trip through such amaze it
then can repeat its path without any deviations or problems or
trial and error efforts. This kind of operation is said to be one
in which arobot has been given some kind of intelligence.
Certainly, it is a system in which the robot learns by its
mistakes. Hobby robots should have this kind of capability.
WHO?
The robot builder comes from adiversified segment of
our population. From the college professor to the high school
science major. We found it interesting that aformer college
Physics professor found pleasure constructing hobby type
robots. He said that his interest is in constantly trying to
make his robot do more things, and do them more intelli424

gently. That brings to mind the giant robot of Benjamin Skora
which is able (so they say) to vacuum the carpet, walk the dog,
serve drinks to friends, and answer the door!
There will be more and more hobby robot kits available
as time passes. They will be able to do more and more things,
and will give their constructors hours of fun and pleasure
putting them together, and watching them work. Like the
radio controlled model airplane activity, the stage of hobby
robot development is rapidly passing from the "built it all,
figure it out, put it together, make it work" stage into the level
where anyone can simply buy a kit and have it do almost
anything the human mind can conceive of it doing.
REMOTE CONTROL OF HOBBY-TYPE ROBOTS
We refer you to the sketch of Fig. 13-1. It will receive
feedback signals of voice, TV, mechanical movements, heat,
light, and so on from the robot via radio communication. The
robot will get its instructions and voice generation commands
from the home computer by areturn radio link. It is not such a
long way off. The technology for this kind of operation is
available. Modern radio control transmitters already are able
to handle streams of pulses with reliability, and they are small
and compact and do not use much power. They could easily be
incorporated into a robotic form, or used at a home base
station. The output of the computing section would modulate
the transmitter, and in the robot we would find the second half
of our communications system which would take the commands, use the memorized software programs, and cause the
robot to do whatever we have planned for it to do.
MAGNETIC CONTROL
To make such arobot function around the home, it might
be possible to use magnetic induction loops in rooms, and the
robot could have sensors which would be able to pick up the
signals from the centrally located computer in the house and
do the things the computer directs it to do. Essentially we are
saying that hobby robots, as well as commercial, industrial
robots do require computer direction as they do things
better.
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THE MOUNTAIN HARDWARE SUPERTALKER: SD200
A talking circuit which was designed to be used with the
Apple computing system is illustrated in Fig. 13-2. This
system memorizes certain phrases and words and can use the
memorized information to respond vocally to persons, under
various conditions. This unit works with the Apple II Computer. It digitizes human speech and stores it, then it can play
back this digitized speech through aspeaker. The voice system consists of acard which plugs into aperipheral slot on the
Apple II, and the mike, circuit board, and speaker shown.
There is an extensive software package which permits the
user to interactively develop aphrase diskette which may
contain many tables of phrases. Each table can contain several
words, phrases or complete sentences, which the computer
can select.
Here is how the system operates. The Supertalker board
Fig. 13-2, has electronic circuits which convert the analog

Fig. 13-2. The Mountain Hardware Supertalker system for the Apple computer
(courtesy Mountain Hardware).
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mike signals into a digital pattern which can be saved in
memory units. The board's circuits accept these digital patterns and transform them back into analog signals for use by a
loud speaker.
The circuit board has an on-board ROM that is a256 byte
type. This ROM is accessible from BASIC by acall instruction to address CNO0 (Hex) where N equals the slot number
that the board is in. Calling this address will place you in the
talk mode, and acall to CNO3 (Hex) is for the listen mode.

3
5
7
9
10
20
30

REM
REM
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE'S
REM SUPERTALKER DEMO PROGRAM
REM
RIMER. 4095
GOSUB 25000: REM CALL RUTO SLOT FINDER
PP(2)
16: REM SET STARTING PAGE OF PHRASE TABLE

40 PP(3) = 127: REM SET ENDING PAGE OF PHRASE TABLE
41 PP(4) = 3: REM SET VOLUME (1-4)
42 PP(5)
4: REM
SET SAMPLE RAT
E (1-4)
50 GOSUB 25010: REM
INITIALIZE SUPERTALKER WITH PP ARRAY
100 CALL - 936: PRINT
110 PRINT "HIT RETURN KEY WHEN YOU ARE"
120 PRINT "READY TO BEGIN RECORDING. "
130 PRINT
140 PRINT "HIT RETURN KEY A SECOND TIME"
150 PRINT "WHEN YOU ARE DONE RECORDING "
160
INPUT AR REM WRIT FOR FIRST RETURN KEY
170 P = 1: GOSUB 25030: REM CALL LISTEN SUBROUTINE
189 P = 1: GOSUB 25020: REM CALL TALK SUBROUTINE
190 GOTO 100
25000 REM TALKER AUTO SLOT FINDER AND ADDR CALCULATOR
25081 PP(1) = 1:P1 = - 16000
25002
IF PEEK (P1 - 1)
0 WND PEEK (P1 + 3) = 3 THEN GOTO 25004
25083 PP(1) = FP(i)
1:P1 = P1 . 256: IF PP(1) C 8 THEN GOTO 25082
25004
IF PP(1)
8 THEN PRINT "SUPER TALKER IS NOT IN THE APPLE II"
GOTO 25009
25005 P3 = 256:P4
PP(2): IF PP(2) < 128 THEN GOTO 25007
25006 P3 = - 256 P4 = 256 - PP(2)
25007
25009
25010
25011
25012
25013
25014
25015
25020
25021
25024
25025
25027
25028
25030
25031
25034
25036
25037

IF PP(1) = 8 THEN

P5
P3 . P4 P2 = - 16256 + 16 . PP(1)
RETURN
REM TABLE INITIALIZATION (ASSUME PP ARRAY IS SET UP)
P3 = 256.P4 = PP(2), IF PP(2) ( 128 THEN GOTO 25013
P3 = - 256:P4 = 256 - PP(2)
P5 = P3
P4: POKE P5,PP(4): POKE P5 . 1.PP(5)
PUKE P5 + 3,PP(3): POKE P5 . 4,134: POKE P5 . 5,PP(2)
RUM
REM TALK ROUTINE
POKE 1528,PP(1): POKE 1656,PF(1) * 16
POKE 1144 + PP(1),P - 1- POKE 1272 + PP(1),PP(2): POKE 1400 + PP(1),
+ 2) • 1
POKE 1784,(4 - PEEK (P5 . 1)) . 16 . (4 - PEEK (P5))
CALL - 16384 • PP(1) * 256
RETURN
REM LISTEN ROUTINE
POKE 1528,PP(1): POKE 1656, PP(1)
16
POKE 1144 + PP(1),P - 1: POKE 1272 • PP(l)PP(2) : POKE 1400 . FP(1),
3)
1: POKE P2. 3,14 - PEEK (P5 + 1))
CALL - 16384 + PP(1) * 256 . 3
PETURN

PEEK (P5

PEEK (P5

16

Fig. 13-3. One Supertalker demonstration program (courtesy Mountain
Hardware).
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Fig. 13-4. The Supertalker computer flowchart (courtesy Mountain Hardware).

One Supertalker sample program is shown in Fig. 13-3,
and the computer flowchart is illustrated in Fig. 13-4.
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CHECKING ERRORS IN DATA
TRANSMISSION AND SOME ROBOTIC-SYSTEM PROBLEMS
Among the professionals, there are several methods by
which data information can be checked and the capability of a
system to transmit the bits accurately and completely is
determined. One of these methods is to use aparity bit for
each word or character and inspect this. Parity is asystem in
which we add apulse to acoded group in such away that for
even parity, the sum of all the l's will be an even number, and
for odd parity, the sum of all l's will be an odd number. In the
transmission of an even parity code, those bytes which have
an even number of l's are not changed. In effect, azero is
added to the extreme left of the byte binary sequence. But, if
the number of l's in the byte is odd, then a1is added to the left
to make the numerical total of l's even. A byte with the wrong
number of l's has an error in it.
Other writers, in discussing the checking of data in
transmission systems have indicated that acyclic redundancy
check might be used. This means, essentially, that you retransmit the same information several times and if it all
comes out the same, then the system has no errors—at least
for that transmission period. Checks using special messages,
such as the "Quick Brown Fox" which require transmission of
characters representing all keyboard letters and numbers
might be used. If, on the receiving end, one knows what the
sequence of transmission is for this kind of special message,
then errors in the transmission system can easily be noted.
Finding the cause may prove difficult.
The number of methods of checking for errors in a
computing system and its transmission system increase in
proportion to the amount of information transmitted, and the
number of people or stations involved in the generation,
reception, and use of this kind of data. If one knows the
particular weaknesses of his own system, which he learns by
experience, then perhaps he can imagine and fabricate a
checking system which will let him know how well his own
system is operating. You need such acheck in robotics, be it
hobby type or industrial type robot system you are using, if it
uses acomputer and/or acommunications system.
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Checking arobotics system which involves mechanical
movements, and computer control, and data and sensor
transmission systems may be done using atest program. This
program feeds data into the computing section to cause certain specified movements of the robot's arm in accord with the
range of operations of which the robot is capable. If the robot
is awelder or apaint sprayer, or such, then, of course, the test
program must include some actual welding or painting or
whatever to insure that the unit operates correctly from
signal input to desired output. But, sometimes, as with computers, if there is amalfunctioning in the system, it won't
respond as it should, and so location of the problem area is
necessary although it may be difficult.
Piece-by-piece checking of arobotics system may be one
answer to the error checking procedure. In professional circles this is called open loop checking. It is accomplished in
this manner: First the end element is checked by feeding a
signal into its nearest control point. One desires to eliminate
all possible elements in between the signal insertion point
and the end device and only those elements required are to be
operated. Meantime all other elements of the system are
turned off or disconnected.
When it is determined that the end element responds
correctly to all the types of signals which experience or
design or both show it should respond to, then one says that
this part of the robot is working as it should. The next step is
to move one element back toward the front-end or input of the
system. When it is checked, of course the final element is also
checked because we use the output of the robot as an indication of how well it is responding to test-input signals into the
next-to-last unit. If there is an error or the robot does not do
what it is supposed to do, and we know that the output
element is working correctly because we have just checked it
out, then we can say that the next-to-the-last unit is malfunctioning. We then check it out stage-by-stage or step-by-step
until we find out what is wrong.
And so we move slowly back toward the input end of the
system. At the input end we might have to use aconveyor belt
to test input sensors, or devise other tests which simulate
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actual operational inputs of the same type that the input
actually gets. We must test the input sensor system or input
signal system just as completely as we have checked all
intervening elements or system blocks. Finally, we might run
asystems check. This is aclosed loop test which actually is
the robotic system in operation, doing what it is supposed to
do.
In arobotics system, then, you'll check the computer
section for accuracy and correct operation, you'll check the
software to see that it was correctly prepared and inserted,
you'll check the transmission system (cables, lines, and
whatever) to see that the signals actually get to the operating
units. You'll check the control amplifiers, and the motors and
the hydraulics and the pneumatics and whatever. All this in a
step-by-step procedure to insure that you actually will find
the problem area.
If asystem develops more than one malfunction simultaneously, then, unless you use the open loop test concept,
you might not ever find the real causes of trouble! It has also
been said by those who know about these things that sometimes two malfunctions make ano malfunctioning condition
exist. The two malfunctions tend to cancel one another. This
may happen if one depends too much on just aclosed loop type
of test.
Testing of hobby robots is performed much in the same
manner. Usually you start at one end of the system, say the
mobility end, the drive motors and gearing and power and
such, and move back toward the input end of the system,
checking as you go, to make sure everything is operating
correctly. Lots of times this prevents troubles and helps you
find and correct trouble spots which might not have been
noticed, unless you check for correct operation as you proceeded backward, toward the input end of the system. It
sometimes is very difficult to find trouble spots in any kind of
system like this if you wait till you have it all built, and
put-together, and then try to make it operate as it should. If it
doesn't work correctly when completely assembled then you
suddenly find there are ten thousand places where things
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might not be exactly right. Every solder joint, every cable
connection, every switch, every mechanical device, and
every electronic device suddenly becomes suspect.
The replacement of computer cards and circuit boards is
a technique which, like current TV repair procedures, is
standard. So, if you have acomputerized robotic system, then
you will want to make certain that its computing section can
be broken down into small units which can be replaced if need
be when amalfunction occurs and keeps on occurring and
cannot be attributed to such things as transients, lightning, or
static.
Through the courtesy of Ohio Scientific Company we
show, in Fig. 13-5 an example of their computer's circuit
board with its attachment cabling, and even, to the left, some
internal battery powering units. Notice that neatness and
relatively good spacing between integrated circuit chips are
predominant in this fine engineering example.
THE TRS -80 AND THE OUTSIDE WORLD
We examine the use of the TRS-80 in acontrol application, courtesy Radio Shack and we can, from the information
gleaned, expand our imagination to extend to other applications of such acomputer in arobot. It is indicated, in instructions on the use of the TRS-80 in this control type application
that external circuitry is required, and also that you will have
to have proper software to make the control functioning
possible. If you have aLevel Imachine then you'll have to
write the software program. If you have aLevel II machine,
then you can use the POKE and PEEK or the OUT or IN
machine instructions.
It is said that when you design the hardware (circuitry)
for computer control of something, you need to have thought
out your software program completely so that the two are
compatible. How you design your hardware will be determined by the instructions you use to operate that hardware.
There are two operational approaches with the TRS-80 (and
perhaps other similar microcomputers (which can be used,
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Fig. 13-5. The Ohio Scientific's computer circuit board (courtesy Ohio Scientific).

these are the memory mapped system (Fig. 13-6) and the
second is the port system (Fig. 13-7).
If you use the memory map technique then you must
specify a memory address that will be the location of the
hardware circuitry controlling your device(s). To write data
to your control system (send it instructions) you address it via
the address lines and send it the instructions over the data
lines.
434
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Fig. 13-6. Memory mapped coffee pot control using the TRS -60 (courtesy Radio Shack).

One example of control of something external with the
TRS-80 is to turn on acoffee pot. A sample program is shown
below. At the same time let's look at the circuit for control of
this operation.
100 REM ***COFFEE POT POWER CONTROL***
200 CLS: PRINT@512, "DO YOU WANT THE COFFEE
POT TURNED ON";
300 INPUT A$: IF A$ = "NO" GOTO 7840
400 REM ***IF NO, BRANCH TO "RUNNING LATE"
ROUTINE***
500 REM ***ANYTHING ELSE, TURN ON COFFEE
POT RELAY***
600 POKE — 4092,2
700 REM ***NOW TEST IF CONTROL RELAY
CHANGED STATES***
800 B=2: A-PEEK — 4096
900 IF AAND B = 0THEN GOTO 1980 ELSE GOTO 3744
1000 REM ***IF RELAY WORKED, BRANCH TO
"WEATHER SENSOR" ROUTINE**
1100 REM ***IF RELAY DID NOT WORK, BRANCH TO
"SYSTEM FAULT ISOLATE"***
Look at what happens in the memory mapped system. If
the address is 8FFF (Hex) and binary data 02 will turn the
circuit on by causing the control relay to close. A POKE
statement for this task would be POKE 36863,2. In the port
based system you specify aport address out of the 256 ports
the CPU will address. The address is selected using only 8
lines instead of the 16 lines used in the memory mapped
system. The data bus is still used to get information to and
from the CPU and the selected port. If the system had used a
port based type of control, some of the program above would
have to be changed, for example: Lines 600,800 will have to
be changed. Line 600 would read OUT 254,2 and line 800
would be: B = 2: A = INP 254. The flowcharts for both
methods are Figs. 13-8 and 13-9.
PLANNING A ROBOT
The first step is to write down what you want the
machine to do. This can take amultitude of thoughts and
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Fig. 13-7. Torque vs wheel size considerations for robots.

Fig. 13-8. Section isolation flowchart for TRS -80 (courtesy of Radio Shack).
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Fig. 13-9. CPU flowchart for TRS -80 (courtesy of Radio Shack).

statements in some cases, and only one statement in other
cases. For example, one person had the initial objective "I
want arobotic machine which will entertain people." And
from that basis he did construct arobot which did exactly that,
and delightfully so. There is quite adifference in what you will
want to incorporate into the machine if it is for entertainment
rather than being built to do some specific task. One machine
might be much more complex than another, and how it is
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controlled may be vastly different depending upon what it is
to do.
You will immediately add that the appearance of the
machine will, or might be, governed by what it is to do, and
you would be exactly right. For entertainment purposes we
might want arobot which looks manlike, or girl-like, but for
job purposes, such as taking objects from one place to
another, the robot might better resemble asmall car with a
flat bed on it and have somewhat different arms which load
and unload the material, than those found on the kind-ofhuman-duplicate the entertainment robot might be. So, when
thinking about what the machine is to do, or to state the
purpose for building the machine, you will probably also be
thinking about what it might look like in the finished version.
This is asecond step.
Next, and closely associated with the previous thinking,
will come those thoughts related to mobility. We can make
some doodling sketches as we have done in Fig. 13-10 which
may assist us in our thinking.
You can expand on this concept and come up with,
perhaps, a dozen different possible illustrations of how a
baseplate of a robot might be made and how it might be
propelled. In our illustration at A we show aconventional
drive using acommon axle and one drive motor for one rear
wheel. This is important because you can't get the robot
around acorner if you make both rear wheels adrive type.
One must be free, that is, its hole slightly larger than the axle
so it can turn freely and on its own. The other wheel is fixed
rigidly to the axle or so mounted that agear can be attached to
it and this gear is meshed with the motor drive gear to propel
the baseplate (and robot). The steering is just like any automobile steering, or toy car or truck, using aturning motion
for both front wheels which are linked together. This will
work, but the robot may have some problems because the
turning radius of the base is large. It is astable base, however,
and can carry lots of weight as we know.
At B is a diagram showing two independent motors
driving two wheels, and use of small idler wheels, front and
rear, to give the platform balance. This type system is com440
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Fig. 13-10. Some ideas and sketches of possible robotic base-structure mobility methods.

monly used when you have stepping motors for drive power.
If you step the drive motors at the same speed the base goes
straight forward (or backward). If you step the motors at
different speeds, a turning motion results. Stepping one
motor forward and the other backward at the same speed
gives avery tight turning circle. It is easy to synchronize the
speed of stepping motors just by observation. If the robot
starts to turn somewhat as it goes forward, you just move the
control (assuming radio control) of the slow motor to increase
its pulsing rate slightly and synchronism is quickly obtained.
The GARCAN robot which we discussed in an earlier chapter
uses this system.
At C of Fig. 13-10 you see how one idler wheel has been
removed. The platform is not as stable as before, but can be
all right for level floor operation. Also, if you want to try to
use the idler wheel as adrive wheel, this is possible, and you
can so arrange the mechanics of the system that the one
driven wheel can be turned for steering purposes. You might
use asingle motor in that case. Or with the three wheeled
configuration you might use asingle motor to drive both rear
wheels as in (A), or use two stepping motors. There are many
variations.
So, you doodle and try to come up with some kind of a
base -and-drive-and-steering system for your robot, if it is to
have mobility. Of course, not all robots (domesticated types)
will need mobility. They may be permanent fixtures in the
house wall section somewhere, yet they can control all kinds
of functions around, and in, and from the home. These are
decisions which you must make in your planning.
You can select awheel size and from that as astarting
point calculate the gearing needed and the motor horsepower
and so on. You select the wheel diameter based on where the
robot is to move. If the surface is smooth and has little change
in level, then arelatively small wheel size, say 4to 6inches
diameter might be all right. But, if you plan the robot going
into grass or on rough terrain or unpaved streets and
sidewalks and such, then alarger wheel diameter is necessary, say 12 to 18 inches might not be unreasonable. Some
may argue this point so we won't say it is required, we just say
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the larger the wheel diameter the easier it is for the wheel to
get over small rocks, and thick grass, and earth depressions
and indentations.
But there is atorque penalty as you increase the size of
the wheel which is driven. In Fig. 13-11 we show this relationship, again on adoodling basis. In A you see alarge wheel
with agiven size gear drive. Notice that the forces retarding
motion will be the resistance or opposing force (torque) times
the lever arm to the wheel rim from its axle. Now the motor
torque must, at least, equal this value, and here its lever arm
is much smaller, so where do we get the higher number to
make equality? We have to get alarger motor torque value
than the opposing torque value. The length of the torque
arrows (vectors) illustrate this. Now examine B where a
smaller wheel is shown, the lever arm is smaller for the
opposing torque so the frictional retarding force may be less,
thus the motor drive torque needed is less. This is one effect
of using alarge wheel vs. the use of asmall wheel. Notice also
the rock in the path of the wheels. For the small wheel it is a
high obstacle, for the large wheel, it is not too large an
obstacle. The larger wheel may go over the rock, the smaller
wheel may not.
In our planning, then, we come up with something as to
its size, what it is to do, how we will steer it or control it, or
have some notion that it might steer itself, and then we doodle
alittle, trying to see how and what we want to put together to
make it, and from this initial effort we find out other things we
need to research and look into to determine how we will put
our robot together. We will have looked at where it will
operate.
AFTER MOBILITY AND STEERING, THEN WHAT?
That's agood question. You might not have finished with
the steering planning, even if you have decided, approximately how you are going to make your robot move and what
power supply you'll use and so on. You might be thinking that
you'd like to have the robot autonomous, and so that means
that some of the steering, at least, must be done by acomputer type electronics device. We don't say acomputer di443

Fig. 13-11. Torque versus wheel size considerations for robots.

rectly because most have display screens, and maybe disk
memories and such, which you actually may not need. They
also have keyboard inputs which may or may not be appropriate to your planning. Actually, what you may want for your
robot may be more of acomparison type system with memory
banks, which can be programmed, and with sensor inputs
from all the various devices you imagine might be useful to
the machine. It would be nice if you have akind of plug-in
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keyboard which you can connect to the robot via acable, and
through which you can adjust its memory. By adjust we mean
program, erase and re-program, as you make command
changes, and put in directions.
We have examined how arobot is taught in an industrial
application. He is "programmed" through certain maneuvers
using asmall hand-held controller. The electronic circuits are
so arranged that as long as the arm is in movement, the
computer does not remember what it is doing, but when the
arm stops for any period of time, the computer makes anote of
this. Later, when the arm is under autonomous computer
control, the computer sends the arm to the various end points
precisely, quickly, and directly and the arm path may not be
the oneyou used to get it there. It might be possible to easily
program ahobby robot much in the same manner but using a
radio-control system as the hand-held controller. Suppose we
consider that in your robot you will have a radio control
receiver whose output goes to acomputer and various devices to be controlled, Radio-control systems such as are
used in model airplanes can be obtained with up to 8 or so
channels. If you need more than that, use two systems,
operating on different radio frequencies.
Of course you might also use ahand-held controller with
lots of push buttons, attached to acable system which can
plug-into the robot's body, and you can follow the robot as you
command it to do whatever you want it to do. The signals
could be recorded on some kind of tape, or placed in the
memory of acomputing section or whatever and then played
back later.
MORE CHEAP SPEECH
To know what is on the shelf in the way of equipment
which you might use in ahobby or industrial type robot is
often very helpful. Thus we call attention to the Radio Shack
Voxbox and Voice Synthesizer shown in Figs. 13-12, 13-13.
The Synthesizer allows the computer to "say" anything built
from phonemes. The Voxbox is designed to work with the
TRS-80 computer and is designed with a32 word memory
which permits it to remember 32 words which you teach it,
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and produce alogic output when such words are spoken to it.
Through the courtesy of Radio Shack we show the block
diagram of the Voxbox in Fig. 13-14.
COSTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
It has been said by many who are experts in the field of
human studies that humanity cannot be happy unless they can
accomplish something. In fact, this is one fear of those who
think about such things—that the age of robotics will deprive
persons of doing something worthwhile—in other words,
working. Every job performed, in spite of its problems and
frustrations and exhausting demands, means that someone
has done something which they consider worthwhile. The
sociologists think that this, perhaps, has meaning for the
happiness and contentment of the human race. Thus, when we
evaluate what we have when we have finished our hobby
robot, whatever type it may be, we must evaluate our efforts
in more terms than just of money or time spent. We must also,
always, evaluate in terms of what has been learned and in
terms of pleasure received, and personal satisfaction obtained.
There are very few if any, persons, who will say, directly, that the future does not hold aplace for industrial robots.
There are too many foreign countries developing such devices for use in their areas of productivity. And with such
success that our own industrial leaders say that aclear view of
those operations. Much planning and consideration must go
into the concept of using more automation in existing plants,
because of the worker commitment to the various jobs. Yet
the profit motive, being the primary reason for the existence
of the plant or industry in the first place, will demand the most
economical, efficient, and productive operation possible at
the smallest possible costs. Let us examine what might be
some of the consideration for the use of industrial robots.
Do they contribute to productivity, efficiency, reduction
of error, abetter product, faster production, reduce hazardous situations, reduce tedium, improve the work environment, reduce costs? In many cases this requires acomplete
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Fig. 13-14. The Voxbox block diagram (courtesy of Radio Shack).

review of the whole operation, down to the most minute
detail, of the business, or plant, or industry wherein the use of
industrial robots is being considered. We are in mind of a
system of plan evaluation or job operation planning called
PERT (Program Review and Analysis Techniques) or, as it is
called by some, the critical path planning approach to—
whatever job or task or operation is in mind. Can it help show
the need for automation or robotics?
WHAT IS THE CRITICAL PATH APPROACH
If we take the start and end of aseries of tasks and call
them events, and we take the activities in between the start
and end of each such task and call that an activity, we can make
adiagram showing this concept as illustrated in Fig. 13-15.
Notice that there are many activities (arrows) shown, 5in
total. Also know that it will take the completion of all 5
activities before the end event can be said to be done! At this
point we do not know from whence the other activities originate, or how they may be inter-related, or interdependent
upon other end events, but be assured that in our modern
industrial world, there will be a rather complex network
before we come to that stage where the end event actually
means the completion of the job!
The starting event can be merely a time and date at
which some activity begins. The end event can be atime and
date when the job is finished. The activity can have alength
which is somehow related to the time it will take to do that
activity, based on the educated guesses of many experienced
personnel who have some knowledge and, hopefully, experience with doing that kind of activity. Thus we might say
activity #3 will take 4days to complete, by best estimates.
Think what this means if it is required that all the other
activities must be done within that same time frame in order
for the end event to properly occur on time! As you might look
over the time and date estimates of each activity, you might
find one which is so long that it is abottleneck. It will be that
long-time activity which will hold up the job which needs
some attention. The path through that activity from its starting event, to the end event, is the path known as the critical
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Fig. 13-15. Some pert or critical path definitions.

path. It is atrouble area for some reason. It is stated that this
critical path is the one which requires the most time for any
process or object to get from the initial event to the end event.
Also, it is stated that if there is any further delay along this
critical path, then the final event wiil be delayed by whatever
time the delay on the critical path assumes.
So, how do we relate this to robotics in an industrial
sense? If we consider an example where lots of parts must
arrive at agiven station at agiven time in order for assembly
to be accomplished, and that adelay is found on one path, we
will assume asimple case here, wherein the distance the part
has to move, and the processes which have to be accomplished on this part, are responsible for that delay, then
we can see how an automated situation may remedy the
problem. It is not unreasonable to think of robots doing the
processing, and perhaps saving time doing so. It is not unreasonable to think of robotic conveyors transferring the
parts more quickly. Thus we change what was acritical path
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for the parts movement, into anon-critical path and everything is accomplished in the required time and lots of profit
results!
There are many approaches to consider when trying to
make adecision as to whether or not to robotize some, or all,
of your operations. There are many things to consider. For
example, you must always have in mind what will happen if a
machine fails. No one likes to think of this, but it can and does
happen. We are reminded of asituation wherein some robots
failed because the human attendant did not keep the hydraulic
oil tank filled properly, nor did he (she) report leaks which had
been observed, etc. It was determined that it was that worrisome case of ahuman hating arobot and thus hoping it would
cause trouble and helped it to do so!
There is no question but that, in some cases, the robot
will displace humans in certain work functions and activities.
It is just an axiom but for some things, robots can do it better.
CONSULTING THE EXPERTS
Of course this is done. One just doesn't expect all the
people in his own operation to, necessarily, know all about
robots and robotic installations, and operation and maintenance and what can and what cannot be done with these
machines. Sometimes, and this is true in most cases, an
analysis of your operation by arobotic expert will help to
show what should or should not be done. However, one must
always consider that probably any representative from any
robot manufacturing company will be asalesman. But most
will give agood, honest, and reliable report on the situation at
hand.
Because aconversion to industrial robots is an expensive operation, probably in more ways than just changing
equipment, management will also want to inspect and discuss
robot plants with those who have already done this in part, or,
as some Japanese have done, completely robotized aplant or
industrial operation. One question which always comes to
mind is, "What do you do if some machine fails or stops, and it
is a line item which must function in order for the whole
operation to function?" First, of course, there needs to be an
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alarm system. We have mentioned this in some previous
pages while discussing industrial robots. The alarm can be of
several levels. One, awarning that trouble is imminent, and
where it might occur, second, that trouble is happening and
where and why (sensors can determine this in many cases),
and what should be done about it: arerouting, stopping all
machines, or whatever is appropriate, even to the extent of
human intervention and human substitution for the machine
until the robot is fixed.
There are many other items which need be considered,
such as aloss of electric power, even for just ashort period of
time, and how this might affect computer programs, movement, and synchronization and so on. One might use the
operating room technique wherein asubstitute power plant
comes on immediately in case the main source of power starts
to fail. When consulting the experts in the field, one will
become knowledgeable of these various situations and problem solutions for these situations. It is also considered good
management if one can obtain the help and advice of the
normal plant complement of persons, who can give suggestions which will make their job work easier or more palatable,
and thus they provide insight into possible areas of automation which will be accepted by them. Education and instruction of plant personnel is, of course, mandatory. The experts
can help with this type of public relations.
ROBOTS AROUND THE WORLD
It is also interesting to consider the robotic development
of some foreign industrialists. A study by Professor Gustav
011ing of Bradley University states that Japan has 13,000 of
the world's 17,500 industrial robots. They have some 70
companies who are developing new robots and this compares
with some 27 companies in the U.S. It has been reaffirmed
that the Japanese goal is still the unmanned, robot operated
factory.
The progress in industrial robotics has been remarkable
and will continue at an astonishing pace. It has been said that
the new robots are simply programmable arms with some
high degree of manipulative skill. But that they have poor
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senses and asomewhat low intelligence which is not yet able
to comprehend and really handle the information which is
presented by the various types of sensors. But that even so
they are most valuable in industry. It is not uncommon for
industrialists to recover their capital investment in robots in
somewhat under three years.
It has been pointed out that robots need something
better than the type of grippers which are now common. But
these improvements are under research and development,
especially in Japan and in Russia. Robots which have fingers
that can handle objects as delicate as an egg without any
danger of rupture, and quickly adapt to different and varied
object forms have been made. It has been stated in various
studies that one of the most valuable ways arobot can improve plant production is by speeding materials through a
plant. It was found that materials are worked on only some 5%
of the time, and the rest of the time that material is lying idle
or being transferred from one place to another. When robots
are specifically designed for atask, they can offer some very
remarkable work. For example, the Fiat Robogate, installed
in its Rivolta and Cassino factories is said to be able to
accomplish all the required welds on acar body in less than
one minute. There are more than 50 robots on each welding
bay. The precision of each job is the same so that quality
control problems are reduced, and should improvements be
needed, aslight change to the control program affects the
desired result.
The use of robots on an assembly line seems to be
inevitable and no matter what the task, it now seems possible
that the job can be done by such automated machines. The
human system seems to break down when subjected to the
constant boredom of doing the same task over, hour after
hour, day after day. It was found that in Silicon Valley of
California where chips or integrated circuits are developed
and made, that this type boredom has led to such advanced
human problems as drug usage. That, of course means profit
loss to management in that quality is sacrificed, and integrity
of the firm or plant is jeopardized. That means aloss of buyer
confidence. Again, here, in this type environment and task
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situation the robot type machine offers no such problem. It
does what it is programmed to do (what it has been taught)
endlessly, hours on end, without error, loss of quality, or
complaint.
As robotics components are developed and improved,
such as the new TV cameras-on-a-chip developed by Hughes
Aircraft Company using the new advanced charge-coupled
technology which we have discussed somewhat in earlier
pages on robotic eyes, the ability of the robot to do more
things better will be almost beyond imagination. These
Hughes Omneyes, as they are called, consist of achip of some
1,024 light-sensing elements for one type application, and
another chip with some 10,000 picture elements for higher
resolution. It is envisioned that the ultimate use of these
robotic eyes will be on the assembly lines to help the
machines size, orient and identify parts and objects. Because
of their small size and low power requirements, they can be
used close-up if necessary on smaller and smaller type objects, perhaps ultimately, even down to integrated circuits
themselves.
JOBS
When one considers the use of robots in afactory or plant
the questions and job-loss fear of employees, and Management's commitment to the workers, becomes very real situations to deal with. Some questions asked by workers are,
"Will robots in factories eliminate jobs?" The answer, of
course is, yes. The robots will eliminate amajority of the old,
dull, hazardous, and non-progressive jobs. But, if one is willing to learn and adapt to anew world of robotics, then there
are opportunities which one should consider. The following
comes from astudy conducted on Careers in Robotized Factories.
Robots need repair sooner or later. Robot repairmen will
be in high demand and will be very well paid. These personnel
will also check and test the robots to insure maximum performance with aminimum of breakdown. There will be robot
trainers, i.e., those who program the robots, and that will be a
field in which computer knowledge and new skills in machine
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programming will be learned at special schools provided by
the user plant or the robot manufacturer. There will be those
who will be responsible for moving the robots to desired
workplaces if the robots are the fixed location types. These
persons will coordinate the robot's work load, and will see to
it that they are productive at their new line locations. Of
course there will be more and more need for robot designers.
These persons who have engineering backgrounds in control
and electronics and mechanical engineering and physics will
obtain very high salaries and find their work challenging and
very productive. Industrial robot use and plant analysis may
be another rewarding career field in which people, sociological problems and machinery are all considered together. It is
going to be along, long time before robots will be able to
repair and adjust and teach themselves much more than very
elementary operations. So they will need lots of care, adjustment and help.
The respected Wall Street Journal has reported that
some factories in which robots are built by other robotic
machines without human control, have been under construction by some Japanese electronics firms. This has been the
beginning of adeep seated fear of job loss among many people
who are not knowledgeable about such machines. It is entirely feasible to specify, down to the smallest detail, the
parts and layouts and connections of those parts, to make up a
robot, and then to design machines which will do the assembly work so that at the end of the assembly line, aso called
robot will appear, ready to go to work.
Are robots on the increase in industry? Ransberg and
Renault have formed aventure to make and deliver industrial
robots with each system selling at $100,000 to $200,000 each.
It is said that they have invested some 15 million dollars into
this venture. The chairman of the Ransburg Corp. (France)
has estimated that the U.S. market for industrial robots is
expected to be in the vicinity of $500 million dollars annually
by 1985.
If there is aprocess in afactory or plant or industrial
complex which cannot be robotized, it is just because no one
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has examined it yet for that purpose. The many fine robotics
companies are leaping ahead, year after year, with advanced
and improved designs as the technological explosion continues, and there seems to be no end in sight. It may well be
that in the not too distance future, factories and plants and
industrial complexes and shops and stores and assembly
places and whatever will have to consider using robots in self
defense—in self defense of profits, that is.
THE COMPUTERIZED HOME AND ITS SECURITY AND CONTROLS
The computerized home might also be called arobotic
home. What is arobotic home? It is ahome in which there are
many automated devices which make that home more secure,
easy to keep, and pleasurable for you to live in. In asense this
means that you will make your entire house akind of robot and
you will live in its protective embrace.
On the practical side, of course, what we mean is that
your home will have some kind of centralized computer which
can sense and control amultitude of functions in and around
the house. One such computer is the Scientific Instrument's
C8P which we use for an example here, although there are
many other types which can also do this kind of job (a job is an
action requiring many tasks) for you. Briefly, here are afew
other control items.
With the speech capability, the person might not have to
touch abar at all. They simply say "Return" and this activates
the return program in the computer. Or they could say
"Help", and this would activate another computerized subprogram which would sound an alarm and indicate where the
trouble exists. We have previously stated that such things are
possible. We look at Fig. 13-16 to see one example of avoice
system produced by Ohio Scientific in their CA-14A system.
system.
When you want to make things happen in the house, such
as to turn on the coffee pot, and turn on and off various lights
and other electrically operated devices, you need akind of
special type computer unit and remote controlled modules.
One example of this type system is shown in Fig. 13-17.
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Fig. 13-16. Votrax, avoice system produced by Ohio Scientific in their CA-14A
system.

The master control unit is so programmed that when you
press down the various buttons you can cause the circuits
controlled by the modules to energize, thus you turn on lights
at will from aremote location. Again, using the button controls, you can deactivate those remote circuits also. Since the
control signals are sent over the house wiring, it is no task at
all to install such units, you simply plug-in the remote modules into aconvenient electric outlet, and run the cord from
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the master box to the outlet in your remote command location. You plug-in the devices you wish to control into the
modules receptacles and you are ready to operate. By the
way, don't do as some do, they plug in lights but forget to turn
the switch on. When the signal is sent from the remote
location to energize that light (or whatever), it won't work,
because its own switch is off. There is a unit made that
interfaces this system to aTRS-80.
In this robotic home concept we must not forget the
possibility of remote control, from some pleasant beach resort to our homes back in our own home town. Yes, it is
possible and feasible when we use adevice called atelephone
interface such as is shown in Fig. 13-18.
Looks complex, doesn't it. It is. But that is no problem to
us. When this is connected so the telephone has an input to it
you can communicate with your home computer from almost
any place in the world. If your telephone system is a
Touchtone phone you can obtain status reports on various
things in the home when you send certain coded groups of
numbers which the computer can recognize and respond to.
For example, you can tell the computer to water your plants,
give you areport on the integrity of your windows and doors,
test the air for smoke or other bad odors, also to play back for
you, any recorded messages which are on file in the telephone
message recording machine.
With appropriate sensors you might get areport on the
grass height and the dryness of the ground. If the grass needs
watering, then you can tell the computer to water, using the
robotic sprinkling system, for a specified period of time.
Imagine also that you found the grass too high, in your status
report. You simply send in anew series of coded numbers and
the computer will order the robot lawnmower into action. It
will cut the grass, following acarefully prearranged routine
path route and then return itself to its garage home or wherever. It could be that in the future all mail will be electronic.
When you query from Hawaii or elsewhere the computer will
tell you to pay such and such bills and ask you if it is all right
for it to issue the checks! Yes, 'tis true, all things are possible
nowdays in our computerized, robotic world.
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Fig. 13-18. CA-15 Universal Telephone Interface (courtesy Ohio Scientific).

SOME STEPS IN ROBOTIC DESIGN
Be it hobby type or industrial type, there are certain
steps which are generally followed in the design of robots.
These can be listed as follows:
(a) List the functions desired to be accomplished—what
it is to do now and in the future.
(b) Draw block diagrams showing the interconnection of
various units such as drive system, signal processor, etc. Use
as many block diagrams as necessary to come up with some
kind of complete picture of the machine.
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(c) Check the availability of the parts needed for each
block of your block diagram. If some parts are not available
then improvise, invent, construct, or change the system in
that block.
(d) Construct breadboards of your circuits and test them,
adjust them and modify them until you get the necessary and
correct operation from each board reliably and repeatably.
(e) Construct models (miniatures) of all moving, working
parts. Check for construction difficulties, needed materials,
and make such changes as necessary to accomplish the end
objective for each unit. Test and adjust each unit.
(f) Construct afull size working model of the robot—
leaving room physically for changes and modifications—
being sure you have easy access to parts and test ports. Check
the operation of each unit and the complete assembly.
(g) Construct the final package which has the desired
shape, size, and appearance you want. Test and adjust it.
Operate it, or let it operate itself. Check for faults and reliability. Study it for improvements. Then, have fun!
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Accuracy of arm, 260
Actuator, rotary hydraulic, 350
Adaptive control, 4, 131, 134
AHMAD robot, 71
Airplane servos, 89, 97
Algorithms, 3, 401
American Robot Corp., 6
Android, definition of, 45
Android, domestic, 45
Android robots, 28
Arm, correcting position of, 159
Arm, flexibility of, 193
Arm, powering the, 201
ARMBASIC language, 248
ARMBASIC pick-and-place
program, 255
Arm compared to human arm,
robotic, 191
Arm design, 240
Arm details, 113
Arm dynamics, 10
Arm mobility, 191
Arm motion, recording of, 157
Arm movements, examination of, 200
Arm operation, 240
Arms, fixed location, 24
Artificial intelligence, 12
ASEA robot, 280

ASEA robot, description of, 283
ASEA robot, programming the, 317
ASEA robot control, 313
ASEA robot operation, 8, 300
Assembly line, use of robots on, 27
STEP command, 250, 251
Attractiveness of robots, physical, 60
Automatic system, point-to-point, 151
Automation, 56
Axes of arm, setting position of, 156
Base coordinates, 308
Base structure, inside the, 82
BASIC commands, 249, 252
BASIC language, 139, 248
Bellows for power, 214
Benefits in using robots, 28
Binary code, 263
BIOT, 62
Boole, George, 126
Boolean, algebra, 126
Branch, interrupt, 129
Branch, offset, 129
Branch action routine,
See subroutine; industrial
robot, general purpose, 122
Branching operations, 129
C
Camera construction, 375
Camera operation, 375
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Camera-robot interface, 368
Cams, use of, 68
Cartesian coordinate program, 258
Cassette connectors, 155
Central processing unit (CPU), 40
Chain drive system, 86
Chef, robot, 52
Cincinnati Milacron T
Industrial Robot, 112, 116
Cincinnati Milacron T robot, 347
Circuit, conditions of, 128
Circuit, talking, 427
Circuit operation, 411
Circuitry, 98
Closed loop servosystem, 219, 227
Command, 122
Commands in BASIC, 249, 252
Commands in programming, 112
Communication, 110, 261
Communication, languages for, 239
Communication, machine, 110
Communication, robot, 26
Communication between robots, 27
Communication with robot,
two-way, 262
Communication with robots,
rules for, 394
Communications, voice, 57
Communications signals, 274
Communication systems, robotic, 263
Computer, 13, 20
Computer, interfacing with
radio-control mechanism, 96
Computer, the, 365
Computer-control output, 247
Computer interface, 248
Computer languages, 138
Computer memories, 15
Computer programming and, 390
Computers, speed of, 33
Computer uses, 16, 132
Computers for
control of multiarmed robots, 143
Conditional branches, 129
Conditional-branch subroutine, 125
Control, adaptive, 4, 131, 134
Control, magnetic, 425
Control, motor, 105
Control, numeric, 419
Control, remote, 425
Control devices, automatic, 126
Control of robots, 58
Control panel for ASEA robot, 320
Controls, editing, 186
Controls, function, 160
Controls, manual, 156
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Controls, operational, 153
Controls, review, 183
Controls in programming, 152
Control switches, 313
Control system, 59, 365
Control system, computerized, 113
Control unit, teaching, 117
Coordinate determination, vision, 362
Coordinates, base, 308
Coordinates, rectilinear, 33
Coordinate system, 240
Coordination of arm parts, 115
Coordination of robots in groups, 27
Costs, 28, 115, 448
CPU, 40
Critical path approach, 450
Critical path definitions, 444
Cyro 5-plus-2 arm robot, 34

D
Data analysis function, 379
Data systems, spacia spatial, 381
Data systems, use of, 135
Data transmission,
checking errors in, 430
Deadband, 232
Decision generation, 371
Degrees of freedom. See freedom,
degrees of
Delay intelligence, 24
Design considerations, 60
Design of robots, 134, 461
Determining need for robots, 276
Diagnostic programs, 144
Diagnostics, 25
Digital keyboard, 325
Dimensions of robots, 47
Display robots, 74
Distance traveled, controlling, 136
Domestic uses for robots, 49-50
Door opener, 65
Drives, types of, 202
Drive unit of ASEA, 290
Duplication of actions, 19

E
Elbow joint, robot's, 193
Electric motor, 202
Electric system, all-, 279
Electrohydraulic servosystem, 232
Electro-mechanical states, 218
Employment and robots, 455
English, Ruly, 393
English language, 393

Error elimination, 230
Errors, checking, 430
Experimentation, robots for, 239
External changes, adjusting to, 131
Eye, matrix, 362
EyeCom digitizer flow operation, 389
EyeCom System, 382
Eye control, 365
Eyes, robotic, 356, 361; See also vision
Eyes attached to grippers, 389

Failsafe systems, 58
Fatigue, robotic, 28
Feature extraction, 377
Feedback, 5, 30, 146, 223, 227, 265,
301, 248
Feedback measurement, 31
Feedback servomechanisms, 134
Fiber-optic sensors, 339
Finger considerations, 331
Fingers, robot, 194
Flexibility of robot arm, 193
FORTRAN language, 139, 140
Fourier Transformers, 134
Freedom, degrees of, 196, 200, 242
Function command
value meaning, 184
Function controls, 160
Future of robots, 448

G
GARCAN control system, 106
GARCAN electronics, operation of, 96
Gear system, 86
Greek letters, 318
Gripper, robot, 194
Gripper functions of ASEA, 286
Gripper of robot arm, 115
Gripper operation, 244
Gripper powering methods, 339
Gripper powering units,
comparison of, 332
Grippers, 19, 214, 326
Grippers, electrically operated, 338
Grippers, Fibro-Manta, 215
Grippers, hydraulic-activated, 336
Grippers, pneumatic, 337
Grippers, types of, 329
Grivet characteristics, 16
Grivet control unit, 8
Grivet Series 5, 5, 7
Grivet teaching unit, 9

H
Hand, robot, 194
Hand compared to
human hand, robot, 224
Hardware design 0, 433
HHTU connectors, 155
High-level language, 139
Hobby robots, 423
Home, computerized, 457
Household robots, 45
Hughes Aircraft Industry, 62
Hughes Mobot, 62
Human actions, emulating, 10
Hydraulic drive system, 207
Hydraulic power, 203

Image recognition, 379
Improvements needed, 454
Industrial applications, 6
Industrial robot, multiarmed, 142
Industrial robots, improving, 353
Industry, video-inspection
system for, 374
Information, conveying, 264
Inspect-reject-accept mode, 385
Instruction codes, 151
list of, 183
Instructions, entering, 160
Intelligence, artificial, 12
Intelligence, delay, 24
Intelligence, providing robots with, 23
Intelligence capacity, machine, 16
Interfacing units, 368
International robot developments, 453
Interrupt branch, 129
Interrupt signals, 131

Jerry Rebman Electronics Co., 73
Jog to position, 158
K
Keyboard, digital, 325
Keyboard control system, 252
Kinematics, arm, 200
Kitchen, automated, 54, 55
Kitchen, robots in the, 51, 54
L
Lamp test, 155
Languages, models of, 398
LaPlace Transforms, 134
Laws governing robots, 423
Laws of Robotics, 276
Learning, 4
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Least Squares Optimization,
Wiener's, 134
Light beam, infrared, 65
Limit switches, 145, 198
Linearity, 233
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC), 40
Linkage motion, 296
LISP language, 142
Lord Company, 42
LPC, 40
M
Machine language, 13
Machines, 1
Magnet device, 198
Magnetic control, 425
Malfunctions, 36, 58
Manufacturing problems, 27
Mark IV robot, 54
Mathematic principles for
robot design, 134
Mathematics in robot operation, 18
Matrix eye, 362
Maximum principle of Pontryagin, 134
Mechanical considerations, 47
Mechanics, robotic, 48
Mechanisms, robot, 77
Memory, 15
Memory, loss of in
microcomputers, 309
Microwave motion detector, 68, 71
Mini-Mover 5, 240
Mini-Mover 5 cable operation, 242
Mini-Mover 5, programming the, 253
Mini-Mover 5 teaching program, 257
Mobile robot, 37
Mobile robot, programming, 135
Modifying position, 159
Monitoring of systems, 25
Motion detector, microwave, 71
Motion detector,
Solfan microwave, 66
Motion detector antenna patterns, 68
Motion, in all axis, 151
Motion, rectilinear, 33
Motion, types of, 120
Motions of ASEA, 286
Motions, Versatran arm, 177
Motor, electric, 202
Motor, stepping, 136, 203, 244
Motor components, 92
Motor control, 105
Motor-control circuit, 98
Motors, in robot design, 242
Mountain Hardware
Supertalker system, 427
Movement, schematic, 196
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Multiarmed robot, 142
Multiloop servosystem, 229
Multiplexing, 264
Multiplexing, time division, 265
N
NC machines, future of, 421
Next position number request, 158
Noise, 32
Nuclear inspection, robot use for, 62
Null, 232
Null shift, 232
Numeric control operations, 420
CI
Open loop servosystem, 219, 230
Optics control, 355
Optimum response, 135
Optomation system operation, 372
Optomation video system, 367
P
Palletize operation, 145
Parallel servomechanisms, 223
Patchboard, 217
Path control, 67
Path control, computerized, 70
Path programming, 125
Personality, robot, 59
Pert definitions, 444
Phonemes, 399
Piston, 207
Piston-transfer valve, 210
Planet Corp., 203
Planning a robot, 436
Pneumatic power system, 212
Point to point automatic system, 151
Polaroid Ultrasonic
Ranging System, 412
Position, recording the, 157
Position, setting the, 156
Position sensors, 342
Power, arm, 201
Power of arm, 260
Power of ASEA, 286
Power supply, 49, 82, 201
Power systems, 214
Prab Conveyors, Inc., 145
Precision, 32
Preparation, program, 152
Principle of Optimization,
Bel!man's, 134
Problems, detecting, 25
Program erase, 154
Program examples, 186
Programming, 109
Programming, control, 139

Programming, industrial robot
Versatran, 151
Programming, methods of, 139
Programming, mobile robot, 135
Programming, path, 125
Programming procedure,
five-step, 152
Programming robots, 13
Programming robots for
selected chores, 23
Programming rules, 152
Programming the Mini-Mover 5, 253
Program number request, 154
Program preparation, 152
Programs for Versatran robot, 146
Programs, simple, 186
Program teach panel, 152
Pulse code modulation, 266, 269

Quasar Industries, 45, 49, 59, 62

R
Radar, 67, 69, 71
Radio-controlled robot,
See CARCAN robot
Ranging system, 411
Ranging system using light, 417
Receiver, infrared, 65
Recognizer, the, 365
Rectilinear coordinates, 33
Rectilinear motion, 33
Reference point, 122
Remote control, 425
Response, optimum, 135
Response time, 15
Robot, definition of, 42, 46
Robot, derivation of, 2
Robot, display, 134
Robot, industrial, 282
Robot, mobile, 37
Robot, multiarmed, 142
Robot, programming of, 151
Robot building, who, 424
Robot design, 134, 461
Robot diagram,
computer-controlled, 101
Robotics experimentation, 239
Robot Institute of America, The, 42
Robotnik, 2
Robot pilot, 2
Robots, android, 28
Robots, domestic, 45
Robots, improving industrial, 353
Robots, types of hobby, 423

Robots in residential uses, 457
Robot system problems, 430
Robot uses, 14, 62
Robot uses, android, 49
S
Safety, 36
Sanyo autofocus system, 417
Schematic symbols, 195
Search function, 131
Search function, robot, 130
Section point, 22
Security, robot use for, 63
Security needs, home, 457
Selsyn-type power system, 203
Sensor, tactile, 131
Sensors, 5, 121, 199, 265
Sensors, fiber-optic, 339
Sensors, fixed, 65
Sensors, gripper, 339
Sensors, positiqn, 342
Sensors for diagnostics, 25
Series servomechanisms, 221
Servo amplifier, 305
Servo Driver unit
electronics schematics, 237
Servomechanism considerations, 218
Servomechanism definitions, 218
Servomechanisms, 32
Servosystems, 219, 227, 229, 301
Shoulder joint, robot's, 192
Signal, 122
Signals, interrupt, 131
Signal transference in
ASEA system, 310
Size of robots, 47
Sociology of robot use, 275
Software, 110, 146
Software design, 433
Solfan, 66
Sound-ranging system
disadvantages, 413
Sound-ranging system
in robotics, 412
Speak and Math machine, 397
Speak and Spell learning aid, 37
Speech, 445
Speech, robotic, 37
Speech, synthetic, 38
Speech chips, 408
Speech circuitry, 402
Speech for robot, 392
Speech recognition
automatic, 398
CARCAN robot, 73
See also voice recognition system,
400
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Speed of operation, 32, 41, 135
programming, 162
Speed of robot arm, 24
Standard branching, 125
Stepping motor, 136, 203
Stepping motor, operating the, 244
Subroutine, 122, 124
Subroutine, conditional-branch, 125
Subroutines, linking, 139
Subroutines, nested, 175
Subroutines, unnested, 176
Sucker device, 198
Suction device, 198
Supertalker flowchart, 429
Switch, mode select key, 153
Switches, limit, 145, 198
Switches, mechanical, 221
Switching devices, automatic, 126
Synchronization, 86

TARC control unit, 6
Tall Boy robot, 95
Tape player, 86
Task, defining activities in, 152
Task, definition of, 20
Teaching program, 257
Teaching robots, 6
Teaching unit, 9, 117
Telemetry systems, 271
Test robot, 6
Testing movement of arm, 158
Testing programs, 144
Testing robot systems, 432
Texas Instruments, 37
speech circuitry, 402
Thinking process, human, 17
Threshold, 233
Time factor in programming 111
Time periods for movement, 70
Timing robot movements, 70
TI solid state speech system, 37
Tops for robot bases, 77
Torso, robot's, 192
Transfer valve operation terms, 232
Transforms, 134
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TRS -80 computer, 248, 433
Truth table, 128
Tubes for power, 214
U
Ultrasonic Ranging Marketing, 411
Uses of robots, 62
future, 454
V
Vector, 20, 21
Velocity of ACC/DEC values, 164
Verbal communication, rules for 394
Versatran flowchart, 175
Versatran robot, 145
Video cameras, 63, 366
Video-inspection system,
industrial, 374
Video signal, following the, 376
Vision, robotic, 392
Vision coordinate determination, 362
Vision recognition system, 368
Vision system, diagram, 358
Vision tracking system, 361
Vision window, 360
Visual inspection systems, 385
Vocabulary, increasing robot's, 40
Vocal robot, advantage to, 392
Voice control, 57
Voice recognition, 40, 71
Voice Synthesizer, 445
Voice synthesizer chip, 38
Voice synthesizer system, 439
Voice tract configuration, 403
Votrax 9, 446, 458
Voxbox system, 438, 441

Wiring of robot, 77
Wrist, of robot arm, 115
Wrist, robot, 193
Wrist, three-roll, 354
Wrist design, 354
Z
Z-80 machine code, 250
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